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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In this edition we have supplied an authoritative account of the tradi
tional Bhakti doctrine.

We have also attem pted to show by numerous quota

tions from devotees of different climes and ages and pursuing different faiths,
th at the religion of Bhakti is a universal religion.

These quotations will also,

it is hoped, throw further light oh hiany of the Sutras of N arada.

For these

additional notes we are wholly indebted to the Sri Bhasya of R am anuja, its
translation by Thibaut in the Sacred Books of the East Series,

“ Leaves from

the Diary of a Hindu Devotee ” published by the Panini Office, Allahabad,
and “ The Mystics of Islam ” by Mr. Reynold A. Nicholson.
S. N. >

i

INTRODUCTION.

There is a tradition as to the origin and authorship of this short treatise
(Vide Srtmad-B/id^avatam, Chapters^I. 4 and 5). Maharsi Vedavy^sa was
staying in his hermitage of Badarikasrama. One day the celestial hermit
'Ndrada turned up there in the course of his usual wanton rambles. The great
Vy&sa welcomed him with due rites, and, on his taking seat, asked : “ Pro
phet of Gods I the soul- of man seeks to get free from the hold of pleasure
and pain, and craves for deliverance from the bondage of the world. But the
path of Action (K urm a) does not lead directly to the goal. Knowledge ( Jfldiia,)
of course, does ; nevertheless, without the leaven of Devotion, it can achieve
very little in substance. Devotion f5 A a ^ iJ i|^^the only way of attaining
salvation ; all the others have importance only in so far as they are auxiliary
to it. Therefore I humbly ask you to explain to me the doctrine of Devotion.’'
The divine N&rada at once surveyed the mind of Vyfi-sa, and replied : “ Great
sage ; you have come down on earth for the redemption of mankind. Your
present enquiry has ^been prompted by tjiat desire alone. By your disciple
Jaimini, you have already, in the PUrva-Mimdmid, discoursed upon the
problem of Action, and have yourself completed the enquiry into the problem
of Knowledge in the Uttara-M imdmsd. And now you have taken up the
problem of Devotion. I am going to explain it. But its full explanation will
be given by you in your Srimad-Bhdgavatam which will bo of the nature of a
commentary upon your Brahma-SHtras. My Sutras wall be read as such in
explanation of your very short description of Devotion given in the TJttaraM imdmsd.^'
.
So saying, N&rada delivered a discourse on Devotion in' 84 aphorisms
the collection of which forms this short treatise, known as drada-BhaktiSdtram.
The doctrine of Devotion, however, is as old as the Vedas where it has
been revealed as the Panchar^tra (Bhdgavata or Sdtvata) tantra. '“ The
theory of the Bhdgavatas is that from V^sudeva, w'ho is the highest Brah
man and the highest cause, there originates the individual soul called Sahkarsana ; from Sahkarsana the internal organ called Pradyumna ; and from Pradyumna the principle of egoity called Aniruddha.” “ W hat it teaches is that
the highest Brahman, |there called Vftsudeva, from kindness to those devoted
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D evotion.

(i) I t t philosophical basis.
Jiva or the Embodied Self and Brahman or the Pure Self are two dis-^
tiiict realities. In the phenomenal world, as in the. case of ordinary mortalsj
they stand apart from each other. Philosophy seeks to vindicate their exis
tence and to ascertain the nature and attributes of each, while Religion seeks
to. find out the way for the Jiv a ’s return to Brahman. Systems of thought
and religion differ according as they take different views of the Jiv a and Brah
man or of their relation to each other. Thus, the sage K^syapa thinks that
the Jiv a is absolutely dissimilar to Brahman and that Brahman is higher than
the Jiva (S'.** 29). According to the great Vyasa, on the other hand, the
notions of the Jiva and Brahman are erroneous, and there is but one reality.
r
viz., the Self in the form of pure consciousness (Brahma-Sutra, IV . i. 3 ; S,
30). Sandilya rejects both these extreme theories, and takes the middle course,
thereby reconciling the two to a certain extent. His theory is that the Jiv a
and Brahman are two distinct realities, but that,' under the aspect of eternity,^
the Jiva possesses the same nature as Brahman, which, however, does not be
long to it, in a developed form, in the phenomenal world, in other words, that
it is capable of attaining to, that is to say, returning to, Brahma-Bhava or the
state of Brahman (S.^31). He gives reasons for his theory, and refers to
authoritative texts, (such as Chhdndogya Upanisat, Adhyaya II I , Khanda 14,
Taittirtya Samhitd, V II. i. 10. 2, Taittiriya Aranyaka, I I I . 11. 4, Taktiriya
Upanisat iii. *1, the great saying “ Thou art That, ” Gitd XV. 7, etc.), in
support of it. It may be objected that the above theory involves a contradic
tion in thought, inasmuch as the ideas of being the Creator of the World, and
the like, and of hot being so are altogether different. To this bfi-ndilya replies
that there is no such contradiction here, in the same way a§ there is not any
in the act of recognition, although there too the object present to the senses
is different from the object recalled. Nor does it follow from this theory that
Brahman alsn is subject to the limitations and sufferings peculiar to the J i v a ;
for the very point of this theory is that limitations and sufferings are mere
accidents and in no way appertain to the nature of the Self (S. 33.) This
does not, however, apply to the lordliness of Brahman characterised as the
Creator, etc., for such lordliness belongs to its very essence (S. 34). No
where in the ^rutis the lordliness of Brahman has been denied, while it follows
from the similarity of nature between the Jiva and Brahman that limitations
*B relera to the aphorlama of Bandilya, duel R to thoto of tlarAdBi while the figures giro
• *
the numbeci of the aphorisi^Bi

(
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case, there can be no relationship of the seer and the object seen between the
Supreme Lord and the Jivas, and hence it would follow that omnipotence
and omniscience do not belong to Him and that He is apprehensible by finite
intelligences like any other object of cognition (S. 94). Besides, the circum
stances which apparently differentiate the Self on the phenomenal plane,
namely, individual cognitions, desires, feelings, volitions etc., are not essential
attributes of the Self, but have their origin elsewhere, and are merely reflected
in it (S. 95). All the change, differentiation, that the Self undergoes, is its ap
pearance on, and disappearance from, the field of phenomenal existence, where
it comes into association with activity and its consequence (S.'^lOO).
Mukti, Kelease, then means the return of the /S'ctmsari Jiva, ?.(?., Jiva
as undergoing revolutions of births and deaths in ever-changing forms of
existences, into the state of Brahman, the Pure Self, characterised as pure
existence, pure ,consciousness, and pare bliss.
The cause of Samsdra or
worldly existence is not want of knowledge. The argument that like the
erroneous apprehension of a snake in a piece of rope, this world also has no
foundation in reality, is not valid. For, in the first place, there is no adequate
reason in favour of the supposition ; on the other hand, were the world a crea
tion of the imagination, the inference of God as the Cause of the world would
fall to the ground. Nor has Badarayana, in any of his aphorisms, (the Ve
danta Sutras), taught the unreality of the world ; on the contrary, by show
ing the unreality of the dream-creation, he has established the reality of the
creation of the waking state, and thereby disproved the theory that the world is
the imagination of ignorance.
“ We adm it,” says Ramanuja in the Sri
Bhdsya, “ that release consists only in the cessation of Nescience, and that
this cessation results from the knowledge of Brahman. But a distinction has
here to be made regarding the nature of this knowledge which the Vedantatexts aim at enjoining for the purpose of putting an end to Nescience. Is it
merely the knowledge of the sense of sentences which originates from the
sentences ? or is it knowledge in the form of meditation (upasana) which has
the knowledge just referred to as its antecedent? * * . * * *
Hence we
conclude that the knowledge which the Vedanta-texts aim at inculcating is
a knowledge other than the mere knowledge of the sense of sentences,
and denoted by ‘ dhyAnarV" ‘ upasana’ {i. e. meditation), and similar
terms. * * * * *
“ Meditation ’ means steady rememberanc^ i.e., a continuity of steady
remembrance, uninterrupted like the flow of o il; in agreement with the scrip
tural passage which declares steady rememberance to be the means of release,
on the attainment of rememberance all the ties are loosened’ (Chh. Up. V II.
26. 2). * * * * *

PR EF A CE .

I had not,*^therefore, the resource of being able to relegate
my impedimenta to the foot of the pages, a resource whicli
in such a case was almost indispensable, since I had to
address a reader who was not a specialist, and I was my
self averse to be obliged to limit myself to a colourless and
inexact statement. A ll I had to say and explain must
either be said .and explained in the text, or suppressed
altogether. The result was that I loaded my text to the
utmost possible extent, often, I must say, at the expense
of fluency of diction^ and I also suppressed a good deal.
I left out, with no small reluctance, more than one remark,
which, though of secondary, was yet of serviceable impor
tance, because it would have interrupted the continuity of
what I sought mainly to develop. I sacrificed especially
a considerable number of those particularities, such as not
unfrequently defy all attempts at circumlocution, yet im
part to matters the exact shade of meanintj that belongs
to them, but which would have required observations in
explanation such as I could have introduced only at the
expense of interlarding my pages with an array of in
congruous parentheses. In these circumstances I did all
I could to retain at least as much as possible of the sub
stance ; and those Indianists who may be pleased to look
into my work will see, I think, that under the enforced
generalities of my exposition*'there lies concealed a certain
amount of minuteness of investigation.
These shortcomings I was able to remedy in a measure
in the impressions which I was solicited to issue in a
separate form shortly after, and to which I was free to add
annotations. By this means it was possible to append the
bibliography, as well as a goodly number of detached reI had had the necessary time, it would have been difficult
to have modified it in any important particular. The re
daction of a scientific treatise written without divisions into*
chapters and intended to remain without notes, must
assume a form more or less of an abnormal character. If
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has no necessary connection with freedom from the limitation of the physi
cal organism. Success in the culture of Devotion may be attained even
during the continuence of life on earth, and in such cases the destined
period of, mortal existence has to be completed before final liberation
can be enjoyed. The Jivas which attain this state, are called Jivan-mukta,
living, yet released.
I t is their A.drist(xm^ i.s., the potential after
effects of acts voluntarily performed by them, which stands in the way of
their immediate release. I t cannot be contended that similarly .th eir otheu
Adristas also, wherein they have reserved for them other experiences of
worldly existence, must go on producing thei? effects, so th at there can
be no Release by means of Devotion ; for, with the disappearance of Adristam
determining length of life, and of the finite intellect, the very foundation of
these other experiences are taken away from beneath them, inasmuch as
experience of passing state is not an attribute o f'th e Self, but is m erely
reflected in it from the finite intellect (S. 97).
An enquiry into the Doctrine of Devotion may be, therefore, piofitably
undertaken (S. 1, N. 1.)
(ii.)

W ho are adhikdns, i.e., entitledf to the P ath of Devotion,

Jhdna^ Knowledge of the tru th about the Self and the Not-Self, and
Karyna^ religious performances,
sacrifices, are not meant foi all. For
example, females and Sudras are excluded from the study of the Vedas. But
no such restriction exists in the case of Devotion. The P ath of Devotion
consists of a gradation of steps. The desire for M akti, for release from the coil
of mortality, and the suffering attending it, is its starting point, and that
which is called P ard Bhakti, Le., H igher Devotion, is its goal ; for, it is
P a rd B hakti t\mt immediately leads to M ukti (S. 84)* And subsidiary to
P a rd Bhakti, Ekdnta-hhdva, whole-hearted devotion, there are various other
forms of devotional states, eighty-one in number (vide page xiii post), and activities,
which in their comprehensiveaess reach from the highest to the lowest of human
i

l)eings. Hence females, SCidras, Chandalas, and the like, as well as those who
are better situated than they, are equally competent to follow the Path of
Devotion ; provided only they have awakened to the sense of their state as
sinners and sufferers, and consequently have come to possess an all-absorbing
desire for release from the painful revolutions of births and deaths. M umuksutva. Desire for Release, is the minimum qualification which entitles one to
•
the P ath of Devotion (B. 78, 79, 80, 81, 82; N. 33, 73).
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me, have not been made on the basis of documents at
second hand. They are fitted anyhow to give to those
who have only a slight acquaintance with the details of
our studies, some idea at least of the immense amount of
labour which has within the century been expended on
the subject of India. With the view of making this
evident I have.>be^n careful to supply a rather extensive
bibliography, in which the reader will perhaps remark a
greater array of references than was necessary to justify
my statements. I tfave, however, prescribed here certain
limits to myself. I have not, for instance, except when
absolutely necessary, mentioned any books which I did
not happen to have by me (in which category I include a
host of native publications, with the titles of which I could
have easily amplified my references); neither have I re
ferred to works, which, though doubtless not without their
value at the time when they appeared, are now out of
date, and in which the true and the false are to such an
extent intermingled that the citation of them, without
considerable correction in an elementary treatise such as
this, would have only served to confuse and mislead the
uninitiated reader. But except in these cases, and such
as I may have omitted from want of recollection, I have
endeavoured as much as possible to point out the place of
each, especially that of those who led the van in this
interesting series of investigations. In fine, as I have
already explained, a good many of the notes are simple
additions, and ought to be accepted as a sort of appendix
in continuation of the text.
Having said this much of the general conditions under
which this work was undertaken and drawn up, I have
still, with the reader’s indulgence, some explanations to
make in regard to a matter or two belonging to the con
tents, in regard to questions which I have thought I ought
to waive as being in my opinion not yet ripe fo^ solution^
and also as regards the restriction I have imposed on

i
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But the easier and more attractive form of the worship of Saguna Brahman
is worship of Him in His Incarnations. Pard-Bhakti may be cultivated towards
the Incarnation also (S. 46). An “ Incarnation of Brahman,” however, is not
a mere figment of the imagination ; for, the Lord Himself declares in the Gita
(IV. 9), that He undergoes birth and activity in the midst of mortals’. But
His birth is a divine event, being due solely to His own Energy (fe. 48). Says
the Lord also: “ Although I am the Unborn, and of immutable essence,
although I am the Lord of the created beings, I enter into My PraJcriti,— put
forth My Energy,— and come into (finite) existence from age to age ” (Gita,
IV. 6). Incarnation, again, is entirely an act of compassion on His p a r t ; and
compassion is a pure, unselfish attribute in Him (6. 49).

For, the purpose

of divine incarnation is thus declared in the Gita : “ Icreate Myself, 0 Bhdrata., ■
whenever there is decline of Pharm a or Righteousness, and rise oi A~Dharma
or unrighteousness. For the protection of the virtuous and for the destruction
of the wicked, and for the purpose of the establishment of Pharma, I come into
(finite) existence, from age to age, by means of My M aya ” (IV . 7 and 8).
Incarnations should be, however, distinguished from the vihhiiti or glories of
the Lord. All excellences, e. g., of truth, beauty, love, power, greatness, etc.,
wherever found, are glories of the L o rd ; and an account of these glories is
given in the Gitd, X, 19-42. But M ukti will not result from the worship
y
j||
of any of these glories (S'. 50 and 51). It may be urged that whereas Vasudeva, Krisna, is also enumerated in the above portion of the Gitd as a vibhuti or
glory of the Lord, worship of Him, therefore, will not bring about M u k ti; but
this is not the case, as there is sufficient' evidence that V^sudeva’s is a mere
form, while K risna is the Lord Himself (S. 52 and 53). The inclusion of
Vdsudeva amongst the vibhutis is intended to show that He is the greatest
amongst the Vrisnis (S. 54). Devotion to the Lord Krisna will, therefore,
lead to Release. So also will do Devotion to the other well-known Incarna
tions in the’forms of Nrisimha, Vdmana, Rama, Buddha, etc, (S. 55).
(iv) The Culture of Pevotion.
According to some, Jhdna or knowledge is instrumental in the production
of Bhakti (N. 28), while others say that they are mutually dependent (N. 29).
But the teaching: of Narada is that Bhakti is the fruit or result of itself
(N. 30). Nevertheless there are several auxiliary causes to it. Thus, Bhakti
arises from the giving up of the objects of the senses and of attachment to
them (N. 35), from constant worship (N. 36), from listening to, and singing,
the glories of the Lord in the assemblies of men (No. 37). But principally
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anyhow it'has not escaped the notice of such an expert in
the affairs of India as Professor Thiel^e of Leyden, with
whom I am happy to find myself in harmony of view on
the subject of the Veda^ That critic has, in consequence,
not without reason, challenged ^ me to say why I have not
insisted on it more, and if, after this first avowal, I was
warranted to dcaw^uch a sharp distinction as I have done
between the epoch of the Hymns and that of the Brahmanas.
Whether I was rignt or wrong in doing so, it is not for
me to decide. I have pointed out the differences which,
as it appears to me, we must admit to exist between the two
epochs referred to, differences which I do not think can be
accounted for simply by the diverse nature of the docu
ments. In the Br^hmanas we have a sacred literature and
a new liturgy; the priesthood that inspired the Hymns has
become a caste; and there is a theory which is given forth
as a law for this caste, as well as the others-— one which,
whether true or imaginary, is nevertheless in itself a fact.
Were it only for these reasons, I should consider myself
bound to maintain the generally accepted distinction; but,
not to adduce more, I confess that I had another reason
— the fear, viz., of being drawn into the subject further
than was desirable in a work
o ^such as this.
The Hymns, as I have already remarked, do not appear
to me to show the least trace of popular derivation. I
rather imagme that they emanate from a narrow circle of
priests, and that they reflect a somewhat singular view of
things. Hot only can I not accept the generally received
opinion that Yedic and Aryan are synonymous terms, I
am even not at all sure to what extent we are rmht in
speaking of a Vedic people. Hot that communities did
not then worship the gods of the Veda, but I doubt very
much if they regarded them as they are represented in the
Hymns, any more than that they afterwards sacrificed to«
them in community after the rites prescribed in the Brah^ In the Theologische Tijdschrift of July 1880.
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Devotion have to be cultivated simultaneously, successively, or alternatively.
To this ^Saiidilya gives the reply that there is no hard and fast rule for the
application of these subsidiary means, but that their application depends upon
the requirements of each particular case, like the use of various materials in
the construction and repair of a building (S. 62) ; for every one of them is
capable of pleasing the Lord
63), and thereby leading to P anU Bhakti.
We trace here, in broad outline, the progress of a *Sawsdrrjiva towards
M ukti along the'Path of Bhakti. Experience of pleasure and pain is a funda
mental fact of human existence. I t falls to the lot of every mortal. But it
is the fortunate few who can realize the significance of it. If the Jiva has
acquired Sukrita or merits in his previous birth and if he is discriminative,
the experience of pleasure and pain in unending alternation will produce ^a
feeling of dissatisfaction and disgust in him and will awaken him to the utter
helplessness of his situation. Thereafter will dawn in him Sraddhd, Faith,
namely, the belief that there is a moral Governor of the World, who rules the
destinies of the Jivas according to immutable laws. Here, for the first time,
is made differentiation between the Here and the Here-after. This is the mo
ment of the birth of Religion. Now the Jiva avoids waste of energy in useless,
though, it may be, harmless, pursuits ^
and confines his activi
ties within the code, of morality (Sdstra) which regulates conduct by means
of which the Supreme Good may be attained. Gradually he forbears more
and more from doing prohibited acts, and pays ever-increasing attention to
the performance of acts prescribed. At the same time he learns to put out
Abhlmdna or Self-assumption, i.e., to perform acts not for the sake of the
fruits which they may produce, but in a spirit of devotion to duty. Thus
Karma-Yoya, the Path of* Action, ends in the purification of the mind of
Ahhimdna. This may be said to be the first stage of devotional self-culture.
The second stage begins with the feeling of the necessity of some Sddhana
or means of Release. Such a means can be fo.und in the company of Sddhus
or pious men. The aspirant, therefore, should keep company with the Sddhus
and render service unto them. Sddhu-Sevd, to serve pious men, is the first
act of .worship, wherein lies the Seed of Divine Love. Companionship of the
Sddhus and Sddhu-Sevd will produce a little indifference to worldly objects,
and attachment to the things of the other world. Next will follow occa
sional contemplation mixed with extraneous thougjits. This impurity of ex
traneous thoughts is due to what is called Anartha or evils. Anartha is
four-fold, according as it arises from (1) duskrita, demerits, (2) sukrita^
merits, (3) aparddha, failings or faults, and (4) bhakti, devotion. They are
called anartha or evils, because they cause disj^action. Aparadha, faults,
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I have in a summary way indicated these views in my
•work, and that in more passages than ^one; hut it is easy
to see how, if I had laid ^greater stress on them, they
might have modified certain parts of my exposition. I
did not think that I'^ought to go against the received
opinions on this matter, or that in addressing a public
imperfectly qualified to judge, I should attach more
weight to my private doubts than the almost unanimous
consent of scholars more learned than myself. If it is
a wrong that I haVS done, I confess it, and that as one
which I committed wilfully. And, after all, there is so
much that is uncertain in this obscure past, and what
Whitney says in regard to dates, “ in Indian literary his
tory,” that they are so many “ pins set up to be bowled
down again,” is so applicable to all hypotheses in this field,
that a new opinion would do well to allow itself some
considerable time to ripen.
I am accordingly of opinion that the Heo-Brahmanic
religions are of very ancient date in India. On the other
hand, their positive history is comparatively modern; it
commences not much earlier than the time when it
becomes dispersed and distracted among that confusion
of sects which has prolonged itself to our own time.
In order to render an account of these sects, it was my
duty to classify them, and 1 have done so according to
the philosophic systems which seem to have at each
period prByailed among them.
This arrangement I
have adopted only in defect of another ; for the merely
chronological succession, besides being for the earlier
epochs highly uncertain, and calculated to involve me
in endless repetitions, would have been of slender sig
nificance in itself, and would have resolved itself into a
bare enumeration, since it is impossible to show, in
most cases here, that a succession of the sort involves
filiation.
I confess, however, that the arrangemeni^
adopted is not very satisfactory.
The formulae of
metaphysics have penetrated so deeply into the moaes

r'1
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niW(/ana-(de<iicatioa), dsahtl (attachment), when the devotee sacrifices himself
to the Lord, completely identifies his will with His will, loses his separate
existence in the wider existence of the Lord. Thereafter he attains to the
state of tonmaya-(absorption in Him) dsakti (attachm ent), that is, of absolute
self-forgetfulness. This is called bhdva, trance, samddhi, deep meditation,
wherein there takes place manifestation of the Supreme Being. This is the
sprouting stage of divine love. B h d m then grows into mahd-hhdva, the higher
trance, which is the state of pamm(X-(extreme) vimAa-(separation) dsakti(attachment). As in the case of true lovers during separation, so here also the
devotee becomes mad after God, realizes His presence within himself as well
as outside him, and verily lives, moves and has his being in Him. This is
parama-prema, the consummation of Love. Hereby the knot of the heart
(hridaya-granthi)y which binds the Jiv a to the Samsdra, is cut asunder, all
doubt is set at rest, and karma, the cause of re-birth, is exhausted. Thus the
Jiv a overcomes MAy^, and obtains Release. If it happens during life, he is
cdWed'jivan-mukta, living yet released ; if after death, he is then called vtdehamukta, disembodied and released.
(y)— Xhe Forms ajid Expressions o f Devotion.
Devotion is indicated by (a) smamdna, honour, as in the case of Arjuna,
(b) vahumdna, exaltation, as in the case of Iksvaku (N risim ha-P urdna, XXV*
22), (c) priti, pleasure, as in the case of Vidura (M ahdbhdrata, Udyoga Parva
L X X X IX 24), (d) viralia, (pangs of) separation, as in the case of the Gopis

I

(Visnu P ardna, V. xviii. 17), (e) itara-vichikitsd, disinclination to others,
as in the case of Upamanyu (Malidblidrata, Anm asana-P arva, X IV . 186)^
(f) mahimd-khydti, glorification, as in the case of Yama (V isnu-P urdna, III.
vii. 10,) (g) tadartha prdna sthdna, living for Him, as in the case of Hanum an
(Rdm dyana, Uttara-kdnda, C V II. 31). (h) tadiyatd, the belief th at everything
belongs to Him, as in the case of Uparichara Vasu (M ahd-bhdrata, S d n tiParva, Chapters 336 and 337), (i) sai'va-tad-bhdva, the consciousness that
He is immanent in all things, as in the case of Prahlada (Visnu P urdna
I. xix. 5), (J) a-prdtikdlya, non-opposition, as in the case of Bhisma (Malid~
bhdrata, Bhisma-Parva, L IX . 97), and the like (S. 44, N. 19), such as ardour
in worship, and in constant talk about Him (N. 16, 17, 18).
Before we proceed to describe the various forms of Devotion, we sliduld
better explain the statement we have made above, namely, that there are eightyone varieti es of it. And for this purpose we make the following quotation
• from the gloss of Achdrya Sridha'ra on the Srimad Bhdgavatam, III. xxix.

PREFA CE.

existing castes, with one exception, that of the Brahmans,
“are the heirs in a direct line of ^he ancient cdturvarnya. I have, therefore, felt free to discharge myself
from the obligation of^inquiring into the origin and more
or less probable transformations of the latter, and it was
enough to indicate the period onward from which the
texts represent tl^e sacerdotal caste as definitely estab
lished ; that is to say, when we first meet with a precise
formula,' O
givino;
sanction to a state of things
O a religious
0^c
which in all probability existed in fact from time im
memorial.
The second question of which I have steadily kept
clear, is that of the relations which happen to have arisen
between the Aryan religions of India and the systems of
belief professed either by foreign peoples, or by races
ethnographically distinct that had settled in the country.
This inquiry thrust itself upon me in relation to Chris
tianity and Islamism; and there is nothing I should have
wished more than to do as much in reference to other
historical relations of the same kind, if I had thought I
could do so with any profit. There is, as regards India,
some weak and uncertain indications of a possible ex
change of ideas with Babylon, and the legend of the
Deluge might not improbably have come from that
quarter. But all that can be done in regard to this, is
to put the question. For a much stronger reason I have
shrunk fr?3m following Baron d’Eckstein into the inves
tigation of the far more hypothetical relations with
Egypt and Asia Minor. In a very friendly and far
too eulogistic criticism of the present work, E. Kenan
has been pleased to express some regret on this score
and I am very far from maintaining, for my part, that
the time will not come when it will be necessary to
resume researches in this direction ; but to do so now
would, in my opinion, be to advance forward in total
darkness. The question is different as regards the re^ In the Journal Asiatiqiie of June 1880.
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this aspiration ought to he distinctly expressed after the
principal articulation, as i]j inkhorn. , Of the gutterals,
g and gh are always hard, and the nasal of this order
is marked by n, to be pronounced as in song. The palates
c and j (and consequently their corresponding aspirates)
are pronounced as in challenge, journey, and the nasal of
the same order, 4i, like this letter in Spanish. The
lingual consonants, which, to our ear, do not differ
perceptibly from th^ dentals, are rendered by t, th, d,
dh, n.
The sibilants p and sh are boih pronounced
almost as sh in English. The annsvara (the neuter or
final nasal) is marked by m, and the visarga (the soft
and final aspiration) by h.
The orthography has been rendered througliout rigorous
and scientifically exact; only in a small number of modern
names have I kept to the orthography in general use.
ft,

A. BARTH.
P aris, September 1881.
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Rati under the aspect of preyna, developing in these forms, may follow
Vidhi-mdrga, the path of the perfomance of duty, or rdga-mdrga, the pith
of attraction to the Lord. The former leads to the enjoyment of the cusvarga
or the lordliness of God, and is, therefore, misrd or mixed, while the latter
causes the enjoyment of the mddhurya or sweetness of the beauty of the Lord,
and is, therefore, kevala or pure. I t is pure prema-rati, called by Narada
parama-prema or Supreme Love, which is the consummation of Devotional SelfCulture, and the immediate cause of release.
(ri)— W hat is the na ture of Devotion ?
Higher Devotion consists in attachment to Isvara (S, 2). I t is of the
form of parama-prema or intense love towards Him (N. 2), and is the source
of eternal freedom from the coil of mortality (N. 2) ; by obtaining which man
becomes perfected, becomes immortal, becomes satisfied (N..4) ; by attaining
which he desires nothing else, grieves not, hates not, revels not, seeks nothing
else (N. 5) ; by knowing which he becomes mad, becomes still, becomes selfsatisfied (N. 6). It contains no worldly desires within itself ; on the contrary,
it arises on the inhibition of all worldly desires (N. 7-14). Sometimes it
appears by itself in a fit receptacle (N. 53). The nature of parama-prema^
however, cannot be described in words (N. 51), like the nature of taste felt
by a dumb person (N. 52). I t is attribute-less, desire-less, swelling up more
and more ,at every moment, flowing incessantly, in the form of subtler feeling
(N. 54), and transforming all objects of seeing, hearing, and thinking into
itself (N. 55).

* -

— I crave not for money, nor for men, nor for a beautiful woman, nor for
poetic genius, 0 Lord of the World ; in every birth of mine may ahaitvki
bhakti^ spontaneous devotion, grow in me towards Thee, the Lord.__^Sri
Chaitanga.
..f
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INTRODUCTION.

polytheistic idea of the universe. Among all the kindred
conceptions that we meet with, there is not another which
has shown itself so vigorous, so flexible, so apt as this to
assume the most diverse forms, and so dexterous in recon
ciling all extremes, from the most refined idealism to the
grossest idolatry ; none has succeeded so well in repairing
its losses; no chie has possessed in such a high degree the
power of producing and reproducing new sects, even great
religions, and of resisting, by perpetual regenesis in this
way from itself, all the causes which might destroy it, at
once those due to internal waste and those due to external
opposition. But for this very reason, too, it becomes
difficult to conceive in its totality, and in the succes
sive additions made to it, this vast religious structure, the
work, according to the most probable computations, of
more than thirty centuries of a history that is without
chronology, a perfect labyrinth of buildings, involved one
in another, within whose windings the first explorers,
almost without exception, went astray, so misleading is
the official account of them, so many ruins do we meet
with of a venerable aspect, and which yet are only of
yesterday. Thanks to the*-discovery of the Vedas,^ how^ Our first positive acquaintance

Sanscrite et Latine,” 1838 ; and the

udth the V ed^ dates from the publi

three memoirs by the founder of the

cation of the celebrated essay of H.

scientific interpretation of the Veda,

T. Colebrooke, “ On the Vedas or

Prof. R. Roth, “ Zur Litteratur und

Hindus,”

Geschichte desWeda,” 1846. Among

inserted in vol. viii. of the Asiatic

the more recent publications we take

Sacred Writings of the

Researches, 1805, and reproduced in

leave to mention, A^ Weber, “ Aka-

the “ Miscellaneous Essays ” of that

demische Vorlesungen fiber Indische

great Indianist. N ext to this funda

Literaturgeschichte,” 1852, 2d ed.

mental work we must mention the

1876, translated into French by A .

first attempts at an edition of the

Sadons, 1859 ; into English by J.

Rig-Veda by the lamented Fr. Rosen,

Mann and

entitled “ Rigvedae Specimen,” 1830;

M ax Mfiller, “ A History of Ancient

Th.

Zachariae,

1878 f

“ Rig-Veda Sanhita, liber primus.

Sanscrit Literature as far as it illus-
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Atha, this word may be taken as benedictory or as merely introducing
the subject. iirfT: Atah, hence, therefore ; because knowledge or apprehen
sion of truth and right conduct are not in themselves sufficient to bring about
salvation, but, for this, must be leavened with the enthusiasm of devotion.
Bhaktim, (the doctrine of) devotion.
Vyakhyasyamah, (we)
shall expound.

1. Now, therefore, we shall expound the doctrine of devotion— I.
/

Note.—The philosophy of Devotion by Sandilya begins thus :
therefore, inquiry into Devotion.”

Now,

'Note.— But it might be at once said that the devotion which is here
sought to supplement thought and action, is not an altogether unknown thing
and it might as well be doubted if it will after all solve the great problem of
human existence, namely, the liberation of the soul from the coil of mortality.
In fact, in their social and domestic relations men have had experience of the
delightful influence of affection, love, admiration, reverence, and similar other
sentiments. But nobody considers this to be adequate for the supreme pur
pose of life. All this is, however, admitted. At the same time it is main
tained that although there certainly is not any difference of kind between devo
tion, on the one hand, and other cognate sentiments, on the other, still there
is perceptibly a difference of degree between them. While these various modes
of feeling are but developments of the root principle of sympathetic response
of the human heart to congenial excitations from 'the outside, devotion is the
consummatron of them all. Further, we notice another very important cha
racteristic of devotion. The object of all attachment on earth is perishable,
and, therefore, finite ; whereas devotion aspires to something imperishable and
infinite. I t is only when the soul catches faint glimpses of the divine in
nature, within or around itself, that it is seized with the all-consuming
enthusiasm of devotion, and forgetting and forsaking everything else, strives
to throw itself entirely at the service of its God and its Lord, in which service
its .satisfaction is infinite.
These two points are made clear in the next aphorism which describes
what devotion is."

V
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the help of the comparative metj^ods to trace up to their
•“origin even the Vedic divinities and,forms of thinkino-.
Within these limitations the task we propose to ourselves
will, we think, prove Vast enough, and we feel only too
keenly how imperfect our work will in the end be found
to be. We by no means flatter ourselves that we have
always succeeded in distinguishing the essential points, in
disentangling the principal threads, and preserving to
every element in our exposition its just proportion and
place. A ll that we can pledge ourselves to do is, that we
shall guard ourselves against introducing into it either a
too pronounced peculiarity of view or a factitious lucidity
and arrangement.

c
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W hen'I have sacrificed my angel soul,
I shall become what no mind e’er conceived.
*
Oh, let me not e x ist! for Non-existence
Proclaims in organ tones, ‘ To him we shall return
The idea in the above two aphorisms is elaborated in the three following

Yat, which, love of God.
Labdhva, attaining.
Pum an,
man. #
Siddhah, successful. ^JjFn Amritah, immortal. ?jjt: Triptah, satis
fied.
Bhavati, becomes.

,

4. By attaining which man becomes successful, immortal,
and satisfied.—4.

*
This aphorism calls to mind GUd IX . 31. “ Before long he becomes
of virtuous soul and always enjoys peace. Know for certain, 0 Son of K unti,
My devotee never perishes.”

5T | f ^

v r a f h II 4| II

tfH Yat, which, Love of God. JUcsr Prapya, obtaining. ^ Na, not.
Kinchit, anything.
Vanchhati, desires.
Sochati, laments.
DveSji, loathes.
Ramate, revels.
Utsahi, zealous.
Bhavati,
becomes.

5. On obtaining which he does not de|ire anything, laments
or loathes nothing, revels not, nor becomes i^ fou s.— 5.
“ Love,” says Jalaluddin, “ is the remedy of o u r’fiiAe aiid self-conceit, the
physician of all our infirmities. Only he whose gar^ij^t" is Vbnt by love
becomes entirely unselfish.”
'
*
Having once found and loved God, man desires nothirfg. else "to . strive
after, or to avoid, or to take delight in. Herein devotion is higher than actioo.
Not only so ; it is also higher than thought. Thus :—
v'
FT#

F Ic ira

F 5 |S ^
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Yat, which, Love of God. WTr^r Jnatva, knowing. tTtT: Mattah, over
joyed, mad. ^rTSvr: Stavdhah, quiet, still. ^TriTirnr: Atmaramah, self-satisfied,
(One whose soul is one’s best place of rest.)
Bhavati, becomes.

6. By knowing which, he becomes^overjoyed, quiet, and selfsatisfied.—6.
*
.
Note.—I t may be thought that these high characteristics are not
necessarily involved in the idea of devotion. For, devotion is not after all as
absolutely selfless and colourless as it should be. Love of God, the pleasing
of the Lord, is the object which the devotee seems constantly to have in view.
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or liturgical texts, is, in fact, that which distributes them
into ric, yajus, and sdman} or, according to a later defini
tion,^ but one which may be accepted as valid for a period
of much greater a n tiq u ity in to {a) hymns, more strictly
verses of invocation and praise, which were chanted with
a loud voice: into (h) formulae prescribed with reference
to the various acts
of sacrifice, which were muttereddn a
o
low voice : and into (c) chants of a more or less complex
structure, and followed by a refrain which was sung in
chorus. To possess an accurate knowledge of the rics, the
yajus, and the s^mans, was to possess the “ triple science,”
the triple Yeda. When, on the other hand, there is men
tion of the four Yedas,^ the reference is to the four collec
tions as they exist at present, viz., the Rig- Veda, which
includes the body of the hymns; the Yajur- Veda, in which
all the prescribed formulae are collected; the Sdma- Veda,
which contains the chants (the texts of which are, with a
very few exceptions, verses of the Rig-Yeda®); and the
Atharva-Veda, a collection of hymns like the Rig-Yeda,
but of which the texts, when they are not common to the
two collections, are in part of later date, and must have
been employed in the ritual of a different worship. Be
sides those collections of mantras, i.e., of liturgical and
ritualistic texts, called SamJiitds, each Yeda still con
tains, as a second part, one or more B rdhmanas, or trea
tises on the ceremonial system, in which, with reference
to presc3iptions in regard to ritual, there are preserved
numerous legends, theological speculations, &c., as well as
1 Atharva-Veda, vii. 54, 2 ; see
Rig-Veda, x. 90, 9; Tait. Samh., i.
i 3 » 3 ; ^atap. Br., iv. 6, 7, i.
2 The official definition is given
in the Mimarnsa-Sutras, ii. l, 35-37,
pp. 128, 129, of the edition of tiie
Bibliotheca Indica ; see also Sayana’s
Commentary on the Rig-Veda, t. i.
p. 23, and Commentary on the Taittiriya Sanihiffi, t. i. p. 28, edition of
the Bibliotheca Indica ; Prasthanabheda ap. Ind. Stud., i. p. 14.
^ Atharva-Veda, xii. i, 38; Aitar.

o
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Br., V. 32, 3, 4 ; gatap. Br., ii. 3, 3^
Cbandog. Up., vii. l, 2 ; Ath.Veda, X. 7, 20; ^rihadar. Up., ii.
4, 10.
® Interesting information on the
mode of the formation and the cha
racter of these chants will be found
in the introduction to A. C. Burnell’a
edition of the Ar^heyabrahnuna,
pp. xi., xli. See also Th. Aufrechfc,
Die Hymnen des Rigveda, 2d ed.,
Preface, p. xxxviii.
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And not only this, it has a negative aspect also.

rrffT5rfT5=?7rrr
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rfflPT^ Tasmin, m hmi. iir?r^trrTT Ananyata, single-heartedness,
Tad-virodhisUy in all that is antagonistic to Him.
Hdasinata, indiffer
ence, apathy,
Cha, and.

9. (lahibitioa also means) single-hearfcedaess to^Y^'H'ds Him
and indifference to all that is antagonistic ta Him.—9.
Now, single-heartedness as an important element in devotion cannot be
a mere blind passion or a narrow prejndico. I t should be arrived at as the
result q£ a process of conscious discrimination between the passing and the
permanent, in which the finites naturally come to be eliminated one by one»
Hence—
c 1 7 T lils 5 T ^ rT T
\\
Anyasrayanam, of all other supports. rETT^: Tyagab, renunciation, giving up.
Ananyata, sinlge-heartedness.

10. Single-heartedness (implies) the giving up of all other
supports. —TO.
The cultivation of devotion may be disturbed by the operation of the
various influences to which huinm life is every moment exposed. To restore
equilibrium, the devotee should on no account seek the help of other instru
ments than those employed in the cultivation of devotion itself, namely, listen
ing to talks about the Lord, singing His name, and so forth.

Loka-vedesu. In respect of social and, religious ordinances.
Tad-anukula-acharanam, Practice or performance which is con
genial to Him.
however, must be taken in a relative sense. Not
that thei e are particular injunctions which are specially favoured by the
Deity ; but ordinances, social or scriptural, as such, are prescribed in general
terms for a large assembly of human beings who, amongst themselves, are in
different stages of development and degrees of potentiality. Hence the ques
tion .should be decided, in each individual case, with reference only to the
would-be agent’s environment, inherited and acquired capabilities, tem pera
ment, and so on.
Tad-virodhisu-udasinata, indifference toall that conflicts with Him.

11. By “ indifference to all that conflicts with Him
(S. 9)
is understood the performance of those social and scriptural rites
and ceremonies which are congenial to Hirfi. —11,
In the eighth aphorism we have been taught to direct all our energies
of thought and action toy^ards God. Now we are again enjoined to respect
to some extent, the dictates of religion and morality. Here seems, therefore,
to arise some confusion which is, however, only superficial. The due practice’
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they affect the Samhitas,the fundamental collections,a small
number only has come dowj;i to u s; ot the Rig-Veda, only
one;i of the Atharva-Veda, two;^ of the Sama-Yeda,
three
while of the “Yajur-Yeda there are five, of which
three are of the Black Yajus^ and two of the White
Yajus.® A ll this united constitutes the Qruti, “ the hear\.e.y the «acr^d and revealed tradition.
If we except a certain quantity of appended matter,
which criticism has »o difficulty in discriminating from the
Veda vve owe to A. C. Burnell :
The Sdinavidhdna-Br., London, 1873.
The Vamga-Br., Mangalore, 1873.
The Devatddliydya-Br., ibid., 1873.
The Arsheya-Br., ibid., 1876. The
same with the text of the Jaiminlya
school, ibid., 1878.
The Samhitopauisbad-Br., ibid., 1877. A ll these
texts, with the exception of the last,
are accompanied by the commentary
of Sayana.
The Varngabrahmana
had been previously published by
A. Weber in his Indische Studien, t. iv. We owe, moreover, to
Burnell the discovery of the Jaiminiya-Br., of w'hich he published a
fragment under the title of “ A Le
gend from the Talavakdra or Jaiminiyabi-ahmana of the Sama Veda,”
Mangalore, 1878.
4. The Yajur-Veda.
^
(a.) The White Yajus : th e
White Yajur-Veda, edited by A.
Weber, 3 vols. 4to, 1849-59, compre
hends: (l.^The Samhitd, the Vdjasaneyi-Sanhitd in the Madhj'andina,
and the Ka^va-Cakka, with the
commentary of Mahidhara ; (2.)
The ^atapatha Brahmana, with E x 
tracts from the Commentaries ; (3.)
The Crautashtras of K 3,tyayana,'with
Extracts from the Commentaries.
(6.) The Black Yajus : Die Taittiriya-Samhitd, herausgegeben von
A. Weber, 1871-72, forming vols. xi.
and xii. of the Indisohe Studien. The
SanhitS, of the Black Yajur-Veda,
with the commentary of Mddhava
Achdrya, Calcutta, i860. (Biblioth.
Indica).
The publication, which
has reached vol. iv., comprehends

nearly half of the t e x t ; the editors
have been successively E. Eoer, E.
B. Cowell, Mahegacandra Nydyaratna.
The Taittiriya Brdhmana of
the Black Yajur-Veda, with the
commentary of Sayanachdrya, ed
ited by Rajendralala Mitra, 3 vols.
8vo, Calcutta, 1859-70 (Biblioth.
Indica). The Taittiriya Aranyaka
of the Black Yajur-Veda, with the
commentary of Sdyandchdrya, ed
ited by Rdjendralala Mitra, Calcutta,
1872 (Biblioth. Indica).
For the
Upanishads, which are arranged in
this literature in some few cases
rightly, in the majority incorrectly,
see infra.
^ That of the Qakalakas.
^ Besides the vulgate, edited by
Roth and Whitney, that of the Paippaladis, discovered recently at Kash
mir, see R. Roth, Der Atharvaveda
in Kaschmir, 1875.
^ Besides the vulgate, which is
that of the Kauthumas, those of the
Rdndyaniyas and of the Jaiminiyas.
Of a fourth, that of the Naigeyas,
we have only fragments. See Bur
nell, Riktantravyakarana, p. xxvi.
* Those of the Taittiriyas (pub
lished), of the KaUias (see A. We
ber's Indische Studien, iii. 451 ;
Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 97,
2d edition), of the Maitrdyaniyas (see
Haug, Brahma und die Brahmanen,
1871, p. 31 ; A. WeV)er, Indische
Studien, xiii. p. 117; L. Schroeder,
Zeitschr. der Deutscfcen Morgeuliind.
Gesellsch., xxxiii. p. 177).
® Those of the Madhyandinas and
of the K&nvas (published).
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W!=wr Anyatha, otherwise. trif^rtraj^T Patityasahkaya, for fear of a fall.

13. (The sacred laws should be observed even after faith in
God has deepened), lest, otherwise, there may be a fall— i3.
Some interpret the aphorsim to mean ; “ The sacred laws must be observed
till faith in God becomes deepened ; for, otherwise, there is fear of a fall.”
Well, then, it is understood that our only concern should be to hold up
God as our utmost all, to consecrate ourselves, body and soul, to His service,
^and never to allow worldly desires and pursuits to distract and divert the even
flow of a career of piety and devotion. To this high end we may even dispense
with the regular observance of sacred practices after our faith in God has be-,
come firm and fixed. That their performance may still be continued is a matter
of convenience aijfl caution merely.
And it goes without saying that humdrum routine of the ordinary life
may be also safely neglected. But nevertheless, as we are, we cannot suffi
ciently devote* ourselves to the service of God, for there seems to be no escape
from a totally different kind of distraction, namely, the perpetual thought for
our backs and bellies. Is it, then, seriously suggested that we should take no
care of our bodies, but instead leave them to their own fate ? Not at all. We
can never lose sight of the fact so graphically stated by Kalidasa that
vri:jT^TVT^^, the body is verily the primary requisite for the cultivation of
virtue. But this consideration, instei^d of causing distraction, fastens our atten
tion all the more upon God in whose service we seek to live, move and have
our being. St. Francis of Assisi used to say.* “ We must needs use great
discretion in the way we treat our brother, the body, if we would not have *it
excite in us a storn of melancholy.”
Therefore in the next aphorism we have—

Lokah, social customs and usages. 5gfcr Api, also. ?TT^ Tavat, to that
extent, vq’ Eva, only.
Bhojana-adi-vyaparah, the occupation
of eating, (drinking, dressing,) etc. g Tu, on the other hand.
A-sarira-dharanavadhi, to the end of the carrying of the body.
^

14. Social customs and usages also are to be observed only
to th^e same extent (as scriptural ordinances). But, on the other
hand, the occupation of eating, drinking, dressing, and so on,
should be continued so long as we have to carry the physical
organism.— 14.
The purport of the above three aphorisms is this -The consciousness
of God, which is inji^ate in every soul, should be first developed and strengthened
by considerations of theology, which is an enquiry into the existence and attri
butes of God and His relation to Man and the World. I t is only then that a
man acquires strength of mind enough to observe the scriptural and customary
ordinances in their true spirit. The result of this life of holiness and piety is

Ii
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these distinctions in regard to origin obliterated, not only
is the general body of the Hymns indiscriminately selected
from, but this is done, without respect to the integrity of
the ancient prayers,^,a couplet being picked out here, a
triplet there, and thus a body of invocations formed of a
character altogether new. The liturgy of these books,
therefore, is no long^er the same as that which we meet
^
r. ^
with in the Hymns, and the transition from the one to
the other would seem to imply a very considerable lapse
of time. Speaking generally, we may say these books pre
suppose not only the existence of the chants of the RigVeda, but that of a collection of these more or less akin
to the collection that has come down to us.
Attempts have been made to estimate the length of
time that would be necessary for the gradual formation of
this literature, and the eleventh century before the Chris
tian era has been suggested as the age in which the poetry
that produced these hymns must have flourished.^ But
taking into account all the circumstances, we are of opi
nion that this term is too recent, and that the great body
of the chants of the Rig-Veda must be referred back to a
much earlier period. Contrary to an opinion that is often
advanced, we consider also a goodly number of the hymns
of the Atharva-Veda to be of a date not much more recent;^
and some of the formulae prescribed in the Yajur-Vedaare
in all probability quite as ancient. As to the other litur
gical textg, these, when not borrowed from the Hymns or
1 We do not intend by this to
affirm that in the Rig-Veda, as we
lind it, we must consider all the parts
which compose it as having preserved
their original forms intact. So far
from that, there are more or less
unmistakable traces in many of them
of their having been recast or
readjusted. On this subject see
the translation by Grassmann, and
“ Siebenzig- Lieder des Rigveda,”
translated by K. Geldner and A.
Kaegi, 1875, a publication executed
under the direction of R. Roth.

In a general way, the fact in ques
tion is indubitable, although in par
ticular cases the problem is often
difficult of resolution.
2 Max Miiller, .^ncient Sanskrit
Literature, p. 572 ; see A. Weber,
Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 2,
2d edition,
^ The existence of a collection of
the nature of our Atharva-Veda is
involved in such forniulse as Tait^r.
Sarnh., vii. 5, i i , 2, and probably
also in Rig-Veda,
90, 9.
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Naradah, the heavenly saint o£ that name, of whose composition
these aphorisms are. H Tu, however. rr^frfrTTf%^T^T^rTT Tad-arpita-akhila-acharatA,, the condition of having dedicated all observances whatsoever to Him.
Tad-vismarane, in losing Him from memory. tr^TToirTII^fTT Paramavyakulata, extreme uneasiness. ^f?I Iti, thus.

19.
N d r a d a thicks, however, that devotion is indicated by
the condition of having dedicated all observances whatsoever to
Him, and by the feeling of extreme uneasiness in losing Him from
memory. —19.
But is such a climax ever attainable ? Yes, certainly.
impracticable ideal. For-

I t is not at all an

II R® II
Evamevam, such and such.

20,

wf^rT Asti, exists.

There are such and such instances.—20.

U

II

trm Yatha, as for instance. ^5TTftfcr^T^T^ Vraja-gopikanam, in the case of
the cow-maids of Vraja or Vrinddvana.

21. As, for instance, in the case of the cow-maids of V r i n d d ^
v a n a (who are reported to have dedicated all their actions to Lord
Kri?9a and to have felt extreme uneasiness in losing Him from
their midst even for a short while). —21.
In this context the reader may, with profit, turn to Chapters 29 and 30,
Part X, of S'rimad-Bhdgavatam.
Now, Love certainly exercises a levelling influence. It smooths down all
inequalities and brings the lover and the beloved on the same footing. And so
devotion results in a fusion of personalities, leaving only the divine. I t may
be imagined, however, that the intimacy of love may not infrequently lead
one to lose sight of the magnificence and majesty of God, which transcends all
one’s sublimest aspirations. This will surely be a serious drawback to reckon
with in any system of religious culture. Quite so, but fortunately this does
not necessarily happen. On the contrary, a full and conscious realization of
the grandeur and majesty of God enhances, all the more. His supreme impor
tance as an object of admiration and worship, in the eye of the devotee. Thus
we have in the next aphorism—
l

rT^ Tatra, there, in the absolute fusion of personalities of the human
with the divine, qiftr Api, even.
Mahatmya-jnanavismriti-apavadah, particular reason for forgetting the idea of greatness fof
God), rf Na, not.
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and defensive weapons, the plough, tlie furrow which has
• just been traced in the soil^are the objects, not of blessing
' only, but of prayer,^ India is radically pantheistic, and
that from its cradle onwards. Nevertheless it is neither
the direct adoration of objects, even the greatest, nor that
of the obvious personifications of natural phenomena,
which figure^ most prominently in the Hymns. Thus,
Aurora is certainly a great goddess; the poets that praise
her can find no coloiy:s bright enough or words passionate
enough to greet this daughter of heaven, who reveals and
dispenses all blessings, ushering in the days of the year
and prolonging them to mortals. Her gifts are celebrated
and her blessings implored, but her share in the cultus is
small in comparison ; it is not, as a rule, to her that the
offerings go. Almost as much must be said of the ^deities
Heaven and Earth, although they are still revered as the
primitive pair by whom the rest of the gods were begotten.
In the cultus they disappear before the more personal
divinities; while in speculation they are gradually super
seded by more abstract conceptions or by more recondite
symbols. Of the stars there is hardly any mention. The
moon plays only a subordinate part.^ The sun itself,
which figures so prominently in the myth, no longer does
so to the same extent in the religious consciousness, or at
most it is worshipped by preference in some of its dupli
cate forms, which possess a more complex personality and
have a m«re abstruse meaning. The two single divinities
of the first rank which have preserved their physical char
acter pure and simple are Agni and Soma. In their case,
the visible and tangible objects were too near, and, above
all, too sacred, to be in any greater or less degree obscured
or outshone by mere personifications. Nevertheless, means
9. The Rig-Veda, consecrated to
the worship of the great gods, is
comparatively meagre in supplying
information on these imperfect and,
at times, merely metaphorical deifi
cations. On the other hand, more
than the half of those portions which

are peculiar to the A th arva-V eda
are devoted to these lower forms of
religion.
1 Rig-Veda, iii. 53,*i7-20 ; vi. fy,
26-31 ; vi. 75 ; iv. 57, 4-8.
^ Rig-Veda, i. 24, 10 ; 105, l, 10 j
X. 64, 3; 85, 1-5, 9, 13, 18, 19, 40.

f
•
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in the sacred books or sanctioned by usage, in the hope of attaining particular
results or rewards and deriving spiritual benefit therefrom ; the other, taking a
fundamentally opposite direction, abandons all hope of evers obtaining everything
desired in this way, and gathering together all diffused energy and attention
from the field of the world, turns inward upon the spiritual principle itself and
proceeding upon the maxim of “ endure and abstain,” seeks, by the purification
of body and mind, and by regulating and restraining their random workings, to
bring into active play the latent powers of the soul which will then surmount
all obstacles, conquering and carrying everything before it. Action in the latter
form is called by the wellknown name of Yoga or Concentration or Communion.
Thus, therefore, we find—
(i) The votary of knowledge who aims at keeping himself at a safe distance
from the reach of human suffering by killing all desires in the mind, remaining
for ever absorbed in the charming pursuit of understanding, more and more,
in an endless manner, the nature of God and creation, and who from his empy
rean altitude looks down, as it were, upon the things of the world ;
(ii) The man who strives to spread his kingdom over the universe, and
takes recourse to particular practices for the realization of desi ed objects,
thinking thereby to satisfy all his wants and thus indirectly to ensure unbroken
happiness for himself here as well as in the world beyond;
(iii) The Yoji who stoutly turns away from the atti actions of the world
and concentrates his attention and energy all upon himself, so that the dormant
possibilities of his divine nature may have unobstructed play and unbounded
scope, in other words, that he may acquire ‘ powers ’ which will make everything
possible for him ; and
(iv) The Bhakta, or the votary of love, wliose starting point is God Him
self and who abnegates himself in His presence and who seeks not the indifferenc of the wise, the rewards of action, or the ‘ powers ’ of concentration,
but whose only care in life is to serve the will of the Lord.
Now, this path of devotion, N drada goes on to say, is higher than the three
other ways of pious living as described above.

gt u
f

ll

II

m Sa, it, devotion. ^ Tu, again.
Karma-jnana-yogebhyah
than action, knowledge, and concentration. TSTfcr Api, even.
Adhikatara,
higher.

25.
It is, again higher than action, knowledge, and concen
tration.—25.
C/'. Gita, VI. 46 and 47, where Lord Krisna says : “ The Yogi* is consi
dered to be greater than the ascetic, greater also than the man of contempla
tion. The Yogi is also greater than the man of action. Therefore, Arjuna, be
come a Yogi. And of all the Yogins, he who faithfully worships Me, with the
inner self directed towards Me, is, in my opinion, the most concentrated.”
Sankara also has said.
I t is Devotion which
is the greatest of all the means of Release.
*The V^ogi ig one who enters into a living communion with God and petfeolly realizes His im*
maneuoe and activity everywhere in the world.
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him here below as the protector, the guest, and the
• friend of mend The later legends, in which the birth of
the lightning, or the first*generation of the sacred fire,
is directly represented as a sacrifice, are in this respect
only the legitimate development of these old conceptions.
As lord and generator of sacrifice, Agni becomes the bearer
of all those mystic speculations of which sacrifice is the
subject. He bege*ts the gods, organises the world, produces
and preserves universal life, and is, in a word, a power in
the Yedic cosmogony.^ At the same time, as observation,
doubtless, contributed to suggest, he is a sort of anima
mundi, a subtle principle pervading all nature; it is he
who renders the womb of women capable of conception,
and makes the plants and all the seeds of the earth spring
up and grow.® But at the core of all these high powers
ascribed to him, he never ceases for an instant to be the
fire, the material flame which consumes the wood on the
altar; and of the many hymns which celebrate his praises,
there is not one in which this side of his nature is for once
forgotten.
Soma is in this respect the exact counterpart of Agni.
Soma is properly the fermented drinkable juice of a plant
so named, which has been extracted from its stalk under
pressure after due maceration. The beverage produced is
intoxicating,^ and it is ofiered in libation to the gods,
especially to Indra, whose strength it intensifies in the
battle which that god maintains against the demons.
But it is not only on earth that the soma flows; it is pre
sent in the rain which the cloud distils, and it is shed
^ Rig-Veda, i. 83, 4, 5 ; 71, 2, 3 ; vi.
15, 17 ; 16, 13 ; X. 92, 10; vii. 5 ,6 ;
ii. I , 9 ; 2, 3, 8 ; 4, 3“ 4 ; x. 7, 3 5
I , 2.
He is called himself Angiras,
the first of the Angiras.
^ Rig-Veda, v. 3, i ; x. 8, 4; i. 69, i.
See Taitt. Samh., i. 5, lOj 2 ; RigVeda, vi. 7, 7 ; 8 , 3; X. 156, 4.
® Rig-Veda, iii. 3, 10 ; x. 51, 3 : i.
66, 8 ; iii. 26, 9 ; 27,9 ; viii. 44, 16;

•(

X. 21, 8 ; 80, I ; 183, 3.
In the
Atharva-Veda he i§ identified with
Kama, Desire, Love ; Ath.-Veda, iii.
21,4. In the ritual he bears the sur
names of Patnivat, of K 4ma, of Putravat : Taitt. Sarnh., i. 4, 27 ; ii. 2,
3, I ; ii. 2, 4, 4 see vi. 5, 8, 4.
•* Rig-Veda, viii. 48^5, 6 ; x.

J
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reference is to the process p actised in the days of the Guru of distilling
intoxicating liquor from molasses, dlidwd flowers and the bark of the kikar
tree, mixed together in a vessel the lid of which was generally plastered over.
fru T O st
devotion.

28.

Jiianam, knowledge,
^r^^TiT Sadhanam, source.-

II
Eva, alone,
Iti, thus.

i(

fT^T Tasya h, its.
Eke, some.

Some say, knowledge is the source of devotion. —28.
ii

and devotion).

29.

Of

ii

Anyonya-asrayatvam, mutual dependence (of knowledge
ffH Iti^ so.
Eke, others.

Others declare their mutual dependence.— 29,

II
Svayam, of itself.
or reward,
Iti, so.

II

tpH^fTT Phala-riipata, re-appearance as result
: Brahma-kumarah, son of Brahmu ; N|,rada.

30. The son of Brahm^ observes the. resulting devotion as
the fruit of itself.—SO.

II

II

Raja-griha-bhojana-adi^i, in the matter of feeding,
(bestowing favours), in the royal household. ?=r^ Tatha, the same,
Eva,
and nothing else.
Dris^atvat, having been witnessed.

31. (What has been said above holds good), the same, and
nobbing else, have been witnessed in the matter of feeding, bestow
ing favours, etc., in the royal housebcld.— 31.
The metaphor may be explained at some length. The State is the house
hold of the king. The members of that household may be roughly divided
into four classes, viz., the wise men and the legislators, the civil and military
administrators and keepers of internal and external peace, the chamberlain
and his staff, and the waiters, beggars, and followers in general. Now, these
four sets of people view the royal person from four distinct standpoints.
Thus, the first cannot but recognise the fact that they are not, at least, in
ferior to the king in political wisdom and capacity for government, and may
imagine that in each particular case ascension to the throne is a bare accident.
Their attitude, therefore, is likely to become at times haughty and full of
rivalry ; at any rate, it is not always one of modesty and meekness. The
second, again, are aware that actual administration of the affairs of the State
is well-nigh impossible - without their active co-operation, and that it is they
who practically govern the kingdom. The keepers of the inner apartments
also cannot fail to realize their unique position behind the curtain, and there
fore they claim a certain amount of power over the king, because they have his
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Vi'

In the other divinities the physical character is more
effaced. Occasionally it is preserved only in the myth or
in a limited number of atfributes; and even in that case
it is not always easy to determine it with precision. For
the religious consciousness they are personal deities ; and in
general the greater the deity is the more pronounced and
complex is the personality. Indra, he who of all these
is invoked most frequently, is the king of heaven and the
national god of the Aryans he gives victory to his people,
and is always ready to take in hand the cause of his ser
vants. But it is in heaven, in the atmosphere, that he
fights his great battles for the deliverance of the waters,
the cows, the spouses of the gods, kept captive by the
demons. It is here that, intoxicated with the soma, he
strikes down with his thunderbolt Yritra, the coverer, Ahi,
the dragon, (Jushna, the witherer, and a crowd of other
monsters; that he breaks open the brazen strongholds of
^ambara, the demon with the club, and the cave of Vala,
the concealer of stolen goods ; and that, guided by Saram^,
his faithful dog, and roused to fury by the song of the
Anmras, he comes to snatch from the cunning Panis what
they have pilfered.^ In these combats, which are now
represented as exploits of a remote past, and again as a
perennial struggle which is renewed every day, he is some
times assisted by other gods, such as Soma, Agni, his
companion Vishnu, or his bodyguards the Maruts.^ But
he more frequently fights alone ; ^ and, indeed, he has no
need of assistance from others, so vast is his strength and
so certain his victory.® Once only is he said to have been
see especially the work of A. Bergaigne already cited. La Eeligion
Vddique d’apr^s les Hymnes, and
the paper of the same author, Les
Figures de Rhdtorique dans le RigVeda, in Mdmoires de la Soci^t^ de
Linguistique de Paris, t. iv. 96.
1 Rig-Veda, i. 51, 8 ; 130, 8 ; ii.
II, 18 ; iv. 26, 2 ; viii. 92, 32, &c.
" Of the countless passages which
refer to these struggles we shall
mention only Rig-Veda, i.*32 and x.

108. For the basis of these myths
and the expression*given to them in
the other mythologies, see the me
moir of M. Breal, Hercule et Cacus,
Etude de My thologie Comparee, 1863.
^ Rig-Veda, iv, 28, l ; ix. 61, 22 ;
iii. 12, 6 ; i. 22, 19 ; iv. 18, I I ; viii.
100, 12; iii. 47, &c. •
•
* Rig-Veda, i. 165, 8 ; vii. 2 i ,6 j
X. 138, 6, &c.
® Rig-Veda, i. 165, 9, 10.

•
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Tirr^cq^: Acharyyah, masters. rTftrr: Tasyah, its ; of devotion
Sadhan^ni, means.
Gayanti, recite.

34. The masters recite ias follows) the means (for the cul
ture) of devotion. —34.
J^ote.—In the Adhydtma-Rdmdyomam^ III. 10. 22— 30, we find :
says) : “ Here ( in the culture of devotion)
(Addressing Savari, Rama says):
the first means is, it has been taught, the company of the good ; the second
is conversation about My achievements ; the third is recital of my virtues ;
the fourth means will be the occupation of expounding my words; the fifth
is, 0 gentle one, constant and sincere worship of the preceptor, thinking
that I am he ; the sixth means has been said to be virtuousness, self-restraint,
observance, etc., and ever-living attachment to My worship ; the seventh is
said to be religious service with every detail, reciting the mantra specially
applicable to Me ; greater adoration paid to My votaries, consciousness of Me
in all beings, indifference to external objects, together with internal peace
make up the eighth ; and 0 lady, the ninth is the consideration of My essence.
0 auspicious one, devotion in the form of Love is produced in any and every
one who employs this means in the shape of the ninefold (secondary or instru
mental) devotion, no matter whether one be a woman or a man or belonging
to the inferior creation. And as soon as devotional love is produced, one feels My
essence, as it were, and one who becomes accomplished by the awareness of Me,
attains liberation even in that birth. Therefore it is sure that devotion is
the Source of Salvation. ”
N ote.— In the 26th and 30th aphorisms it has been declared that devo
tion is its own means. I t is not however suggested thereby that he who
has no glow of devotion in him to begin with, can never hope to enter into a
life devoted to the Lord, and consequently can never hope to attain salvation.
Far from it ; the doctrine of devotion is not a gospel of despair. It recog
nises and upholds that there is a regular course of training for tlie cultiva
tion of devotion. It then sets forth the conditions under which the spark
of devotion may gradually come to illuminate the entire inner and outer life
of an ordinary mortal.
Hence —

U

II

Tat, th a t; love of God. g Tu, But.
Visaya-tyag&t, from
abandonment of sensible objects.
Sahga-tyagat, from abandonment
of attachment.

^ Cha, and.

36. But lov^ of God is possible on the abandonment of all
sensible objects and of every attachment to them.— 35.

%
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the flashing of their arms and hear the sound of their
flute-music and songs, with their challenge calls and the
cracking of their whipsd *Iumultuous though they are,
they are none the less beneficent. They are dispensers of
the rains, and from the udder of Pri^ni, the spotted cow,
their mother, they cause her milk to flow in the showers.^
From their father, Budra, they inherit the knowledo-e of
remedies.^ This last, whose name probably meant “ the
reddish one,” before it was interpreted to mean “ The
Howler,” is, like his sons, a god of storm. In the Hymns,
which certainly do not tell us everything here any more
than elsewhere, he has nothing of that gloomy aspect
under which we find him become so famous afterwards.
Although he is armed with the thunderbolt, and is the
author of sudden deaths,^ he is represented as pre-emi
nently helpful and beneficent. He is the handsomest of
the gods, with his fair locks. Like Soma, the most excel
lent remedies are at his disposal, and his special office is
that of protector of flocks.® He is a near relation of Vdyu
or Vdta, the wind, with whom he is sometimes confounded,®
a god of healing like him, and owner of a miraculous cow
which yields him the best milk.^ He is also similarly re
lated to Parjanya, the most direct impersonation of the
rain-storm, the god with the resounding hymn, who lays the
forests low and causes the earth to tremble, who terrifies
even the innocent when he smites the guilty, but who
also diffuses life, and at whose approach exhausted vege
tation begins to revive. The earth decks herself afresh
when he empties his great shower-bottle; he is her
husband, and it is through him that plants, animals, and
men are capable of reproduction; and, as m ^ always be
1 Rig-Veda, i. 64, 4 ; viii. 20, 11 ;
1. 85, 2, 10; 37, 3, 13.
2 Rig-Veda, 1. 37, 10, II ; 38, 7,
9; 64, 6 ; V. 53, 6 -1 0 ; ii. 34, 10.
® Rig-Veda, i. 3 8 ,2 ; ii. 34, 2 ;
viii. 20, 23-26 ; ii. 33, 13.
Rig-Veda, ii. 33, 3, 10-14; vii.
46.

5 Rig-Veda, ii. 33, 3, 4 ; i. 43, 4 ;
1 14, 5 ; ii. 33, 2 ; vi. 74 ; i. 43 ;
114, 8; x. 169.
« Rig-Veda, x. 169. He is, like
him, father of the M#ruts: i. 13^,
4 ; 135, 9.
7 Rig-Veda, x. 186; i. 134,'4-
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38. But that is obtained, prinoipaily and surely, by the
grace of the great ones, or, in other words, from the touchjof
divine compassion.—38.
T This Self cannot be realized by discourse, nor by intelligence, nor
by deep learning. It can be realized by him only whom it favours : him
this Self favours with its manifestation.” (Mundaka Upanisad, III. ii. 3.)
/

The beneficial influence of good company has been described in SrimadBhdgavatam, III. 25 25, in these words :
“ In the company of the great prevail talks which perfectly convey
My majesty and which soothe the heart and the ear. From listening to these,
faith, attachment, and devotion will succeed one another towards Him who
is the way to salvation.”
Note.— In some editions this SAtram has been split into two, viz.,
“ Principally, however, through the kindness of the great,” and “ And also
by the mercy of God.”

w^?r^^:’Mahat-sahgah, companionship of the great. ^ Tu, again, but.
Durlavah, difficult of attainment.
Agamyah, unapprochable ; inscrut
able ; of unassignable cause,
Amoghah, infallible. ^ Cha, and.

39. Companionship of the great is, again, difficult of attain
ment. It is hardly possible to assign how and when men may
be taken into the society of the great. But once obtained,
association with the great ones is infallible in its operation,—39,

U

II

?T^iT?TT Tat-kripaya, by His (i.e.^ God’s) grace.
Labhyate, is obtained, gained,
Api, and.

^

Eva, only.

40. And companionship of the gi’eat is gained by the grace
of God alone..—40.
But how can the grace of God be followed by the response of the good ?
The sequence does not appear to be necessary. Not so ; for, God and His
good men are but one being, so to say. This is the text' of the following
siitram.

II
Tasmin, in Him. TTrSTTr Tat-jane, in IHs man.
abhavat, because there is no distinction.

II
Bheda-

41. Because there is no distiction between Him and His
man.—41.
St. Paul says : “ He that is joined with the Lord is one spirit ” (I.
Cor. VI. 18). Cf. also the saying of Dhu’l-Nun of E g y p t: “ They move as
God causes them to move and their words are the words of God, which roll

i6
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Brahmanaspati personifies, and it is not without reason that
he is sometimes confounded with Agni, and especially with
Indra. In reality each separate god "and the priest him
self ^ become Brahmanaspati at the moment when they
pronounce the mantras which give them power over the
things of heaven and of earth. The same idea, in a
more abstract form, comes out in Vac, the sacred speech,
which is repfeseirted as an infinite power, as superior to
the gods, and as generative of all that exists.^
If we combine into one all the attributes of sovereign
power and majesty which we find in the other gods, we
will have the god Varuna? As is implied in the name,
which is the same as the Greek Ovpav6<^, Varuna is the
god of the vast luminous heavens, viewed as embracing all
things, and as the primary source of all life and every
blessing.'* Indra, too, is a god of the heavens, and these
two personalities do, in fact, coincide in many respects.
There is, however, this difference between them, that Indra
has, above all, appropriated the active, and, so to speak,
militant life of heaven, while Varuna represents rather its
serene, immutable majesty. Nothing equals the magni
ficent terms in which the Hymns describe him. The sun
is his eye, the sky is his garment, and the storm is his
breath.® It is he who keeps the heavens and the earth
apart, and has established tSem on foundations that cannot
be shaken; who has placed the stars in the firmament,
who has given feet to the sun, and who has traced for the
X . I I , 4 ; 90, 9. Prayer is the weapon
of Brihaspati, ii. 24, 3, &c. ; it is also
that of the Angiras. The brahman,
the effective word, is devakrita, the
work of the gods, vii. 97, 3 ; compare
the bellowing of Agni, of Varuna, of
the celestial bull, the song of Parjanya and that of the Maruts.
^ Rig-Veda, iv. 50, 7.
* Rig-Veda, x. 125.
® The myth of Varuna and the
whole of the conceptions which are
connected with it are the subject of
a study, as profound as brilliant,

in the work of J. Darmesteter,
Ormazd et Ahriman, leurs Origines
et leur Histoire, 1877*
See also
the interesting monograph by A.
Hillebrandt, Varuna uud Mitr^, ein
Beitrag zur ExegeSfe des Veda, 1877*
and R. Roth, Die hochsten Gdtter des
arischen Volkes, ap. Zeitschr. der
Deutsch. Morgenliind. Gesellsch., t.
vi. 70.
* Rig-Veda, vii, 87, 5 ; viii. 41, 3.
®Rig-Veda, i. 1 1 5, ^ ; 25, 13; Afh.Veda, xiii, 3, I ; Rig-Veda, vii. 87, 2.
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w
Hil'rf^fTT: Tarangayitah, playing in ripples. i5rftr Api, even.
lust, etc.
Sangat, in co-operation with evil association,
drayanti, behave like the sea.
•

u

Ime, these;
Samu-

45. Th030 evil tendencies, playing even in ripples from
nature, ultimately behave as the stormy sea in co-operation with
evil association.— 15.

% si% f j w i f j T t v r a m i i
cr:

Kah, who (interrogative),
M^yam, that which conditions the
primal unconditioned ; condition ; determination; negation; limitation. The
translation of tthtt as ‘ illusion,’ in the first instance, is not satisfactory. I t is
also misleading. Cf. Spinoza : Omnes determinatio negatio est—all determination
is negation. rTrfh Tarati, crosses over. ?T: Yah, who (relative).
Sangam,
evil association. Attachment to objects. r^Tirfh' Tyajati, gives up.
Maha-anubhavaip, a large-hearted man ; great men.
Sevate, keeps by.
f^TTTTJ Nirmamah, void of ‘ myness,’ selfless.
Bhavati, becomes.
''
46.
Who overcomes all limitatiou ? Who overcomes ? He who

holds alcof from unholy association, keeps company with men of
large hearts, and becomes selfless.—46.
NS CN

tr: Yah, who
Vivikta-sthanam, holy or lonely spot,
Sevate,
resorts to. W*tgi^5^^Loka-bandham, worldly desires or bonds,
Unmdlayati, roots out.
Nistraigunyah, Unworldly, the world of desires being
the composition of the well-known principles of illumination, evolution, and
involution. The three Gunas are “ aspects of one and the same thing, viz.,
P raknti and are reproduced in every phenomenon.” “ Cosmically and indivi
dually Sattva is the factor of freedom, insight and bliss. Rajas of energy,
Jamas of passivity. Passivity results in cosmic stability and individual inertia *
Rajas in cosmic activity and individual passion ; Sattva in cosmic obedience to
law and individual^ progress by means of such obedience.” (“ Zero ”). argfH
Bhavati, is.
Yoga-ksemam, acquisition and preservation.
Tyajati, forsakes.

47.
Who retires to a holy, lonely spot, who roots out worldly
bocds, who is unworldly, and who forsakes both acquisition and
preservation of desirables.—47.
Cf. G ita, II. 45, where Lord Krisna says : “ The Vedas (in their
ritual portions) have the world for their object.
0 Arjuna I Become
unworldly, uninfluenced by contraries or duals, always fixed in the principle
ot Illumination, unmindful of acquisition and preservation, and self-controlled.
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we can by no means concur. That he filled small space in
the public cultus at the time when these old chants were
collected, is evident indeed from the small number of
hymns to Varuna preserved in the collection. Still, though
we might insist that the importance of a god is not always
to be measured by the frequency with which his name is
invoked in the ritual, an appeal to these few hymns is
enough to prove fihat, in the consciousness of their authors,
the divinity of Varuna stood still intact. In connection
with no other god is the sense of the divine majesty and
of the absolute dependence of the creature expressed with
the same force, and we must go to the Psalms in order to
find similar accents of adoration and supplication. More
over, there are two hymns ^ in which a formal parallel is
drawn between Varuna and Indra, the god who ought to
have dethroned him, and in both places it is with Varuna
on the whole that the supreme majesty remains. There is a
third hymn,2 it is true, w'here matters appear in a different
light. In it we find Agni declaring that he quits the
service of Varuna for that of Indra, the only true lord and
master, and this is looked upon by some as authentic
evidence that the worship of Varuna was superseded by
that of Indra.
This would be a very singular passage
indeed, if it actually contained a chapter of religious
history, all the more surprising that it bears the marks
of such extreme antiquity. But it is not a page of his
tory we must look for here; it is a page of mythology.
Heaven is not always in a clement mood, and there was
a time when Varuna was not solely just and good, when,
alongside of myths representing his divine nature, there
were others that expressed his demonic character, and in
which heaven or Varuna was vanquished. The religious
sentiment, in many respects so elevated, which appears in
the Hymns, discarded the most of the myths of this class,
as well as many others which were offensive ^to i t ; but it
did not discard them all, and it could not prevent t& ni
^ Rig Veda, iv. 42 ; vii. 82.

Rig-Veda, x. 124.
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The
therefore, according to them, means
He overcomes limita
tion. The instinctive lover of God also overcomes limitation. And not only
so, but he also helps others to overcome their limitation.”

Prema-svarftpam, the nature of love towards God. (Vide intro
duction P. xvi.)
Anirvachaniyam, not capable of being expressed in
words.

51. The nature of love towards God is not capable of being
described in words.— 51.
The Srimad-Bhdgavatam, in I I I . 25. 32, has roundly described it thus :—
“ Devotion to God is the motiveless and spontaneous function in^ the
divine form of Illumination, of the shining senses which mark out objects,
or of their presiding principles, belonging to a man whose mind has become
steady by the performance of scriptural rites.”
“ Gnostics,” says Ibnal-A rabi, the great Arab mystic, “ cannot impart
their feelings to other m en; they can only indicate them symbolically to
those who have begun to experience the like.”

Mdka-asvadana-vat, like the taste of a dumb person.

5-2 (* he nature of love is as indescribable) as the taste of a
dumb peram.—52.
Gnosis,” says a mystic of Islam, “ is nearer to silence than to speech.
What then association with the great and good will avail, if the eidhusiasm
of devotion is untranslatable in words and consequently incommunicable from
person to p 3rson ? To this the reply is th at the operation of devotion is tele
pathic, and not through any grosser medium.
• p /->(
-Ci
j
“ Love is not to be learned from men : it is one of God s gifts and
comes of His grace.” Hence :—
V
^ Tirfh Kva api, some ; where every thing is favourable to its appeaiance ,
fit. trT# P atre, receptable.
Prakasyate, is revealed.

53.

It is revealed by itself in a fit receptacle.—63.

Cf. “ Tis the sun’s self that lets the sun be seen.” ^
“ Man’s love of God,” says H ujw iri, an Islamic mystic, “ is a quality
which manifests itself, in the heart of the pious believer, in the form of venera
tion and magnification, so that he seecks to satisfy the Beloved and becomes
impatient and restless in his desire for vision of Him, and cannot rest
one except Him, and grows familiar with the recollection of Him, ^ d abjures
the recollection of everything besides.” “ I fancied that I loved Him, said
Bayazid, another mystic, “ but on consideration I saw that His love preceded
mine.”
^
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libations, but are .also conceived of as the primitive
medioim in the womb'of which is ^.ashioned everything
that existsd
The transition from the Adityas deities to the solar
deities is, as we have just seen, an imperceptible one.
Of the latter, the most important are SiXrya, the sun, con
ceived directly a^s a divine being; he keeps his eye on
men and reports their failings before Mitra and Varuna; ^
Savitri, the quickener, who, as he raises his long arms of
gold, rouses all beings from their slumber in the morn
ing and buries them in sleep again in the evening; ®
Vishnu, the active, who is destined at a later period to
such lionour, the comrade of Indra, who paces along
with long strides, and in three steps traverses the celestial
spaces ; ^ and PiXshan, the nourisher, who with his golden
goad traces the track of the furrow, the good shepherd
who loses not a single head of his cattle. He knows all
roads, and these he is incessantly traversing on a chariot
yoked with goats; he is the guide of men and of herds
of cattle in their peregrinations, as he also is of the dead
along the paths which lead to the abode of the blessed.^
We need not insist on the qualities of clear-sightedness,
sagacity, and ordaining power naturally common to all
these deities in their character as beings related to the light
and the sun. It will be observed, however, that they are
conceived of, and especially treated, in a very personal
manner, and in a way to suggest only very indirectly the
luminary they represent, from which they are at times
expressly distinguished ; ® and that, in fine, they express
only the beneficent aspects of it. The harmful sun, the
destroyer and devourer,— he, for example, whose wheel
^ Compare such passages as RigVeda, vii. 47 ; 49 with x. 82, 5, 6 ;
109, I ; 121, 7, 8 ; 129, 1 - 3 ; 190, I .
^ Rig-Veda,i. i;o; iii;; vii. 62,2, &c.
^ Rig-Veda, ii. 38, &c.
^ Rig-Veda, i. 22, l6 -2 i ; 154.
5 R ig-V eda,L42; vi.53; iv.5 7, 7;
X. 17, 3-6.

I

® See Rig-Veda, where, x. 149, 3,
the sun is called the bird of Savitri;
t 35» 9» Savitri guides the sun; v.
47, 3, the sun is called a brilliant
stone set in the sk^ ; vii. 87, <5, it
is the golden swing fabricated by
Varuna.

I. r
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57. Each preceding kind of devotion works for the higher
good than each succeeding one. 57.

i?#T II

II
Mv4

Bhaktau, in devotion.
Anyasmat, than any other.
Saulabhyam, cheapness. The nature ot* being easily obtained.

58. In devotion, (the fulfilment of the desire to enter into
intimate fellowship with God or attainment of salvation, is) easier
than in any thing else— 58
The path of ^devotion is easier than that of either knowledge, or action,
or concentration. Because—
i. Action and concentration do not directly lead to salvation but only
help on the progress of knowledge and devotion.
ii. Again, they are beset with difficulties and dangers of their own, as
the followers of them ^gradually come to acquire ‘ powers ’ which are often
liable to abuse.
,
, „
iii. Indifference to worldly desire is a condition precedent to the em
p loym ent of knowledge.
So is also the arrest of all wordly activity. But
one'^^may^safely and successfully pursue the path of devotion, provided ^only
that one*believes in the existence, nature, and attributes of God, and dedicates
the fruits of one’s action to Him, in other words, does the will of God in
every thing.
iv. Again, the pursuit of knowledge is dry and not very interesting in
itself, while that of devotion is sweet and enjoyable.^
But, it may be asked, how do you prove this ? We reply that it does
not^atlall stand jin need of any proof. Hence—

II

II

UTrnirTWTT^^ Pramana-antarasya, of other proof.
Anapeksatvat, because of the absence of the need. ^ ^ 4 Svayam, itself.
Pramanatvat, being evidence.
69.
Because there is no need of any other demonstration,
since it is proof of itself.— 6 9 ,

a jT T ^ 'n ^

It

II

■gjTiwT^^TrT Santi-riipat, because it transforms itself into the state of
internal peace. ^
Paramanada-rffpat, beeause it takes the form of
high ecstasy. ^ Cha, and.
60. The path of devotion is easy, because it fills the mind
of the devotee with peace and high ecstasy,—60.
The devotee then forgets everything, even himself. He truly lives
only for God, nay, he lives in God. But, then a very practical question
arises ; What with the world ? To this it is said, in the next aphorism,

\
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Pantheon, in a mythological point of view, hut of slender
account in a religious one. He has^ close affinities with
A'scni, of whom he is at times the father.^ He has other
children besides; Saranyu, the hurrying cloud, who
has connection with Vivasvat, the sun, and VigvarUpa,
the many-fashioned, a monster with three heads, who is
likewise a personification of.the storm, and who expires
under the blows of Indra.^ He himself maintains a
struggle with Indra, who ventures into his dwelling to
ravish from him the soma. He is at once creator and
evil-doer,^ and the only power really invoked who par
takes as much of the demon as of the god. As workman
of the gods, he has the Ribhus as rivals, a set of genii,
ordinarily three in number, who by their works attained to
immortality. They are distinguished for having divided
into four the one cup of sacrifice which Tvashtri had
fashioned.^ Here again what is nothing more than a
myth has sometimes been taken for history; for we hear
of the religious reform wrought by the Ribhus, and
of their admission among the gods.^ Notwithstanding
their vague and hardly intelligible nature, they are fre
quently invoked, and they partake daily of the evening
offering.
The solar myths naturally lead us to those which are
connected with the life beyond the grave; for in India,
as elsewhere, it is a solar hero who rules over the dead.
Yamob is, in fact, a son of Vivasvat, the sun.® He might
have lived as an immortal, but he chose to die, or rather
he incurred the penalty of death, for under this choice a
fall is disguisedd^:;i^e was the first to traverse the road
from which there is no return, tracing it for future gene
rations. It is there, at the remotest extremities of the
heavens, the abode of light and the eternal waters, that he
^ Rig-Veda, i. 95; 2 ; x. 2, 7.
^ Rig-Veda, x. 17, I2; 8, 8, 9.
^ Rig-Veda, iii. 48, 4: iv. 18, 3 ;
X. 11 0 ,9 ; ix. 5, 9; ii. 23, 17.
^ Rig-Veda, iv. 35, 8 ; i. 20, 6.

® See Fr. Neve, Essai sur le mythe
des Ribhavas, preitiier vestige de
I’apothdose dans Je Veda, 1847.
“ Rig-Veda, x. 14, i ; 17, i.
^ Rig-Veda, x. 13, 4.
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In this and the following as well as in the 73rd and 74th and in the 43rd,
44th and 45th aphorisms, the impediments to the cultivation of devotion have
been enumerated.

u
^rfjTirrJT^?:vTTf^^ Abhimana-dambha-adikarn,
pride, etc.,
Tyajyam, should be forsaken.

64.

egotism,

II
or

self-assertion,

Self assertion, pride, etc., should be forsaken.—64.

Now, it is almost next to impossible to abandon these natural tenden
cies of frail human nature by an effort, as it were. The proper remedy is t-o
divert their, courses. And where God becomes the object of such passions,
they lose their wickedness and gradually put on a noble aspect. Therefore it
is laid down in the next aphorism .—

II

li

Tadarpita-akhila-ach^rah, one who has devoted all one’s
conduct to him.
San, being, becoming.
K4ma-krodha-abhimana-adikam. Desire, resentment, self-assertion, etc. 7Tf^iT^[ Tasmin, in him.
Eva, only.
K araniyam , Should be done, or shown or cherished.

65. Having once devoted all his conduct to Him, he should
show, (if at all), desire, resentment, self-assertoin, etc., only to
H im .—66.

u %% II
Tri-rupa-bhahga-purvakam , having broken through the three
forms (see Sutrani 56) of secondary devotion modified by the principles of illu
mination, evolution, and involution. fHrJTc[T^uf^rU^?=rTTiT3T5TTriT^ Nityadasyanityakanta-bhajana-atmakam, having its principle in those stages in the deve
lopment of devotion which are known as constant service as of a servant to his
master and constant service as of a wife to her husband, the intermediate stages
(see s. 82) being also included. These stages of devotion are not modified by
the three principles.
Prema, love.
K ^ryyam , should be cultivated.
Eva, only.

66.
Having kept clear of the three modified forms of secon
dary devotion, one should cultivate love and, love alone, which has
its principle in those stages of devotion, which are known as con
stant service and constant wifely conduot*—66,

\
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way in the hymns of the Rig-Veda. This notion seems to
belong to religious beliefs of a lower type, which this
collection despises, and the existence of which we shall
have occasion to refer to after. Anyhow, the simple
fact that the practice of incineration had become general
presupposes a highly spiritualistic idea of death. The
Hymns are much less communicative in regard to the des
tiny in store* for'the wicked. They either perish or go
under the earth into deep and dismal pits, into which
are cast along with them the demons, the spirits of decep
tion and destruction^ The Atharva-Yeda is cognisant
of an infernal world,^ but there is no description of hell,
and we learn nothingr
O of its torments.^
This very imperfect glance at the myths connected with
the principal divinities will perhaps be enough to show
out of what elements India has collected the objects of its
worship. We shall not perform the same task for the
other figures of the Pantheon. Hot only would the mere
enumeration of these be too tedious, since every object in
the visible creation, as well as every idea of the mind, is
capable of elevation to the rank of gods; they belong rather
to the history of the myths than to that of religion. They
are either abstract personifications, often very ancient
indeed, such as Purandhi, abundance, Aramati, piety,
Asuniti, blessedness,
death, Manyu, wrath (these two
last being masculine) ;.or deified objects, such as Sarasvati
and Sindhu, which are at once rivers and goddesses; or
mere symbols, such as the different forms of the solar bird
or the courser of the sun; or, in fine, ancient represen
tations which have scarcely emerged from the penumbra
of the myth, such as the Gandharva, Ahi Budhnya, the
dragon of the abyss, Aja Ekapdd, the one-footed bounder
1 Rig-Veda, iv. 5, 5 ; vii. 104, 3 ;
ix. 73, 8.
2 Atharva-Veda, xii. 4, 36.
^ See, however, Atharva-Veda, v.
19, 3, 12-14, cited by M. H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 420 ;
and, in general, for the V pAIc ideas

on the future life, all chap. xv. of
that excellent work. According to
Benfey, Hermes, Minos, Tartaros,
in the Memoirs of th% Roy. Socifty
of Gottingen for 1877, the conceptions of Tartarus and the Inferi are
Indo-European.
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70.
In and around them, they realise the presence of God
everywhere and at all times.—70.
A familiar instance of such absolute identification is found in the popular
notion that the body is the entire man,— the identification of the soul with
the body.
“ The Soul (when united to Grod),” says St. John of the Cross, “ falls at
first into a state of great forgetfulness. W ith regard to exterior things it
then shows so great a negligence and so great a contempt of self that, lost in
God, it forgets to eat or drink, and it no longer knows if it has done a thing
or not, or whether or not it has been spoken to by any one....... But once the soul
has become firmly established in the habit of a union, which is its sovereign
good, it no longer forgets reasonable things, and things of moral and physical
necessity. On the contrary, it is more perfect when engaged in works suitable
to its state of life, although it accomplishes them by the help of images and
knowledge which God excites in a special manner in the memory. All the
powers of the soul are, as it were, transformed in God.” Spinoza also says;
“ Man advances in perfection in proportion to the perfection of that object
which he loves above all other things, and which loves him in return.”

fcfrTt: Pitarah, the departed ancestors, forefathers.
Modante, rejoice.
tleVatah, the shining ones; the celestials.
N rityanti, dance. ^
lyam , this.
Bhuh, earth.
.Cha, and. ^^TT^TT Sanath^, provided with
a lord ; secure,
Bhavati, becomes.

71. ( A t their devotion) their forefathers rejoice, the celestials
dance and this earth becomes secure as though in the guar4ianship
of a lord.—71.

Tesu, amongst them, within their rank.
Jati-vidya-rupa-kula-dhana-kriya-adi-bhedah, distinctions of birth, learning,
appearance, family, wealth, observance, etc. ^ Na, not. ^f^rT Asti, exists.

72. Amongst them there exist no distinctions of birth, learn
ing, appearance, family, wealth, observance, -and the like—72.
1-

red

In the Adhydtma-Rdmdyanam, I I I . 1 0 .2 0 ., R^ma says:— “ Sex, birth,
reputation, status, etc., do not confer any title to my worship ; only devotion
(adhikdra^ or fitness, compd;ence, according to a different reading) does.”
Of. Guru N anaka:— “ He alone is low-caste who forgets the lord.” As re
gards learning, “ Piety without Science,” says St. Thefesa, “ may fill souls
with illusions and inspire them with a taste for childish and silly devotions,”
and further “ I have found that, provided they are men of good morals, they
are better with no learning at all than with only a little, for in the former case,
at least, they do not trust to their own lights but take counsel of really en
lightened persons.”

V
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there is more than a simple want of classification. Not
only “ are there,” as is somewhere remarked,^ among these
gods, who rule one another and are begotten from one
another, “ neither great nor small, neither old nor young, all
being equally great,” but the supreme sovereignty belongs
to several, and we find at one time absolute supremacy,
at another Jihe most express subordination assigned to the
same god. Indra and all the gods are subject to Varuna,
and Varuna and all the gods are subject to Indra. There
are kindred assertions made of Agni, Soma, Vishnu,
Surya, Savitri, &c.^ It is somewhat difficult to arrive at
an accurate conception of the mode of thought and feel
ing which these contradictions imply. They are no mere
exaggerated expressions uttered in the fervour of prayer,
for these would not have been collected and preserved in
such numbers ; neither does it seem possible to refer them
to differences of epoch or diversities of worship. They
form, in truth, one of the fundamental traits of the Vedic
theology. As soon as a new god is evoked, all the rest
suffer eclipse before him ; he attracts every attribute to
himself; he is the G od; and the notion, at one time
monotheistic, at another pantheistic, which is found in the
latent state at the basis of every form of polytheism, comes
in this way, like a sort of movable quantity, to be ascribed
indiscriminately to the di&rent personalities furnished by
the myth. Another process by which this vague sense of
the want of unity is relieved is by identifying one god with
several others. There is, perhaps, not a single figure of note
which has not given occasion to some such fusion. It is
thus that Indra is in turn identified with Brihaspati, Agni,
and Varuna ; that Agni is said to be Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Eudra, Vishnu, Savitri, Pushan.^ There is none, up
to the formula so frequent in the Br^hmanas, “ Agni is all
tlie gods,” which we do not meet with already in the
1 Rig-Veda, viii. 30, i. The con
trary of this is said Rig-Veda, i. 27,
* 3-

Rig-Veda, v. 69, 4 ; i. lo i, 3 ;

iii. 9, 9 ; ix. 96, 5 f 102, 5 ; i«* 156,
4 ; viii. lo i, 12 ; ii. 38, 9.
^ See a selection of passages in
Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, t. v. p. 219.
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77, Half a tnomeaij even abould not be passed in vain, as all
the time one has for divine.oontemplation is the little that remains
after what.is given to the thought and experience of pleasure, pain,
desire, gain, and the rest.—77.

5 J T R 11 'SC

n

Ahims^-satya-saucha-daya-astikya-adich&ritryani, harmlessness, truthfulness, cleanliness, kindness, faith in God and
revelation, and other excellences of character.
Paripalaniy4 ni,
should be strictly adopted.

78. They should carefully observe harmlessness, truthfulness,
cleanliness of body and mind, kindness, faith in God and revelation,
and other excellences of character.—78.
Of. Sri Bhagya of Ramanuja :—
“ The Vyakhyakara also declarers that steady remembrance results onlyfrom abstention, and so on ; his words being ‘ This (viz. steady remembrance
meditation) is obtained through abstention (viveka), freeness of mind (vimoka),
repetition (abhy^-sa), works (kriy^), virtuous conduct (kalyana), freedom ;from •
dejection (anavasada), absence of exultation (anuddharsha) ; according to feasibiliy and Scriptural statement. The Vyakhyakara also gives definitions of
all these terms. Abstention (viveka) means keeping the body clean from all
food, impure either owing to species (such as the flesh of certain animals),
abode (such as food belonging to a chandala or the like) or acci
dental cause (such as food into which a hair or the like has fallen). The
'Scriptural passage authorising this point is Chh- Up. VII, 2 6 , ‘ The foodbeingpure, the mind becomes pure, the mind being pure there results steady re
membrance.’ Freeness of mind (vimoka) means a bsence of attachment to
desires. The authoritative passage here is ‘ Let him meditate with a calm
mind’ (Chh. Up. I l l , 14 ,1 ). Repetition means continued practice. Fnr this
point the Bhasyakara quotes an authoritative text from Smriti, viz. ‘ Having
constantly been absorbed in the thought of that being ’ (Sad5 tadbhavabhavitah,
Bh. Gi. VIII, 6). By works (kriy^) is understood the performance, according
to one’s ability, of the five great Sacrifices. The authoritative passages here
are ‘ This person who performs works is the best of those who know Brahman *
(Mu. Up. Ill, I, 4 ), and ‘ Him Brahmanas seek to know by recitation of the
Veda, by'sacrifice, by gifts, by penance, by fasting ’ (Bri. Up. IV, 4,22). By
virtuous conduct (kalyanam) are meant truthfulness, honesty, kindness,
liberality, gentleness, absence of covetousness. Confirmatory texts are ‘ By
truth he is to be obtained ’ (Mu. Up. I ll, 1, 5 ), and ‘ to them belongs that
pure Brahman world’ (Pr. Up. I, 1 6 ). That lowness of spirit or want of cheer
fulness which results from unfavourable conditions of place or time and the
remembrance of causes of sorrow, is denoted by the term ‘ dejection,’ the con
trary of this is ‘ freedom from dejection.’ The relevant scriptural passage is
‘ This self cannot be obtained by one lacking in strength ’ (Mu. Up. Ill, 2, 4 ).
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bulls; they are lovers of the Waters, the Mothers, the Gnds
(genetrices), of the Apsaras, the Undine class, of Apyd
Yoshi, the wife of the waters, who is capricious and wanton,
and they are at once their sons and husbands. It would,
however, he difficult to extract from the Hymns a chapter
on the amours of the gods. With very few exceptions,
everything is resolved into brief rapid hints, isolated
features, or mere* symbols. With the exception of Aurora,
the goddesses here have only a featureless physiognomy,
and the most conspicuous gods are hardly alluded to in
these stories. Once only is Indrani, the wife of Indra, the
unchaste Venus once only is there mention made of the
relations of Yanina with the Apsaras,^ of whom, however, he
is, agreeably to his origin, the true lover. In this capacity
he gives place to the Gandharva, a being purely mythical.®
In this there certainly appears a touch of moral delicacy,
which it would be unjust not to acknowledge. In the
dialogue between Yama and his sister Yami,^ for instance,
the attempted incest is spurned, and yet it is almost
certain that originally Yama yielded to the temptation.
But when we consider how crude often the language of the
Hymns is, we feel justified in affirming that this scruple
was not the only one which induced the Vedic minstrels
to pass hurriedly over these myths, and that in this matter
we must also take into account their aversion to speak
of the gods in too definite terms. Sometimes it seems,
indeed, that this was the subject which chiefly occupied
them ; and it is not without a certain annoyance that
we see them often striving to render themselves unintel
ligible, and in a manner to bury their ideas under a confu
sion of incongruous identifications. In this^respect India
already appears in the Veda what she has ever since
continued to be. In the very first words she utters, we
find her aspiring after the vague and the mysterious. It
^ Rig-Veda, x. 86, 6.
And the
passage, besides, is interpolated,
^ Rig-Veda, vii. 33, ii.

3 Rig-Veda,
5-

X.

10 ,4 ; i i , 2 ; 123,

* Rig-Veda, x. 10.
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The meaning is this
Even truths may change ; for, “ The old order changeth yielding place
to new, And God fulfils Himself in many ways.” But love cannot. Like
God, love is eternal also.

Ekadha,

of

one kind.

g-^r^r^rrT:qT^fw^'TT^f%§[3rrg-Fw^iTr^ra%-

RRrrT^TWqTrJrf^%3[iTT^f^rr7=ITcrT^f^'TTITf^Tfr ^ f w -

^tTT, Gunam ahatm yasakti-Rupasakti-Pujasakti-Sm aranasakti-Dasyasakti-Sakhyasskti-Vatsalyasakti-Kantasakti-Atmanivedan^sakti-Tanmayasakti - Paramavira
h^sakti-ruplt, developing in the forms of love of attributes and majesty, love of
beauty, love of adoration, love of recollection, love of a servant, love of a friend,
love of a parent, love of a beloved wife, love of self-dedication, love of self
absorption, and love of permanent [ self-effacement.
^grr^^vri Ekadasadhd,
eleven-fold.
Bhavati, becomes.

28. Devotion, though one in kind, still appears in ele
ven forms according as it takes the course of attachment to the
attributes and greatness of God, attachment to His beauty, attach
ment to His worship, attachment to His memories, attachment
to His service, attachment to His friendship, attachment to pa
rental affection towards Him, attachment to him (as) of a beloved
wife, attachment to self-consecration, attachment to self-absorption
or Godliness), and attachment to permanent self-effacement.—82.
This Sutram requires some explanation. The aspirant begins by singing
the name of God and thereby develops the feeling of delight in the Lord. This
delight in the Lord has principally two aspects. I t may be excited either by
the contemplation of the Lord as Power or by the contemplation of the Lord
as Love. The former, i.e., attachment to God as Power, is here called by the
name of, “ attachment to the attributes and greatness of God, ” because it
generally arises out of contemplation of these things. This is what the Western
theologians understand by ^ natural religion ’ which is an appreciation of God
in the study of man and the world. The latter, i.e., attachment to God as
Love, is here described as “ attachm ent to His beauty, ” because it is principally
generated by the sweetness of divine beauty. These then are the two primary
co-ordinate stages in the evolution of supreme love. The next is the stage of
worship, of quiet, selfless adoration of the Deity, which is followed by attachm ent
to the memories of the Lord. This ceaseless contemplation of His power and
performances gradually establishes some sort of personal relationship betweto
the Lord and His Love. I t is called ‘ personal love ’ and it unfolds itself into
four successively higher stages. F irst of all the devotee serves the Lord as a
servant serves his master. , Then he approaches Him nearer and behave to-
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verse/ the Great Asura, the great spirit/ Svayambh'd^
the self-existent being (Atharva-Y^da)/ Faramesht'kin,
he who occupies the summit (ibid.)/ all so many names
of the God of the gods. At the same time the' panthe
istic solution was arrived at in another way, by specula
tion, namely, on the origin of things. Varuna and his
peers had i^ade the world, that is to say, had organised
it. But whence did they obtain the materials to fashion
it ? ® To this question there was one reply, which must
be very old, since it is Indo-European:. The world was
fashioned from the body of a primitive being, a giant,
Purusha, dismembered by the gods.® Evidently this reply
could not yield a satisfaction that would last; for whence
came this Purusha, these gods themselves ? and what was
there before they were born? Here we ought to quote entire
the celebrated hymn in which the self-existent substance,
superior to every category and every antinomy, is affirmed
as the first term of existence, with a depth of thought and
an elevation of language which no school has ever sur
passed.'^ In it arose Kama, desire, and that was the first
starting-point in the subsequent evolution of being. In
this conception, the personal God, or, as we find him after
wards called, Ka, Who ? is one of the terms, at times, in
deed, the first term, in the evolution of the absolute, or Tat,
This. It was mranyagarbha, “ the golden embryo,” ^ who
was the primary form. But already analysis shows a tenderic^o intercalate between him and the ultimate notion
a certain number of principles or hypostatical beings, such
as the Waters, Heat, Order, Truth, Desire, Time.^ These
two last especially became, in the Atharva-Yeda, the centre
of a vast system of symbols.'^®— When we consider these
^ Rig-Veda, x. 81 ; 82.
2 Rig-Veda, x. 177, i ; v. 63, 3, 7.
^ Atharva-Veda, x. 8, 43, 44.
^ Atharva-Veda,x. 7 , 1 7; x ix .53,9.
® Rig-Veda, x. 81, 2, 4.
® Rig-Veda, x. 90.
^ Rig-Veda, x. 129.
® Rig-Veda, X. 121.

^ Rig-Veda, x. 190 ; 82, 5 ; 129,
Atharva-Veda, ix. 2 ; xix. 53, 54For these personifications and other
similar ones see the fich collection of
passages in Muir’s Sanskrit Texts,
t . V. p. 350 seq.
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on her lips, and which yet, up to the present time, she has
never succeeded in rightly believing.^
Before quitting the Hymns, the only matter that remains
for examination is the doctrine they teach us in regard to
human duty, how they conceive of morality and piety,
what sort of cultus they presuppose, and what ideas they
attach to the observances of this cultus. The connection
between man an^ the gods is conceived in the Hymns as
a very close one. Always and everyw^here he feels that he
is in their hands, and that all his movements are under
their eye. They are masters close at hand, who exact tasks
of him, and to whom he owes constant homage. He must
be humble, for he is weak and they are strong; he must
be sincere towards them, for they cannot be deceived.
Nay, he knows that they in turn do not deceive, and that
they have a right to require his affection and confidence
as a friend, a brother, a father. Without faith {graddhd),
offerings and prayers are vain.^ These are so many strict
obligations due to the gods, on which the Hymns insist in
a great variety of passages. They are less explicit, on the
other hand, in regard to the duties which man owes to
his fellows. In one passage, they praise acts of kind
ness towards all wdio are in suffering or in want;^ in
others, sorcery and witchcraft, seduction and adultery, are
denounced as criminal;^ and the last book contains a
prayer with an exhortation to concord.^ But in general it
is only indirectly that we are able to estimate this part of
their moral system. We must judge of it by the conception
which they form of the gods, and, viewed in this connection,
it will appear to bear the impress of unmistakable eleva
tion of sentiment. We are not particularly told in what
those dharmans, those vratas, or decrees of the gods, exactly
consist, which they have established for the maintenance
1 Rig-Veda, i. 104, 6 ; 108, 6 ; ii.
26, 3 ; X. 1 5 1. Indra and Agni in
particular are often called father,
brother, and friend.
Rig Yeda, x. 11,7.

Rig-Veda, vii. 104, 8 seq. ; iv. 5,5.
Rig-Veda, x. i^i ; see x . ^ i , 6,
for the curse upon the unfaithful
1‘riend.
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refuses to adopt them, is a moral religion. We must acknow
ledge, then, that the Hymns give evidence of an exalted
and comprehensive morality, and that in striving to be
“ without reproach before Aditi and the Adityas, ^ the
Vedic minstrels feel the weight of other duties besides
those of multiplying offerings to the gods and the punctili
ous observance of religious ritual, although we must admit
also that the observation of these is with them a matter of
capital importance, and that their religion is pre-eminently
ritualistic. The pious man is by distinction he who makes
the soma fiowin abundance, and whose hands are always full
of butter ; while the reprobate man is he who is penurious
towards the gods, the worship of whom is man’s first duty.^
This worship resolves itself into two sets of acts— obla
tion and prayer. There is as yet no mention either of the
devout rehearsal of kcred texts ^ or of vows properly so
called, neither of ascetic practices, although the word
iapas, which is properly heat, is already employed in some
passages in the special sense of mortification,^ this sense
having become a common one in the Atharva-'STeda j and we
hear of the J\£uni, the ecstatic enthusiast, who lets his hair
grow and goes quite naked or barely clad in rags of rejidish
colour (which, by the way, at a later date is the favourite
colour with ascetics and also the Buddhist monks^. He
is considered to hold intimate communion with the gods,
and there is a hymn in which the sun is celebrated under
the form of a Muni.^ But the true service of the gods is
sacrifice accompanied with invocations. These invocations
we still possess in p art; the great majority of the Hymns
are nothing else, and we have already stated in what respect
the liturgy we find in them differs from that which was
adopted at a later period, and which remainsr in use to this
day. As for the sacrifice itself, we know few particulars
^ Rig-Veda, i. 24, 15.
* Rig-Veda, viii. 31.
^ On the contrary, a great value is
attached to the “ n o v elty ” of the
Hymns. There were, however, for-

mulse and solemnia verba: RicrVeda, i. 164, 39 ; x. 114, 8 , Vll.
lo i, I ; ix. 33, 3 ;
2 ;
4 Rig-Veda, x. 154, 2 ; 169, 2.
5 Rig-Veda, viii. 17, 14 5 ^c. 136.
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as rain, light, warmth, and health, while the god is hungry
and seeks offerings from man : therje is giving and receiv
ing on both sidesd Though nowhere expressly formulated,
this idea nevertheless comes out in a great variety of
confessions and certain unaffected materialistic touches.^
To the relisfious sense, sacrifice is an act of affection and
gratitude 4;owards the gods, through which man renders
thanks to them for their benefits, and hopes to obtain
others in the future, either in this life or after death.
But it is in no respect a mere act of oblation. To sacri
fice is, over and above that, to stir up, actually to beget, two
divinities of the first rank, the two principles of life par
excellence, Agni and Soma. In the consciousness of the
believer sacrifice then is a highly complex a ct; but before
everytliing else it is a mystery, a direct interference with
the phenomena of nature and the condition even of the
normal course of things. Should it cease for an instant
to be offered, the gods would cease to send us rain, to ^
bring back at the appointed hour Aurora and the sun, to
raise and ripen our harvests, because they would no longer
incline to do so, and also, as is surmised sometimes, be
cause they could not any longer do so.^ And as it is to-day,
The idea of the
^ The liturgical formulae are at 7 ; X. 86, 13-15.
times very clear in this respect ;^for purely spiritual life of the gods, in
example, Taitt. Samh., vi. 4, 5, 6 : particular that they neither eat nor
“ Does he wish to do harm (to an drink (see Chandogya Up., iii. 6, i,
enemy) ? Let him say (to Surya): seq.), is foreign to the Hymns.
^ The idea that it is from the
Strike such an one; afterwards will
I pay thee the offering. And (Sdrya) , offering the gods derive their strength
desiring to obtain the offering, recurs at every step in the H ym n s:
strikes him.” See, besides, this Rig-Veda, ii. 15, 2 ; x. 52, 5 ; 6, 7 ;
121, 7, &c. In the Atharva-Veda,
formula addressed to the libationdivider : “ When filled, 0 divider ' xi. 7, the Ucchishta, the residue of
fly yonder; when well filled, fly the offering (nothing of the offering
back to us ! As at a stipulated price, ought to be l « t , and the priest
let us exchange force and vigour, 0 alone has the right to eat what re
Indra ! Give me, and I shall give mains), is declared the first principle
thee ; bring me, and I shall bring of all things. See Bhagavad-Gita,
in. I I - 16:
“ Cause by sacrifice
thee.”— Taitt. Saiph., i. 8, 4, i.
^ See, for example, the many pas the gods to prosper, and the gods
sages where mention is made of the will make you prosper. . . ^ From
appetite of Indra, of the pleasure he nourishment come beings, from rain
has in filling his belly : Rig-Veda, nourishment, from sacrifice rain. . . ,
iL I I , I I ; viii. 4, 10
4 ; 78, He who does not contribute some-

PREFACE.
The present work is based on the text edited by i)r. Ballantyne and
published in the Bibliotheca Indica, new series, in 1861. The translation has
been very much facilitated, and, in many places, considerably improved by
Mr. E. B. Cowell’s work published in the same series in 1878.
Mr.
Cowell’s rendering has been found to be inaccurate in several p laces; yet we
have not hesitated to borrow liberally from his footnotes which are very help
ful, and from his translation of texts of reference where an improvement was
not called for. We are glad to take this opportunity of acknowledging our
great obligation to these two eminent Sanskrit scholars.
Nothing definite is known regarding the author or the date of the One
hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya. “ They are the work of some anonymous
teacher,” according to Mr. Cowell, “ who ascribed his doctrine to the ancient
risi Sandilya, partly because he wished to conceal its modern origin under a
r

name belonging to Vedic times, and also because the Sdndilya-vidyd supplied a
convenient vantage-ground for his main doctrine of the necessity of faith.”
This theory must be rejected. The “ doctrine of the necessity of faith” is not
the anonymous teacher’s own evolution. I t has a very much older origin. In
Mr. Cowell’s language, “ The name Sandilya is found in a well-known passage
of the Chhandogya.Upanisat (iii, 14), which recurs with a few verbal difference
in the Satapatha Brahinana (X , vi, 3) ; the sage is there represented as declar
ing th at the soul within us is Brahman. His doctrine is directly referred to in
Aphorism 31 of the present work, and the Commentary quotes the passage from
the Chhandogya Upanisat. This doctrine is called the Sandilya-vidya in the
Ved^ntasara, and it is there characterised as consisting of devotional medita
tions directed towards Brahman viewed as possessed of qualities rather than as
the Absolute. The author of these aphorisms apparently accepts his view as
the true. * * * ” , F urther argum ent on the point will be found in our intro
duction to the Narada Bhakti-Sutram . The doctrine was not “ originally pro
pounded in the Bhagavad-gita,” as supposed by Mr. Cowell; ‘‘ the history
of the Hindu doctrine of faith (bhakti)” must be traced from the Vedic times.
The supposed antagonism of Knowledge and Devotion is another serious
fiopular misconception.

Dr. Ballantyne w rites;

tSaudilya rejects the Hindu
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m u ch in th e H y m n s , p la y so m u c h o n e in to an oth er, th a t
it is o ften im p o ssib le to t e ll in w h a t se n se w e m u s t a c cep t
th e e x p r essio n s w h ic h sta n d fo r th em . A n d as it is w ith
th e rite, so it is w ith th e in v o c a tio n , th e p rescrib ed form u la,
an d prayer. I t is th e e x p r e ssio n w h ic h g iv e s p r e c isio n to
th e act, d eter m in e s th e o b ject of it, an d a ssig n s to it in
som e sol't its d irection . I t is, or in it lie s, th e h id d e n
en erg y w h ic h giv'es it efficacy. T h is e n e rg y is th e brahman,
p rop erly p o w er of grow th , in v ig o r a tio n , a w o rd fa m o u s
before e v e r y other, and th e h is to r y of w h ic h is in a se n se
th a t e v e n of H in d u th e o lo g y . I n th e H y m n s b ra h m a n is
v e r y o ften th e n am e for prayer, and in th is case it m a y
ta k e th e p lu ral, b u t it n e v e r lo se s it s o r ig in a l m e a n in g of
force, of su b tle and, in a sen se, m a g ica l en erg y . B e in g th e
so u l of sacrifice, th e n o tio n w h ic h is fo rm ed of it h as
n a tu r a lly grow n w ith th a t o f sacrifice itse lf. I t is th e
w ork of th e god s ; it is b y it th a t th e y a c t ; it is b y it also
th a t th e y are born and th a t th e w o rld h a s b e e n formed.^
W h a t str ik e s u s in th e se th e o r ie s q u ite as m u ch as th e
n o tio n s th e m s e lv e s is th e p ro d ig io u s ela b o ra tio n w h ic h
th e y h a v e u n d erg o n e, an d th a t from th e m o st rem o te a n 
tiq u ity ; for h ere w e c a n n o t d o u b t th a t th e id ea s p r e sen ted
' b e lo n g to th e sam e d ate as th a t of th e o ld e st h y m n s, to
su c h a degree do th e y p erv a d e a ll p arts of th e c o lle c tio n .
T h ese alon e are su ffic ien t to p rove, if n e c essa ry , h o w p ro
fo u n d ly sa c er d o ta l th is p o e tr y is, an d th e y o u g h t to h a v e
su g g e ste d r eflec tio n s to th o se w h o h a v e affected to se e in
it o n ly th e w ork of p r im itiv e sh ep h erd s c e le b r a tin g th e
p raises of th e ir god s as t h e y le a d th e ir flock s to th e p a s
ture.
^ Rig-Veda, x. 130 ; AtliarvaVeda, xi. 5, 5 ; see Rig-Veda, vi.
51, 8, and the myths of Vac and

Bralimanaspati. , Prayer was begotten in heaven.
Rig-Veda, iii.
39, 2.

knowledge that, with a certain qualification, is devotion. The indi£Eerence is like
that o£ seeing without winking and seeing by a darting of the eye.” The .
meaning is that knowledge of Brahman, becoming steady, is devotion. This
point has been cleared up by Ram anuja in his Commentary on the Vedanta
Sutras. “ We adm it,” he there says, “ th at release consists only in the
cessation of Nescience, and th at this cessation results from the knowledge of
Brahman. B ut a distinction has here to be made regarding the n a tu re of this
knowledge which the Vedanta texts aim at enjoining for the purpose of putting
an end to Nescience. Is it merely the knowledge of the sense of sentences which
originates from the sentence? or is it knowledge in the form of meditation
(upasana) which has the knowledge just referred to as its antecedent ? Hence
we conclude that the knowledge which the Vedanta texts aim at inculcating is
a knowledge of the sense of sentences, and denoted by ‘ dhyana,’ ‘ upasana *
(*. ^., meditation), and similar terms. ‘ Meditation ’ m e a ^ steady remembrance
*. ^., a continuity of steady remembrance uninterrupted like the flow of oil ;
in agreement with the scriptural passage which declares steady remembrance
to be the means of release: ‘ On the attainm ent of remembrance all the ties
are loosened’ (Ohh. Up. V II, xvi, 2 ). ♦ * # • * (Thibaut’s translation). I t
is therefore the ignorance of the link between Knowledge and Devotion that is
responsible for the popular misconception of the relation between them.
Now to return to our text. The One Hundred Aphorisms of Sllndilya
does not profess to teach an original doctrine of Devotion. I t is a Mim^mslt
of Bhakti, that is, a compilation and exposition
of illustrative autho*
ritative texts on the main points in the doctrine of Devotion. To explain
the nature of MimfimsA, sastra, we give two examples below.
( 1 ) The
Ghha,ndogya Upanisat, II, xxiii, 1 , declares: “ He who is steady in Brahman,
attains imm ortality.”
The doubt arises whether ‘ steadiness ’ here means
knowledge or devotion. The text discusses the point and concludes that
‘ steadiness ’ means devotion, and not knowledge. (2) The G ita, iv, 9, dec
lares
My birth and My action divine” . Here the doubt arises as to the
meaning of the word ‘ divine.’ Some say that it means ‘ produced through
m erit’; others think that it means ‘ produced in heaven.’ The text by impli
cation rejects these interpretations, and explains that the word ‘ divine ’ means
‘ constituted by His own raaya only
I t would be wrong to suppose in these
two cases, for instance, that the text declares imm ortality to be the fruit of
Devotion and attributes divineness to the body of the Lord, and then supports
its teachings by means of revealed texts. This character of the work should
be always borne in mind.
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are, on th e con trary, regarded w ith m i s t r u s t ; ^ b u t on th e
S arasvati, in th e D o a b , b e tw e e n th e J u m n a and th e Granges,
and e v e n farther east, on th e G o m a ti and th e Gogra. On
th e e a st and so u th th e y cam e in to c o n ta c t w ith th e trib es
w h ic h in h a b it th e sh ores of th e E a ste r n S ea and th e other
sid e of, th e V in d h y a m oun tain s.^ T h is ch a n g e of p la ce
v e r y considerably’ affected th e ir organ isation . T h e order of
th e p riesth o o d asserted it s e lf m ore rig o ro u sly . A n e v e n t,
b esid es, w as n o t lo n g in occu rrin g w h ic h had a d e c isiv e
effect on th eir d e s t i n y : th e la n g u a g e o f th e o ld H y m n s
g r a d u a lly cea sed to be u n d ersto o d . F ro m th e ep o ch of th e
B r^ h m an as it h ad b eco m e u n in te llig ib le to th e m u ltitu d e ,
and e v e n obscu re to th e priests.^
T h ere arose th u s a
sacred la n g u a g e, and, in a n arrow se n se, sacred te x ts , to
w h ic h it b eca m e m ore a n d m ore d ifficu lt, an d fin a lly
im p o ssib le , to m a k e a n y a d d itio n .
E rom th is m o m en t
th e se r e lig io n s b eca m e, u p to a certa in p o in t, ste re o ty p e d .
T h e y w ill d o u b tle ss c o n tin u e to be s t ill su sc e p tib le of
m o d ifica tio n in m a n y r esp ects, and e sp e c ia lly of c o m p lic a 
tio n ; b u t in th e m a in th e y w ill be forced h e n c e fo r th to
su b s is t on th e ir o r ig in a l c a p it a l; th e y w ill n o lo n g er be
ab le to a d ap t th e m s e lv e s to g rea t in n o v a t io n s ; an d th e
in e v ita b le ch a n g es w h ic h tim e w ill b rin g w ill ta k e p la c e
the east, the Sarayu (Rig-Veda, iv.
30, 18 ; V. 53, 9), the modern Gogra,
and the tribe of the Kikatas (RigVeda, iii. 53, 14) in Bihar. The au
thors of the Hymns had a certain
acquaintance with the sea. For the
geography of the Vedas, consult V i\den de Saint Martin (Etude sur la
Geographie du Vdda, 1859), Lassen
Indische Alterthumskunde, i. 643
seq., 2d ed., 1867), A. Ludwig (Die
Nachrichten des R ig-u n d AtharvaVeda iiber Geographie, Geschichte,
Verfassung des alten Indien, 1878),
H. Zimmer (Altindisches Leben ; die
Cultur der Vedischen Aryer nach
den SamhitS, dargestellt, 1879, ch. i.).
^ Qatap. Br., ix. 3, i, 18.
^ Athar.-Veda, v. 22, 14 ; Aitar.
Br., vii. 18, 2 ; viii. 22,|i.
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® From this date we meet with
prescriptions for the maintenance of
the purity of the language among
the Brahmans: ^atap. Br., iii. 2, i,
24. The language of the Brahmanas
is already pretty much, indeed, the
classical Sanscrit, and it differs from
that of the Hymns more than the
Latin of Lucretius does from that
of the Twelve Tables.
That the
authors of these*^treatises only im
perfectly understand these old hymns
is obvious at every step, from their
exegesis even, and their attempts
at etymology. We must not, how
ever, insist too much on this last
argum ent; there is at botton^ more
lancifulness than real ignorance in
these intei pretations.
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(b) N ature of ;5 «?n5(ira.— Take for example an eclipse of the sun. The
moon comes in between the earth and the sun and causes the eclipse. The
ignorant may imagine that somehow or other the light of the sun is extin
guished and darkness envelops the universe. But they are wrong. Similarly,
the mind intervenes and shuts off the light of Brahman from the Jiva. Those
who do not know the tru th ever grope in darkness, without making any effort
to remove the obstruction. This is the condition of the average man. He is a
sarnsari. Should he think, or should others who can distinguish the mind from
the embodied Atman think, that this is their permanent state or that this state
is connate with the nature of the Atman, they are under a grave error. Sarnsara is no more natural to the Atman than darkness is to the sun. Samsara
is a temporary eclipse of the light of Brahman, which is not to be mistaken for
a permanent state appertaining to the nature of the embodied Atm an.'
(c) E nd of Devotion
M ukti consists in the removal of the foulness
reflected in the Atman from the mirror of the mind. This removal is possible
only by the abolition of the mind through intense Devotion. I t does not
donote the accomplishment of something which did not exist before. I t means
merely the development of the bliss aspect of the Atman which in the sams^ri
Jiv a is manifested only in the aspects of existence and consciousness. The
development of bliss is in the gift of Brahman ; and does not come to every
devotee as a m atter of course. So is it declared in the K atha Upanisat, I, ii, 23
“ Not is this Atman by explanation to be gained, nor by intelligence,
not by much learning ;
“ Whom alone it elects, by him it is to be gained ; to him this Atman
unfolds its own nature.”
and also in ibidem^ I, ii, 20 :—
“ Subtler than the subtlest, greater than the greatest the Atman is
A

hidden in the cavity of this Jiv a ;
“ Him the firm of faith in Visnii sees, free from grief, through the graee
of the Creator ; (he sees also) the superiority (of the Lord) over
himself.”
On the other hand, a true devotee does not crave for Mukti. He finds in
finite joy in the service of the Lord. Thus, declares the Bhagavata, I I I , xxv, 34.
“ Not unity of self with Me desire some engaged in serving
My feet, and doing acts for My sake,
“ Those Bhagavatas who, associating among themselves, extol
My mighty deeds.”
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so n ifica tio n o f th e ir a ttrib u tes. T h u s A g n i V r a ta p a ti is
n o t q u ite th e sam e p erso n as A g n i A n n a p a ti, A g n i, A n n a v at, A g n i A n n M a ; and th e se , in th e ir turn, differ from
A g n i K am a, A g n i K sh ^ m a v a t, A g n i Y a v ish th a , &c. Som a
is d e c is iv e ly co n fo u n d ed w ith th e m oon ; h e is th e h u sb an d
of th e K ak sh atras, th e c o n ste lla tio n s of th e lu n a r zodiac.^
Y a m a Is -^till a lw a y s th e k in g of th e P itris, b u t h e is no
lon ger so c lo s e ly id e n tifie d w ith th e b le sse d life : th e p io u s
m an h op es to go to svarga, w h ic h is ra th er th e h e a v e n of
In d ra and of th e g o d s in general.^
A s for th e w ic k e d
m an, h e w ill go in to h e ll, w h ere tortu res, w h ic h are
d escrib ed a t le n g th , a w a it h i m ; or e lse h e w ill b e born
again in som e w r e tc h e d sta te of b e in g ,— m e te m p sy c h o sis
ap p earin g in th is w a y u n d er th e form of an expiation.^
A su ra, th e old n a m e of th e d iv in e p o w ers, is h e n c e fo r th
a p p lie d o n ly in a bad sen se. T h e A su ra s are n o w th e
dem ons,^ an d th e ir str u g g le w ith th e g o d s in g en eral,
w h ic h is on e of th e c o m m o n p la c es of th e B rM im anas,
o n ly v e ry r e m o te ly r em in d s u s o f th e c e le s tia l b a ttle s
c eleb ra ted in th e H y m n s . A d iti is m o st fr e q u e n tly id e n 
tifie d w ith th e E arth . A d ity a is a n a m e for th e su n , and
th e A d ity a s , w h o b e g in n o w to b e fix ed a t tw e lv e , are on ce
for a ll solar im p erso n a tio n s.
Y a r u n a p a sses in to th e
sta tu s o f a gpd of n igh t,^ w h o is b o th h o s tile an d cru el,

♦

an d h is em p ire is a lre a d y co n fo u n d e d w ith th a t of th e
^ Taitt. Samh., ii. 3, 5, 1-3 ; com
pare ii. 5, 6, 4, In the Rig-Veda he
is the husband of Shry^, x, 35, 9.
Compare Ait. Br., iv. 7, i.
^ The recompense ordinarily gua
ranteed to sacrifice in the Brdhmanas
is the enjoyment of the svarga, hea
ven, or the saloTcatd, community of
abode with such or such a god. The
memory of the ancient sojourn of the
blessed with Yama is not. however,
completely forgotten. See the de
scription of his palace, Mahabharata,
ii. 311 seq. There are in theUpanishads very detailed descriptive ac
counts of the different worlds of the

I'

blessed : Brihadar. Up., iv. 3, 31 ;
Taitt. Up., ii. 8, and especially Kaushit. Up., i. 3-5.
® See A. Weber, Eine Legende
des Catapatha-Brahmana fiber die
strafende Yergeltung nach dem
Tode, in the Zei^sch. der Deutsch,
Morgenl. Gesellsch., t. ix. p. 237.
The same legend, according to the
Jaiminiya-Brahmana, has been pub
lished by A. C. Burnell, A Legend
from the Talavakara Brahmana of
the Sdma-Veda, M*ngalore, 1878.
^ Taitt. Sainh, i. 5, 9, 2 ; Aft. Br.,
iv. 5, I , I’epresent them as powers of
darkness or night.
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r ite s of relig io n w ith effect, and th ere are v e r y few a cts con
n e c te d w ith w o rsh ip w h ic h h e h a s n o t app rop riated th e rig h t
to perform .
H e for w h o m h e officiates sta n d s b y in a
m ore or le s s p a ssiv e a ttitu d e , in c a p a b le in g en era l of u n d er
sta n d in g w h a t is said a n d d o n e in h is p resen ce and for h is
benefit.
K a y , th e part th e B ra h m a n h im s e lf p erform s
is red u ced to a m in im u m ; h e no lo n g e r p ra y s, h e o n ly
sa y s prayers. * I n order to v ita lise b y th e w ord a s e t
of cerem o n ies p rescrib ed b eforeh an d , h e h a s o n ly certa in
form ulae, a ll rea d y -m a d e, to w o rk w ith . In sp ir a tio n , th e
o u tb u r st o f in d iv id u a l e n th u sia sm , h a s no m ore a p la c e in
th e c u ltu s h e p r e sid e s over, a n d th e liv in g sp rin g s of p io u s
d e v o tio n se e m a ll d ried up. T h e g rea t and o n ly b u sin e ss
n o w is to k n o w th e brahman,— th a t is to sa y , th e sacred
te x ts , th e ir u se, and th e se cr et e x e g e s is o f th e m as h a n d ed
d o w n b y tra d itio n ; to k n o w th e r ite s of r e lig io n w ith th eir
h id d e n and m y s tic m eanings.^ T h e su b je c ts of th is k n o w 
led g e, th e rites, i.e., as w e ll as th e te x ts , are c o n c e iv e d of ,
as p r e -e x iste n t, an d r ep re sen ted a t o n e tim e as of e te rn a l
ord in ation , a t a n o th er as th e in s titu tio n o f P rajap ati. Of
th o se w ho, w h e th e r m e n or god s, m a k e u s e of th e m for
th e first tim e , it is said th a t th e y ‘‘ see ” th e m ;^ r e v e la tio n
b e in g th u s c o n c eiv ed of n o t as a fa c t w h ic h ta k e s p la ce a ll
a t once, b u t as a series ^of s u c c e s siv e fa cts. T here w ere
th erefore no o b sta cle s a priori to th e in tr o d u c tio n of n e w
r ite s, and, in fa ct, th e cerem o n ia l, as w e ll as th e sp e c u la 
tio n s o f w h ic h it w as th e su b ject, c o n tin u e d to e x p a n d
and grow in c o m p le x ity , u n t il th e d a y w h en , as a n e w an d
o p p o site cu rren t s e t in , it rea ch ed a lim it b e y o n d w h ic h it
c o u ld o n ly b eco m e poorer a n d w e a k e r in s te a d of richer.
^ Every indication in the Brahmanas is invariably followed by the
phrase, ‘ ‘ Such or such a benefit will
accrue to him who knows this.”
These secrets of knowledge are often
nothing more than fantastical ety
mologies, for “ the gods love the in
scrutable,” Aitar. Br., iii. 33, 6 ;
Gopatha. Br., i. i, &c.
^ Hence the etymc^ogy wdiich

derives from tlfe root dric, to see,
the word rishi.
This, from the
general signification of poet or in
spired singer, which it has in the
Hymns, came at length to assume
the special sense of prophet or seer
Ot a revealed text. This etjjjnology
is older than Yaska, who refers to it,
Nirukta, ii. ii.
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V ed a , th o u g h co m p iled for le s s sp ec ific p u rp o ses, w ere in 
d isp e n sa b le , e s p e c ia lly for th o se p r iests w h o se b u sin e ss it
w a s to in v o k e th e d e ity and to su p e rin te n d th e r elig io u s
rites, th e hotris an d th e brahman. H e n c e , fin a lly an d in
particu lar, arose th e B r^ h m an as, w h ic h w ere, in th e ir turn
also, a t a la ter date, to be a ccep ted as o ra cles of rev e la tio n .
T h e^ e^ la st w r itin g s h a v e p reserv ed for u s a fa ith fu l
p ic tu r e of th e sp ir it w h ic h p r e v a ile d in th e se sc h o o ls— a
sp ir it w h ic h , it m u s t be co n fesse d , w ds sin g u la r ly form al
an d d e s titu te of a ll e le v a tio n of se n tim e n t. T h ere w a s
n o en d of d isc u ssio n , an d th e p o le m ic w a s at tim e s of a
v e r y liv e ly so r t; b u t a ll th is a c tiv ity w a s s p e n t in trifles
an d su b tle tie s. O f th e o lo g y , p ro p erly sp ea k in g , th e re is
v e r y lit t le in d ic a tio n in th e B ra h m a n a s ; no a tte m p t is
th ere m ad e to p u t to g e th e r a n y th in g o f a n a tu re th e
le a s t a k in to d ogm atic o rth o d o x y .
H o n e o f th e se m en ,
c o n s ta n tly b u sie d as t h e y w ere w ith th e se rv ic e of th e
gods, app ear to h a v e su rm ise d th a t th e re c o u ld be in
regard to th e se g o d s a u th o rised an d u n a u th o rise d o p in io n s;
it w o u ld se em a t tim e s as i f t h e y th e m s e lv e s h a r d ly
b e lie v e d in th e e x is te n c e o f th e ir d e itie s, so m ea n an d
fa n ta stic app ear th e c o m p a riso n s w h ic h t h e y a p p ly to
t h e m ; as, for in sta n c e , w h e n th e y id e n tify V is h n u w ith
th e sacrifice, or P rajap ati, th e su p rem e god, w ith th e yea r.i
A lo n g sid e o f th is e x tr a v a g a n t sy m b o lism th e re is also a
strong E u h e m e r ist te n d e n c y . I t w o u ld in g e n e ra l be in
v a in to s e e k in th e r itu a l p o rtio n of th e s e w r itin g s th a t
e le v a tio n and d e lic a c y of r elig io u s fe e lin g w h ic h w e find
in th e H y m n s . I n ste a d of th is, th e re is a d u ll lu m b er 
in g d is p la y of a sort of p r o fe ssio n a l c y n ic ism . S o m e tim e s
th e g o d s are r ep re sen ted as b e in g s in d iffe re n t to e v er y
m oral d istin c tio n , and w e find sto ries u n sc r u p u lo u sly
rela ted of th e m w h ic h are m o st in d e lic a te , su c h as th e

I.

^ Taitt. Samh., i. 7, 4, 4 ; Taitt.
Br., i. 6, 2, 2, &c. ; Aitar. Br., i. i,
14. See, moreover, the confession
that the notion of Prajapati is obscure and confused, Taitt. Br., i. 3,

4, 4 ; i. 3, 8, 5 ; i 8, 5, 6 ; and such
expressions as “ •Agni is all the
gods,” “ TheWaters are all th#gods ”
Taitt. Samh., ii. 6, 8, 3 ; Taitt. Br.,
iii. 2, 4, 3.
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or at an y rate th e y c o n stitu te to g e th e r a sort of in d e p e n 
d e n t an d su p erior pow er, before w h ic h th e d iv in e p erson 
a litie s disappear, an d w h ic h a lm o st h o ld s th e p la ce a llo tte d
to d e s tin y in other sy ste m s. T he a n c ie n t b elief, w h ic h is
a lrea d y p ro m in en t in th e H y m n s , th a t sacrifice c o n d itio n a tes th e regu lar course of thiuQ-s, is m e t w ith here in th e
ran k
com m on p la ce, an d is at tim e s a cco m p a n ied w ith
in cred ib le d eta ils. I f th e gods are im m o rta l, if th e y h a v e
a scen d ed to h ea v en , if th e y h a v e ta k e n it b y c o n q u est over
th e ir sen iors, th e A su ra s, it is b eca u se a t th e d e c isiv e
m o m en t th e y “ sa w ” su c h and su ch a m a n tra or su ch an d
su ch a ritu a l com bination.^ C ertain in sig n ific a n t cerem on ial
arran gem en ts are th e reason s w h y th e su n r ises in th e e a st
an d se ts in th e o p p o site quarter, w h y rivers flow in one
d ir e c tio n rather th a n an oth er, w h y th e p r e v a ilin g w in d
b lo w s from th e n o r th -w e st, and w h y h a r v e sts rip en earlier
in th e south.^ T here are reason s q u ite sim ila r to e x p la in
w h y trees w h en p ru n ed sh o o t a g a in from th e ir stem , w h y
a n im a ls are p ro v id e d w ith b on es, w h y th e s k u ll h a s e ig h t
or n in e su tu res, w h y p eo p le e x p o se g irls w h ile th e y rear
u p h o y s, w h y w o m e n p refer m e n o f a c h e er fu l tem p er, &c.,^
th o u g h it is n o t a lw a y s e a sy to sa y h o w m u c h p le a sa n tr y
m a y lu rk in su c h sin g u la r o p in io n s. T he efficacy of th e
rite, w h e th e r for good o:^ for e v il, is of course e s s e n tia lly
d u e to m agic, w h ic h resid es in th e rite itse lf. T here is
also m u ch m ore stress la id on th e a ccu ra te perform ance of
th e se o b serv a n ces, and th e q u a lifica tio n of th e p r ie st th a n
th e m oral character o f th e b elie v er . T h e le a s t error in form
m a y p rove fatal, and it is o n ly in a sm a ll n u m b er o f cases
th a t th e act is p ro n o u n ced v a lid in sp ite of th e in c a p a c ity
of th e officiatin g priest;^ w h ile o n ly tw o th in g s are required
of th e b e lie v e r — th a t h e b e p ersu ad ed of th e efficacy of th e
^ Taitt. Samh., vi. 3, 10, 2 ; vi.

Taitt. Samh., vi. i, 7, i ; Taitt. Br.,

2, 5, 3, 4; vii. 4, 2, I ; 1. 5, 9, 2, 3 ; hi. 2, 7, 3, 4 ; Taitt. Samh., vi. 2,
1 , 4 ; vi. 5, 10, 34 vi. I, 6, 6.
Aitar. Br., ii. i, i, &c.
^ Aitar. Br., ii. 2, 18 ; hi«.ii, 4 Aitar. Br., i, 7, 6-12.
^ Taitt. Sarah., ii. 5, i, 4 ; vi. 3, i6 ; i. 16, 40 ; ii. 17, 6.
3, 3 ; see Atharva-Veda, viii. 10, 18 ;
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SANDILYl-SUTRAM
A Commentary on the One Htmdred
/.
A p / i o y i s m s of Saiidilya.
Commentator’s introduction.
The Lord’s will be done !
/
A commentary on the One Hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya is now ex
pounded by the learned Svapnesvara, relying upon the Supreme Deity.
Great is the marvel of the honey of the two (lotus) feet pf Govinda :
which whoso drink are not bewildered, those who drink not are bewildered !
It will be declared (hereafter, c/. introduction to aphorism 93) that Mukti
IS the Jiv a ’s attaining Brahma-hood. (Mukti means release from the association
of the body and absolute relief from the experience of pleasure and pain. The
Jivas are* the embodied souls. Brahma-hood is the state of Brahman, that is,
the state of pure existence, pure intelligence, and jmre bliss). The Jivas, again,
are in the end non-ditferent from Brahman. Their sarnsara (or succession of
embodied existences), therefore, is not connate (with their nature). I t is caused
by the external influence of the internal organ (cf, mind). The internal organ
IS constituted by the three primary moditications of the primordial m atter,
called 8 attva, the luminous, Hajas, the active, and Tamas, the passive. The
^Jivas samscira is produced just in the same way as in the case of the crystal
^and the like redness and the like are produced through the propinquity of a
AJiina rose and the like.
And this (sainsara), for the very reason that it is externally caused, is /■
not capable of being removed by Knowledge (which according to some is the
means of Mukti) ; for not even by the most skilful observation there^ is the
cessation of the (optical) illusion of redness in the crystal, so long as there is
the cenjunction of the China rose. But it can be removed by the destruction
either of the soul embodied in the Jiva or of the internal organ, or else by the
destruction of the connection between them.
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bably the most stupendous and complex which has ever
been elaborated by man. We must, however, try to ascer
tain our bearings in it once for all. The Brahmanical
cultus comprehends, besides the great sacrifices— the only
ones referred to in the Brahmanas— a certain number of
rites which these writings mention only casually, but which
have b^n preserved to us in particular Sutras under the
title of domestic rites. We must not, however, affect to
see in these last rites a domestic as opposed to a public
cultus. Brahmanism knows no public cultus ; each of its
acts, as a general rule, has a purely individual reference,
and is performed for behoof of a yajamdna (in certain ex
ceptional cases there are several), that is to say, of a person
who defrays the expense of it. With the yajamdna there
is strictly associated only his wife, or the first of his wives, if
he has several (the wife having no rights of worship of her
own); and it is only indirectly, by means of certain atten
dant variations, that the benefit of the rite is extended to
the rest of his family, to the people of his household, or
to the body of his dependents.^ In reality, this is not a
case of two different cultuses, but of two different rituals.
A certain number of acts, such as the institution and
maintenance gf the sacred fire, the daily offering to be
made in this fire, and other matters besides, are common
to both rituals; but in their domestic form they are more
alone, by F . Stenzler, 1876. These
two collections of Satras have just
been translated and commented on
by G. Buhler, The Sacred Laws
of the A r y a s A p a s te m b a and Gau
tama, 1879, and form the second
volume of the Sacred Books of the
East, now publishing under the edi
torship of Max Muller. Gautama
forms also part of a native collec
tion of twenty-six codes of laws,
entitled Dharmagastrasangraha, and
reprinted at Calcutta in 1876. The
same collection contains an edition,
slightly critical, of the Dharma-Sfitra of Vasishtha (published also at
Bombay with a' commentary, 1878),
and another of the Vishnu-Smriti,

which is the Dharma-Satra of the
school of the Kathaka (of the Black
Yajus;. For this last treatise see the
monograph of T. Jolly (which also
contains information on the GrihyaSatra of the Kathakas, recently reco
vered at Kashmir by G. Buhler); Das
Dharmasatra des Vishnuund das K§,thakagrihyasaG’a, in the Memoirs of
the Academy oiMunichfor 1879. The
same scholar has since published
a complete translation of the Vishnu
Sm riti: The Institutes of Vishnu,
translated, 1880, being vol. vii. of
the Sacred Books of the East.
^ See, for example, A itif Br., i
30, 27, 28.

COMMENTATOR’S iNTRODUCTIOISf.

pai tides of silver, it is impossible that silver should arise from a shell mistaken
for it. Moreover the Sruti, “ How, 0 gentle youth, could it thus be that Being
should be produced from Non-being ” (Chhandogya Upanisat, vi, 2 ), which brings
out the existence of the cause by means of the existence of the effect, declares that
the world indeed is real. A fortiori is the reality of the Supreme Lord’s creation
established by such Srutis as “ Whose will is true ” {Ihid. iii, 14). Neither
has the great Badarayana declared in any Sutra that the world was constituted
by Ignorance ; on the contrary, by refuting (the reality of) dream creation,
he has established the reality of the waking world. Nor was this refutation
meant to serve as an illustration, for there is no reason for making- such an
assumption.
On the other hand, it has not been proved that the properties of pleasure,
etc. are connate to the soul. Pleasure and the like are not directly modifications
of the soul. They are merely reflected in or attributed to the soul, just as
are the qualities of fairness of complexion and the like (as when a man says
‘ 1 am fair,’ meaning that it is his body that is fair). (They do not therefore
prove the existence of the soul). The perception of pleasure, e(c , ^bmng ah
act or a change, must have an instrumental cause ; in this inference, it is
proper to hold, for the sake of simplicity, that producibility through an ins
trum ent is by means of co-inherence only, just as is the producibility of sound
through the auricular organ {i.e. ‘ that portion of the indivisible ether walled
off within the fleshly ‘ ear,’ in which sound inheres by intimate relation’).
Others maintain that pleasure and the like inhere in the instrumental cause
by intimate relation, because they are properties apprehensible by an organ
which IS without a beginning {i.e. the internal organ), ju s ta s is the case with
sound (which is apprehensible b / a portion of uncreated ether). On either
view, (producibility through the instrument is by means of co-inherence only),
because (pleasure, etc., on the one hand, and sound, on the other, are) proper
ties apprehensible by an orgaq which is devoid of touch. But the existence
of the soul is proved from its being the cause of the manifestation of all being,
(for in the absence of a knower, nothing could be known;. All this wiTl’
become clear in the second lecture of the third chapter.
Therefore, from a desire to know the established truths on the subject
of Devotion,— as in the case of Duty (in the Piirva M im am sa)—inasmuch as it
IS the cause of the attainm ent of man’s highest end, proceeds the followinoaphorism.

Clif'pter 1: Lecture i.
r^T U ^ I ^ 1 ^ I)
’^T^r Atha, now. iJTrn Atah, therefore. vrfVFnrirmr . B hakti-jijnasa, desire
to know devotion.

1* Now, therefore, (there is) a wish to know Devotion,—1.
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initiation is a duty binding upon all free mend He who
evades it lapses, both himself and bis race, into the condi
tion of vratya ox'patita, that is, a person excommunicated,
lost 2 As a rule, it should be succeeded by a longer or
shorter noviciate, consecrated to the acquirement of a
knowledge of the Veda,^ though it is evident that it pro
perly Cvsncerned the Brahmans alone to occupy themselVes
with theological study. 3. There were the obligations
resting on the master of the house j the institution, for
example, of the domestic hearth, the rites of marriage, the
daily offerings to the gods and to ancestors, the formalities
to be observed towards guests and Brahmans, the daily
repetition of the sacred texts, or at least of certain prayers,
as well as of ceremonies of different sorts observable at
stated days, funeral rites and funeral offerings {^rdddha),
considered as a debt which is transferred from one genera
tion to another, and on the payment of which depends the
happiness of the dead in the next life ; ^ to which add a ^
great number of acts of dedication or expiation, and the
observance of occasional ceremonies. The practice of these

KM

l! I

^A9valay. Gr. S\itra,i. 19, 8 ,9 ; ParaskaraGr. Sutra, ii. 5, 39-43 SApastamba Dh. Satra, i. i, 23-i. 2, 10 ;
Manu, ii. 38-40 ; 168. There i§ no
initiation for women, neither for the
(^dras, nor a fortioo'i for inferior
grades.
2 Manu, X. 20; 43 ; Apastamba,
Dh. S., i. I, 23-i. 2, 10, where we
find indicated, at the same time, the
conditions of reinstatement. Com
pare Manu, xi. 191, 192 ; Yajnav., 1.
38. The rite of excommunication is
described, Gautama, xx. ; Manu, xi.
182-188 ; Yajnav., hi. 295-297. He
on whom it falls is considered to be
both civilly and religiously dead.
In so far as reinstatement does not
intervene, he is likened to the mem
bers of the lowest castes, with this
difference only, Jthat there is a limit
to his degradation, whilst impurity
of caste is indelible in the individual
himself and his male descendants.

In the female line, in the course of
an unbroken succession of marriages
with men of superior birth, caste
gains in nobility by one degree at
the end of the seventh generation.
Apast. Dh. S., ii. n , 10; Gautama,
iv. 22 ; Manu, x. 64-65 ; Y^jhav.,
i. 96.
^ A^valay. Gr. Shtra, i. 22, 3 ;
Parask. Gr. Sutra, ii. 5, 13-15 5
Apast. Dh. Sutra, i. 2, 1 2 -1 6 ;
Manu, hi. i.
4 In general this happiness de
pends on the good works of their
descendants. T^^e idea that the dead
share \npunya ovpdpa, i.e., the merit
or demerit of the living, was early
familiar to India. See, for example,
Gautama, xv. 2 2 ; Manu, hi. 150,
Almost all legal deeds of gift con
tain the formula that the gift is
made “ for the increase of tl^ punya
of the donor and that of his father
and mother.”

CHAPTKH

I : L kctu re i.

2. The higher Devotion is (absolute) attachment to the Lord.—2.
Ill this aphorism, tho words ‘ higher devotion ’ indicate the subject to
be defined ; the rest is the definition. The word ‘ higher ’ excludes the secondary
or lower forms of devotion. The words ‘ to the Lord ’ contain the general
import of the definition ; devotion is simply of the nature of an affection which
has for its object one who is worthy of being worshipped. But here for the
purposes of our definition, devotion is nothing but a particular function of the
internal organ regarding the Supreme Lord as its object, and its distinctive
character is easily found by reference to w’ordly attachment, eic. As has been
said by Prahlada who possessed this higher devotion:
“ May that undeoaying satisfaction which the unreflecting feel in respect
of worldly objects,
“ Never depart from my heart while I am ever remembering Thee”
(VisnU'Purana, I, xx. 17).

In this verse by the word ‘satisfaction’ it is affection inseparably
associated with pleasure, that is implied. Otherwise, as satisfaction in the
form of pleasure, (being a feeling merely), cannot have any object, the
locative inflexion denoting object (in ‘ in respect of worldly objects ’) would
be inappropriate; because, although it appears as the cognition of pleasure,
since pleasure is the object of that cognition, it is impossible that ‘ worldly
objects ’ should be the object of pleasure. Therefore, it is attachment or
affection together with its proper object that is implied. Nor can ‘ satisfaction ’
mean pleasure pruduced by ‘ worldly objects,’ for there is no rule of grammar
for the use of the locative inflecion to denote the producer or the originator.
Moreover, in the] passage “ may my devotion, 0 Achyuta, remain constantly
fixed on T hee” (Visnu-Purana I, xx, 16), it is established that devotion has
the Lord for its object ; by the word ‘ satisfaction ’ (in Ibid, I, xx, 17) also
the same (devotion) is referred to ; since the two verses convey the same
sense. The distinction between the two verses is that in the first there is the
prayer for devotion in each successive birth, while in the second there is the
prayer, by the example of affection for worldly objects, that the same devotion
might by all means be preserved. The idea of affection or attachment is
necessary ; because even satisfaction produced by worldly objects is not possible
without affection or attachment. And so we have the aphorism of Patanjali ;
“ Attachment or affection is the running after pleasure ”
( Voga-Sutram. ii, 7).
It is this affection or attachment to which the character of devotion
must belong, because it accompanies all the marks of devotion to be mentioned
hereafter, and also because this is the simplest explanation.
Ihe character of Desmtion does not belong to an occasional remembrance
of the Lord, nor to occasional hymns, etc., because they do not always go
together. Neither does the character of Devotion belong to the mere ktiowledge
al)Out the Lord, because such knowledge is possible even in the case of those
who had aversion, etc. towards Him. Nor even is Devotion the knowledge
of the Lord as an ol>jcct of worship, because Devotion is not invariably found
piesent in all such acts of worsijip as adoration and Itowing : and moreover,

I
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The institution of these fires, which should coincide with
the close of the noviciate, forms by itself alone a ceremony
of the first order, which is minutely described in the
Br^hmanas, and certain details of which are repeated
afterwards as integral parts of all the subsequent cere
monials. These are either ishtis, which are characterised^
by ofiesings of cakes, soups, grain, butter, milk, hon^y,
&c., or somayagas, in which to the majority of the offer
ings
O afore-mentioned is added that of the soma. Of the
ishtis, one is of regular daily observance, the'Agnihotra,
which is celebrated morning and evening. The others
recur at stated periods, such as the days of the new or full
moon, the commencement of each of the three seasons,
the return of the two harvests of spring and autumn.
As regards the sacrifices of the soma, the rule is to cele
brate one at least in the course of each year. The Vdja^
j)eya, or strengthening beverage, the Rdjasdya, or royal
consecration, the A^vamidha, or sacrifice of the horse,
which are the princely sacrifices par excellence, are soma
yagas. The offering of the soma, which is referred to as
recurring constantly in the Hymns, thus turns out to be
an exceptional event now ; the reason is that of all these
offerings it is the most expensive. Sometimes the rite
of the soma, properly ^so called, apart from its pre
liminary and final ceremonies, lasts only a day, but
ordinarily it takes several. When it takes more than
twelve, it is a sattra, or session. There are sattras which
last several months, a whole year, and even several years ;
in theory there are some which last looo years. But,
whether short or long, these ceremonies require elaborate
preparations and entail enormous expens^. Every time
the place where they are celebrated must be prepared
of the ceremony of consecration,
which forms the introduction to
every somayaga; Die DikshS, oder
Weihe fiir das Somaopfer, 1878. Tfie
author has devoted particular atten
tion to the recovery of the original
meaning and lorm of the rite. A

carefully elaborated monograph has
just been published devoted to an
other ceremony of the same ritual,
the Dar§apurnamasau, by A. Hillebrandt: Das Altindische !N%u- und
Vollmondsopfer in seiner einfachsten Form, 1880.

CH APTER I :

L egtuee i.

Therefore any possible indifference towards the enquiry on the ground of its
being fruitless or bearing only inferior fruits, becomes avoided.-3 .

II ^ I ^ i 5? II
Jfianam . knowledge, ff?r Iti, so.
Chet, if. JT Na, no. %i?rT:
Dvisatah, of the hater, of the antagonist,
Api, also,
J nana-sya, of
knowledge.
Tat-a-samsthiteh, not being steadiness in Him.

4. (tf you say, ‘ steadiness in Brahman’ means) knowledge
(of Brahman, we reply) no, because the knowledge (of Brahman)
possessed by one who hates Him, is not (spoken of as) steadiness
in Him—4.
If you say that “ by the Mmrds ‘ steadiness in Brahman ’ knowledge of
Brahman it is that is meant, and not devotion to Him ; so that the fruit of
immortality belongs to him only who knows Him,” (we reply that) there is
no such flaw (in our interpretation of the text). ‘ Steadiness ’ is nothing but
devotion; it is not knowledge, because one who hates an object is not spoken
of as being ‘ stead y ’ in that object, even though he may know all about it.
Thus,for instance, the ministers, friends, etc , who are attached to a king, etc.,
are spoken of as being steady in him, but not also his rival K ings. For, the
determination of the sense of a word must be made in the case of Vedic literature
also in the very same way as it is made in the case of secular literature. And
so, in the story of Chirakarika, transgression of devotion towards the husband
has been described in the verse :
“ During that time having reflected on that failure of samstha in his wife,
Ihe sage spoke thus distressed, shedding tears in.^iis sorrow.” (Cowell)
(Mahabharata, S4nti-Parvan, cclxvii, 6526).
It follows therefore that sarnstha or steadiness as used in the Chhandogya
text means devotion. And similarly the very same meaning is to be concluded
also in the case of the aphorism of Badarayana :
“ (Ih e Creator of the universe is Nirguna Brahman and not Saguna),
because the devoted to Him attains salvation, according to the teachino’ (of
the scriptures).”— A^eifanta'lSutram, 1^ i, 7 .— 4 .
II ^ I ^ I H n
rTUT Taya, by it, i. e. devotion.
^ Cha, and also.

Upaksayat, because of inferiority.

5. (‘ Steadiness’ does not mean knowledge), also because
h io w le d g e
pales into insignificance before Devotion (as a means
of Mukti)—5.
Because in regard to Mukti Knowledge is rendered pale by it, i. e.
devotion. The phrase ‘ and also’ is intended to show that the a rg u m en t’now
put forward should be taken along with the one given before.

.«
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with an entertainment provided for the Brahmans.’ Origi
nally they were themselves feasts,.and they are so still in
a symbolic sense; in token of which the participants,
priests and yajamana, consume each a small portion of the
different offerings. Instead of the soma, the use of which
is now the exclusive privilege of the Brahmans, anothej'
liquidSs substituted to the same effect, in the case in
which the yajamana does not belong to the priestly caste.^
This rite, which constitutes a real communion between the
The seven kinds of sacrifice of the
som a: Agnishtoma, Atyagnishtoma,
Ukthya, Shoda9in, Vajapeya, A tiratra, and Aptory 4ma. These last
cannot he characterised in few words ;
we shall therefore content ourselves
with remarking that these names
are not so much designations of
ceremonies, properly so called, as they
are norms to which the latter may
be more or less referred. The same
remark, though in a modified de
gree, applies to the two preceding
groups.
For a detailed exposition
see A. Weber in the Ind. Stud., x.
p. 322 seq.
^ Apastamba Dh. S., ii. 15. 12.
2 Ait. Br., vii. 28-32, and A.
Weber in the Indische Studien, x.
p. 62. There are, however, contrary
indications (Qatap. Br., v. 5, 4, 9 ;
in Weber, ibid., p. 12) ; and in>epic
poetry Somapa, drinker of the soma,
remains as an attribute of the an
cient kings. We believe we must
see in this prohibition not so much
a privilege to which the sacerdotal
caste laid claim as an explanation
from a Brahmanical point of view of
a very simple fact, the neglect into
which the use of the soma had
fallen.
In the Rig-Veda though
there were from the date of it other
spirituous beverages in use, such as
the sura (originally, as is like, a kind
of cervisia; see Atharva-Veda, ii. 26,
5, and Taitt. Br., i. 7, 6, 9), the
soma appears as a beverage in com
mon and profane use. In the Brahmanas, on the other hand, it seems
to be employed exclusively in the
service of religion,
“ The soma, it

is said, is the sovereign nourishment
of the gods ; the sura that of men.”
Taitt. Br., i. 3, 3, 2-3 ; see also
injunctions such as Taitt. Samh. ii.
ij 5> 5“ 6. M ight not this differ
ence be due to a difierence that had
taken place in the quality of the
beverage itself?
There is, I am
aware, a passage in A . Weber’s
writings somewhere, which we re
gret we cannot at present identify,
in which he gives expression to-his
doubts as to the identity of the
soma of the Rig-Veda and that of
later times. For our part we think
it would be very difficult to con
clude that the beverage which the
Hymns celebrate as (jelicious, which
they describe as madhu, madhumat
(honey, honied), and the immoderate
use of which they testify to, is the
soma of the Brahmanas, which ap
pears to have actually been the de
testable liquor Haug tasted and de
scribes (AitareyaBr., vol. ii. p. 489).
This last is a sickening and purgative
drug. Qatap. Br., iv. i, 3, 6 ; Taitt.
Samh., ii. 3, 2, 5-7 ; compare Taitt.
Br., i. 8, 5, 5, and Sayana ad locum,
Taittirlya-Sanhita, vol. ii. pp. 202,
203, edition of the Bibliotheca Indica.
According to the same commentary,
p. 406, it was tMlgarly employed as
a vomit. See on this subject H.
Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 276,
who comes to the same conclusion.
Perhaps it is not out of place to re
mark that in the later mythology it
is not to Soma, but to another god,
Varuna, that spirituous tcTcrages
are referred.

CHAPTER I :

L ecture i.

6(Devotion is affection), because it is the opposite of hatred,
and from the use of the word Rasa (in ithe Veda in reference to
devotion).—6.
Devotion deserves to be an affection and nothing else ; why ? because it is
the opposite of hatred. For, in secular language, the expressions “ he is a
hater,” “ he is devoted ” are used in reference to persons possessing the two
mutually contradictory attributes ; and amongst men it is affection and not
knowledge, etc., that is universally known to be the opposite of hatred.
L ike
wise, in the V isnu-Purana, having first mentioned Sisupala’s persistent hatred
towards the Lord, it is said:
“ This Lord, if named or called to recollection even in the relation of
hatred, grants a fruit which is hard to be obtained by all the gods and demons ;
what will he not grant to those who possess perfect devotion ?” (V isnu-Purana,
IV , XV, 12).
< So again in the Sinriti of Atri, it is said :
i “ Remembering Govinda even through hatred, fSi^upala, the son of
Damaghosa, went to heaven ; what to say of one who is wholly dependent
upon Him ?”
Here too devotion has been represented as being the opposite of hatred.
Similarly also in the G ita .
“ Those detractors who hate me (present) in their own and others bodies,
“ Those fierce haters, the vilest of men in their mortal lives,
“ 1 continually throw, wicked as they are, into the wombs of demon
mothers.
“ Born in a demon womb, deluded from birth to birth.
And never finding me, O son of R uuti, they go thence the lowest road.
(Cowell)—G ita, xvi, 18-20.
And, as the opposite of this hatred, it is proper that devotion should be
described as that affection only which has the Lord for its object.
Moreover, from the revelation, “ having obtained the rasa, sweetness,
he became full of bliss” (Taittiriya Upanisat, ii, 7), it is known that rasa w'hich
has Brahman as its object, is the cause of Mukti which is the manifestation of
the bliss of Brahman. And that rasa is affection is well known in such texts a s :
“ (Objects withdraw from him who withdraws his senses, b u t) rasa or
affection or attachm ent remains ; having seen the Supreme, the self-centred
man’s rasa or attachm ent also retires ” (G ita, ii, 59). Here rasa means affec
tion for worldly objects. Hence also, after describing the ascent of Rama,
Laksmana, and others to the heavenly world, the word anuraga, affection, has been
directly applied to devotion in the passage :
\

“ Whoso of the residents of the city of Kosala had affection for those partial
manifestations of the Lord, they too, having their minds absorbed in them,
attained the status of residing together with them in the same world.’ (VisnuPurana, IV , iv, 4).
2
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scribed. A ll the great somayagas, as a rule, exact one or
more human victims, and one of .these is quite naively
called the PurushamMha, that is, the sacrifice of man.
The texts speak differently in regard to these rites. At
one time they represent them as fallen obsolete (in refer
ence to one of them they have even preserved for us the,
name
him who was to celebrate it for the last time ^ ;
but they maintain them, as a rule, and protest against their
abolition; at another time they conceive of them as purely
symbolic acts; while at another they simply speak of
them as usages in full force, and this in such a way that
it is not always possible for us to assign to these dis
crepancies their connection chronologically. It is diffi
cult to decide definitely among testimonies so conflicting,
especially in view, on the one hand, of the silence of the
Hymns (for we can see no indication of it in the sacrifice
described in the hymn of the Purusha), and in view, on
the other hand, of the doctrine, which we find growing in ,
favour from that day, of the ahimsd, or respect for all that
has life. Must we see in these rites only a relic of primi
tive barbarism, the survival of one of those usages which
the religion of the Hymns rejects ? Are they to be viewed
as an aberration in later times of the religious sense ? Or
is there not here only one of those merely theoretical
extravagances with which this literature abounds, an ex
travagance that had arisen in certain morbid brains haunted
with the idea that man, since he is the noblest of creatures,
must also be the most prized of victims ? The details
supplied by the texts, however, are at times so precise,
that it appears to us this last hypothesis, taken by itself,
has small chance of turning out to be the true one. Hotwithstanding the extremely slender trace of the practice
in question to be met with in the Hymns,^ the most pro^ Qy§,parna S%akdyana, according
to Qatap. Br., vi. 2, i, 39, was the
last who consecrated the erection of
the altar by the immolation of a
human victim.

2 A more precise one occurs in
Ath-Veda, xi. 2, 9, and is quoted
by A . Weber in the Ind. Stu€., xiii.
p. 292. The whole passage is in the
style of the Brahmanas.
^

CHAPTER

It

L ecture i.

11

iii). On the other hand, were devotion not an affection but a different feeling,
there would be the fault of redundancy in the supposition that these identical
marks were the characteristics of a different thing.
And this affection, according to some (i.
the Miniamsakas), is merely a
form of volition, as it also arises from the knowledge that it is the means for the
accomplishment of a desired end, as is the case in sacrifice, etc. But we hold
that affection is quite distinct from volition, as is hatred, because the intuitions
of affection are in the form of “ I am pleased,”
I am affected,” and not in the
form of “ I will.” Moreover, volition is directed only to an end which has not
been accomplished, while objects both accomplished and unaccomplished are
equally the objects of affection. In fact, to be brief, the supposition that this
affection pervades the characteristic mark of volition, etc. will be vitiated by the
fault of redundancy.
Therefore, our definition of devotion is not shaken.— 6 .
I t may be apprehended that devotion is essentially an action, and that an
action is not competent to produce the highest good, according to such revel
ations as . “ not by action, nor by progeny, nor^ by wealth, but by renunciation,
have some attained to immortality ” (Taittiriya Aranyaka, X, x, 21). To refute
this apprehention the author declares :
JP{

f^ T

\\\

5T Na, not. fsFiTT K riya, action.
of not requiring an effort of will.

[ \ \ ^

U

K riti-an-apeksanat, because
Jnana-vat, like knowledge.

7(Devotion is) not an aotion> because, like knowledge, it
does not follow an effort of will.-—7.
This devotion does not deserve to be essentially an action, because it
does not result from an effort of will. W hatever is not consequent on an effort
of will, is not essentially an action, as for example knowledge.* For know^ledge is dependent upon the presence of evidence, and a man cannot, by an
effort of will, produce it, or not produce it, or make it otherwise. So |too
with devotion. For the affection felt by a man for wife, son, and the like, is
not produced in its different manifestations by the man’s own effort of will.
But devotion is dependent for its production on such means as merits acquired,
in previous births, secondary forms of devotion, etc.— 7.

’?T7T: Atah, hence.
ness of fruit.

Eva, indeed.

There is aa importaac teobaioil
•janya bbavet kritih,
iofaohha, ichobha-janya
K titi here means yatna ‘ volition .' “
Kriti
from volition oonsoious exertion of the

Phala-anantyam, endless

« ww y
,
w J
— ------------sloka oucreut among the Pandits,
Jnani
jaQTa- bbayed
oheata.janya
bbavet kriya.
kriti-janya bhaveoh.ohesta,
ohesta
bhaveoh
from desire volition
arises desire,
Prom kno^ldege a--------(Cowell).
muaoles, ind from this action.
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requires us to add that it was only at a period compara
tively modern that it ceased to jneet with opposition.^
It was we know finally abolished in the territory subject
to the authority of Britain by Lord William Bentinck
in 1829.
Up to this point we have said nothing either of images
of the gods or of holy places. We cannot, however, alto
gether evade a' question which has been often discussed,
Was the religion of the Vedas an idolatrous one ? The
physical description given in the Veda of the gods, both
great and small, is sometimes so precise, there are so
many traits in it bordering on fetichism, and a very de
cided tendency to represent the deity by symbols, and,
on the other hand, the human being, as soon as he con
ceives of his gods under a definite form, is so irresistibly
tempted to realise that form in sensible objects, that it
is difficult to believe that Vedic India did not worship
images. We have no doubt, for example, that the systems
of worship belonging to certain local and national divini
ties, in reference to which we have only indirect and very
vague intimations, were at their origin thoroughly impreg
nated with idolatry and fetichism, as they afterwards con
tinued to be, and that in this regard India has always had
its figured symbols, its caityas {i.e., sacred trees or stones),
its places of frequent resort, its sacred caves and springs,
that is to say, its idols and holy places. It would be, in
our opinion, to make an undue use of the negative evi
dence we have, to conclude that all this is modern because
the Vedic literature says nothing of it, or does so only at
a very late date. Still, in spite of certain indications on
which stress has sometimes been laid to prove the con
trary we think that the Brahmanical cultus, properly so
^ See A. Weber, Analyse der
kadambari (seventh age), in his
Zeitsch. d. D. Morgenl. Gesellsch.,
t. vii. p. 585. The practice is pro
scribed in the Acaras of Malabar,
ascribed to Cahkara, Ind. Antiq., t.
iv. p. 256.

^ See r . Bollensen, Die Lieder des
ParS,9ara, in the Zeitsch. d. D. Mor
genl. Gesellsch., t. xxii. p. 587 ; Lud
wig, Die Nachrichten des Rig- und
Atharvaveda iiber GeograpMe, Geschichte, Verfassung des alten Indien, pp. 32 and 50. On th*kue.stio«
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Therefore, devotion is not essentially knowledge.
Although, by the mark of its being an affection, its difference from
knowledge has been already established, the present aphorism is intended to
dispel the apprehension that the word devotion means, in a secondary sense,
the knowledge of Brahman.
This however has to be considered, namely that the words of the
Bhagavad-Gita are not authoritative in the form of a revelation as the Vedas
are, but as being a Smriti or recollection recorded in the M ahabharata ; and
that this being so, how is the G ita referred to in the aphorism by the expres
sion “ from the revelation ?” Here some explain the reference as meaning,
from the revelation which is inferred (as being the original of the recollection
recorded in the G ita). Here we say that what constitutes a Veda is the fact
that it is an utterance of the Lord in reference to unseen objects, and that
this characteristic is equally present in the G ita texts. Hence is found the
epigraph (at the end of each chapter of the Git&) : “ Thus in the BhagavadG ita Upanisats.
Those same ‘ revelations ’ have only been recorded in
verse by Vyasa. And so declares another Purana :
“ The G ita is to be attentively recited, what need is there of other longcompilations of s^stras ?
“ That G ita, which itself issued from the lotus-mouth of Padmanabha ”
(Cowell).
^
Nor is there in this view the implication that the Sffdras are not to
hear the G ita, (like the Vedas, both being revelations) ; because by the general
permission itself for all castes and all sexes to hear the Mahabharata, the
competence of the Sandras to hear the G ita, as also the praises of the sacred
syllable, is established. I t cannot be maintained that the permission to hear
the Mahabharata is subject to the exclusion of the G ita ; as without the G ita
the sum total of 100,000 verses which is the M ahabharata, cannot be com
pleted. And so has it been declared by the teachers :
“ Those very mantras of the Vedas, inserted in the M ahabharata and other
works, they use in a secular sense, without observing the rules of Vedic
study.”— 9.
Thus ends the first lecture of the first chapter in the Commentary on the
One Hundred Apliorisms of Sandilya composed by the most learned teacher
Svapnesvara.
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of places specially consecrated by the presence of the deity.
A t the very most, the religion of the Brahmanas attaches a
particular sanctity to the fords of the rivers {tirtha)} where
people come to perform their ablutions (and pilgrims would
one day resort), and to certain privileged regions,^ such as
the banks of the Sarasvati, the Kurukshetra, or that forest
of ISTaimisha, so celebrated later on in the epic poetry. ]^ut
it has no knowledge either of pilgrimages or of holy places.
Thousands of times in the Brahmanas the sacred enclosure
is compared to this lower world, in contrast with heaven;
it is never regarded as forming a definite locality, and, as
is somewhere said, when consecrated by the holy word,
the entire earth is an altar.” ^
It appears, then, there is a certain character of universality
which it is of importance we should not oveilook as a
feature in this religion, which in other respects is so objec
tionably narrow. It is neither local nor even national,
in the sense in which certain religions of Greece and Italy ,
were. Thus, although it shows no tendency to prose
lytise, but the reverse, and although, as a rule, it regards
as impure, and excludes from its mysteries as no better
reason for this prohibition is that
the samans are the only mantras
that are heard at a distance. The
explanation Manu gives is th a f the
sound of the sS^mans suggests a taint
of impurity. See Paraskara Gr. S.,
ii. I I , 6 ; Apastamba Dh. S., i. lo,
17, 18 ; Manu, iv. 123, 124.
^ Taitt. Samh., vi. i, i, 2, 3.
^ See the legend of Mathava V idegha, translated from the (^atap.
Br. by Weber, in the Ind. Studien,
t. i. p. 1 70 ss.; Ait. Br., ii. 19.
The religious geography of Manu
is summarised in ii. 17-24.
B e
tween the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati (two small rivers to the
north-west of Delhi, near Thanessar)
is the Brahm^varta, the abode of the
brahman, within limits prescribed
by the gods (see Big-Veda, iii. 23,
4), to the east of which, as far as the
PrayS,ga or confluence of the Ganges

and the Yamuna, extends thecountry
of the Brahmarshis, the Brahmanic
patriarchs. These two regions form
Madhyadega, the country in ' the
middle, the cradle of the law and
good custom. The space contained
between the Himalaya on the north,
the Vindhya on the south, and the
two western and eastern seas, is
Ary^varta, the abode of the Aryas.
This country, which is the haunt of the
black deer, is suitable for the celebra
tion of sacrifice. (CompareYajhav., i.
2.) Beyondthesgthelandof theMlecehas or barbarians stretches away,
which is unfit for the celebration of
the rites of religion, and where the
regenerate must not even tempora
rily dwell. This is nearly the geo
graphy of the Brahmanas. See Muir,
Sanskrit Texts, ii. 397 seq., ad ed.
^ Qatap. Br., iii. i, 1,4. Compare
TMtt. Samh., vi. 2, 4, 5.
^
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2. From the context also
subsidiary to devotion)— 11-
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follows that

‘seeing’ is

The section (Chhandogya Upanisat, vii, 24) deals with affection principal
l y , because it is affection which bears the fruit {i.e. Mukti). I t is proper that
‘ seeing’ appearing in the same section should be subsidiary.— 2.

II ^ I
rT Na, no.
interception.

I ^ II

Darsana-phalam, fruff of seeing.
f f k Iti, thus.
Chet, If.
Tena, by the pronoun, he. 55rar\jT^TT^ Vyavadhanat, because of

3. If (you say that immortality is) the fruit of ‘ seeing,’ (we
reply), no, because of interception by (the pronoun) ‘he ’—12.
I f you say that it is of the ‘ seein g ’ that im m ortality characterised as
perpetual residence in the world of the Lord, is the fruit, so that the section
will have ‘ seeing,’ and not affection, as the principal theme, and that
thus the table will be turned against us, we reply, No, because of interception
by the pronoun, ‘ he.’ By the word ‘ he ’ in “ he becomes a dweller in the
world of the Lord,” it is the nearest subject, namely the one who “ gets affection
for the Self,” that is brought forward, and not the remote subject ‘ he who
sees thus,’ since there is no reason why the reference should be to that which
is separated. If you say that the section itself would be such a reason; we
reply. No, as that would entail the fallacy of reasoning in a circle.— 3.

|i ^ R I 5? II
D rista-tvat, from being seen,
versa^

w Cha, also.

4. (That knowledge is a cause of affection, and not v ic e
follows) also from this being seen (to be so in ordinary life)

— 13.
For it is seen in ordinary life that the knowledge of beauty, etc., becomes
the cause of a young woman’s affection for a young man, but not that affection
becomes the cause of knowledge. The subsidiary character of knowledge is
ascertained also from the fact that it is seen to subserve affection. Thus,
it is seen that (at first) the knowledge that Nature is cruel, worthless, unlovely
etc., is the cause of impurity of mind to living beings, that then from the
knowledge that the Self is all-merciful, of unlimited majesty, and of infinite
beauty, takes place the removal of that impurity ; and that thereafter arises
the higher devotion. Hence it is recited :
“ They who think of the Supreme, whose souls are bound up in
Him, who abide in Him, and find their refuge in Him,
They go thither whence there is no return, having all their sins
removed by knowledge ” (Cowell).— G ita, v, 17.
And so too in the Ayurveda ;
“ Thought, firmness, and knowledge of soul, etc., are the best
medicine of the mind’s ailings ” (Cowell).— A atahgahridaya, I,
2 3 .- 4 .

BRAH M ANISM ,
II. PHILOSOPHIC SPECULATIONS.
Part performed by the Brahmans in the elaboration of the philosophic
doctrines.— The Upanishads.— These writings contain in a confused
form the germs of the conceptions afterwards systematised in the
Dar9anas.— The atheistic, materialistic, or dualistic doctrine of the
S^nkhja ; the prakriti and the purusha.— The deistic Sankhya.— The
doctrine of the Vedanta : the §,tman, the jivatman and the maya.—
The different systems mutually inoculate each other; the absolute
idealism of the later Vedanta.— Practical side of the Upanishads :
the sarnsara and the doctrine of new births.— Theory of salvation :
the yoga and the final emancipation.— Contempt for positive mora
lity, the cultus, and the Veda.— M ystic observances.— Influences of
these doctrines on the Hindu mind. — Reaction against the extrava
gant idealism; the Nastikas or CarvS,kas ; their denial of all meta
physics and morals.

the Brahmans were thus crowning their efforts
with the erection, on the basis of an inadequate theology,
of this stupendous system of rites, and with-the realisa
tion, if I may so speak, of the ideal of a religion composed
entirely of observances, having its own end within itself,
and well-nigh independent of the gods whom it served,
they kept prosecuting at the same time, within the region
of speculation, a work to all appearance very different, but
at bottom pretty much akin, since it tended in the longrun to put philosophic conceptions in tho place of those
very gods which were in another department fading more
and more away behind ritualistic conceptions. These two
tendencies, which we become conscious of as early as
the Hymns, were nevertheless opposed, and it is probable
that they did not prevail in exactly the same centres.
Indeed, there are traces of a certain antagonism between
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The author now introduces a possible objection and solves it.
objection IS that the arguments based on the “ section ” (aphorism
position of the w o rd ” (aphorism 12), and “ m ark” (aphorism 14)
precluded, * because our view is (as suggested) in contradiction to the Srutis.
For instance, there is the Sruti,
“ By devotion he (re)cognises Me, how great and what I am in My
essence ;
“ Then having known Me in My essence, he forthwith enters into
Mo ” (G ita, xviii, 55).
In this text, just as in the text “ he attends to the garhapatya fire with
an Aindri verse ” (T aittiriya iSarnhita, I, v, 8) (the third case-ending in aindrya
denotes that the Aindri verse is the instrument), so, by the S 'ru ti employing
the cas^-ending (in bhaktya, by devotion) which (as mentioned before) is of
superior force, it is determined that devotion is the cause of knowledge.
Although, by the aphorism (13) “ (That knowledge is a cause of affection, and
not vice versa, follows) also from its being seen (to be so in ordinary life),”
no room is left for calling in the aid of the S 'ruti, since the observed subser
vience of knowledge to devotion is within the reach of sense-perception, still
it is not within the reach of sense-perception that affection having Brahman
for its object is (to be) subserved by knowledge of which the object is Brah
man ; but by the observation of the fact that this is so in the case of the affection
of young girls, etc., the same is to be inferred also in the case of the affection
which has Brahman as its object. So that the reasoning ends in the establish
ment of a “ mark of inference” (which, as stated, is precluded by the contrary
revelation under consideration).
We reply that there is no such defect in our argument. The defect
would have been entailed, had the G ita said only “ he cognises;” but it is
not so. It has said “ ;he recognises.” Recognition is said to be the cognition
of that which had been previously cognised. Thus, previous cognition subserv
ing devotion is the promoter of devotion appearing in the form of the fruit
of devotion ** ^hereafter, till it becomes firm, devotion requires the aid of

.0

r),
10

• “ The Miruamsa arranges the proofs that one thing is ancillary to anothw irTThVfoUowI^
order. 1. S r u ti or a definite text, as * let him offsr with curds ’ where cards are clearly an
ancillary part of the sacrifice. 2. Linga ' sign ’ or ' the sense of the words ' as leading to an
inference, as in the text * he divides by the ladle ’ ; here we infer that the thing divided must
be a liquid like ghee, since a ladle could not divide solid things like the baked flour cakes.
8. Vdkya ‘ the being mantioned in one sentence ’ : as in the text * (I out) thee for food, thus
saying, he outs the branch
here the words (‘ I cut) thee for food* are ancillary to the
action of cutting. 4. Fr% k'iram ‘ the subject-matter viewed as a whole with an interdependence
of its parts ’ as in the
sacrifice ; where the iirayaga ceremonies, which have
no special fruit mentioned, produce, as parts, a mystic influence (apurta) which helps fotvvard
that influence of the whole by which the worshippers obtain heaven. Here the prakaran%
proves them to be ancillary. 5.
• relative position’ or ’ order ' as the recital of the
hymn sundadhwani, etc , ‘ be ye purified for the divine work ' in connection with the mention
of the sanuuyya vessels, where this position proves that the hymn is ancillary to the action of
sprinkling those vessels. 6. Samakhya ' title ' thus Yajurveda is called the special book for
the adhwaryu priests, hence in any rite mentioned in it they are prima facie to be considered
as the priests employed. The order represents the relative weight attached to each, the first,
brnti, being the most important, the last, saviakUyu , the least. (Cf. Jaimini’s Sutras, iii, 3.
1-14 ; Nyay imalavist iii. 3. 1-11 ; A/imamsapartbhasa pp. 8, 9 ; Vedanta.sutras, iii. 3.’ 44. 49),
The objector in the text maintains that (4), (5) and (2) are precluded here by the s r u ti (i) from
the Bhagavadgita.” — (Cowell).
.
Natada Bhakti-Batram, aphorism iO, where it is declared that Devotion is the
fruit of itself-
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universal religion, that was fondly cherished by Akbar,
the Mussulman emperor, at the* end of the sixteenth
century. The number of these documents catalogued up
to the present day amounts to nearly 250.^ But in this
heterogeneous mass, which we will perhaps never succeed
in classifying in an entirely satisfactory manner, there
is a small number which form, or in reference to which
it is established that they formed, an integral portion of a
body of Vedic writings, ulmost always of a Brahmana.
By adding one or two others of a more uncertain deriva
tion, but of a character quite as antique, we obtain, at
most, half a score of texts which may he regarded as
^ For the different lists of these
writings see A. Weber, Indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 171, 2d edition.
A t this date (1876) A . Weber had
reached a total number of 235,
Of
this number, several, such as the Purushashkta, the ^atarudriya, & c., are
only fragments taken from different
Vedic works. Our first acquaintance
with the Upanishads is due to Anquetil du Perron, who, at the begin
ning of the century, published the
Latin translation of a Persian version
of fifty of these treatises : Oupnekhat
id est secretum tegendum, opus continens antiquissimam et arcanam . . .
doctrinam e iv. sacris Indorui^ libris
excerptam, 1801-2, 2 vols. in qto.
In the analysis which he has given
of this work (Ind. Studien, t. i., ii.,
and ix.), A . Weber has executed the
translation over again, and published
and commented on the texts contained
in the collection of Anquetil. W e
owe to the same scholar an edition
with a translation and commentary
of the R&mat^paniya Up. (Memoirs
of the Academy of Berlin, 1864, p.
271), and another of the Vajrasuci
Up., attributed to Qankara (idid.,
1859, 227 seq.). The principal U p a
nishads have been published several
times ; the editions, however, that
are most handy and most in favour are
those of the Bibliotheca Indica, all of
which are accompanied with commentaa:ies, and some with translations.

This collection comprehends, as far
as it has gone, Brihad^ranyaka,
Ch^ndogya, IgS,, Kena, Katha, Pra^na, Mundaka, M&ndhkya, Taittiriya,
Aitareya, Qvet^gvatara, Gopalatapaniya, NrisirnhatSpaniya, Shatcakra, Kaushitaki, M a itri; besides 29
of the small Upanishads attached
more particularly to the A tharva-'
V e d a : Qiras, Garbha, Nadavindu,
Brahmavindu, Amritavindu, Dhy^navindu, Tejovindu, Yogagikh^, Y o gatattva, SannyS,sa, Aruney^, Brahmavidy^, Kshurik^, CulikS, Atharvagikh^, Brahma, Pr^S,gnihotra,
Nilarudra, Kanthagruti, Pinda, A tma, Ramapurvat^paniya, R^mottarat^panlya, Hanumadukta - Rama,
Sarvopanishatsara, Hainsa, Paramahamsa, Jdbala, Kaivalya.
The principal Upanishads, those
which have been commented upon by
(^ankara, have been the subject of a
work, very complete and highly me
ritorious in every respect, by P.
Regnaud : Materiaux pour servir k
I’Histoire de la Philosophie de I’Inde
(it forms the xxviii. and xxxiv. fas
cicles of the Bibliotheque de I’Ecole
desHautes-Etudes), 1876-78. While
we write, Professor M ax Muller is
engaged in publishing a translation
of these very Upanishads. Vol. i.
(which is the first qf the series en
titled Sacred Books of athe East)
contains Chandogya,Kena, Aitareya,
Kaushitaki, and Iga.
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Sometimes it is heard from the S 'ru ti :
“ He who has supreme devotion to a god, and, as to a god, so to a spiri
tual teacher,
“ To him, verily great of soul, all these objects as declared reveal them
selves ” (S'vetasvatara Upanisat, vi, 23).
Here “ dovotion to a god ” is to be understood to refer to a god other
than the Lord ; why ? because it is associated with “ devotion to a spiritual
teacher;” for there can be no such association in the case of that devotion the
fruit of which is immortality. But Indra and other gods, being worshipped,
secure the fruit, knowledge, to the worshipper, as they do earthly good. Asso
ciation (of one word with another word) also causes ascertainm ent; as in the
case of the word uluka (meaning an ow l; Indra ; the son of S'akuni, a warrior
in the war of the M ahabharata; Kanada, etc., the reference of which in a
given place is ascertained) through its association (with the other words of the
context).
This explanation is added as confirmatory of the argum ent stated before
(in aphorism 17).— 9.
Yogah, concentration, yoga, g Tu, but, again,
Ubhaya-artham, for the sake of both, i.e. knowledge and devotion.
Apeksanat,
from being looked to, needed, depended on.
Prayaja-vat, like the
ceremony of prayaja.

10- Yoga, however, is for the sake of both (knowledge and
devotion), since both look to it (for aid ); as is the case with the
prayaja ceremony.— 19I
Yoga, again, is for the sake of knowledge and is also for the sake of
'^.devotion ; since a concentrated state of mind is required by both.
If you ask that, in view of the maxim “ there is no connection between
subsidiaries, as, being equally for the end of the principal, they stand on the
same level” (Purva-M im am sa, III, i, 22), how can yoga which is a subsidiary of
the principal (i.e. devotion), be said to be a subsidiary of the subsidiary (i.e.
knowledge) ? The author replies “ as is the case with the prayaja ceremony.”
As the prayaja ceremony is a subsidiary of the vajapeya and other sacrifices,
and is also a subsidiary of the diksaniya and other parts thereof, so it is here ;
since the identical reason exists in both the cases to make out the sense of a
subsidiary having another subsidiary as its own subsidiary. Where, (however),
the practice of yoga is undertaken for the sake of knowledge pure and simple,
yoga does not subserve devotion.
In the same way dispassion towards wordly objects is to be considered
as being for the benefit of both.— 10.
But you may say that it is hard to gainsay the recollection of P atanjali,
“Or, through the contemplation of God” (Yoga-Shtram, i 23), where the worship
of the Lord denoted by the word ‘contemplation’ is said to serve the end of proeducing sainadhi, trance, and then you may ask “ how then can devotion be
the principal means ?” To this the author replies :
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and to invent for each of these systems an appropriate
and definite mode of exposition. In this way we shall
obtain at least three of the different systems or darganas
(Sahkhya, Yoga, and Yedanta), which, fixed to an inde
finite period and to the number of six principal ones, in
manuals called Sutras, will be found to constitute the
official philosophy of India.^ But outside the school, t*his
country will nevertheless remain at heart attached to the
manner of philosophising found in the Upanishads. To
that its sects will come hack again one after another; its
poets, its thinkers even, will always take pleasure in this
mysticism, with its modes of procedure, at once so vague and
so full of contradictions. In speculation, as in everything
else, eclecticism, pushed to the extreme of confusion, seems
to be the very method of Hindu thinking.
We shall now give, in a summary form, an analysis
of such of the doctrines of the Upanishads as are more
especially connected with the history of religion; and,
that we may not be obliged to return farther on to the
same subject, we shall indicate at the same time the
essential developments they have undergone in the sys
tems properly so called. So far as the Upanishads deal
with purely objective philosophy, which they seldom do,
their ideas are easily olassified and reduced to known
categories. Their cosmogony, for instance, and we may add
that of the Brahmanas in general, only develop the solu
tions of which we have already a glimpse in the Hymns.
A t one time it is a first being conceived as a person,
^ The most solid and reliable gene
ral exposition of the philosophic sys
tems of the Hindus is to this day that
executed by H. T. Colebrooke in his
famous memoirs, On the Philosophy
of the Hindus, read from 1823-27
at the meetings of the Royal Asiatic
Society, published in vols. i. and ii.
of the Transactions, and reprinted
in the author’s Miscellaneous E s
says.
The fundamental Sutras of
the six principal systems, Sahkhya,

Yoga, Ny4ya, Vaigeshika, Mim 4msi1,
and Yedanta, have all been pub
lished at different times, in parti
cular from 1851-54 in the editions
of Allahabad and of Mirzapore, in
which the text is accompanied with
an English translation.' W ith the
exception of the Yoga-Shtras, they
are also edited, texts and commen
taries, in the Bibliotheca I«dica. The
edition of the Mimarnsd - Shtras is,
however, not finished.

>
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knowledge and the followers of yoga.
revelation of superiority.

21

A dhikya-kbdat, from the

13. This certainly (is supreme), since there is the revelation
about its superiority to the performers of sacrificial acts, to the
followers of knowledge, and to the followers of yoga.—22The very same worship is the principal thing or the character of beingprincipal belongs to devotion. This is ascertained in every way indeed, since
it is thus revealed :
“ The yogi is higher than the ascetics, he is counted higher than
even those who follow knowledge.
“ The yogi is higher than those who perform sacrificial acts ;
therefore, 0 Arjuna, be thou a yogi.
“ And of all yogis, whosoever with his (inner) soul intent on me
| ‘ In full belief worships me, he is accounted by me the most
V
devoted ” (Cowell).— G ita, vi, 46, 47.
Here it is to be understood that the superiority of the persons qualified,
which is due to the superiority of their respective qualifications such as asceticism,
etc , is successive (i.e. of the one to the other in the order of their mention).
(For) surely the superiority of a subsidiary to its principal is not established.
Hence it follows that devotion is the principal.— 13.
(It might be suggested that the above revelation is a mere arthavada,
and th at what is regarded as a subsidiary is also competent to produce the
desired result, i.^.,m ukti, and as such possesses superiority also). W ith a view
to avoid the appearance of superiority (in the subsidiary), also by means of the
lessons of the Revelation, the author reads :

Prasna-nirfipana-l)hyam, by question and answer.
Adhikya-siddheli, from the proof of superiority (of devotion).

14. (The revelation cited above is not an arthavada), because
of the proof of the superiority (of devotion) by means of question
and answer —23.
Here the whole of the twelfth chapter (of the G ita) is an example of
this method of proof. The question is in the form :
“ They who in faith worship thee, thus constantly devoted to thee,
“ And they who worship the indestructible and the unmanifested,
which of these knows most of yoga ? ” (Cowell).
The answer is as follows :
“ They who fixing their mind on me, worship me, ever devoted.
Endowed with the highest belief, they are counted by me the
most devoted.
‘But they who worship the indestructible, the indescribable, and the
unmanifested.
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as well as of the subtle elements which compose the higher
organisms and the grosser elements of which bodies are
formed. Outside of this material development, the Sankhya
admits only of individual souls, all equal, eternal, and
indestructible, essentially unmodifiable and passive, pro
ducing nothing and doing nothing. The prakriti ener
gises and manifests itself in order to unite with the
soul or the purusha (for this word, borrowed from cer
tain old dualistic myths, and signifying properly the
male, occurs always in the singular, in contrast with the
prakriti, although the purusha is essentially multifold,
and there is no supreme soul). The part performed by the
soul is confined to contemplating these manifestations, to
giving itself up to this union in which the existence of indi
vidual beings is realised, to experiencing its pleasures and
disgusts, until the day when, fully satiated, and recognising
itself as radically distinct from matter, it breaks partner
ship with it and returns to its primeval liberty. In this
system there is room for beings of every kind, superior
and inferior to m an; for if all souls are equal, all the
modifications of the prakriti with which they may unite,
are not so. But there is hardly need to add that these
beings, in so far as they are capable of reciprocal actions,
are all finite, and that, pjiilosophically viewed, the system
is atheistic. And therefore, at a later date, when we shall
find a certain orthodoxy take shape, it will appear in the
religious literature (where it has all along played a pro
minent part) only in combination with other doctrines,
which, with more or less of logical warrant, will intro
duce into it the-idea of God. In the most ancient Upanishads, on the other hand, in which the Jdeas that have
come out in the Sankhya are already in general favour, as
well as in Buddhism, where they predominate, the system
is not yet a dualistic one.^ We do not yet find opposed
to the prakriti a purusha radically distinct: everything
^ In the more recent Upanishads,
on the other hand, it is no longer so.
The ^vet^rgyatara Up., for instance,

is in point of doctrine exactly on the
same level as the Bhagavad-GitS.

I
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Such is the S 'ruti. Since in this verse it is found that belief is a subsi
diary of devotion which is, you say, a form of belief, there would ensue infinite
regression, as belief then would be without a subsidiary. Otherwise, if you
maintain that belief also would have a subsidiary, viz., a different belief, there
would still arise the same infinite regression (as you will have to imagine subsdiary belief in turn ad infinitum). Therefore, (if we are to avoid this infinie
regression), as (for the same reason) in the case of the opening verses of a
ceremony which do not require any opening verses at their commencement,
and as also in the case of the rinsing of the mouth (preliminary to a ceremony)
which does not require a preliminary rinsing for itself, so in the present case
belief would not be a subsidiary of devotion. (But this is in contradiction to
the S 'ru ti quoted above which declares belief to be a subsidiary of devotion.
Devotion therefore cannot be a form of belief).
And another reason why devotion and belief cannot be treated as identi
cal is their separate mention in such phrases as “ endowed with belief and
devotion.”— 16.

Brahma-kandam, the portion of the Veda
Brahman,
Tu, but.
Bhaktau, in respect of devotion.
A nujnanaya, from the point of knowledge,
being the same.

treating
of
Tasya, its.
Sam any^t,

17. But the Brahma-kanda (is directed) to devotion (as its
end), since, as a source of k n o w l e d g e , d o e s not differ (from the
P^rva-kanda).—26.
The aphorism is addressed to one who thinks that, if knowledge were
not superior to devotion, the latter protion of the Veda would not have been
universally known as the Jn an a-K an d a, i.e. the protion treating of knowledge
(as opposed to the early portion which treats of Karma, i. e. sacrificial acts,
etc.). The Brahma-kanda is revealed for the purpose of devotion, and not for
the purpose of knowledge ; since the making known of what was previously
unknown is the common characteristic of both the K andas (so that both would
equally be Jnana-kanda). Nor is it possible to regard’ this latter portion as
laying down rules for the acquisition of knowledge, wherefore, owing to
knowledge being its principal aim, it might have been described as Jn a n a k^nda. Therefore, the idea that it is a Jnana-K anda is a mistake. But it is
really Brahma-kanda. Hence has it been aphorised : “ Now, then, there is a
wish to know B rahm an” (Brahma-Sutram, I, i, 1).
This therefore is a
Bhakti-kanda, as devotion is the object it aims at,— 17.
Thus ends the second lecture of the first chapter in the Commentary on
the One Hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya composed by the most learned teacher
Svapnesvara.
Finished also is the first chapter.

ii
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This principle in man appeared to them to be the prana,
the breath; the air, or something more subtle than air, the
ether, being the ^tman in nature. Or else the ^tnian was
a small being, a homunculus, a puritsha, which had its seat
in the heart, where it was felt stirring, and from which
it directed the animal spirits. Here it sat at its ease, for
it was not larger than the thumb. It could even rnai^e
itself still smaller, for it was felt making its way along
the arteries, and could be distinctly seen in the small
image, the pupil, which is reflected in the centre of the
eye. A purusha, quite similar, appeared with dazzling
effect in the orb of the sun, the heart and eye of the world.
That was the atman of nature, or rather it was the same
atman which thus manifested itself in the heart of man
and the sun; an invisible opening at the top of the skull
affording a passage for it to go from the or\e dwellingplace to the other. Gross as these conceptions are, they
have nevertheless served as a point^f departure for one
of the most imposing and subtle of the systems of onto
logy yet known in the history of philosophy; and not
only have they formed its point of departure, but what is
much more surprising, they continued to form one of its
principal axioms. To arrive at their doctrine of iden
tity, or, as they call it, advaita, i.e., of non-duality, the
Hindu theosophists have*more than others been reduced
to make large demands on the spontaneous sweep of
the thought. They had not the resources of a subtle psy
chology at their service to establish it in a more learned
manner, nor those hypotheses concerning ideas, the logos,
or the pure reason, that legacy from Greek philosophy
from which other mystic sects have profited so much.
Thus they have never for once, even \\1ieri they must
have seemed to them perplexing, given up those old
popular ideas, of which pre-intimations occur already in the
Hymns,^ and to which assent was given without reflection
^ The purusha seated in the heart occurs in Rig-Veda, x. 90, i.
pare Athar.-Veda, x. 8, 43.
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Tam, it, i. e. knowledge,
Aisvaiya-param, directed to
lordliness or majesty,
Kasyapah, a sage of that name.
Paratvat, being other.

3. K ^ a p a holds that knowledge of lordliness (is the cause
of the highest good),
29.

from its being other (than the knower).—

The teacher Kasyapa considers that ‘ i t ’ *.
knowledge, which has
as its object a being endowed with the majesty of the Supreme Lord and other
attributes, produces the highest good as its fruit. How so ? Because this
Supreme I3eing is other than the embodied souls, since for the sake of the
knowledge of one’s own self there is need for the knowledge of another. In
this view there is an absolute difference between the *Jiva and Brahman.— 3.

II
^Tr^aRcrn Atma-eka-parain, directed
Badarayanah, the sage of that name.

to

I \ I 8 u
the

pure

self.

4- Badaraya^^a is of opinion that knowledge of the self pure
and simple (is the cause of the highest good).—30.
The teacher Badarayana, again, considers that it is knowledge having
the pure .self as its object, which is the cause of the highest good. And so
there is the aphorism (Brahma-Sutram, IV, i, 3) “,B ut the blasters contemplate
on Brahman as the self and teach it so to their pupils.” In this view,
as the notion that this is diva, that is Brahman, is false, tattva-jnana, knowledge
of reality, is the knowledge that there is but one self which is pure conscious
ness, and therefore, it is that knowlege which obtains m ukti as its fruit.— 4.

ajs^qqi^wjTq; |R | ^ I H II
Ubhaya-parani, directed to both, i. e. both lordliness and the
self. ■STif^^rar: yrnidilyah, sage of that name, not the author of our aphorisms.
y
JSabda-upapatti-bhyam, from Revelation and reasoning.

5- S^dilya considers that knowledge of both (lordliness and
the self, is the cause of the highest good), in accordance with
Revelation and reasoning— 31*
The teacher Sandilya, on the other hand, considers that it is the
knowledge of both (which is the cause of the highest good). How so ? Because
Revelation, i. e. the Veda, says so. After beginning “ All this verily is
Brahman ; thence it proceeds, therein it disappears, and therein it moves ;
thus let him worship it with a tranquil mind,” the Chhandogya Upanisat
(III, xiv, 1— 4) disposes of the doubt about the self in tlie w ords: “ this is my
self within my heart, this is Brahman, this shall I obtain, having passed from
4
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being? How deny this to it without imputing to that
being ignorance, error, and weakness ? What becomes of
the theory of one sole agent, alongside of the assumption
that it is in the power of the soul to initiate its return to
the ^tman ? For it is the soul which s;oes to the ^tman,
not the atman which bring^it back to itself; and the notion,
of grace, with which India will become familiar at a later
date, is as good as foreign to the primitive Ved^nta.^
These are difficulties, and there are others besides, which
the authors of the Upanishads are not the only people who
have had to face; and it is not astonishing that they have not
resolved them. They describe the states of the jivatman;
they enumerate its organs; they show it involuted in a
succession of concentric material envelopes, more and more
dense, which constitute its organs, and restrict in diffe
rent degrees its sphere of action and range of knowledge.^
As the image of the sun is distorted and deceptively mulvtiplied in agitated water, so the jivatnftn has only distracted
and mistaken conceptions. It sees only diversity, makes
the distinction of me and thee, and perceives nothing
beyond; but by meditation, conducted according to the
rules of true science, it can dissipate all these vain images ;
it sees then that there is only an ^tman, and that this
atman is itself.
If thg point is to show it in action,
it is spoken of as a distinct reality given in experience;
if, on the contrary, the subject is its relation to the paramatman, the said reality disperses, and all particularity is
treated as pure illusion. In this way the different aspects
of the problem are confusedly exhibited, but the problem
itself is by no means resolved. No more do the Sutras,
in which the old Vedanta received its final
form,^ resolve
fi
this problem.
The author or authors of these Sutras,
^ To the best of our recollection it
occurs distinctly formulated only in
a single passage common to the
Katha Up., ii. 23, and to the Mundaka Up., hi. 2, 3 : “ This atman can
be obtained neither by means of the
Veda nor by force of understanding.

nor by great knowledge ; he whom
it chooses, that one obtains i t ; it
chooses the person of that one as its
own.” See Bhagavad-Gita, xi. 53.
^ Taittir. Up., ii. 2-8, anckthe long
description, Maitri U p., ii. 5-iv. 2.
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That is I,” the knowledge of both together is rendered possible by the fact
that co-existence of two things in the same receptacle (thought) takes cognis
ance of that portion of them winch consists in their essential non-difference,
without the presence of the distinctive characteristic of the one in the other having
its own distinctive characteristics ; inasmuch as the knowledge (for the purpose
of recognition) of the distinctive characteristics of one thing in another which
has its own distinctive characteristics, is a general rule which admits of
exceptions.
Is it then your theory, you may ask, that the essential non-difference
is brought forward not directly by the objects as specially qualified, but
through indirect reference or suggestion by the objects themselves apart from
their special qualifications ? We reply, No, because to make known by indirect
reference is discreditable, and because the cause of the bringing forward of
the thing suggested is not suggestion but the presence of the circumstances
which determine it. If it were not so, there m ight sometimes be the recollec
tion of the thing suggested even without the circumstances determining it to
be the thing suggested. Let this suffice.— 6.

H ^

q?::

II

I ^ t « II

^ Na, nor. ^ Cha, again, f^g; K listah, subject to affliction, try: Parah,
the other, the Supreme Lord.
Syat, would be.
An-antaram, imme
diately after,
Visesat, there being difference.

7. Nor would the Supreme Lord be, (on our theory), subject
to affliction, since immediately after (identity) there is a differ
ence.—33.
Nor is it possible to say that this (i.e. the identity of the Jiv a and
Brahman) being so, the possession of affliction, etc., appertaining to the adjunct
of the Jiva, (i.e. the internal organ), would also be entailed in the case of the
Supreme Lord. Because, immediately after the above knowledge of their
non-difference, there is the ascertainment of their diflference in the form that
affliction, etc. have no connection with the self.— 7.

^
if. 5T Na, no.

I

I

^ I ^ I C II

Aisvaryam, lordliness. rT?TT Tatha, likewise. ff?T Iti, thus.
Svabhavvat, being of his very nature.

Chet,

8. If (you say that) lordliness will be likewise (excluded from
the Supreme Lord, we reply), No, because it is of His very nature— 34.
If you say that like affliction, etc., lordliness characterised as His being
the Creator, etc. is in the same way excluded from the ‘Supreme Lord, whereas
the character of all-pervadingness, having been witnessed in the self, is not
(excluded) like affliction, etc., we reply, No, because the characteristic of
being the Creator, etc. appertain to the Supreme Lord’s own nature. For the
character of tire to be hot by nature is never altered. Therefore, the being
not natural is the immediate condition of exclusion. Hence although there is

tlie original system, became the one and the absolute
being.
Under this new phase, the Sankhya and the
Vedanta differ only in terminology and the details of
exposition. The Bhagavad-GM, for instance, and several
Upanishads,^ are connected as much with the one system
as with the other. Or rather, for it matters little how we
expound and denominate things which we deny, there- is
in these writings only one system, pure idealism, very
closely related to the other extreme, pure nihilisni. The
Sankhya and the Vedh,nta, in their twofold form, will
almost by themselves alone meet all the demands made
upon the metaphysical systems of the Vishnuite and
(Jivaite religions. Of the four other great official sys
tems, the Yoga is rather a manual of mystic exercises
than a philosophy; the Nydya (logic and criticism)
and the Vaigeshika (the physical theory of the world)
treat too remotely of religious matters to find place here;
and, finally, the Mimdmsd is only the extension, in the
form of a critical examination, of the ritualistic litera
ture of the Brahmanas and the Smritis. It is opposed to
speculation; it recognises the gods only so far as they are
specially mentioned in the liturgical formulas, and several
of those who profess to teach it^ explicitly refuse to con
cede the Yedic quality, that is to say the quality of revealed
scripture, to the Jndnakdnda, i.e., to everything which does
not bear directly upon the cultus.
It would be to give a quite imperfect idea of the Upanishads, however, if we emphasised only the purely meta
physical side of them. These singular books, though of a
character so heterogeneous, are still more practical than
speculative. They address themselves more to man as
man than to man as thinker; their aim is not so much
to expound systems as to teach the way of salvation.

1

e

"'r

^ For example, the Qveta^vatara
Up.
The school of Prabh§,kara. See
Satyavrata S^ma^ramin’s notes in
his edition of the Sdma-Veda, vol. i.

pp. 2, 4, Bibl. Indica. In regard to
this atheistic and merely ritualistic
school, see moreover BurneJJ’s Clas
sified Index of the Sanskrit MSS. in
the palace at Tanjore, ii. 84.
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10- (If you ask), on the dissolution of all, what (is the use
of lordliness)?, (we reply), Not so, owing to the infinity of internal
organs.—36Now, even it‘ mukti (of the Jivas) is gradual, when there will be the
dissolution of all internal organs (one after another), the upadhi of the Supreme
will only be left ; from the absence of any purpose to serve, there will be
absolute dissolution of this also ; what is the good, then, you may ask, of attri
buting lordliness as the nature of the Supreme ? We reply, it never so happens.
Since the number of the internal organs which are the adjuncts of the Jiv as
is infinite, such a time itself will never he. Hence it is right that lordliness
should be natural to the Supreme.
Nor is the case for such a time to come made out by the argum ent that
all antecedent non-existences (in other words, potential existences, as of the jar,
e.ff., before its actual production) cause the production of their opposites (in other
words, emergent or actual existences), from their being antecedent non existences,
(for if they did not produce their opposites, they would not be antecedent
non-existences, but would be absolute non existences). (For then, how’ever
infinite the number of the Jivas may be, the antecedent non existences of their
mukti are bound to produce their opposites, i. e., mukti. This being so, a time
will surely come when all the Jivas will attain mukti and there will be left no
necessity for the continuance of the lordliness of the Supreme. So that lord
liness cannot be natural to Him). (In this view it must be held that all ante
cedent non-existences had once produced their opposites, or that there was a
time when none of them p.roduced any effect). Now, if you say that at one
time they had all produced their opposites ; we reply. No, since in that case
your argument would be inapplicable (since it would then be admitted by you
that even after the Jivas had once attained mukti, they are again, or there
were others who are, ih a state of bondage). On the otlier hand, inference of
a time in which none of them produced any effect would be absolutely devoid
of reason. Otherwise, by the inference that all antecedent non-existences had
at a certain time not produced their opposites, an antecedent time would be
established in which there was yet no destruction or emergent non existence.
If you say that such an idea as “ May be, I am the Jiv a who will not
attain mukti ” (which is not uncommon) will entail an absence of effort towards
mukti ; we reply, even if tdiere be uncertainty as to the fruit, when there is
certainty as to devotion being the means thereof, there should rather be activity
towards that means. On the contrarj^ it will be the certainty as to the mukti
of all (by the mere operation of the antecedent non-existences of mukti), which
you advocate, that will entail absence of activity towards the attainm ent of
muk ti.— 10.
If lordliness define! as the being the material cause be natural to the
►Supreme, then this would lead, you may say, to nothing hut His being subject
to change, as is the case with clay, etc. To this it is replied:

IR I ^ I
Prakriti-antarala t, from the medium of P rakriti, matter,
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and of t\iQpunarhhava, i.e., the successive re-birtbs in which
it undergoes it. This doctrine, which is henceforth the
fundamental hypothesis common to all the religions and
sects of India, is found formulated in the Upanishads for
the first time. In the most ancient portions of the Brahmanas it appears of small account, and with less range of.
application. The faith we find there seems simply to be
that the man who has led an immoral life may be con
demned to return into this world to undergo here an
existence of misery. Ee-birth is only a form of punish
ment ; it is the opposite of the celestial life, and tanta
mount to the infernal. It is not yet what it is here, and
what it will continue to be eventually, the state of personal
being, a state which may be realised in endlessly diverse
forms of being, from that of the insect up to that of the
god, but all of equal instability, and subject to relapse.^
It is impossible to fix the period at which this old belief
found in the new metaphysical ideas the medium favour
able to its expansion; but it is certain that from the end
of the sixth century before our era, when ^akyamuni was
meditating his work of salvation, the doctrine, such as it
appears in the Upanishads, was almost complete, and
already deeply rooted in the popular conscience. With
out this point d’a'ppui gbhe spread of Buddhism would
hardly be intelligible.
As the state of separation and ignorance is for the soul
a fallen state, so the cessation of that state, the return to
unity, is salvation. As soon as the soul has acquired the
perfect immediate certainty that it is not different from
the supreme fitman, it no longer experiences doubts or
desires. It still acts, or rather the consequences of its
previous actions still act for it, almost as the wheel of the
potter continues to revolve when the workman has ceased
to turn it. But as water passes over the leaf of the lotus
without wetting it, so these acts no longer affect the soul
It attaches itself no longer to anything; it no longe? sins;
1 Brihadar. Up., iv. 4, 5, 6 ; vi. 2, 16 ; Chandog. Up., v. 10, 3-8 ; Mundaka
Up., i. 2, 10, &c.
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13. As they mutually need each other, both (Brahman and
Prak iti are causes).—39Brahman and Prakriti, both of them, are causes. Because the intel
ligent (Brahman) and the non-intelligent (Prakriti) are mutually needed by
each other for the sake of their own knowledge and also for being the subject
of their respective powers, which of them can overlook the other ?— 13.
The author now declares an enumeration of categories in order to simplify
their use or employment in his work.

II 5^ I X •
no.

II

Chetya-chitoh, beside the knowable and the knower. ?r Na,
T riti) ■am, third.

14- There is no third beside the knowable and the knower—
40.
Knowable is Prakriti, knower is Brahman,— beside them there is in this
treatise no other third principle recognised; such is the meaning. If you
say that the existence or non-existence of a third does not matter, we reply
that what the author means is that to be the knower is denied to what is different
from Brahman, and that to be the knowable is denied to what is different
from Prakriti.— 14.
Now, you may say that if there is no connection between Prakriti and
Purusa (Brahman), there is an end of all effects, while, on the other hand, if
there is a connection, this itself is the third (which is denied). To this the
author replies :

^
Yuktau, united. ^ Cha, and.

II

I X * Vi. >*
Samparayat, from begiii'

ninglessness.

15- And (both are) united
beginniogless.—41.

together, because (they

are)

The word “ mutually ” follows from aphorism 39. They, i. e. Prakriti
and Purusa under reference, are of the form of correlatives to each other; it is
not that there is between them some extraneous connection; why ? “ from
beginninglessness,” i. e from the very fact that they are beginningless. And
thus in the G ita (iii. 1 9 ); “ Prakriti and also Purusa, know that both of
them are beginningless.”
O
O
Now, if you say, let there be a different connection which is also begin
ningless, we reply, No, because, as the insensate and non-insensate are the
alternatives, they do not admit of a third.—1.5.
But Prakriti is certainly false, because, it is of the form of maya, as
appears from such Srutis as “ Let him know that Prakriti is maya, and that
Mahesvara is he to whom maya belongs ” (Svetasvatara Upanisat iv. 10) ; how
is it therefore, you may ask, declared as the category of the ‘‘ knowable
To
this the author replies :—

; ■, i’
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Upanisliads do not seem to pay respect to these restric
tions,^ from which, moreover, ardent natures must have
easily shaken themselves loose. Buddha, according to
the legend, had not reached his thirtieth year when ho
quitted his family; and in the most ancient Upanishads
we see, what is much more alien still to the spirit of
Brahmanism, that a wandering religious life was em
braced even by women.^ On the other hand, the extra
vagances of asceticism occupy small space and find slender
favour in these treatises. They prescribe renunciation
and contemplation indeed; but mortifications, prolonged
fastings, nudity, all held from that time in very high
honour, are base practices which their theosophy disdains.
The standpoint from which they regard these observances
appears to be that of Buddhism, which condemns them.
There is not any more mention of those insane and cruel
penances which we see exalted so much, for instance, in
the epic poetry, the hideous spectacle of which the majority
of the Hindu sects have up to our own day been so fain
to parade; and yet it is probable that these extravagances
had their adepts from that time. The companions of
Alexander noticed the existence of them among the Sannyasins of the Punjab in the fourth century;^ and we
know, by the account^ of the death of Calanos, which
Plutarch has preserved for us,^ that the custom of religious
suicide dates from a period as early.
cular ritual. Here the master lived,
surrounded by his wife and disciples,
but in the observance of chastity
(Cakunt, act i.). Tor the sannyasin
the matrimonial tie was entirely
broken (Brihad&r. Up., iv. 5). He
lived alone without any fixed abode.
and was no longer bound down to
practise any observance of the cultus
(Sanny^saUp. and Aruneya Up., ed.
of the Biblioth. Indica, p. 34 and 39).
^ See, for example, Chandog. Up.,
ii. 23, I .
^ Chandog. Up., iv. 4, 2.
The
passage is doubtful, but compared
with such scenes as BrihadS-r. Up.,

iii. 6 and 8, it seems to support our
interpretation.
See the testimony
of Nearchus in Strabo xv. i, cap. Ixvi.
^ Strabo X V. i, cap. Ixi., Ixiii. The
Smriti prescribes these observances
only as an expiation for certain de
finite faults. .They are condemned
in a general way, Bhagavad Gita,
vi. 16 ; xvii. 5, 6, 19.
Plutarch, Alexander, Ixix.; Stra
bo, XV. I, cap. Ixxiii. See the suicide
of Zarmanochegas at Athens under
Augustus, Strabo, ibid, i, cap. Ixxiii.
Suicide is condemned in a> general
way by the Smriti : Apastamba Dh.
S., r 28, 17 ; Manu, v. 89 ; Yajna-
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authoritativeness of knowledge.* Therefore, its ascertainment is by means
of marks only, as in common life. Ju st as in common life the greater or less
degrees of affection are inferred by means of its physical expressions such as
tears, horripilation, etc., when one listens to discourses, e tc , about the object
of affection ; so is it here.— 17.
The author next declares that not only are there marks as in life, but
that such marks are abundantly obtained also from the recorded recollection
of great sages.

II

I^ I

n

5n:iTT?TW|'TTT5TjflfrTF^TtHTfVf%faRrmJTff

ITTf?T|^rrT2f^f^ Sammana-bahumana-priti-viraha-itaravichikitsa-mahimakhyatitadarthapranasthana-tadiyata-sarvatadbhava-apratikillya-a.dini, honour, esteem,
delight, forl’ornness, doubt as regards others, celebration of glory, preservation
of life for his sake, sense of belonging to him, his omnipresence, resignation
to his will, etc. ^ Cha, and.
Smaranebhyah, from the Recollections,
the Smritis.
Bahulyat, in plenty.

iS- And from the Recollections (are obtained) in abundance
such marks as honour, esteem) delight) forlornnesS) doubt as
regards others, celebration of. glory) preservation of life for his
sake, sense of belonging to him, his omnipresence, resignation to
his will) etc —44.
(i) “ H onour,” as in the case of Arjuna :
“ To rise up before Krisiia, the winner of wealth (Arjuna), in whatever
ciroumstances,
“ Never forgets, being of virtuous soul, with devotion and with love ”
(Mahabharata, Drona Parvan, 1, 2822).
(j?) “ Esteem,” as in the case of Iksvaku ;
“ Through fondness for his name, to the deer and lotus looking like
him,
“ Even to the cloud which had his colour, the king showed esteem ”
(Nrisimha Purana, xxv, 22).
{Hi) “ Delight,” as in the case of Vidura :
“ W hat delight, 0 lotus-eyed, I feel from thy coming as its cause,
“ Why should it be told thee who art the inner soul of all ?”
(Mahabharata, Udyoga Parvan, Ixxxviii, 3114).
• “ The Ptabhakara Bchool of the Mitnamsa hold that knowledgelia an object of Internal
perception, and its correctness (or authoritativeness, ptamanya) is cognised by the same act of
cognition as the knowledge itself. There is 1, the perception of the object, i,e, ‘ this is a jar'; 2,
the oonsciousneBs of this perception, i.e. ‘ I perceive the jar’ ; 3, simultaneously with (2) the
cognition of the truth of the perception. The Nyaya holds that the three steps are successive,
and the last is gained by inference, not by direct consciousness. If it were gained by direct
consciousness, there could be no such thing as d o u b t,''f Cowell.
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with or without attributive, it is, to the exclusion of almost
every other, accepted in this sens^. At the same time the
practice arose of designating by Brahma in the masculine,
the personal God, the first manifestation of the Absolute,
the Prajapati of the ancient texts, the creator and grandsire
(^Pitamaha) of all existences.
rBut this science of the true brahman is not one of those
which can be'^taught by words. The admission of the doc
trine of identity is already doubtless something, but it
is only the point of departure. A t first it was thought
enough to possess the perfect notion, the thorough and
permanent certainty of this identity; but soon more was
required. It was maintained that the soul must have an
immediate perception of it, and feel itself in union with the
Absolute. It is here that this haughty theosophy collapses
and pays the penalty of its disdain of all practice and ob
servance. For long special powers of vision were ascribed
to dreams 1 and ecstatic phenomena. They were believed
to afford a means of communication with the invisible
world and with the deity; they were conceived to be
the true philosophic method, the way to the Yoga and
salvation. There is, therefore, in the Upanishads, espe
cially in those of less antiquity, a complete theory given
of the ecstatic state and the means of inducino; i t : ^ such
as a protracted bodily stillness, a stupifying fixity of
look, the mental repetition of strange sets of formulae,
meditations on the unfathomable mysteries contained in
certain monosyllables, such as the famous om, which is
the brahman itself, suppression of the breath, a succes
sion of sleep-inducing exercises, by which they fancied
they charmed the vital spirits into the thought, the
thought into the soul, concentrated tihis last entirely
^ Already, in Rig-Veda, viii. 47,

14.
2 Katha Up., iii. 13. The two
first sections of the Qvet49vatara
Up. and the 6th of the Maitri Up.
(described, it is true, as Khila or sup

plement by the commentary of RS,matirtha, p. 77, ed. of the Bibl. Ind.)
are entirely taken up with these
exercises.
In the Garbha Up., 4,
the fcetus already prepares for this
in the maternal womb.
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“ Thou who marvellous prowess in battle showest,”
(Mahabh^rata, Bhisina Parvan, Iviii, 2604).
From the word “ etc.” the actions of Uddhava, Akrura, and others are
to be understood.
Although this, i. e. reference to marks, has been mentioned in “ because
it is the opposite of hatred ” (aphorism 6), still the distinction (of the present
from the previous declaration) is that there it was mentioned as a mark of
affection, whereas here it is mentioned as a mark of the complete purity of deep
devotion.— 18.
But amongst those who have affection for their master, hatred, jealousy,
etc. are felt by those who receive a less degree of his favour, towards those
who receive a greater portion of it; if you then ask, are these also the signs ?
the author replies. No.

II
5

I^ I

II

Dvesa-adayah, hatred, etc., g Tu, but. ?r Na, not.

Evara,

so.

19* But hatred, etc- are not so.—45.
1.
e. from their very incompatibility, as has been declared by the divine
Vyasa :
“ Neither anger, nor envy, nor greed, nor any wicked thought takes
place in righteous people devoted to Purusottam a ” (M ahabharata, Anus^sana
Parvan, cxlix, 769).
In the case of iSisupala, on the other hand, the order of evolution was
just as follows: from hatred, constant remembrance ; thence supreme devotion ;
thence mukti.—-19.
Now, these marks of devotion that are recollected, generally relate to the
incarnations of the Lord as its object; but devotion, because it is, as you hold,
to be produced from the knowledge of Brahman, should, you may say, properly
have the All-Full (i. e. the Supreme Lord, and not His incarnations) as its
object. The doubt having been thus raised, the author declares the conclusion
(of the discussion on this doubt).

II

t

I ^ I

II

Tat, therefore.
Vakya-sesat, from the summing up,
from the concluding sentences, of the section.
Pradurbhavesu, in respect
of manifestations,
Api, also.^T Sa, devotion.

20. Therefore, from the summing up, (it is seen that) the
higher devotion (arises) in respect of the manifestations also-—46.
“ Sa,” the higher devotion, may also have the manifested Self as its
object.
How do you know this? “ From the summing up.
For the
purpose of the subject proposed in “ The worshippers of the gods go to the
gods, my worshippers go to me also ” (Gita, vii, 23), the argument is logically
summed up in the denunciation of devotion to other gods in :
“ Whoever devotee wishes to worship whatsoever form with faith,
“ To them respectively I ordain unshaken faith in those forms
(G ita, vii, 21).
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follow with somewhat of the rigour of fate ; and even if we
ventured to seek them there ever so little, they must follow
from the primary assumptions of the system, which have
nothing in common with disgust of life. These doctrines,
therefore, appear to us to he from the first much more
instinct with the spirit of speculative daring than the
sense of suffering and weariness. It is, nevertheless, true
that they are far from wearing a serene aspect, and that,
notwithstanding their unquestionable sublimity, they have
had in the end a depressing effect upon the Hindu mind.^
They have accustomed him to recognise no medium be
tween mental excitement and torpid indifference, and
they have in the end impressed upon all he produces a cer
tain monotonous character, compounded of satiety and un
gratified zeal. Tor (and it is the last remark which we have
to make here) these doctrines will not only be transmitted
in the school as a philosophic system, but all the aspira
tions, good and bad, of the Hindu people will henceforth
find in them their fit expression. They will supply to alf
the sects a theological science of a high order. Some
will be inspired by them as with an ideal, and under
their inspiration will arise at intervals a set of works
of incomparable elevation and delicacy of sentiment,
while others will dra^g them down to their own level,
and treat them as a repertory stored with common
places. The less religious will borrow from them the
externals of devotion; the baser sort and more worthless
will wrap themselves up in their mysticism and appro
priate their formulae. It is with the word brahman and
deliverance on his lips that the alchemist will form to
himself a religion of his search for the philosopher’s stone,
that the votaries of Kali will slaughter &ieir victims, and
certain of the ^ivaites will give themselves over to their
riotous revels. It is not easy to explain declensions so
profound as these, happening alongside of such works as
’ See P. Regnaud, Le Pessimisme Brahinanique,'in Annales du Musee
Guimat, vol. i.
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dharma (portion of the Mahabharata, cccxli, 12909):
“ M^ya this is created by Me, that thou seest Me, Narada.”
So also in the G ita (iv, 6) :
“ Though I am unborn, of unchangeable essence, though I am the lord
of all beings,
Yet, entering My own Prakriti, I am born by the form of My may a.”
Nor is its not being composed of the elements any bar to its being a
body, for to be composed of the elements is invariably necessary only in the
case of a body which is to be the seat of worldly experience (caused by adrisU,
and adrista, as stated above, does not exist in the case of the incarnations).
Now, if you say that its being the seat of worldly experience is the very
thing which constitutes its being a body, (and that what is not so, is not a
body), we reply. No, since it is simpler to hold that its being a body consists in
its being the basis or support of exertion. The being an exertion is a particular
jati or generic property belonging to the class of action ; and not that action
as such is exertion, as in that case we shall have to apply the term to the action,
i. e., movement or change, taking place in a dead body. Nor does the being
an exertion consists in its being an action produced by direct volition, as
in that case we shall have to predicate in the case of a pot and the like that
they exert, since all action is produced by the direct volition of the Supreme
Lord. And thus by the argum ent which enables us to know the nature of the
body assumed by the Supreme Lord, there is also proof of the exertion appear
ing in that body ; and so we leave the discussion here.
Nor is the number of tattvas or elementary principles exceeded by the
proof of the body of the Supreme Lord ; because, like a pot and the like, it will
not bean elementary principle at all, inasmuch as it does not serve as the
material cause of the universe, nor again does it serve as the prototype of the
sense organs.*— 22.
But when He has no purpose of His own to accomplish, being all-full,
how does He engage in activity ? Such an enquiry being possible, the author
declares :
n
Mukhyam, primary.
kindness, compassion.

Tasya, his.

I ^
Hi, for.

I
Karunyam,

23. His compassion (which is) primary, (is the cause of His
activity).—49.
Sandilya holds that Krishna is really a form of the Supreme Brahman (see Comm
on Aph. 5-3) ; but bis body is not a separate primary principle itattwa) from the aoknowledgod
26 of the Vedanta, as it is not a tattwa at all. The 26 tattwas are divided first into two great
classes, as intelligent ( chi t) and non-intelligent
The former includes Iswara and
the individual soul, the second all the rest. But the second is in turn divided into general
(vyapaka) and special (vyapya) \ the special are the five elements, the five tanraatras, and the
eleven senses and organs ; the general are matter (i. <?., Iswara’s maya power), intellect, and
egoism (see Comm, on Aph. 87). The speoial spring from the general, as their material cause ;
and in turn themselves produce all the different individual existences (as pots, etc.) in the
world. But the divine body of Krishna is not like the special tattwas, as nothing in the gross
world springs from it ; nor can it be like the general tattwas, because these are the material
causes of the elements, senses, organs, etc., but this divine body is not the material cause of
anything. (Of. the Tattwa-kaumudi in its Oomm. on Sankbya-karika, aphorism 3, where it
is shown that such effects, as pots, eto, cannot be called
Cowell,
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appear to have formed associations, more or less avowed,
nnder the title of Cdrvdkas (from "the name of one of their
teachers) and Lokdyatas, or “ secularists.” Like other sects,
they had their Sutras, ascribed, doubtless in derision,
to Brihaspati, the gicru or preceptor of the gods. Their
doctrine is representedas an absolute scepticism, and the^
morality, whiqh has been preserved to us in certain gldhas,
or couplets written with much vervCy and ascribed to the
same Brihaspati, is a simple call to enjoyment: “ So long
as life lasts, delight thyself and live w ell; when once the
body is reduced to ashes, it will revive no more.” ,^
^ S^yapa has devoted to the Carvakas the first chapter of his Sarvadar9anasahgraha ; the greatest part
of this chapter will be found, as
translated by Cowell, in the new
edition of the Miscellaneous Essays
of Colebrooke, t. i. p. 456.
The
“ false science of Brihaspati ” is de
nounced, Maitri Up., vii. 9. The

authors of the KS,9ika Vritti, who
were probably Jainas, ascribe this
ill-conceived system to the Buddhists.
M ax Muller, in the Academy for the
25th September 1880, p. 224. The
Buddhists, on the other hand, father
it upon the Brahmans.
Milindapahho, p, 10.
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Vasudeve, in regard to Vasudeva, Krisna, who is mentioned
among the vibhdtis.
Api, also. ?f)r Iti, thus.
Chet, if. »T Na, no.
^TWriTTWrariH Akara-matra-tvat, from being a mere form.

26. If (you say that the same prohibition would apply) to
Kvi?9a Vasudeva also, (we reply) No, because (Kri?na was not a
Jiya like others, but) his was merely the form (in which the Lord
himself was present)—52But there is also the revelation among the vibhutis mz. “ I am
Vasudeva among the Vrisnis ” (G ita, x, 37) ; so that like the king, etc., he
too, you may say, is not to be regarded as identical with the Supreme Lord, and
therefore is not to be worshipped at all. We reply that such i s not the case ;
because it is the supreme Brahman which took the mere form of Krisna, as
Parasara declares ;
“ A man is delivered from all sins who hears the race of Yadu,
“ Wherein descended the Supreoie Brahman called Visuu in human
form ” (Visnu Purana, IV, xi, 2).
This would not be so, if Krisna were a Jiva,— 26.

» !(I ^ I
JT”?rfiTWr?n^ Prati-abhijnanat, from recognition.

II
Cha, also.

27. And also from recognition (of Krif^a as Brahman in the
Scriptures, it follows that Kri?na is Brahman, and therefore to be
worshipped with the higher devotion).—63And the recognition of the Supreme Brahman in the object known as
Vasudeva is found in the Sruti (Narayana Upanisat, Atharvasiras, vi, 9) :
“ The son of Devaki is Visnu, the destroyer of Madhu is Visnu.”
“ To Narayana, present in all beings, one, the cause of all, uncaused, the
essence of the Supreme Brahman
Such recognition is also recollected in the Smriti. For example, Markandeya said to Yudhisthira, from the memory of what he had witnessed at the
time of a pralaya or world-dissolution :
“ That God who was beheld by me of old, having eyes,long as a lotuspetal,
“ Is now, 0 tiger of men ,thine own relation, Janardana.”
Mahabharata, Vana Parvan, clxxxix, 13002).
So'again, having heard that the Lord is verily not to be seen even by
means of penances, Janamejaya says :
“ Verily the Lord, worshipped by the world, is not to be seen even by
penances ;
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tioiial systems of the sects, notwithstanding the leading
and divinely authoritative part, ^as it were, they have
managed to play in connection with the new religions,^
they have never ceased to watch over this ancient trust.
It is probable that several centuries before our era many
of them had adopted, alongside of their own peculiar doc
trines, relictions beliefs of different origin, and it w ill be
our business, ^s we proceed, to notice particularly some of
the religious forms due to these compromises. In their
theoretical studies, however, which are conformable to
their traditional customs and their ancient literature, they
have on the whole remained faithful to the accepted theo
retic of the past; and this not only among the Mimansists,
who were tradition incarnate, but even among the Vedantins, who had very many more points of affinity with all
the innovations. It is the very same cultus at bottom
that we find described successively in the Brahmanas, the
Sutras, the Prayogas, and other treatises that are still
more modern. The Smritis, although of different dates, con-*
tain for the most part nothing sectarian. When Patanjali,
who is, however, the reputed author of the Yogasutras, the
most eccentric of the philosophical systems, pleads in the
introduction to his Mahabhashya (in the second century
before Christ) the claims of grammatical studies, he takes
up exactly the same ground as the ancient Yaska, that,
viz., of the Yedic exegesis.^ ^ahkara in the eighth cen
tury, S^yana in the fourteenth, were Yaishnavas, and even
reputed to have been incarnations of Vishnu, though of
this there is not much evidence when they comment, the
one on the Vedantasutras and the Upanishads, and the
other on the whole of the great Yedic collections.^ In the
1 W ith Qatap. Br., ii. 2, 2, 6, and
Manu, xi. 84, compare such pas
sages as Bhagavata-Pur., iii. 16, 17.
A modern verse of a proverbial cast
says, “ The entire world depends on
the gods, the gods depend on the
mantras, the mantras depend on the
Brahmans ; the Brahmans are my

gods.” J. A . Dubois, Mceurs des
Peuples de ITnde, t. p. 186, and O.
Bohtlingk, Indische Spriiche, No.
7552, t. iii. p. 607, 2d ed.
2 Mahabhashya, i. i, i, pp. 1-5, ed.
Kielhorn.
® The commentary of Sfiyana on
the Atharva-Veda, which, at one time
i

i

Chapter II : Lecture ii.
Tho two manifest subsidiaries of Devotion, namely knowledge and y o p ,
have been declared. Now the secondary forms of Devotion are declared, which
become fruitful by way of destroying vices which Jhinder the development of
the higher devotion.

q?:T§g||^5ITri^ u

I ^ 1 ^ I

VT^r Bhaktya, by devotion.
Bhajana-npasamharat,
from the conclusion of the topic with worship by devotion. rr^^^TT, (jraunya, by
the secondary devotion,
Paraya, for the higher devotion.
Etat-hetu-tvat, from being the subsidiary means of it.

1.
From the concluaion (of the topic of the higher devotion
in the Gita), with “ worship by devotion,” (the expression must
mean) “ worship by the secondary devotion
(as the secondary
devotion is needed for the higher devotion), since it is the
subsidiary means thereof.—56.
After reciting or referring to the higher devotion established in the
seventh chapter, by the expression “ They worship Me with undiverted minds,
having known Me as the origin of all beings, and as the imperishable ” (G it^,
ix, 13), it is next declared in the G ita (ix, 14):
“ Always celebrating My names and deeds in song, and striving, firm in
their vow,
“ And bowing to Me, with devotion, entering in deep meditation, they
serve Me, variously.”
Thereafter follows the conclusion of the topic in tho declaration,
“ But they who worship Me with devotion, are in Me, and I also in
them” (G ita, ix, 29).
Hence here, just as in the case of “Let one sacrifice with chitra” * (T aittiriya
Bamhita II, iv, 6), one must contemplate the fruit (higher devotion) as
residing in the same subject as the worship of which the name is devotion ;
such is the meaning. For, the use of devotion as a name for worship is
obtained from the fact of the^word, devotion, having been applied to devotion to
the Lord in such texts as “ he who has devotion to one (i. e. Me) only, is pre
eminent ” (G ita, vii, 17), and further, the words bhakti and bhajana have one
and the same sense (both being derived from the same root bhaj).
•" T h is alludes to Mimamsa discussion on the text *' let him who desires oattle, saorifioe
with the cAifra,” A discussion is raised (Nyaya-mala-vistara, i. 4. 3.) as to the meaninR of
cAi^ra, —is it merely the name of a sacrifioe, so called from the six various objects, honey, ghee,
eto, offered in it ; or does it mean the spotted she-goat which is the Agnishooaiya victim ? The
Mimamsa decides that chitra here means the name of the sacrifice as in this way the desired
fruit (cattle) and the prescribed means (the chttra sacrifice) will both belong to (or reside in)
the same subject, the offerer. If it bad meant the spotted she-goat used as a victim in the
Agnishomiya sacrifice, then in the words " let him who desires cattle sacrifice with the spotted
she-goat/* the fruit would have belonged to the saorifioet but the spatted she-goat would have
been a charaoteriatio of the sacrifice, and belonged to it, and thus we should have had vaiyad/ti*
Airanyo.” —Cowell.
6
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imperfect resources on the whole at their disposal, the
Brahmans have thus, during more-than twenty centuries,
preserved their ancient heritage with a fidelity for which
not only modern science, hut India also, owes them no
small gratitude. For if in the midst of this fiood of
dreaniy speculations there has been anything vitally ser-.
viceahle in the j)ast history of this people, it is the coiftinuity of the pure tradition of Brahmanism, in spite of its
fondness for routine and its disregard of the lessons of
experience, the exclusiveness of its creed, and its profound
want of charity. FTo sectarian movement has on the whole
produced anything of such solidity as the old Smritis,
anything so independent and so purely intellectual as
certain philosophic Sutras. The vaidika, who knows by
heart and teaches to his disciples one or several Yedas,
which he still understands at least in part, is superior to the
sectarian guru, with his unintelligible mantras, his amulets,
and his diagrams; the ydjnika, who possesses the complex
science of ancient sacrifice, must be ranked above the illi
terate attendant of a temple and an idol; and the agnihotrin, who, while diligent in his own business, keeps up his
sacred fires, and, with his wife and children, conforms to
the prescriptions of his hereditary ritual, is a more service
able and moral being th.^m the fakir and even the Buddhist
monk.
We shall not attempt to trace Brahmanism in its decline
through that long period during which it was only one of
the phases of that many-shaped Proteus called Hinduism,
and in the course of which it came to be so intimately
mixed up with the sectarian religions that we can now
only separate it from them by an act of abstraction. There
are certain points, however, which it is important we should
notice.
Almost all ancient religious literature was esoteric, or
became so at length. The Veda was more or less so
by right, since it could be transmitted only by oral

(
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with it, the same i.e. the stirring up o£ affection, is the fruit also of the other
forms of secondary devotion as mentioned by such texts as Always celebrating
My names and deeds in song, and striving, firm in their vow.” (Git&, ix, 14),
etc.— 2.

Antarale, in the interval, g Tu, but. itisrT: S'esah, the rest,
Syu^, will be.
Upasya-S,dau, in the texts on the objects of adoration.
^ Cha, and also.
K 4nda-tvat, from their being included in the BrahmaKS,nda of the Veda.

3. The rest (of the secondary forms of devotion) will be
found in the interval ; and also in the texts ou the objects of ador
ation, as they form parts of the Brahma-Kanda.—68.
Those secondary forms of devotion which are revealed in the interval
between “ They worship Me with undiverted minds, having known Me as the
origin of all beings and as im perishable” (Git&, ix, 13) and “ Those who
worship Me with devotion, are in Me, and I in them also ” (G ita, ix, 29), are
subsidiaries to the higher devotion,™ just because they are held as by nippers
between the two declarations about the higher devotion ; such is the import.
These secondary forms of devotion are as follows :
“ Always celebrating My names in song, and striving, firm in their vow,
“ And bowing to Me, with devotion, entering in deep meditation, they
serve Me, variously ” (G ita, ix, 14).
“ And others too serve Me, sacrificing with the sacrifice of knowledge,
“ Some in unity, some in plurality, some variously in My manifold charac
ter ” (ix, 15).
Similarly,
“ Those who serve Me, thinking ou nought besides,
“ To them, ever attached to Me, I preserve and secure prosperity ”
(ix, 22).
Similarly,
“ Those attached to the gods, go to the gods, those attached to the pitris,
go to the pitris,
“ Those sacrificing to the elements, go to the elements, those who sacri
fice to Mo, go to Me also ” (ix, 25).
“ A leaf, a flower, a fruit, or a handful of water whoever offers to Me
'f with devotion,
“ The same offered in devotion I eat from him .whose soul is at rest ”
(ix, 26).
‘
Similarly,
“ W hatever thou doest, whatever thou eatest, whatever thou offerest in
sacrifice, whatever thou givest,
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with this very object. These are compilations compara
tively modern, very few of which date before our era, and
some of which are much more recent, though all are very
old in,respect of the foundation they rest on. In this
way there arose a purely Brahmanical literature, without
any sectarian admixture, accessible to everybody, and^
kept alive uninterruptedly to our d a y; and as this litera
ture was produced at times in the names of the most
revered among the ancient sages, some of its productions
were not long in eclipsing the scholastic originals. The
‘code of Manu, for instance, ascribed to the mythical
ancestor and legislator of the human race, ranked at the
head of the Smritis, and immediately next to the Veda.
It is in these books that the most decided stress is laid on
the rdle of Brahma (mas.), the creator, the father of gods
and men, a figure majestic indeed, but somewhat pallid,
as all the products of speculation are, and ill qualified to
dispute the supremacy with his formidable rivals that
had their origin in the popular beliefs. Unknown to the
ancient cultus— although his prototype, Prajapati, filled a
pretty large space in it— he does not appear to have occu
pied more space in the new systems of worship; and many
sanctuaries as there are in India, we know of only one of
by Gr. Ch. Haughton, 1825, and
A . Loiseleur Deslongchamps, 183033), and reproduced in many lan
guages;, since the celebrated trans
lation by Sir William Jones, 1794.
Yajnavalkya, text and translation
into German by A . F. Stenzler,
1849.
The Mitakshara, a treatise
on jurisprudence, composed at the
end of the eleventh century, and
several times edited in India, is
based on the code of Yajnavalkya.
Narada, an English translation by
J. Jolly, 1876: the text has not
appeared. A collection of twentysix of these texts has been reprinted
by JlvAnanda Vidyasagara, under
the title of Dharmagdstrasangraha,
2 vols., Calcutta, 1 876. To these pub

lications may be added the compendiums or digests compiled by the
Pandits : The Code of Gentoo Law,
1776 (compiled by order of Warren
Hastings, and translated into E n g 
lish by Halhed, has been translated
into French and German) ; and the
Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts
and Successions by Jaganndtha TarkapahcS.nana (|_ranslated by Colebrooke, 1798, reprinted in 1801 and
in 1864). Of a character somewhat
different, although from the same
source, is the new Digest of Bom
bay, drawn up according to the
decisions of Q^strins, or native ju
rists attached to the law qourts of
the Presidency, by R. W est and G.
Biihler, 1867.
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e tc , in such texts as “ Whoever offers to me with devotion ” (G it4, ix, 26),
“ Bowing to me with devotion ” , etc., the additional mention of the conjunc
tion of devotion therein is intended to imply an excess of fruit in the per
formance of these practices by those in whom devotion has been aroused.— 5.
il
JTTP^T Namna, as a name. ffrT Iti, thus.
name.
Sambhavat, from possibility.

M

i ^

li

Jaiminih, the sage of that

6. Jaimini interprets it as a name, from the possibility (of the
co-existenoe of the fruit and the employment of the means in the
same subject)-—61.
The teacher Jaimini considers that, their subsidiary character having been
established, since, as in the case of “ Let one who is using a spell against an
enemy sacriHce with the -syena ” (Asvalayana Srauta Sutra, IX , vii), etc,,
there is the possibility of explanation in the sense of co-existence (of the act
and the end) in one and the same subject, in this way “ Let one accomplish
the higher devotion by the celebration of His names with devotion, by giving
with devotion,” etc., the word, devotion, is intended otherwise, i. e., as a name,
and is not intended to imply a different fruit, as such an interpretation would
violate the law of parsimony.— 6.

it

i ^ i « ii

Atra, here.
Ahga-prayoganam, of the employment
of the subsidiaries.
Yatha-kala-sambhavah, according to time
and necessity.
Griha-adi-vat, as in the case of a house, etc.

7. Here the employmeot of these subsidiaries is to be accord
ing to time and necessity,—62
There are three alternatives, viz. the performance of the celebration of
His names, bowing to Him, etc., may be simultaneous, or it may be of any
one of them singly, or it may be of all of them one after another. Of these, in the
first alternative, the non-performance of even any one of them would entail the
failure of all the rest ; in the second, it would be a law of nature that a
diversity of cau.ses produced one and the same effect ; while the third is con
trary to the meaning of the text, and would also on the ground of redundancy
entail the non-performance of the others after one was performed and the higher
devotion was produced thereby. Therefore these different subsidiaries would be
the cause of mutual opposition and futility. Such is the prima facie conclusion
(purvapaksa).
But the (siddhanta) established truth is that all of them without excep
tion are the means (towards the higher devotion), as there exists the evidence
that such is the case ; while there exists no evidence to prove the necessity for
their simultaneous performance. There should be simultaneous performance
of only those, of which, e.g., perfume, flower, incense, lamps, oblations, etc., the
simultaneous use is enjoined in the

Sastras.

But of the others the pej-foiun-
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Through their eclectic and monotheistic tendency, these
books contributed to the formatiomof a certain orthodoxy
in the bosom of Brahmanism. On the one hand, the Veda
was accepted more than ever as an absolute authority,^
which was the less to be challenged in theory that it was so
slightly troublesome in practice; on the other hand, the^
recognition of^a personal god and a divine providence,
with which the Brahmanas and the Upanishads at times
dispense so easily, became by degrees a settled dogma.
Under whatever name he might be worshipped, and what
ever metaphysical explanation might be given of his
nature, it was necessary to confess an I^vara, a Lord, and
humble one’s self before him. The S^nkhya, which denied
this notion was pronounced guilty of impiety. The
Mimarnsa, which ignored it, was also looked upon with
suspicion,^ in spite of its severe traditionalism; and it was
obliged to introduce it at the beginning of its creed. The
Vedanta alone, by that prescriptive right which the ideal- ^
istic systems have always enjoyed, of reconciling a parti
cular system of devotion with a metaphysical system
which seems to require its exclusion, evaded at times
the necessity of recognising in terms a god who was
self-conscious and distinct from the world. In the Atmaextent as respects at once amount matter. This is attempted in the
of detail and exaggeration. Thus, Prasth^nabheda of Madhusfidana
with reference to the Manvantaras Sarasvati, and the Caranavyfiha, one
or the reign of a Manu, as everything of the parigishtas or supplements to
changes from one of these periods the W hite Yajus, published in suc
to another, things, men, and gods, it cession by Professor Weber in the
becomes an amusement to draw up Indische Studien, vols. i., ii. Y et,
an inventory of each, not onl}^ such notwithstanding these attempts, this
as are considered to have passed, but literature has never been formed into
even those which are still to come. a canon, in the strict sense of the
See, for instance, the first chapters word, such as piat of the Buddhists
of book viii. of the Bh^gavata P., or Jainas, the different families of
Brahmans having by preference al
and book iii. of the Vishnu Purina.
1 I t is not till this period of declineways adhered each to their heredi
that there appears to have been any tary Veda.
2
B y Var^ha Mihira (sixth cen
thought of subjecting the whole of
the Vedic literature, the Qruti, and tury) the Mimansists are likened
everything connected with it, to a to the Buddhists, Ind. Stu(]ien, xiv.
definitive classification, and to draw P- 353.
up in systematic form the subject-
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UI ^ I ^ I < U
ilT?fFtT5 A-bandhahj non-existence of bondage.
render of all actions to him,

Arpanasya, of sur

Mukham, entrance.

9.
The non-existence of bondage as the result of the surrend
er of all actions to Him is the only entrance.—64The only entrance for the appearance of devotion is the non-existence of
bondage consisting in the non-production of their respective fruits {i.e. merits
and demerits) by actions, good and evil, which have been surrendered to the
Lord. As it is declared :
“ Thus shalt thou be delivered from the fruits, good and evil, whose stems
are in thy acts ” (G ita, ix, 28).
The formula for this surrender of actions is also found in another P urana :
‘‘ Voluntarily or even involuntarily, whatever I do, good or evil,
All that is surrendered to Thee ; I do it as impelled by Thee.”

(

Nor would such surrender entail a man’s acting as he pleased without
any risk of consequences ; because by virtue of his acting under His impulsion
the absence of sinful conduct also should form a subsidiary to the act of sur
render ; as says the S m riti: “ Relying o^ the support of the Veda, let no one
be attached to sinful acts,” Therefore, purity naust have something other than
purity of action as the object of its reference.
Here by good action is to be understood such action as is prescribed for
one’s particular stage of life for daily or for occasional performance.
From the thorough observance of the stages of life, result such fruits as the
world of Brahma, etc., on the attainm ent of which delay takes place in obtain
ing m u k ti; such as these are therefore “ bondage.” But when surrendered
to Brahman, they do not, as is well known, produce their fruits. ^Similarly,
in the case also of optional acts and sinful acts performed whether voluntarily
or in ignorance, there is the same non-existence of fruit when they are after
wards surrendered to Him.—9.
Now, among the secondary forms of devotion themselves, their individual
distinctions are going to be considered. Therein, as regards meditation or
contemplation (vide aphorism 58), is it to be restricted only to those of^the
characteristic forms of the object of devotion such as are described in the Sruti
and the Smriti, as for instance ;
“ That golden Purusa who is seen in the sun, with golden beard and with
golden hair, etc.” (Chhandogya Upanisat, I, vi, 6).
and likewise ;
“ Ever is to be meditated on as residing in the centre of the orb of the
sun,
N arayana, seated on a lotus seat,
Wearing bracelets and makara earrings, bearing a crest.

I .3!
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Puranas (Markandeya-P., Vishnu-P., Bragavata-P.) hardly
refer to any except the ancient oeremonies. It is only
in the Tantras, the Puranas which are akin to them, certain
Upanishads, technical manuals and compilations— that is
to say, in writings composed for a very special purpose—
that ^ve find any precise indications of the sectarian
ritual. It would appear that in the esteem of even Brah
mans who.have been most intimately connected with the
new religion, the cultus of these religions was never more
than a special devotion, a rendering of a system of acts of
homage, a plljd, which was radically different from the
yajna, the sacrifice of tradition. The doctrines were in
termingled : the rites remained distinct. Of the ancient
observances, it was not unnaturally those of the domestic
ritual which at once held out best and varied most. We
shall mention only the most significant of these innovations,
the revolting custom of anumarana^ which required that
the widow should be burned on the same pile with the
c
body of her husband.’^ As for the great Brahmanical
cultus, attested as it was by a more learned tradition, it
was less threatened with the chance of change than that
of desuetude. This cultus was extremely complicated
and burdensome, and as early as the Brahmanas com
promises had to be resorted to.^ Without offence to the
ancient theory, matters were so adjusted that its ob
servances became easier in practice. As a general rule,
the more modern a ritual treatise is, the more detailed it
is, and in appearance more exacting; but the more it at the
same time multiplies dispensations and means whereby,
while the rule is observed, the expenses are lessened. A
whole class of writings, the Yidhanas, the origin of which
is besides very ancient, have no other object than to direct
1 The place where a sati has
thus devoted herself is sometimes
marked by a cippus, bearing engra
ven on the upper part two foot
prints, one large and the other
small, the one in the track of the

other, and directed to the same
quarter.
^ See, for example, Taitt. Samh.,
i. 6, 9, where the benefit3 of the
great somayagas are ascribed to the
ishtis of the simplest kind.
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ed in reference to the Lord. If then they were to be denoted by the verb
yaj-to sacrifice in the text of the G ita we are discussing, we would have to
supply both that they were performed iu reference to the Lord and also
that they had connection with devotion ; in which case the text would have
spoken in two sentences instead of one as it has done.
Now, if you say that there may be some connection with devotioa of the
sacrifice which is enjoined in “ To Visnu Urukrama he brings forth progeny
or an oblation of milk and butter ”, etc., (because the word Visnu is expressly
mentioned there), we reply, that is so, because optional acts (undertaken w ith
a particular end in view, as in this case, for the birth of a child) are by their
fruits themselves rendered free from desire ; while iu the case of a daily worship
frhe occasion or reason for the performance of which is the preservation of life,
there is no bar to the existence of connection with devotion therein, and it
requires no stretch of imagination to see that the presence of this connection ia
continual, since the worship is obligatory for daily performance. Hence in the
censure in the Moksa Dharma section of the Mahabharata of acts of merit
attended with injury to living beings, it is declared :
“ The righteous-minded Manu declared avoidance of injury in all acts.
“ Men affected by desires slaughter animals on the outer altar. Those who
“ know Visnu sacrifice only in the right way, with puddings and flowers. Such
“ is also the sacrifice recollected in the Sm riti ” .(S^uti Parvan, cclxv,
6870).— 11.
Now follow three adhikaranas or sections on the subject of worship.

5

IU I 5^ I ^5^ n

P^da-udakam, water of His feet. ^ Tu, but.
Padyam, water
for washing the feet.
A-vyapteh, on account of non-application to all
cases.

12. Bat “ water of (Sis) feet is water for washing the feet,'
as otherwise it would not apply to all oases where it ought to
a p p ly .— 67.
Thus is it recollected (in Nrismha Purana, lix , 46)
“ Of the Gahga, Prayaga, Gay^, Puskara, and Nairaisa,
“ Those sacred waters of K urujangala and the Yamuna,
“ The waters of holy places sanctify sinners after a lapse of time,
“ The water of the Lord’s feet purifies immediately.”
Now, here does the phrase “ water of the (Lord’s) feet ” mean water
connected with the feet or does it mean water first poured on the feet and then
dropped therefrom ? Such being the doubt, we say that “ water 0 0 1 ? ^ feet n
means nothing more than water for washing the feet. How is this known ?
you ask
We reply that otherwise the phrase would not be applicable to soma
cases which ought to be included. For, thus, direct connection of the Lord’s
teet with water is not possible ; nor even through the incarnation, because in
the case of tfie incarnation also it is impossible that this should be always in
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number of sucli observances as pilgrimages, ablutions in
the Ganges, &c., of whicli the ancietit books know nothing,
and which in Mann even are not held in high esteemd
Of all these changes the literature gives us ample account.
What it does not tell us is the place which this cultus
still held in reality. From coins and inscriptions we know,
that the great sacrifices, such as the a^vamedha, the v^japeya, and the paundarika, &c., were still celebrated during
the early part of the middle age.^ Then from the eighth
century these testimonies become extremely rare, and
there is no more reference, except in a general way, to
subsidies supplied to the Brahmans for the performance ^
of their rites.^ The Mussulman conquest, which extended
permanently over a great portion of the territory, must
have accelerated this decadence by drying up in vast pro
vinces the spring of these princely liberalities; and it is
probably to this epoch we must assign the disappearance
of important ritual texts which were still in existence in^
the middle age, and which have since been lost.^ The
mans ; on the other, those are cen
sured who accept gifts, especially at
the hands of a king. See A . Weber
in the Ind. Stud., x. p. 55 seq. Con
tradictions exactly similar occur in
regard to the position of the pi^yohita,
the domestic chaplain of a prince or a
grandee, a rank which is at one time
exalted above ev^-y other, and at
another represented as worthy of no
honour.
A . Weber, ibid., p. 99
seq.; J. Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i.
pp. 128 and 507, 2d ed. ; and Ind.
Aritiq., vi. p. 251 seq.). The Brah
man must not earn his livelihood by
the altar as by a trade ; he must not
sell his services or accept the situa
tion of a servant for wages. There
is in all this a conflict between the
ideal and the pride of asceticism and
the desire of worldly power, two pas
sions equally dear to the Brahmanical caste.
^ Manu, viii. 92.
2 Coins and inscriptions of the
Guptas ; inscriptions of Ajanta, the

Pallavas, and the ancient Calukyas
and Kadambas of the Dekhan. In
the inscriptions of Gujarat (dynasty
of Baroch, Calukyas, Valabhis, of
the fifth and sixth centuries), on
the contrary, only ceremonies of
the domestic ritual are specified.
Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc., i., new
series, pp. 269, 276 ; Ind. Antiq., vii.
pp. 70, 72 ; viii. p. 303 ; Journ. of
the Roy. As. Soc., Bombay, xi. 344,
345. The chief document of all, the
great inscription of Nanaghat, is still
unedited. See Journ. of the Roy.
As. Soc., Bombay, xii. 405.
3
In the professedly sectarian in
scriptions, the gift is made directly
to the god, that is, to the sanctuary.
^ This gradual desertion is discern
ible in the last great effort of the
ancient theology, in the Commen
taries of Sayana. This is one of those
learnedly compiled works which have
no root in actual life, epitwmise the
past, and have no future.
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former himself taking the offerings. Similarly is the injunction to be under
stood also in regard to keeping the water for washing the feet, etc., offered by
himself. Moreover, the declaration “ He is a thief indeed who enjoys ^ objects
given by the gods, not having offered these to them ” (Gita,* iii, 12) is in our
favour, as it clearly implies the enjoyment of things previously offered to the
gods. Here the agent being tbe same in the two clauses, it is perceived that the
object also must be the same, when the ownership implied in the one clause
is lost by the act of giving implied in the other clause, since action denoted
by the negative prefix ‘not’ accompanied by the infinite verbal termination
‘ing’; in a-pradS,ya, not having offered, must have syntactical connection with the
action denoted by “ enjoys ” by way of co-existence in the same su b je c t; as
there is no evidence to show that the things mentioned by “ objects given by
the gods ” are other things of the same kind as those mentioned in the remain
der of the sentence. Therefore it is to be considered that even offerings made
to the gods may be enjoyed by the offerer in the absence of any hindrance.-

H 5^ I ^ I
fjrffTTTjiirs^r^^fr^irT^ N im itta-guna-vyapeksanat, from reference to the
occasion and nature,
Aparadhesu, in the case of failings, faults, offences.
Vyavastha, regulation.

14* The regulation in the case of ‘failings" is with reference
to their occasion and nature.—69.
After introducing the subject with the words “ Those failings in the
worship of the gods are enumerated to be thirty-tw o ” (Varaha Purana, cxxiv,
4), the thirty-two failings and their several expiations are laid down. Here
the doubt arises whether the abandonment of all failings is a part of the wor
ship, or whether the abandonment of some of them is a part of the worship,
and of some of them an end in itself. In regard to this doubt it is declared
“ W hatever man worships Me] with a flower unfit for use in worship,
“ His fall I declare, which hear thou, 0 Vasundhara.”
Varaha P urana, cxxiv, 65.
Here flowers unfit for use having been thrown overboard, they are not a
subsidiary means of worship. But, when they are offered by mistake, etc. in
going through the course of the worship, there is an expiation which has
reference to that occasion. Where, again, one commits the failing of breaking
the course of the worship according to the declaration “ Who offers incense to
Me, not having offered perfume and garlands” (Varaha Purana, xxv, 36), as
the course prescribed in the case of each worship is a part of the worship, it is
to be considered that the expiation thereof is a part of the worship, because
there is thereby the removal of the worship’s being defective in a part. Where
it is heard, without the mention of worship, “ B ut whoever approaches Me, not
having chewed the stick with which to brush the teeth ” (Var&ha P u rin a ,
cxxvi, 1), there it is manifest indeed that the avoidance of the failing is an end
in itself. Such is then the regulation in regard to expiations.— 14.
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very moment when it was about to fall escheat. The kind
of revival of Vedism which has manifested itself in these
last days in the publication of texts, and even in efforts
at a practical return to ancient orthodoxy, patronised as
it is by divers UharmaRahlids (associations for the mainte
nance of the law), is itself only a consequence of the work,
begun nearly^ a century ago, by Sir William Jones ; ^nd it
forms a movement with which, certain appearances notwith
standing, the taste for archaeology, the reawakening of the
national spirit, and politics even, have more to do on the
whole than religion.
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The word *bhd,va ’ also is applied to devotion ; as, «.
in ;
“ Do not fishes dwell in the water of the Gangfi, ?
“ Do not birds dwell in temples ?
“ Being destitute of bh&va (devotion) they do not get the fruit,
“ From dwelling in the watering place and in the sacred temple.”
Similarly :
“ Four types of men, all having done good works, worship Me, 0 A rjuna.”
(G ita, vii, 16),
Here (it is declared that) as the secondary forms of devotion are produced
from previous good works, they are superior to these.
The present aphorism (therefore) declares that the discussion is rightly
directed to a Mimamsa of Devotion rather than to a MimSmsa of Karma —
16.
But, you may say, among the devotees the relation of the higher and the
lower does not exist; if it existed, why is mention made of the four classes as
all standing on the same level ? in ;
“ Four types of men, all having done good works, worship Me,
0 Arjuna ;
“ The afflicted, the inquisitive, the entreative, and the wise, 0 chief of the
Bharatas.” (Git&, vii, 16).
To this the author replies :

Stuff

H UI

n

Gaunam, secondary,
Traividhyam, threefoldness.
Itarena, with the other.
Stuti-artha-tv^t, having praise for its p u r
pose.
S&hacharyam, association.

17. The three are secondary; their association with the other,
(i. e., the primary) is for the sake of doing them honour.— 72.
The secondary are the three only, (viz., the devotion of the afflicted, the
inquisitive, and the entreative). But the S ruti’s associating them with the
principal one (in the above G ita text) is for the purpose of giving them honour,
just as is the mention of the ministers in conjunction with the king.
And thus the devotion of the afflicted consists in remembering the Lord,
celebrating His names, etc. for the sake of the destruction of sin, deliverance
from calamity, etc. The devotion of the inquisitive consists in such practices
as are performed for the sake of knowledge. And again, for example :
“ Him, this Self, the Br&hmana desire to know by studying the Veda, by
sacrifice, by gift, by penance, by fast.” (Brihad ^^^anyaka Upanisat,
V I, iv, 22 ).
Similarly ;
‘‘ Having worshipped Him by their respective works, men attain per-*

fection.” (Git§<, xviii, 48.)
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its birth. W h e n w e a tte m p t to rec o n str u c t its p r im itiv e
d octrin e an d e a rly h isto r y , w e Cjpme u p o n so m e th in g so
a k in to w h a t w e m e e t in th e m o st a n c ie n t U p a n ish ad s and in th e le g e n d s of B ra h m a n ism , th a t it is n o t
a lw a y s e a sy to d e te r m in e w h a t fe a tu r e s b e lo n g p e c u lia r ly
to it. O n th e o th er h an d , it a sserts it s e lf from th e first as
a n in d e p e n d e n t religio n , in w h ic h a n e w sp irit b rea th es,
and on w h ic h th e m ig h ty p e r so n a lity of its fo u n d er has
le f t an in d e lib le im p ress. I n th is se n se. B u d d h ism is th e
w o rk of B u d d h a, j u s t as C h r istia n ity is th e w o rk of J e su s ,
and Is la m th a t of M ah o m et. F rom th e d a te of th e d ea th
o f th e M a ster, w e fe e l o u r se lv e s fa ce to fa ce w ith a b o d y
of d o c trin es, and an in s titu tio n w it h a life of th e ir ow n ,
an d th e h is to r y of w h ic h is c o n n e c te d w ith th a t of th e
co n tem p o ra ry r e lig io n s o n ly in an in d ir e c t and q u ite
e x te r n a l w a y . T h is h isto r y w e s h a ll n o t a tte m p t to rela te
here, n e ith e r s h a ll w e v e n tu r e to s k e tc h in a g en era l o u t
lin e th e im m e n se d e v e lo p m e n t of th e dogm as, th e in s titu 
tio n s, and d e s tin ie s o f th is sy ste m . W e sh a ll h a r d ly l^e
ab le to to u c h on th e q u e s tio n s w h ic h arise in c o n n e c tio n
w ith th e sou rces of th is h is to r y o f B u d d h ism , th e v a rio u s
r ela ted tra d itio n s, so w id e ly d iffe re n t from o n e a n o th er,
th e d u p lic a te form in w h ic h its sa cred lite r a tu r e appears,
p reserv ed a t first in ,§ a n sk rit in th e N o r th , a n d in P M i
in th e S ou th , an d m ore or le s s f a it h f u lly rep ro d u ced a t a
la te r p eriod in th e m a jo r ity of th e la n g u a g e s of H ig h
and E a ste rn Asia.^

W e s h a ll h a v e no o cca sio n to refer.

^ The collection of the sacred
books of Buddhism bears the name
of Tripitaka (in Pali, Tipitaka),
“ the three baskets,” * since it is
formed of three minor collections :
that of the Vinaya, or the discipline,
which especially respects the clergy ;
that of the Sutras, or sermons of
Buddha, containing the general ex
position of doctrine ; and that of the
Abhidharma, or the metaph}'sics of

the system. This division is tradi
tional rather than logical, and the
definitions are exact only in a quite
general way. For other divisions see
Burnouf, Introd. a I’Hist. du Bouddh.
Ind., p. 48, a*fld the communications
of R. Morris and M ax Muller in
the Academy of the 21st and 28th
Augfist 1880, pp. 136 and 154.
These writings have been pre
served in two comparatively original

* An expression which seems to presuppose the existence of written texts, but
which, according to V. Trenckner, Pali Miscellany, part i. p. 67, wouldy on the con
trary, harmonise very well with the Buddiiist tradition of a long purely oral trans
mission of the canon.
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The celebration of His names, etc., being subsidiaries of the higher
devotion, are inside it. They also excel in being outside it, since the Sruti
declares that they produce other fruits without being practised as subsidiaries
of the higher devotion. Ju st as the Avesti ceremony included in the Rajasiiya
sacrihce excels in itself becoming the principal through connection with other
fruits without being performed as a subsidiary of the Rajasuya, or just as again
the Brihaspati offering, although it is sometimes the principal, is a subsidiary
of the Vajapeya sacrifice, so is it here also, according as the distinction is ren
dered necessary by the existence or non-existence of sufficient reason for it.
Similarly, according to the declaration :
“ Through inattentiveness of the performers of some rite, if anything
fails in sacrifices,
’
°
“ Through the remembering of Visnu alone that will be complete, so says
the Sruti.”
the remembrance of Visnu (for example) can be practised as an occasion
al subsidiary of all acts; hence it is a subsidiary by nature. And this subsidiary
character is not opposed to its being the principal in relation to the fruit of
heaven, etc. (which it is also competent to produce).—-18.
Some special feature of the devotion of the afflicted is now considered.

Sm riti-kirttyoh, of the remembrance of the Lord and the
celebration of^His names,
Katha-4deh, of discourses about Him, etc. ^
Cha, and. 'wmT Arttau, in the devotion of the afflicted. jmrfic^TDTT^TrT Prayaschitta-bhavat, being of the nature of expiation.
^

X
19. (The inclusion) of the remembrance of the Lord and
the celebration of His names and of discourses about Him, etc , in
the devotion of the afiSicted is on account of their being of tho
nature of expiation.—74.
The inclusion of the remembrance of the Lord, the celebration of His
naines, discourses about Him, bowing to Him, etc. in the devotion of the afflict
ed is made, because they are declared to be the causes of the abolition of such
and such sins to those suffering the afflictions of hell produced by those sins.
For example :
“ Severe in the case of serious sins, light also in the case of light sins.
Expiations, 0 Maitreya, have been declared by Manu and others.
“ Expiations infinite, whether penances, good works, or the like,
“ Whatever they be, superior to them all is the constant remembrance of
K risna.” (Visnu PurSna, I I , vi, 32,33),
Again :
“ The celebration of whose names, with devotion, is the excellent consumer,
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organ isation , its d is c ip lin e an d c u ltu s, its m y th o lo g y and
sacred w r itin g s, its sc h o o ls, its h eresies, and its c o u n c ils,
a'nd its prob ab le or p o ssib le in flu e n c e u p o n o th er b eliefs,
su ch as M a n ic h e e ism an d d ifferen t se c ts of C h ristia n ity .
I n a w ord, w e sh a ll to u c h on its d o ctrin e a n d its h isto r y
only, in so far as w e s h a ll find it n e c essa ry to e x p la in its
fo rtu n e and to in d ic a te th e p la ce w h ic h b e lo n g s t o . i t in
th e r elig io u s d e v e lo p m e n t of India.^

.,1

^ General works on Buddhism :—
Contemporary with the works of
Abel Kemusat and J. J. Schmidt on
the religions and literatures of High
and Eastern Asia, and those of
Csoma de Koros on Tibetan Bud
dhism (Journ. of the As. Soc. of
Bengal, i . ; Asiatic Researches, xx.),
the direct study of Indian Buddhism
commences with the discovery and
examination of the Buddhist books
of Nepal by B. H. Hodgson, 18281837.
His Memoirs, reprinted in
1874, “ Essays on the Languages,
Literature, and Religion of Nepal
and Tibet,” were followed closely by
the works of G. Tumour on the Pali
literature and the Singhalese chro
nicles : The
Mahavamso,
with
Translation, and an Introductory
Essay on Pali Buddhistical Litera
ture, vol. i., 1837 ; and Journ. of the
As. Soc. of Bengal, vii., 1838^^ The
first work, which contains the ancient
part, the thirty-three first chapters
of the Mahavamsa, or the “ Great
Chronicle ” of Ceylon, has not been
continued, but a redaction, a little
earlier, of the same materials, the
Dipavarnsa, “ The Chronicle of the
Isle,” has just been published, text
and English translation, by H. Oldenberg: The Dipavarnsa, an Ancient
Buddhist Historical Record, 1879.
These two works, which record the
origin of Buddhism and the Singha
lese Annals to the end of the third
century A.D., were probably compiled
about the fourth or fifth century,
from documents preserved in the
monasteries of Ceylon, the most
ancient books of history which In 
dia has left to us.
In 1844 E.

Burnouf introduced a new era in
regard to these studies by the pub
lication of his Introduction h, I’Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien (re
printed in 1876), followed in 1852 by
L e Lotus de la Bonne Loi, traduit
du Sanscrit et accompagne de vingt
et un Memoires relatifs au Boud
dhisme. Then there come in order of
date, R. Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism, an Account of the Origin,
Laws, Discipline, and Sacred W rit
ings . . . of the Order of Mendicants
founded by Gotama Buddha, com
piled from Singhalese MSS., 1853, re*
printed i860. B y the same, A Manual
of Buddhism in its Modern Develop
ment, translated from Singhalese
M SS., 1853, reprinted i860, and
again in 1880. C. F. Koppen, Die
Religion des Buddha, 2 vols., 18571859. W. Wassiljew, DerBuddhismus, seine Dogmen, Geschichte und
Literatur, first part (all that has ap
peared), translated from the Russian,
i860 ; a French translation by La
Comme, 1865 ; very important for
Indian Buddhism, though drawn ex
clusively from Thibetan and Chinese
sources. A . Schiefner, Taranatha’s
Geschichte des Buddhismus in In 
dien, aus dem Tibetischen iibersetzt,
1869 : the author wrote at the be
ginning of the seventeenth century.
To these works must be added R. C.
Childers, A Dictionary of the Pfili
Language, 1875, some articles of
which are genuine monographs, and
which furnishes on a great number
of points valuable information bor
rowed from works o f t ^ hardly
accessible. Among popular works it
is proper to cite in the first rank J.
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the commencement, whereby, from the contradiction to that, the conclusion
could have a different sense also (and refer to any particular time). And thus,
as all are alike in point of hardship, unauthoritativeness in the shape of non
performance does not, as supposed, attach to the other expiations.
i
“ At morning, at night, so at sunset, noon, etc., remembering ” (Visjau
Purana, II, vi, 35) which divides the practice of the means into certain periods,
is nothing but a repetition (anuv5,da*). Nor again does this belong to a section
of the Sm riti dealing with one who is repentant as its subject-m atter. Since
the (preceding) declaration :
“ Sin having been committed, in whomsoever man repentance arises.
His best expiation is the one remembrance of H ari.’*
Visnu P u ra n a, II, vi, 34.
also is a repetition (anuvada) of that repentance which is a subsidiary
of all expiations, the declaration contains a repetition also of th a t ‘‘ one ”
expiation which is independent of the other expiations and which logically
follows from the context. Otherwise, the sentences would be different, and
would have each a specified subject-matter of its own.*"^ Therefore, the pre
ceding declarations (Visnu Purana, I I , vi, 32, 33, etc.) aie not arthav5,das or
recommendations, inasmuch as they are comprehended within the reference o£
the relative pronoun ‘which’ and are accordingly repetitions (anuvada) of the
several injunctions to which they are respectively appropriate. Hence it ia
that elsewhere also the continuity of the practice of the means has been decjared by such declarations as :
The emissaries, (of Yama), their staves and fetters, nor Yama, nor
again the torm ents of hell,
“ Have power against him whoso soul is always dependent on Kesava.
“ The names of the discus-armed let him celebrate at all times, in all places ;
“ No impurity belongs to him, as He is the purifier.”
Visnu P u rin a , I I I , vii, 34, 35.— 20.

im 5^I
Laghu, a little, trifling wPq Api, even.

U

Bhakta-adhikare,

* “ The arthavada ia properly a persuasive enforoement of a previous injunotion ; it gives
the purpose of the injunotiou, and illustrates its power by positive or negative examples. Thun
there is an arthavada for the Sarvajit sacrifice (Tandya Bt. xvi, 7, 2); “ Verily by the sarvn jit
the gods conquered all, it ia for the attainment of all, for the conquest of all ; by this a mat
attains all, conquers a ll.” ThQ anuvada is the reiteration or re*inouloation of an injunction
it may be with further details, but without dwelling on the purpose of the injunction itself.
Thus, after the injunction ‘he is to offer the agnihotra,' ^re have an anuvada 'he offers it with
ourds* (this is a gunanuvaia)\ or, again, we have an injunction ‘let him who desires prosperity
offer a white goat to Vayu’ followed by the anuvada 'the wind (Vayu) is the swiftest of goda*
(Taitt. Samb. iii. 4, 3), this Is a stutyarthanuvada,* • • .“ — Cowell,
i.fl. the first part clearly declares what had been already enjoined
that repentance
is necessary in every expiation), and it is therefore Vkn anuvada\ and the second part must also
be an anuvada, unless we are to suppose that the two parts of the sentence (although oonneoted
by 7/a« and tat) are different, the one being an anuvada or einople reiteration and the other an
Oowelli
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rep orted in th e d ifferen t tra d itio n s of B u d d h ism , and b y
a ll in a c c u r a te ly , h a s b e e n d e term jn ed w ith a p r o b a b ility ,
in our o p in io n , lit t le sh o rt of c e r ta in ty , o n ly in recen t
tim e s, th ro u g h th e d isc o v e r y of th r ee n e w in sc r ip tio n s of
th e E m peror A ^ okad F ro m th e s e t e x t s it fo llo w s th a t th e
th ir ty -s e v e n th y ea r of th e reig n of th is p rin ce w a s reck o n ed
as th e 2 5 7 th from th e d e c ea se of th e M a ster, an d , th is
in M a g h a d a ,'’th e n a tiv e c o u n tr y of B u d d h ism .
W hen
a d ju ste d to our c h ro n o lo g y , th is d a te m a k es th e ETirvana
ta k e p la c e on on e of th e y ea rs w h ic h fa ll b e tw e e n 4 8 2 an d
4 7 2 b efo re Christ.^ I t is th e first d a te th a t w e m e e t w ith

I

ner, Eine Tibetische Lebensbeschreibung Qakyamuni’s, 1849. The ori
ginal was written in 1734. A ll these
works belong to Northern Buddhism.
The following are drawn from South
ern sources :— R. C. Childers, The
Mahaparinibbana Sutta, Pali text
and commentary, in the Journ. Roy.
As. Soc., vols. vii. and viii., new series.
I t contains the narrative of the last
days and death of B u d d h a; the
translation, interrupted by the au
thor’s death, did not appear. V .
Pausboll, The Jataka, together with
its Commentary, vol. i., 1877. The
introduction of the commentary
contains a detailed biography of
Buddha, omitting the closing years.
P. Bigandet, vicar apostolic of A v a
and Pegu, The Life or Legend of
Gaudama Buddha of the Burmese,
Rangoon, 1858, 2d edition, 1866; a
3d edition is in preparation; a French
translation by V . Gauvain, 1878.
H. Alabaster, The Wheel of the
Law, 1872, from Siamese sources.
In fine, we could not refer to the
life of Buddha without mentioning
the beautiful work of E. Senart,
Essai sur la Legende du Buddha,
son Caractere et ses Origines, 1875
(which appeared in the Journal
Asiatique, 1873-75). A new edition
is in preparation. W e venture to
think that the author goes a little
too far in the way of mythic explana
tion ; but, after this book, it can
be no longer any idea of writing
the life of Buddha, as it is given, for

instance, in the work of Barth^lemy
Saint-Hilaire, cited above.
^ These celebrated inscriptions,
engraven on rocks and pillars in
different places of Northern India,
from the valley of Cabul as far as
the peninsula of Gujardt, and from
the frontiers of Nepal to the mouth
of the Mahanadi in Orissa, contain,
in the form of edicts or proclama
tions, religious and moral directioife
addressed by the Emperor A^oka to
his subjects. Deciphered successively
by J. Princep, Norris, and Dowson,
and elucidated by the works of Burnouf, Lassen, Wilson, Kern, and
Biihler, they have been collected and
published anew by General A. Cun
ningham in his “ Corpus Inscriptionum,” and they are at this very
moment being subjected to thorough
re - examination by E. Senart in
the Journal Asiatique, 7th series, vol.
XV. 287, 4 79 ; xvi. 215. These are
the most ancient epigraphic’ texts of
India. From their mentioning the
names of Greek princes contempo
rary with A9oka, they with absolute
certainty confirm the identity of
Candragupta, t^e grandfather of this
prince, and the Sandra cottus of the
classic historians, an identity which
constitutes the fundamental assump
tion connected with the ancient chro
nology of India.
- The question of the date of N ir
vana has been principallyJ;reated by
Ch. Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk, ii. p.
2d ed. ; A. Cunningham, Bhilsa
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before (vide aphorism 75). Nor can this defect be avoided by assuming
the unbroken continuity of the practice of the acts of remembrance, etc., because
even a trifling practice (e. g., one remembrance) is capable of destroying great
sins (in this case also), according to such declarations as ;
“ Even though filled with a great sin, if he meditates on Visnu for the
twinkling of an eye,
“ The ascetic becomes again the purifier even of those who purify the
company in which they dwell ” (Cowell).
Moreover, by reason of its being nowhere near (in the context), the stage
of life called sanny^sa or renunciation of the world, ought not to enter the
mind at all (in the present discussion). Therefore, just as in the world when
one says to another “ Leaving all others, have faith in me, I will destroy all
your troubles, ” the abandonment of all other means of destroying troubles ii
understood ; so from the declaration itself quoted above the abandonment of
other means of destroying internal sins is understood.
Although this declaration which to a certain extent enjoins sannyftsa or the
renunciation of the world is read in the same chapter, the chapter as a whole
has not sannyasa as its subject-matter, because the general subject (prakarana)
and the context (sannidh9,na) are of superior force in determining the Sense.
Moreover, in this chaptei*, by such passages as :
“ The surrender

of optional acts the seers know to be sannyasa ’*
G ita,

x v iii,

2.

it is the abandonment of optional acts that has been declared, and not the stage
or order of life called sannyasa. Likewise the single remembrance, etc., have
as their only object of reference that person who, along with the resolution to
abandon all other expiations, desires to pass over affliction solely by means of
the Lord’s names, etc.
And thus these various objections cannot also simultaneously apply to us,
as they relate to different subject-matters.
Nor again can there be non-performance of those expiations which involve
considerable hardships, through any fear of pain ; because abandonment like
that is to be avoided according to :
“ Whatever act a man abandons, through fear of bodily pain, for the
sole reason that it is painful,
“ Having made “ abandonment of passion, ” he does not get the fruit
of abandonment. ” (G it4, xvii, 8).
Such texts as
“ The very terrible sin of men in the] Kali age which gives them the
pain of hell,
“ At once gets dissolved when once He is reraembored ” ,
Visnu P u rin a , V I, vii, 10.
are directed to the remembrance of the Lord as their subject-m atter.

Similarly, the reference to devotion as the subject-matter is made manifest
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third century before Christ), that, as regards the form at
least, the instructions of the Master may be considered as
lostd There are sparks in this monkish literature, but
never flame; and it is certain that it was not by strange
translated from the books of the
North by E. Burnouf (in the Intro
duction k I’Histoire du B. I.), S.
Beal, A. Schiefner, L. Feer, &c. To
these publications have recently been
ad d ed : Max Muller, On Sanskrit
Texts Discovered in Japan, and Cecil
Bendall, The Megha Sutra, in Journal of the Roy. As. Soc., new series,
xii. p. 153 and 286 (1880). Of the
great Sutras peculiar to this litera
ture, we possess the Lalitavistara in
Sanskrit (ed. Rkjendralala Mitra),
in Tibetian, and in French (ed.
Foucaux), and the Lotus de la
Bonne Loi in French (translated
by Burnouf). An edition of the
Mahavastui by Senart is in the
press.
1 For the age and origin of the
Pkli, so much controverted, see
Westergaard, Ueber den altesten
Zeitraum der Indischen Geschichte,
p., 87, who derives it in the third
century before Christ from the dia
lect of U jja y in i; Kern, Over de
Jaartelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten, p. 13 s e q . , who considers it an
artificial language akin to tne Caurasenl of the dramas, and elaborated
about the beginning of the Christian
e r a ; Oldenberg, The Vinaya Pitakam, vol. i. p. xlix. se q ., who, on the
other hand, thinks he finds in it
a dialect of the Eastern Dekhan.
There has been no less discussion re.specting the origin and growth of
the Buddhist canon. The authori
ties of the North and the South
agree in referring the redaction, or
at least the composition (for certain
testimonies make mention of a pretty
prolonged oral transmission), to a
first council which must have met
at Rajagriha immediately after the
death of the Master. This redac
tion, according to the authorities of
the South, must have been revised
and restored to its original purity

by the doctors of the second council,
which the tradition of the North
ignores, held at Vaigali a hundred
years after Nirvana, under the first
A9oka or Kklkgoka. Finally, a last
revision, with some additions to boot,
such as the Kathkvattu (Dipavamsa,
vii. 56), must have been made 118
years later by the third council,
held at Pataliputra under the great
Agoka, or Dharma§oka Priyadar9in.
The tradition of the North, on the
other hand, ascribes the third redac
tion to a council held at Kashmir
under the Turanian king Kanishka
towards the beginning of the Chris
tian era. These facts have been
differently interpreted by criticism.
Lassen admits that we possess docu
ments contemporary with the first
council, but that the Sanskrit canon
was finally fixed only by the Kash
mir council (Ind. Alterth., ii. 86 and
856 s e q ., 2d ed.), which is also Bournouf’s opinion (Introd. a I’Hist. du
Bouddh. Ind., p. 579). Perhaps a
complete examination of the Chinese
collection may enable us to come to
a closer agreement on the matter.
Senart thinks that the council of
Pataliputra was the first to attempt to
fix the dogma and the canon (Essai
sur la Ldgende du Buddha, p. 514
seq.).
Kern is of opinion that we
must rest satisfied with affirming
that the Pali canon, pretty much as
we have it, must have been in ex
istence in Ceylon some time before
the redaction of the commentaries
of Buddhaghosha in the fifth century
(Over d. Jaartelling, p. 25). The
most recent attempt at solution, and
the one which at the same time aims
at the greatest precision, is that of
Oldenberg. During the first centui-y, he thinks. Buddhism had only
two sorts of writings, Vi^iaya and
Dharma, discipline and doctrine;
the redaction of the greater part of
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I 5^ 1 ^ \ \ \
WTfjT»^?Ttf5T A.-nindya-yoni, down to the lowest born.
Adhikriyate, are included in, or are entitled to enter, the province of the higher
devotion.
Param paryat, at second-hand, from one another. ^ jn « ’?TarW
Samanya-vat, like universal knowledge,

23. (The province of the higher devotion) extends even to
the lowest born, from one to another, like universal knowledge.—
78.
All including the blameworthy Chandala and other castes are entitled to
the practice of devotion, since there is no distinction in the universal desire
to avoid the afflictions of worldly existence. Now, if you ask, how are those
outside the three castes entitled to tho practice of devotion, when they are not
entitled to the study of the Veda?, to this the author replies “ fronVone to
another.” According to the principle laid down in “ Dharma or duty is the
object the characterisitc of which is instigation ” (Purva Mimamsa Shtra, I,
i, 2 ) and in “ Because Brahman is to be known only through scriptures,”
(Vedanta Sutra, I, i, 3), a transcendental object is to be known through |the
S 'ru ti alone ; this we do not dispute. But in the case of women, Sudras, etc., by
means of itihasas, puranas, etc., and in the case of the Chandalas, etc., by the
succession of instruction, in accordance with the Sm riti and usage of the
excellent, knowledge also becomes really rooted in the S'rU ti ; just as is their
knowledge of such universal truths as the duty of not injuring any living being,
etc.; as otherwise it would follow that this universal knowledge would not
be found in them.— 23.
ii
^rT: Atah, hence, ff Hi, verily.
those of unperfected devotion,
Api, even.

i

u

A-vipakva-bhavanam, of
Tat-loke, in His world.

24. Hence verily in His world (is the practice of devotion)
even by those whose devotion has not been perfected.—79.
Since it is the province of all, therefore verily is recollected the perfor
mance of the means of the higher devotion in the world of the Lord,*
in
the Sveta-dvipa, by those whose higher devotion did not reach the sta*te of
perfection in this world. As for exaqaple, opening with the words :
“ To the north of the ocean of milk lies the Sveta-dvipa of great
splendour.
“ There intent on N ^r% a?a live men bright as the moon;
“ They are attached undividedly, and devoted to Purusottama. ”
M ahabh^rata, Mok?a Dharma, N ^ riy an ly a,
cccxxxviii, 12778“12779.

their parctico of tho means of the higher devotion is revealed in such passages

no
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with these ^akyamuni/ by embracing the life of an an
chorite, naturally broke all connection. His position,
then, in reference to the established religion is not much
different from that of many of his contemporaries. He
seems to think, as they do, that it is an affair of the
Brahmans to try and move the celestial powers by the
ritual observances, and obtain from them benefits which he
for his part does not value a rush. His work, for his part, is
entirely a layman’s ; and as he recognises not a god upon
whom man depends, his doctrine is absolutely atheistic.
As for his metaphysics, it is pre-eminently negative. He
does not busy himself with the origin of things; he takes
them just as they are, or as they appear to him to b e; and
the problem to which he incessantly returns in his con
versations is not that of being in itself, but that of exist
ence. Still more than in the Vedanta of the Upanishads,
his doctrine is confined to the question of salvation.
The scheme of this doctrine is expounded in the “ four
noble truths.” First, the existence of pain; to exist is to
suffer. Second, the cause of the pain : this cause is to be
found in desire, which increases with the gratification.
Third, the cessation of pain: this cessation is possible; it
is obtained by the suppression of desire. Fourth, the way
which leads to this suppression: this way, which com
prehends four stages or successive states of perfection, is
the knowledge and observance of the “ good law,” the
practice of the discipline of Buddhism and its admirable
morality. The end of this is Nirvana, extinction, the
cessation of existence.
The conditions of existence are summed up in the
theory of the Nidanas, or the twelve successive causes,
each of which is conceived to be the consequence of the
one which precedes. These are:— First, ignorance; second,
the predispositions of mind which determine our acts, or
more simply action, the Imrman; third, consciousness;
fourth, individuality; fifth, sensibility ; sixth, the^contact
^ Properly, “ the solitary of the (^dkyas.”
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This declaration of a single step is rightly established as having for its
object of reference the devotion which has been perfected; as otherwise there
would be contradiction between the two declarations. Therefore, the attainment
of those respective worlds has reference to those whose devotion has not been
perfected.— 25.

II

M

I

II

U tkranti-sm riti-vakya-sesat, from the conclusion
of the declaration with departure and remembrance. ^ Cha, and.

Q6- ( Phis digtiaotion between perfect and imperfect devo
tion is proved) also from the conclusion of the declaration with
‘ remembrance ’ at the time of the Java’s journey upwards-—81In regard to the journey upwards, commencing with “ endowed with
devotion and the power of yoga,” (G ita viii, 10 ), it is. declared :
“ Reciting the single-syllabled Brahman, Aum, remembering Me,
“ Who goes forth, abandoning the body, he attains the highest state
(G itlt, viii, 13).
And therein is the conclusion of the declaration.
The successive progress is thus declared :
“ Eire, light, day, bright fortnight, six months of the sun’s northern
journey,
“ Goingjforth through these, men who know Brahman, reach Brahman,”
(Git5-, viii, 24).
Similarly, where the conclusion of the declaration is :
“ All worlds up to the sphere of Brahma, 0 Arjuna, are of a recurring
n a tu re ;
“ But after coming near Mo, 0 son of K unti, there is no re-birth,”
G ita, viii, 16.
there from the introduction with the ‘worlds’ and also by the force of the word,
‘upa,’ ‘near,’ in after coming near Me,” the attainm ent of the worlds near
to Him is rightly held to be only for those whose devotion has not been per
fected. For him whose devotion has reached the state of perfection, even the
going to His world as the fruit is not appropriate; because the fruit of such
devotion is imperishable, and also because it is revealed that in His world
there is the non-performance of the means. Moreover, if you were to say that
from that world itself a gradual mukti would be secured to him whose devotion
is imperfect, it would entail the futility of the injunction (in G ita, viii, 13)
about remembrance at the time of the Jiv a ’s departure. Nor is thereby (i,e,
by that injunction) the addition of the higher devotion implied; because there
is positive knowledge that the higher devotion is the means of m ukti indepen
dently of other m eans; namely :
“ That supreme Purusa, 0 P^rtha, is to be attained by devotion indepen
dently of any other,” (G ita, viii, 22 ).
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stance of any kind. They unite and arrange themselves
so as to form a several being:, hndercro incessant modification along with it, and dissolve at its death ; the indivi
dual, being throughout a compound of compounds, entirely
perishes. The influence of its karman alone, of its acts,
survives it, and through this the formation of a new group
of skandhas is^immediately effected; a new individual rises
into existence in some other world,i and continues in some
degree the first. It matters not that this substitution is so
rapid that practically no account is taken of it, since Buddha,
for instance, and the saints that have attained omniscience,
are represented as recalling and speaking of their previous
existences, as if they had retained their identity in passing
from the one to the other. It is nevertheless true that
the Buddhist, strictly speaking, does not revive, but that
another, if I may say so, revives in his stead, and that it
is to avert from this other, who is to be only the heir of
his karman, the pains of existence that he aspires to Kir-^
vana. Such, at any rate, is the doctrine of the Pali books;
not merely of the small number of them that have as yet
been published, but of the entire orthodox literature of
Southern Buddhism, according to the opinion of scholars
of the highest authority who have had the opportunity of
studying it in the country itself.^ Was this doctrine as
explicitly formulated in the instruction of the Master ?
We take leave to doubt this. On the one hand, the Sans
krit books of the North appear to concede something per
manent, an ego passing from one existence to another.^
On the other hand, one could hardly explain, it seems, how
Buddhism, not content with having annihilation accepted
as the sovereign good, should have from ^he first rendered
its task more difficult still by in the end representing the
pursuit of this good as a pure act of charity. But in no
^ Among these worlds are the
heavens and the hells, of which the
Buddhists, as well as the Brahmans
and Jainas, admit a great number.

^ Spence Hardy, Gogerly, Bigandet, Childers, Rhys Davids.
^ Burnouf, Inti’od., p. 507.
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“ Those Brahmanas who, thoroughly observant of-religious practices, the
Vedas with the Upanisats,
“ Read according to rules, and those also who are on the path of the
ascetics ;
“ Superior to theirs I know the destination of the single- aimed men.
“ By whom has this religion been declared, by a god or by a seer ?”
(Mahabharata, S 'an ti Parvan, Mokfa Dharma, cccl, 13551, 52.)
to which thb answer is :
“ When met in battle array the troops of the K uru and Pdndva hosts,
“ This was sung (gita) by the Lord himself to Arjuna depressed in m ind” .
Ibid. 13554.
I t is clear therefore that the state of having a single aim is the higher devo
tion.— 28.
Now, you may say, let the secondary forms of devotion also directly
produce m ukti ; what harm is there in such an assumption ? To this the
anthor replies :

tR:T

U

I

I

H

TTTt Par5,m, the higher. ffrg^T K n tv a , p ro d u c in g .^ ^ Eva, only.
SarveSam, of all. H?TT Tatha, so. f f Hi, for.
Aha, declares.

29. Only by prodaoing tbe higher (devotion) (is the contri
bution) of all (towards mukti) ; for so He declares.—84«
Only by producing the higher devotion is the contribution of all towards
mukti. For so the Lord declares, adding at the same time the reason :
“ Whoever shall declare this exceeding mystery to those who are devoted
to Me,
Having produced the higher devotion to Me, he will without doubt
attain to Me alone ” (G ita, xviii, 68).
Here if you were to hold the meaning to be nothing but this th a t the
fruit of instructing that religion is also the attainment of the state of Brahm an,
then what would be the object of the declaration having produced the higher
devotion to Me ”? seeing that the higher devotion is revealed by theS ruti as being
the means of mukti. For the same reason, in the case of Uparichara Vasu, by
the words “ His own kingdom, wealth, etc.” (vide aphorism 44, commentary)
has been exhibited the mark of devotion in the form of affection for the
Supreme Lord ; because such regard cannot have a purpose of its own (but
must serve the purpose of something higher than itself). Therefore the inten
tion is inferred that the contribution which all those means that have been
revealed as being the causes of mukti, make towards mukti is by the production
of the higher devotion. Nor could these means produce both (i.
the higher
devotion and also mukti); because being acts., they cannot produce mukti. .^nd
so also the declaration comes to have reference to an object which is visible (t. e.,
the higher devotion and not to an object which invisible i. e., m ukti).— 29.
Here ends the second lecture of the second chapter in the Commentary
on the One Hundred Aphorisms of S'andilya composed by the most learned
teacher Svapnesvara.
Here ends the chapter also,
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conclusion, which is not weakened hy the fact that it is
not always found expressed in„all its severity, and that,
in ordinary belief especially, it has been subjected to
all sorts of processes of attenuation. The imagination
even of an Asiatic has some difficulty in settling down to
the idea of annihilation. Thus the Chinese pilgrims FaHian and Hiouen-Thsang, who visited India respectively
in the fifth and seventh centuries,^ and were orthodox
believers in the complete Nirvana of Buddha, nevertheless
speak of miracles, and even apparitions of his, as if he had
not ceased to exist; and it is beyond a doubt that with
many of the Buddhists of former days Nirvana was only
what it is with the majority of them to-day, a sort of
eternal repose or negative state of blessedness. This does
not hinder Buddhism from being doctrinally the confession
of the absolute vanity of all things, and, as regards the
individual, an aspiration after non-existence.
This vanity of all existence would, even if it had not
been reiterated so often by Buddha, follow logicaBy
from the simple theory of the Nidanas. The first of the
twelve causes, viz., ignorance, which consists in taking
for real that which is not, evidently implies the non
reality of the world, not as a substance— the thing in
itself being outside ;^he range of primitive Buddhism— but
of the world such as it appears to us. The objects which
we see have no proper reality, and, as we have just re
marked, exactly the same is taught in the doctrine of the
Pali Suttas respecting the subject which sees them. One’s
^ Foe Koue Ki, ou Relation des
Royaumes Bouddhiques ; Voyages
dans la Tartarie, I’Afghanistan et
rin d e h, la fin du iv. siecle, par ChiFa-Hian, translated by A . Remusat,
reviewed by Klaproth and Landresse, 1836. S. Beal, The Travels
of the Buddhist Pilgrim Fah-Hian,
translated with Notes and Prolego
mena, 1869.
St. Julien, Voyages
des Pelerins Bouddhistes, t. i. ; Histoire de la V ie de Hiouen-Thsang
et de ses Voyages dans ITnde, . . .
_translated from the Chinese, 1853,

t. ii. and iii. ; M^moires sur les
Gentries Occidentales, par HiouenThsang, translated from the Chinese,
1857-59,
work of great import
ance, not only for the history of
Buddhism, but for that of ancient
India in general.
S. Beal is prepar
ing an English translation of the nar
rative of Hiouen-Thsang. The work
of C. J. Neumann, Pilgerfahrten
Buddhistischer Priester von China
nach Indien, aus dem'^Chinesischen
iibersetzt, 1833, did not extend be*
vond the first volume.
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‘ Its^ i. e., of Hrahaman, the power of lardliness is sung as mllyS. :
Verily this My mfi-yfi, divine, constituted by the three gucnas, is difficult
to pase beyond.
“ Who take refuge in Me alone, they cross over this MHy4.”
(Gitft, vii, 14).
“ W ith Me as the superintendent P rakriti bring 3 forth things movable
and immovable.
“ Through My superintendence, O son of K nnti, the world appears and
disappears ” (G ita, rx,. 10 ).
Its power is called maya, from the variety of its effects, and not from
their unreality ; since the Srnti revealing the existence of Brahman is for the
purpose of establishing the existence of the effect, t. <?., the world. I t is not
proper to hold that they are unreal, also because their unreality would entail
the unreality of their cause (i. e.y m^ya). If you say that the being unreal
consists in being liable to be opposed by the knowledge of the principles (so
that only the principles are real, and their products are unreal) ; we reply. No,
their unreality itself being unreal, (as some of you Vedantins hold), their
reality is only more firmly established
on the other hand, if you say that
!^heir (apparent) unreality is real, then the reality of visible objects is obtained.
And (further) since there can be no manifestation of what is unreal, reality
must always belong to objects which are to be manifested (by Brahman).
W hat is called the manifestation of a snake, etc., in a piece of rope, that is
nothing but a mistake (lit. the manifestation of one thing as another), since
this mistake is contradicted or ie not contradicted by the existence or non
existence of the other thing.
That maya is the summum genus of all insensate things ; this genus is
capable of being known and is really eternal ; otherwise there would be no
regularity or uniformity (t. e,, the thing to be known would be both existent
and non-existent). Hence follows the eternality of the intelligen-t and the
non-intelligent.— 2.
\ \ \ \
Yyapaka-tv&t, from the pervadingness.
nam, of the pervaded.

\

II

bxttwiT5TT5 VyUpylt-

3- From the pervadingness^of the pervaded ^proceeds crea
tion).—87,
Similarly, from the pervading or general principles is the production of
th e pervaded or special principles; for the general principles are regarded
as being the material causes of the special principles through identity with
them, and by no means by the relation called samavS>ya or intimate relation or
combination, as in that case there would be redundancy in the consequent
supposition first of a difference and next of a relation between two different
* Ona of the cardinal tenets of the Vedanta is that the ignorance which causes the world,
is itself false as being imagined by ignorance ; but if so. the falifty of a falsity is t r u t h as m in u $
into winw* givis
Cowell.
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tion of a religion entirely spiritual, a contempt for finite
existence, belief in transmigration and the necessity of
deliverance from it, the feeble idea of the personality of
man, the imperfect discrimination, or rather the confusion
of material qualities and intellectual functions, the affirmatiofi of a morality with its sanction within itself, are so
many characteristics which we find, differently emphasised,
however, in Buddhism and the TJpanishads. If we go
further, and take the systems of Brahmanism one by on^,
we find that it is with the Sankhya that the doctrine
of ^^kyamuui has prima facie most resemblance. On
several essential points the conclusions are the same, and
the analogies become exceedingly striking when we descend
to particulars. Evidently the two systems have grown
up side by side, and have borrowed mutually from one
another. We question, however, whether the true origin
of Buddliism is to be sought in this quarter. The Sankhya,
as well under the confusedly materialistic form which it
has in the oldest Upanishads, as under the dualistic foi^m
which it assumed at a later period, is a solid system, but
little susceptible of developments and modifications of
any depth. It is especially very little given to sentiment,
and it cannot be from it that the pessimism was derived
which is stamped ^ deeply on all the conceptions of
Buddha. On the other hand, we can hardly admit that
this hatred of existence was directly inspired, as the
legend suggests, by the spectacle of the miseries of life.
Experience teaches that there is almost always a meta
physical shipwreck connected with the rise of such great
sorrows as these, and in our own days it is close upon the
collapse of great idealistic systems that we see very similar
ideas become current among us. When speculation, after
having undermined the idea of reality in sensible objects,
feels forced to confess that the transcendental object is
going also, there remains only the alternative of scepticism
or the philosophy of despair; one is either a Cajvaka or a
Buddhist. It is, then, in an idealistic system, in the pri-
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the beginning of a cosmic cycle, during deep sleep there is a dissolution of
the Jivas, intelligences ; in mukti this dissolution is without end.— 3.
Now, it is not right to hold with the non-deistic Samkhyas that creation
proceeds from the principle, intelligence, because of succession and because of
absence of proof. To this effect is declared the aphorism:

7T
5T Na, not.

living beings.

H ^ I ^ I 8 II
Prani-buddhi-bhyah, from the intelligences of
A-sambhavM, from impossibility.

(Creation proceeds) not from the intelligences of the living
beings, because this is impcssible.—88«
4-

The successive creation of gods, seers, etc. has been revealed in the
sVuti. From whose intelligence will be produced this creation of the gross
elements ? It follows therefore that there is the Lord endowed»with intelli
gence—4.

firWirtU

^ ! x i ^ ll

f^Tirfxr Nirmaya, having created.
Uchcha-avacham, high and low.
■?rrff:
Nirmimite, creates.
V
O Srutih, srutis, the Vedas. ^ Cha. also.
fT77j 5T^ Pitri-vat, like a father.

6.
Having created high arid low, He also creates the Vedas,
like a father— 89.
Having created beings high and low according to their merits and
demerits, He creates the Vedas through His desire for their good. Ju st as a
father, having begotten sons, also by teachings makes known to them what
was not known to them, viz., the attainment of good and the avoidance of evil,
so also does He, the Lord.—-5.

II ^ I ^ I ^ II
frTOttl^^TfT Misra-upadesat, from mixed instruction.
Na, not.
Iti, thus.
Chet, if. ?T Na, no.
Su-alpa-tvat, from the extreme
smallness.

6.
(If you say that) since the instructions are of a mixed
character, (He is) not (like a father), we reply, No, because the
fruit of the mixed instruction is altogether insignificant.—90.
Now, if you say that this Lord is not really benevolent like a father,
because His instructions about sacrifices are mixed with acts of injury to living
beings which are the means of producing sin ; we reply. No, for, since in
comparison with the happiness, etc. which are the fruit of the principal portion
of the sacrifice, the fruit of the injury involved in the subsidiary is insignificant,
the enjoiner of this is not on this account other than benevolent. But, you
may say, since injury as the subsidiary of the sacrifice has the same fruit
as that of the principal (i. e.y the sacrifice), it does not fall within the scope
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known fact that even in our Western world, into which
they had penetrated by means »of copies in Greek, they
furnished the subject of a popular legend, which for long
supplied matter of an edifying kind to the nations of
Christendom^ In any case, these have gained more souls
for “Buddhism than its theories respecting existence and
Nirvana. To meditate on the perfections of Buddha, to
admire him, to love him, to confess and feel one’s-self
saved by him, were new sentiments, unknown to Brah
manism; and singular it is that it was thus a religion
without God which first introduced India to a sense of
the inner delights of devotion.
So long as Buddhism
preserved the monopoly of these sentiments, it grew and
multiplied, and its existence will he threatened from the
day when the neo-Brahmanic religions, particularly Yishnuism, shall, in their turn, take advantage of these senti
ments, and turn them against it.
To comprehend this better, we must be able to take our
stand before this legend of Buddha; we must set clearly
before us the admirable figure w^hich detaches itself from
it, that finished model of calm and sweet majesty, of in
finite tenderness for all that breathes and compassion for
all that suffers, of perfect moral freedom and exemption
from every prejudice^^ The ideal of the Brahman, elevated
as that is, is egoistical; it is to saA'^e himself, and to save
himself alone, that he aspires at perfection. It was to
save others that he who was one dav to be Gautama
disdained to tread sooner in the way of Nirvana, and that
he chose to become Buddha at the cost of a countless
number of supplementary existences.^ The Brahman has
got the length, too, of in theory professing goodwill towards
^ The romance of “ Barlaam and
Josaphat.”
^ This is the act of the Great
Renunciation, the Great Resolution.
The legend ranks that of Gautama
under Buddha Dipankara, four asankhyeyas and a hundred thou
sand kalpas before his last birth.

L

See Jataka Commentary, ed. Fausboll, i. p. 13. The asankhyeya is the
number represented by one followed
by 140 ciphers. The kalpa or mahakalpa is the immense period which
separates one destruction of the world
from the next.
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7. The fruit comes from Him, says B^dar^ana, because it
is seen (to be so in common life)— 91.
As it IS seen that the fruits of actions come from the pleasure and dis
pleasure of the king, etc. for whom the actions arc performed, so it is from
this Brahman that, says the lord BM arayana, the fruit of prescribed works
comes (see the Vedanta Sutra. I, i, 2).
The fruit does not accrue to the performer, because it is seen that the
fru it of the ceremonies performed by a father after the birth of a son, accrues
to the son. Now, if you say that the enjoyment of the fruit accrues to the
enjoyer, it is to be considered who the enjoyer exactly is to whom the enjoy
ment accrues; for if the two terms (i.e. enjoyer and enjoyment) were thus
wholly dependent on each other for their significance, there would arise the
fault of ‘mutual dependence’ or arguing in a circle. Therefore, since it is seen
to be so in common life, the attainment of the fruit, good or evil, is from the
pleasure and displeasure of the Supreme Lord, and it will accrue to the subject
for whom the fruit is intended by Him. Nor again need the accrual of the
attainment of the fruit to the subject for whom it is intended entail the suppo
sition of a fresh act producing an additional apurva; if it were not so, an apurva
would be entailed also in the case of the service, etc. rendered to the king.
Hence it is that works are revealed in the S^ruti only as giving pleasure to
the Lord (and not as producing an apflrva). Thus : ‘
“ B ut who follow out this ambrosial religion in the manner declared,
“ Full of faith, intent on Me, those devotees are exceedingly dear to Me.^*
(G ita, xii, 20)
Inspite of the existence of pleasure und displeasure in Him, it does not
belong to the Lord to be a samsari, i.e. one who undergoes the revolutions of
births and deaths and experiences of the fruits of works; for He is all th at
exists, He is above all pain, and He is eternally free.— 7

ii ^ I ^ » c n
V yutkram at, from regression, in the reverse order, snnnr: Apiayah, going away, dissolution. rT^T Tatha, similarly, so.

Dristam, seen.

8. Dissolution is through resilience, for so is it seen (to
in ordinary life).—92.

be

Dissolution is held to be through the resilience of the special^ principles
into the general ones; because it is seen that tha dissolution of a jar and liks
special forms is through their resolution into the general form of earth .— 8.
Here ends the first lecture of the third chapter in the Commentary
on the One Hundred Aphrisms of S 'in d ily a composed by the most learned
teacher Svapnesvara.
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and semi-religious, semi-profane stories,the subject of which
is often taken from the earlier existences of Buddha, and
which form one of its most original creations^ Wherever
it entered, it adopted the idiom of the country.^ If in
certain countries, such as Ceylon, Burmah, and Siam, it
came at length to possess a sacred language, its canonical
books were nevertheless translated and expounded to the
people in their vernacular, very different in this respect
from the Veda of the Brahmans, where the form is as
sacred as the substance, and which, when translated into
another dialect, or even simply committed to writing, is
the Veda no longer.
'Naturally a mission to convert implied the duty of
watching over the work of conversion, of upholding the
good doctrine, exhorting to good conduct, of stirring up
piety, of coming to the help and support of weakness.
Buddhism, then, had a cure of souls. The distinction
between orthodoxy and heresy, painful instruction in
correct opinions, the direction of consciences, the pastoral
art, are of Buddhist creation; and perhaps we ought to
^ The Jdtakas, “ births.” On these
narratives, the official number of
which is 550, see L. Feer, in the
Journal Asiatique, t. v. and vi.,
1875
certain number of Jatakas
have been published between 1861
and 1872 by V . Fausboll, J. M inayef, and J. D ’Alwis.
Since then
Fausboll has undertaken the publi
cation of the entire collection, in co
operation, with a view to transla
tion, at first with E,. C. Childers,
then, after the premature death of
that scholar, with T. W . Rhys
Davids. The first vol. of the text
appeared in 1877 : The Jfitaka, to
gether with its Commentary, being
Tales of the Anterior Births of Gotama Buddha. A second vol. of the
text, as well as the first vol. of the
translation of Rhys Davids, appeared,
the one in 1879, the other in 1880.
Besides the Jatakas, Buddhism has

produced other collections of tales
and fables, of which St. Julien has
published a specimen from a Chinese
collection : Contes et Apologues Indiens inconnus jusqu’k ce jour, 2
vols., i860. See B. Feer, Be Bivre
des Cent B^gendes (Avadana pata
ka), in the Journ. Asiat., 1879, t.
xiv. p. 141 seq., 273 seq. See also
the tales published and translated
from the Tibetian and Mongol by A .
Schniefner and B. Jiilg. I t is known
that the literature of fable goes in
great part as far back as Buddhist
sources.
Seq Th. Benfey, Pantschatantra ; Fiinf Bucher Indischer
Fabeln, t. i., 1859,
^ A nd that in virtue of a positive
precept early ascribed to Buddha
him self: J. Minayef, Gramm aire
Palie, p. xlii., translated by St. Guyard ; and Oldenberg, *;^e Vinaya
Pitakarp, i. p. xlviii.
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It is not only by its doctrines, however, and all its ten
dencies that Buddhism became thus early, and in opposi
tion to Brahmanism, a compact and militant religion; it
was so besides, and especially in virtue of the institu
tions he established, ^akyamuni secured to his work, in
fachi the most efficient of all the instruments for propagandism in preparing the way for monachism. ^It is
certain that it was his aim to found something quite diffe
rent from a school. His disciples are not pupils who come
to be instructed under a master, with the intention of
parting from him one day, and going to live each after a
plan and for a purpose of his own. They form a congre
gation whose object is to realise the perfect life, a true
religious order, into which by and by members were
admitted only after the performance of certain vows
and a profession of faith, and from which they durst
not draw back without becoming renegades.
We can
not stop to describe the Buddhist Saiigha} We shall,
therefore, have nothing to say here of its skilfully cofltrived scheme of discipline, its simple yet powerful hier
archy, its rules of enlistment, guarded by legal precautions
which bear evidence of a singularly cautious policy, the
order of women, which in course of time came to be
added,2 or its relatiomto the community of laymen, which
was not long in being formed under its direction, and
which, restricted to minor duties, constituted the second
^ The Sahgha is the third term of
the Triratna, of the three jewels,
the Buddhist trinity, of which the
two others are Buddha and the
Dharma or the Law.
See the in
scription of Bairat, 1, 2, in Cunning
ham’s Corpus Inscr. Indie., pi. xv.
The formula of conversion to Bud
dhism is taking refuge with Buddha,
the Dharma, and the Sahgha. For
the organisation of the Sahgha, see
especially Burnouf, Introd. k I’Histoire du Bouddh. Ind., p. 234 seq.,
and B . Spence Hardy, Eastern M o
nachism. From Buddhist monach
ism there developed in Tibet, to

If
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wards the end of the middle age,
the Lamaic hierarchy, for which con
sult C. F . Koppen, Die Religion des
Buddha, 1859, t. ii., and E. Schlagintweit, Buddhism in Tibet, 1863.
^ See the elegant little work of
Mrs. M ary Summer, Les Religieuses Bouadhistes depuis SakyaMouni jusqu’k nos jours, with a
preface by Ph. E. Foucaux, 1873.
A s early as the edicts of A^oka, the
Bhikhunis, the nuns, figure alongside
of the Bhikhus, the monks : inscrip
tion of Bairat, 1. 7, in Cunningham’s
Corpus Inscr. Indie., plTxv.
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village, etc., (the mere existence of which does not prevent their being objects of
acquisition for which one makes effort not because they exist ^ but only
when they are known to be objects worth acquiring). Otherwise, since such,
namely, “ This is pleasure, herein is the being pleasure (i.e., the genus of
pleasure,” is knowledge, and since genus is eternal, the thing
pleasure) which
possessed that genus would also come to be not an object of volition, because
desire and effort of will do not possess the distinctions of knowledge that
this is pleasure and that herein is the being pleasure.. Therefore it follows
that desire and effort of will take place in respect of even an object which is
already in existence, under colour of that aspect of it which is not yet in exis
tence. If you say that the knowledge that it is not to be accomplished by an
effort of will is an obstacle to the exercise of desire and effort of will ; we ask,
is it contrary to reason to suppose that desire and effort of will come into play
by overshadowing by a violent passion even the fact that the desired end is not
to be accomplished by an effort of will, just as in the case of the hawk-sacrifice
the performance of which is possible through the overshadowing of the know
ledge that it
be accompaned by a predominant evil consequence,( by the violent
apger towards an enemy ; Cf. “ Let him who desires to kill his enemy by incan
tation offer the hawk-sacrifice.”— Sadvimsa Brahmana, I I I . 8) ?
w i l l

Also from the Agama ;
“ Bliss is the form of Brahman and that is founded in m ukti.’
it is known for certain that the attainm ent of the bliss of Brahman is an object
of voluntary pursuit.—4.
You may say that just as, notwithstanding the production of the higher
devotion, there is still the experience of the adrista or merit and dem ent
which determine the duration of life, till it exhausts itself, so it is by
experience alone that there can be the dissolution of the other apurvas
or merits and demerits ; and that therefore there can be nothing but the absence
of mukti. To this the author replies:

^I
'
WTJ! Ayuh, li£e.
Chiram, lasting.
■ Ta, but.
Hanih, destruction, abolition.

l S( II

Itares&m, o£ the rest.
An-^spada-tvit,

through being seatless.

6. Life lasts, but of the rest there is abolition through their
becoming site-less-—97When affection for the Self is produced,
“ Only so long is his duration as he shall not be delivered ; then he shall
be accomplished ” (Chhandogya Upanisat, VI, xiv, 2).
“ What has he to do with merit, wealth and desire ? Mukti is present
in the palm of his hand,
“ Whose devotion is firm in Thee, the root of all worlds.”
Vianu PurSina, 1, xx, 27,

^
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position, or because, adverse to the restraint of the settled
usages of society, they preferred.of their own will a life
of freedom in a state of excommunication. Buddha re
pelled no one, and within the circle of his disciples there
were no other distinctions than those of age and merit.
We" must not, however, conclude from this that the
Buddhist order drew its proselytes directly, and ip the
country of its birth, to a great extent from among the
classes that were spurned as impure. The kind of life
led by the majority of these populations, the force of
prejudice even, and, we will say, of prejudice in many
cases not without reason, of which they were at all times
thf object, and especially the presence in the order of
numerous Brahmans, all conspire to render such a sup
position as that the reverse of tenable. It was only at a
later date, when a body of laymen of greater and greater
account began to gather round the Church, it was especially
when the latter began to spread far and wide among
peoples of foreign blood and manners, that Buddhism
reaped the full benefit of the free and lofty conception of
a human fraternity which had fashioned itself together in
the heart of its founder. To estimate to what extent the
liberty of action it asserted for itself on this new field
was superior to thataof Brahmanism, one instance will
suffice. While Buddha teaches that “ his law is a law of
grace for all,” ^ the Vedanta Sutras declare that a Qudra,
who has no right to the Veda, is just as little entitled to
receive and practise their teaching; in other terms, that
in his actual condition he is incapable of effecting his
salvation. And this proposition is expressly maintained
in his commentary by (^ankara,^ who was, however, a man
of the South, and who probably wrote this work of his in
the South, that is to say, in a country where more than
nine-tenths of the population were regarded by the Brah^ Burnouf, Introd. k I’Hist. du
Bouddh. Ind., p. 198.

^ Qankara on the Vedanta SCitra,
i. 3, 34-3^1 P- 325, ed. Biblioth. Ind.
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Creation is caused by the absence o£ the knowledge o£ the principles ;
by knowledge is its abolition desired ; because in the ’absence (through know
ledge) o£ the causes o£ the mistake o£ a rope tor a snake the mistake is
impossible.
Births, the scourgings o£ the dreadful attendants of Yama, Chose
sufferings, the sights oE the son of the Sun, these are the consequences of the
creature turning away from the lotus of K risna’s feet, being led astray
by the mirage of the wave of the “ I ” and “ Mine ” of ahamkara.— 6 .

Trini, three.
Esam their,
Netrani, eyes.
Sabda-lihga-aksa-bhedat, according to the differences of ‘ word ’ or authoritative
declaration, mark of inference, and the senses.
Rudra-vat, like
Rudra,

7.
Like Rudra, they have three eyes, distinguished as
authoritative declaration, mark of inference, and the senses-—99.
^T h e i r t .
of the Jivas, there are three eyes as instruments, that is
to say, serving as proofs in respect of certain knowledge of objects. Although
there is no distinction in the certain knowledge which they severally produce,
it is considered as being threefold according to the threefoldness of the
instruments. These instruments are as follows: The instrument of certain
knowledge which is caused by authoritative declaration is the word in the form
of an object denoted by a word to which the word is appropriate and which is
understood. I t is mentioned first (in the aphorism) in order to declare its
superiority (to the other two) consisting in its being the means, etc., of trans
cendental devotion. So again the instrum ent of certain knowledge which is
caused by inference is the knowledge of the mark of inference abiding in the
subject of the inference (i. e.^ the minor term) and accompanied or pervaded
by a known major term. Since according to us an effect pre-exists in the
cause, the fact of its being known in the process of inference is also not in
compatible. The instruments of certain knowledge which is caused by senseperception (internal and external) are the sense-organs when they are in
contact with objects ; and they, i. e., the mind, and the organs of hearing,
touch, sight, taste and smell, six in number, having overcome the tamas of the
internal organ by their respectvive contacts, produce the function of the
sattva (of the internal organ) which assumes the form of the object as illumined
by the Conscious Self. Hence it is declared :
“ Illumination arises in all the gateways of this body.”
G ita, xiv, 11.
But the modifications such as pain, etc., of the mind which has the form
of the diva’s intelligence, do not remain uncognised ; it is by the light of the
Self therefore that they a re ' illumined. Hence, to avoid redundancy, we do
not make the supposition of a function of the sattva in their case. Only in this
sense are they said to be illumined by the Witness.
Thus then there are only three proofs distinguished as word, inference
aud sense-perception ; just as Rudra has three seats of sight, neither more uor
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not of the regime of castes in general, but of the caste
of the Brahmans, and this without respect to any doc
trine of equality, and without, for its part, having any
thought of revolt. Thus it is quite possible that the oppo
sition which existed remained for long an unconscious
one on both sides. Apparently their paths did not touch
or cross each other. Buddha never arrogated to hipiself
the right to teach the mantras or to officiate in an act of
sacrifice; the Brahmans on their side never laid claim to
the exclusive right of property in speculations that bore
on salvation, ^^kyamuni would have been only following
their example, if he had confined himself to denying the
supreme efficacy of the Yeda and the rites. Even in repu
diating for himself and his disciples the observance of
all cultus whatever, he did not even then place himself
necessarily in hostility with the Brahmans; and so long
as the community was composed of persons who, after the
example of the Master, had renounced the world, it was
very easy for it to avoid the sensation of a rupture. But
this was no longer possible when it had gathered round it *
a body of laymen, who naturally sympathised with its
indifference in regard to the ancient rites, when, by force
of circumstances, it had been led to set tradition against
tradition, and to substitute for the old cultus a new one of
a quite different nature, consisting only in spiritual exer
cises and moral exhortations, and over which the Brahmans
could not lay claim to any right. Especially was it no
longer possible when they had to share along with it the
liberality of kings and the great.
From that moment
a vehement antagonism arose, and the sacerdotal caste,
assailed at once in its functions and its revenue, must
have felt that it was its very existence that was threat
ened. The Brahmans nevertheless continued to resort to
the Buddhist Sahgha, for they never formed a compact body
governed by common interests, and from that day they
probably no longer all lived by ministering at the altar. Be
sides, for a long while they furnished the new religion with
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79

deatroys a jar,” etc., and these connections can occur only in the case of that
which exists, and not in the case of that which does not exist. And so has
it been'declared:
There is no production of that which exists not, there is no destruction
of that which exists ” (G it^, ii, 16).
Likewise, in such instances also as “ I t is produced ”, “ I t is destroyed,”
etc. the object is perceived to be the seat of the change expressed by the verbs,
and this, t.
to be the seat of the changes, is possible only in the case of that
which exists.
Appearance or evolution, again, means connection with the initial
moment, the meaning of which is that it is the counter*opposite of destruction,
because there is no determinate sense in which the word initial can be applied
to a moment (since the process of creation is infinite both towards the begin
ning and towards the end.) Nor can you say that as it is necessary that every
appearance must have another (antecedent) appearance, the faults of infinite
regression and redundancy, one or other, must ensue ; because it is by the
collocation of all the causes of the jar, for instance, that the characteristic of
being an appearance belongs to its appearance. For, otherwise, the same faults
would ensue also on your own theory of creation de novo which would equally
imply the creation of a creation, and so on ad infinitum *
And so it is the series of all previous appearances and disappearances of
the jar, for example, that is called its “ antecedent non-existence ” ; it is its
disappearance that is called its “ destruction ” (or emergent non-existence ) ;
and this (destruction) sometimes becomes final also, as in the case of the body
* “ I give a translation of my pandit friend’s clear note on this hard passage.
An opponent might thus argue : “ But if you accept the idea of ‘ manifestation ’ and
reject that of ‘ production,’ is your manifestation itself continuous or occasional ? If it is
continuous, why should it not be eternal ? If it is occasional, then the manifestation of
this said manifestation will be either continuous or occasional. But if it is continuous, you
will again have to concede that it is enternal ; or if it is occasional, you will have again to
allow a manifestation of this occasional, manifestation, and so on. Thus you will be in
volved in the fault of an ‘ ad infinitum ’ rtgregiion ! Or, on the other hand, if, in order to
avoid this fault, you allow that the second or third manifestation was produced, not manifested,
you will be involved in the fault of ‘ cumbrousness,’ because if the idea of production is
to be conceded at all, it might as well he allowed at the very first step.
‘ We however reply :
“ We grant that if we accept the idea that a pot’s manifestation was itself manifested,
and then went on to concede a further manifestation of this second manifestation, we should
be involved in one of the two faults you allege ; but we do not concede this. We hold indeed
that the pot is manifested, not produced ; but we do not allow a second separate manifestation;
we maintain that this manifestation of the manifestation is only another expression for the
sum total of the causes which are said, in your phraseology, to produce the effect, the pot ;
as wherever this sum total is found, the manifestation takes place. This explanation removes
all fear of an ‘ ad infinitum regres$ion^' as there is no continued succession of supposed
manifestations.
“ Nor, again, is your own hypothesis of production a whit more free from the same
charge. For we may in turn ask you whether this ‘ production ’ of yours is continuous or
occasional. If it is continuous, then why is it not eternal ? if it is occasional, we ask,
whether there is a production of this production or not ? and so on, thus involving either
an ad infinitum regression, or the fault of “ cumbrousness.” And you will similarly have to
assume as we did, that the production of the first production is not something separate but i»
only another expression for the sum total of the causes, as in our case,” —Cowell.
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into as many portions as the corporation has members— the
Buddhist foundations remain undivided; they accumulate
and are utilised in their entirety to the common advantage.
In proportion as it thus increased in wealth Buddhism
grew more and more sumptuous. It needed immense
monasteries to shelter its legions of monks, commemora
tive monuments to mark the spots which, it was believed,
the Master and the saints had rendered sacred by their pre
sence, edifices, richly decorated, in which to deposit their
relics, and chapels in which to erect their images. The
cultus remained simple. It consisted in the repetition of
a sort of office, acts of faith and homage, offerings of
flowers, keeping a few lamps burning before the image
or the shrine of Buddha;^ hut the style was grand.
Everything leads to the belief that these “ mendicants
were the first builders in India. The most ancient and
stupendous ruins we meet with everywhere are of piles
reared by their hands.^ The underground temples, the
monasteries excavated in the rock, are their workman
ship
and we find their mark in the substructures of

.

Ii
|!

I!

^ The worship of images first ap
pears at a rather recent date on the
Buddhist monuments.
The first
sacred objects to which we find acts
of homage rendered are ,symbols,
such as the cakra, the wheel of the
Law, the Bodhi tree, and especially
the Dagop (DhS,tugarbha), a cupolashaped structure intended to contain
relics, and which in the ancient sanc
tuaries occupies exactly the place of
the altar in Christian churches. A t a
later date it is replaced by images of
Buddha, a substitution which, accord
ing to J. Burgess (Cave Temples, p
180), is subsequent to the fourth cen
tury after Christ. The representa
tions of Buddha, however, which we
find on the coins of Kanishka (Von
Sallet, Die Nachfolger Alexander’s
des Grossen in Baktrien und Indien,
p. 191, and pi. vi. l), do not permit
us to doubt that images of the M as
ter were worshipped as early as the
first century of our era.
See, for example, A. Cunning

ham, The Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist
Monuments of Central India, 1854;
and The Stfipa of Bharhut, a Bud
dhist Monument ornamented with
numerous Sculptures illustrative of
Buddhist Legend and History, 1878.
The greater part of the nine vols. of
Deports on the Operations of the
Archaeological Survey of India by the
same author, 1871-80, refers to Bud
dhist monuments.
See besides J.
Fergusson, History of Indian and
Eastern Architecture, 1876 ; and
Tree and Serpent Worship, 1873 ;
the monographs, for the most part
richly illustrated by J. Burgess, on
the holy places of Elephanta, J unnar,
Elura, A janta ; and the recent pub
lication by the same authors. The
Cave Temples of India, 1880.
^ The number of these under
ground structures of which we have
any account up to the present time
in different parts of Iildia exceeds
1000, eighty percent, of which are of
Buddhist origin.
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hold on them and to be of service to it, not enough to ex
cite any distrust; something, in short, like the mendicant
Orders without the Pope, The most powerful of these
empires, that of the Mauryas, which arose by reaction
against the Macedonian aggression, was the work of a sol
dier of fortune of humble birth, a (^udra in the opinion of
the" Brahmans. There was, therefore, a sort of natural
affinity between this dynasty and Buddhism, which was,
like it, an offspring of yesterday— like it, at variance with
tradition, and caring as little as it for differences of race,
manners, and creed. Thus these princes were pre-emi
nently friendly to it. Candragupta, the founder of the
dynasty, is reported to have protected it. A^oka, his
grandson, raised it to the rank of a state religion, and
held sway over it.^ Two of his children, a son and a
daughter, were influential members of the Sangha, and he
himself was admitted a member of it at the close of his
reign. This son was appointed chief of the mission by
which Buddhism was introduced into Ceylon, and, accmdino’ to the legend, he became the head of the Church there.
It was by Buddhist missions, in like manner, that the
powerful emperor came into relation with the kings of
the Dekhan, over whom he appears to have exercised a
kind of protectorate^ Without distrusting in any way the
sincerity of A^oka, we may remark that Buddhism alone
lent itself to this close and fruitful alliance of faith and
statecraft.^
When the power of the Mauryas began at length to
decline, the north-west of India passed for several centuries
under the sway of foreign princes, Greeks, Parthians, and
Turanians. These last, who set about the conquest of the
1 See the part which the Mah^vamsa (v. p. 42) makes him play at
the council held in his reign, a part
perfectly in keeping with the imperial
patronising tone of his letter to the
assembly <^f the clergy of Magadha,
which the inscription of Bairat (Ba-

bhra) has preserved for us. Cun
ningham, Corpus Inscr. Indie., pi.
XV.

Bor the Buddhist missions see
Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk., vol. ii. p.
246, 2d ed. Dipavarnsa, ch. viii. ;
Mahavamsa, ch. xii., 'iriii., p. 71 seq.
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best days are now past. It has no longer to do with the
ancient Brahmanism, hut with rivals that were formidable
in a very different way— the religions of ^iva and Vishnu—
and in this new strucrgle the advantages are on the side
of the adversary. A t the beginning of the fifth century,
indeed, the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian found it still flourish
ing in the different parts of India. In the seventh, on
tlie other liaod, it appears in the accounts of HiouenThsang in a state of decay. In the eleventh, it has stiU
footing in some of its great sanctuaries in the provinces
of the W est;i in those of Magadha, at Gaya, the land
of its birtli, we meet with traces of it even as late as the
fourteenth;2 and Buddhist dynasties appear to have sub
sisted in Behar and towards the mouths of the Godavari
until the end of the twelfth century.^ Then we hear no
more of it. The Brahmans continue still to argue a good
deal against the Bauddhas; and Sayana in the fourteenth
century still assigns to them the second place in his “ Ge
neral Eeview of the Systems.’’ But it is difficult to say
whether these arguments are addressed to real opponents,
or whether they are not rather mere scholastic exercises.^
Confined to the island of Ceylon, the valleys of Nep^l,
and the districts which border on Burmah, Buddhism in
^ Even the characters imprinted
on the Buddhist clay seats found in
great quantities in the grottoes of
Kanheri, near Bombay, do not ap
pear to date beyond the thirteenth
century.
Journ. of the Roy. As.
80c., Bombay, 1861, pi. vii.
A lbirouni in the eleventh century, in
Reinaud’s M^moire sur I’lnde, p. 89,
and Shahrastani in the twelfth cen
tury, translated by Haarbriicker, t.
ii. p. 358, speak of the Buddhists as
still existing in India.
2 Inscription of G ay 4 in A . Cun
ningham’s Archaeological Survey of
India, vol. iii. pi. xxxv., and Cor
pus Inscrip. Indicarum, p. v. These
places, besides, continued to be an
object of pilgrimage for Buddhists
from abroad; see the Burmese in
scription of the fourteenth cen

tury, Archaeological Survey, vol. i.
p. 8.
^ A . Cunningham, Archaeological
Survey, vol. iii. pp. 1 19, I 2 I ; P. Gold
schmidt, in the Ind. Antiq., vi. 328.
4 When A bul Eazl visited K ash
mir (in the end of the sixteenth
century), there were still some old
men there who professed Buddhism,
but he confesses he did not once fall
in with a teacher of that religion ;
and yet the court of A kbar was a
place of resort for learned men be
longing to all the different schools
of religious belief. H e does not ap
pear to know at what period the
Buddhists had disappeared from In 
dia, and merely says “ it was a long
while ago.” Ayeen Akbari, trans
lated by Fr. Glad'wn, Calcutta,
1786, t. iii. p. 158.
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prince often distributes Ms bounties among several sects;
and we might give a pretty long Jist of kings who, though
they did not embrace Buddhism, were among its bene
factors. Several of the monarcbs, for instance, whom
Hiouen-Thsang speaks of as professed patrons of the
Church, appear to have been in reality adherents of one
or other of the neo-Brahmanic religions. A t a later date,
even at the bime when absurd legends represent ^ahkara
as exterminating the Buddhists from the HimMaya to
Cape Comorin, we read of Vishnuite princes who be
longed to Vishnuite dynasties making donations to a
sister religion of Buddhism, that of the Jain as, whom the
Brahmans detested quite as much; ^ and these testimonies
are not contradicted by the contemporary literary docu
ments.^ Not that India has been innocent of relimous
O
fanaticism. On the contrary, she was early familiar with
it, and, under the form of exclusivism, practised the mosi
of Valabhi were Civaites and Vishnuites, and we see them for nearly
a century making donations to a
Buddhist monastery founded by a
princess of their family.
Inscrip,
in the Ind. Antiq., iv. 105, 17 5 ;
vi. 15 ; vii. 67 ; Journ. of the Roy.
As. Soc. of Bombay, xi. p. 361. Prof.
Kern is of opinion that the«accounts
of the persecutions which the Bud
dhists must have had to undergo
are to be classed with the tales of
“ M y Mother the Goose.” Over de
Jaartelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten, p. 43.
^ The inscriptions of the Calukyas of the sixth and eighth cen
tury, in the Ind. Antiq., v. 69 ; vii.
106, 1 12. One of their vassals in
the eleventh century built at one and
the same time a temple of Jina,
another of ^iva, and a third of
Vishnu, ibid., iv. 180. Even as late
as 1 1 19, a Qil4hS,ra prince of . the
Western Dekhan made gifts at once
to qiva, Buddha, and Arhat ( =
Jina), Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc.,
Bombay, xiii. p. 7.
The Cera
princes of the Gaiigavarn^a were

Vishnuites, and their donations, uwtil
the tenth century, are made indif
ferently to Brahmans and Jainas,
Ind. Antiq., i. 363 ; ii. 15 6 ; v. 136,
138; vi. 102; vii. 104, 11 2.
2 See, for example, the role of the
Buddhist priestess in the MS,lati and
Mfldhava of Bhavabhhti, the char
acters, or the mention of Buddhist
characters, which occur in the Mricchakatika, in the MudrarS,kshasa, in
the Dagakumaracarita, and the Nagananda (this Buddhist drama of the
seventh century has been translated
into English by Palmer Boyd, 1872,
and into Erench by A . Bergaigne,
1879). See, besides, V ar 4ha Mihira,
Brihat Samhitfl, Iviii. 44, 4 5 ; lx.
19. Moreover, the accounts in the
Rajatarangini* if they at times give
evidence of a certain animosity
against the Buddhists, do not by
any means exhibit them in the light
of persons excommunicated and be
yond the pale of Hindu society.
Even in the 12th century we find
a Buddhist religious figuring among
the favourites of HarsI?!Ldeva, king
of K ashm ir; Rdjatarang., vii. iioo.
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doxy on the ground of tradition and speculation. That,
in these manifold struggles, other weapons* than those of
persuasion were employed; that the leaders of parties did
not scruple at times to compass their ends by the physical
force mediation of some r^ja, or by stirring up against
their adversaries the passions of the mob; that the Bud
dhists in particular, as they became weaker, were subjected
to many vexatious annoyances, and that their enemies,
in their eagerness to appropriate their property and their
sanctuaries, did not always wait until the last possessors
had left, is what we must frankly admit. But there is a
great difference between such local broils as these and a
general mustering of forces on the field with a view to
wholesale persecution; the possibility of an enterprise of
this nature is out of the question in the divided state,
political and religious, of India at that time. Everythin^,
on the contrary, tends to prove that Buddhism became
extinct from sheer exhaustion, and that it is in its own
inherent defects we must especially seek for the causes-of
its disappearance.
In fact, there is no doubt whatever that Buddhism has
been smitten with premature decrepitude. Erom the
great deeds which it has done, from the new ideas which
it has disseminated jn the world, from the numberless
lives of devotion which it has inspired, we feel assured
that there was once a time when it must have been fresh
with youth and full of vigour; but we have, in truth,
no* direct evidence of the fact. With the exception of,
certain admirable stanzas,^ and some legends of striking
beauty, notwithstanding their imperfect redaction, all it
_ ^ Particularly those of the collec
tion entitled Dhammapada.
The
P 3,li text, with a Latin translation
and copious extracts from the com
mentary of Buddhaghosha, was pub
lished at Copenhagen by V . Fans boll.
It has been translated into
German by A . Weber, Zeitschr. d.
Beutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch., t.xiv.;

into English by M ax Muller, in his
Introduction to the work of H. T.
Rogers, Buddhaghosha’s Parables,
translated from the Burmese, 1869,
and by S. Beal (on the Chinese text).
Scriptural Texts from the Buddhist
Canon, commonly known as the
Dhammapada, 1878; «nto French
by F. Hh, 1878.
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The reader will find in this book the presentation of the subject of Bhakti irr
a popular form. The magnum opus on Vaisnava Bhakti Sastra is the Srimadh^gavata. The reader having been initiated into the subject of Bhakti
abstract in tlie Sfttras, will here find its application to the devotion to
Visnu and to His great manifestations (avatAras) and to the Vaisnava saints
who have become one with Him.
\is n u means the Pervader.
V^isnu has many aliases—and V&sudeva*
IS one of them. Now Vasudeva may be derived from 2r^f?T
or
STTf : plus
^rX^XrfX^:, that is, the Shining One who pervades
the universe and is therefore synonymous with Visnu.
I t also means the
son of Vasudeva— the avat^ra of Visnu in the Dv&para Yuga—the friend of
the Pandavas ; the Seer (Yogeswara) who revealed the G itd ; the statesman
w 0 guided his party to success ; the unique figure who commanded reverence
even from elderly heroes of the Kuruksetra leaders of the hostile party, suchas Bhisma, Drona ; in whom friends placed implicit tr u s t: devotees whole
hearted love.
The Bhagavata chiefly deals with the devotion to Vasudeva as the
Hw&para incarnation of Visnu.
Yet the first-mentioned connotation of
Vasudeva finds support in the very Bhagavata which states that NS>rada
imparted the Vasudeva mantra to Dhriiva, who lived in the Treta Yuga,
long anterior to the birth of \asudeva of the Dwapara Yuga.
The compromise has been arrived at among Vaisnavas to accept the
term to mean both Visnu and his manifestation as the son of Vasudeva in the •
Dv^para Yuga, leaving the choice to the devotees to worship Him in whatever
aspect they prefer.
•

Compare Mahabhai ta.
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means of prolonging life than by effecting a sort of fusion
with ^ivaism.^ It was in this state of apathy, when it had,
so to speak, outlived itself, that Buddhism had to enter
into competition with the neo-Brahmanic sects, which were
in constant process of new birth, at each new transforma
tion. rushing into the arena of debate with the zeal of
neophytes. When we consider that the majority of these
sects gave battle with its own weapons; that they preached,
like it, the religious equality of all m en; that over against
the figure of Buddha they set figures, less perfect doubt
less, but quite as personal, quite as capable of stirring
up a passionate devotion of legendary deities, such as
Mahad^va, Krishna, Kama, to say nothing of their god
desses; when we consider that they knew at least as
well as it how to appeal to the senses with their temples,
their images, their pompous and stagy festivals, and that
they possessed, moreover, a splendid system of fable, while
it had only been able to cloak itself in an abstract arti
ficial mythology; when, in addition to this, we consider,
in fine, that they had at their head the Brahman and at
their service the popular poetry, that their religious beliefs
formed one body, so to speak, with the national legend,
and recalled all the glorious and heroic memories of the
ancient epic, we sha?!! very easily understand how Bud
dhism had to go to the wall. To have been made sure of a
longer life, it would have required the return to life of the
first apostles of its faith, and it had only honzes.
But while it was disappearing as a Church, it did not
'11

^ On this point see B. H. Hodgson,
Essays on the Languages, Litera
ture, and Religion of Nepal and
Tibet, ed. 1874, particularly the essay
X. p. 133 seq. ; Burnouf, Introduc
tion k I’Hist. du Bond. Ind., p. 546
seq. ; Koppen, Die Religion des B ud
dha, vol. i i , and the brief but com
pact Memoir of Pandit Bhagvanlal
Indraji, The Bauddha Mythology of
Nepal, given as an appendix by
J. Burgess in No. 9 of the Archaeo

logical Survey of Western India, p.
97 seq. This fusion must have been
pretty thorough before writings could
become common to the two religions,
for example the PragnottararatnamaH (published in Sanskrit, in T i
betan, and in French, by Ed, Foucaux. L a Guirlande Pr^cieuse des
Demandes et des R^ponses, 1867,
and by A . Weber in jj^e Memoirs of
the Academy of Berlin for 1868, p,
92 seq.), ascribed to Pahkara.
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question him for what he had done. Time elapsed and then all of a sudden once
again came back the pilgrim from K8;si and presented a packet to Chaitanya
saying that Visnu Puri had made to him this present of a necklace of gems
that he had wanted. The packet turned out to be the manuscrept of the
Bhaktiratnavali. Jhe \ aisnava assemoly who had been before annoyed with
Chaitanya for iliis request which was unworthy of a Vaisnava leader now found
out their mistake. They were overjoyed to find that their Prophet had simply
sent a message of inspiration which Vi'Snu Puri properly understood and carried
out the behest of his honoured friend. This Necklace of Devotion, Chaitanya
placed at the foot of Jagannathji.
There is another story. I t is to the effect that JagannAlhji had directed
Visnu P u ri by means of a dream to make the compilation which the learned
Bhakta did and personally presented at the temple of Jagannath.
If we accept the former story then Visnu Puri lived in the 15th century
of the Saka era, for Chaitanya was born in 1407 SAka era (1407+ 78 A. D.)
The date given at the end of the Bengali edition as a footnote that the writinowas finished at Kasi in 1555 Saka era (15 5 5 + 7 8 A. D.) may have been the dat^
of the finishing of the copy of the work by a copyist who, follown'ng the custom
among copyists, gave the date of his finishing the copying. That couplet statCvS
that the w'ork was written in K asi. That the book was composed in K asi finds
strength in a personal statement at the end of the work [sloka No. 2 at the end of
the 13th String, p. 142). Here the commentator who is no other than Visnu P uri
himself, says that he was a
that is one far away from his native place,
unknown to his neighbours. This he could only have stated while living in the
midst of strangers, in a place where he had probably newly settled and had not
yet established a reputation which the Bhaktiratnavali had latterlv earned for
him.
I t is an intersting fact to note that may Sanynasis to whose names are
appended the surnames of Puri, Giri, Saraswati, &c., &c.,—all belono-ino- to
the order of Sanyasis founded by Sahkardchf rya and who are generally given to
the study of Vedanta of the Adwaita School-should have devoted themselves
to Bhakti-marga. ^ And Visnu P uri \vas not a solitary example of a Sanyasi’s
pursuit of Bhakti. Prakasananda Saraswati, a contemporary of Chaitanya
Deva, was a zealous follower of the Path of Bhakti.
I t is also interesting to find that K asi, though renowned among the
Hindus as Siva-puri (the City of Siva), was the asylum of even Vaisnava saints
as is evident from the life of the great Tulasi Dasa, the author of the
Ramayuna in Hindi, who passed his latter years at Kasi. Kasi for ages past being
the seat of learning has attracted scholars and saints of every' school of thought.
Kasi has ever been cosmopolitan and not exclusively local or .provincial from
times of yore, That Buddha should have commenced preaching his religion at
KA,si takes the cosmpolitan character of Kasi to 2,500 years back.
To resume the question of the date of Visnu Puri. The learned editors
of the Calcutta edition have taken pains to show that he lived before the time
of Chaitanya "nay, they h a ^ i given a genealogical table to show that Visnu
uri was the disciple of one daya Dharma who belonged to the Vaisnava School
of MadhvHchHrya, And that Chaitanya was the 7th in the order of snccession
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Canonical literature of the Jainas as yet little known.—Striking resem
blance between Jainism and Buddhism : the Jinas and the mythology
of the Jainas.— Cultus.—Kejection of the Veda and caste.— Clergy
and lay community.— Chief divisions of the Jainas.— Asceticism, me
taphysics, and moral system.— The Jina and the Buddha of the present
asre : the Nirvana of the Jina.—Uncertain character of Jaina tradition.—The Nirgrantha Jnatiputra.— W hatever the date of its origin,
Jainism historically more recent than Buddhism.— Present condition
of Jainism.

we proceed to tlie sects of new Brahmanism, we
have still to speak of a religion closely allied to Buddhism,
and one of the least known among those which have per
formed an important part in the past of India— the religion
of the Jainas. Not that we are absolutely without docu
ments bearing on the history and the doctrines of Jainism.
We possess, amongv others, a manual of the twelfth cen
tury, the YogasiUra} wliich gives a summary of its morals ;
the Kal'pas'Ura, a translation of a biography of its founder,
which professes to date as far back as the sixth century ; ^
B efo re

\r-

ii

^ E. Windisch, Hemacandra’s Yogasdtra, ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss
der Jaina Lehre, in the Zeitsch. d.
Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch., vol.
xxviii. p. 185. L ’Abhidhanacintamani, a lexicon, by the same author,
of synonyms, edited by O. Bohtlingk and Ch. Rieu, 1847, contains
also a good deal of information in
regard to the Jainas.
^ Stevenson, The Kalpashtra and
Nava Tatva, Two Works Illustrative
of the Jaina Religion and Philosophy,
translated from the Magadhi, 1848.
H. Jacobi has since published the

text of the first, with a learned intro
duction, The Kalpasfitra of Bhadrabahu, edited with an introduction,
notes, and a Prakrit-Sanskrit glos
sary, 1879. The pretended author,
Bhadrabahn, must have lived, ac
cording to the tradition of the QvetSmbaras, in the fourth century B.C.;
but the redaction we have dates at
most only from the commencement
of the sixth century after our era.
The Digambaras reject the Kalpasutra as apocryphal. ^ See the intro
duction of Jacobi, pp. 10 se^., 20 se^.,

^o.
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the Vedic Muhavakyas. But, on the otlier hand, it rejects the path of know
ledge to reach the goal. Tt prefers the path of devotion. And it prefers to
inculcate that.the diva (the monad) is the happier who remains ever distinct
from the God he worships though the privilege of absorption into Him is within
his power. This privilege the dualists deny to the Jiva, Hence the statement
made above that the Bhakti of the Bhagavata is Vedaniic, i.e., non-dualistic.
Vaisnavas say that out of the ocean of the milk of tiie Vedas, the butter
of Bhakti has been churned out by them. The Karma Kanda portion of the
Vedas containing the ritualistic ordinances for the performance of sacrifices
for the attainment of particular boons, by offering sacrifices to the various deities
bearing the names of India, Varuna, have been openly condemned by the
Srimad Bhagavata. Of course there is the rationalistic School of Vedic inter
pretations and there is an important sect that has recently arisen whose followers
accept that interpretation, viz., that the various gods mentioned are really the
name of one Paramesvara and that devotion to Him is their religion.
The Bhagavata discards the Karma Kanda and the sacrifices to the
V^edic gods, and says there is one Supreme Deity— Visnu or Vasudeva to whom
devotion is to be given for devotion's sake and not for material gains and per
sonal benefits.
Not content with discarding the ritualistic ordinances of the Vedas, the
Bhagavata gives a lower position to the philosophical disquisitions of the Upanisads, in comparison with the doctrine of devotion. It says practically to one
and all— “ Accept Visnu (Vasudeva or any other manifestations of Him) as your
Dispenser of good and worship Him incessantly and unflinchingly. Don’t ask
any reward from Him—-if any, at all, ask the gift of Devotion to Him.
This i;s
or
having no selfish ends for the Bhakti
the devotees offer at the feet of the Lord. There is no commercial spirit
of barter in which the devotee gives Bhakti to the Lord in expectation of
the good things of the world.
The spirit of “ give and take ” is condemned both in the G ita and the
orimad Bhagavata both of which have raised their voice against the Karmakanda of the Vedas, where sacrifices are ordained for the attainment of the
joys of earthly and heavenly life.
SECTION II.

B hakti M akua Iisdigenous- NOT OF F oreign Import.

f

The question may now be discussed whether the religion of Bhakti is
of indigenous growth or imported from outside.
The ambrosia of the G ita has been churned out of the Upanisads. So
says a panegyrist of the G ita. The Vaisnava view also is that the Bhaktimarga is the butter churned out of the ocean of the milk of the Veda. That
Bhakti-marga is of indegenous growth is the accepted view of all Hindu.
But a voice has been raised against this view. So long ago as 1873,
the October issue of the “ Indian Antiquary ” published a paper with the
heading. “ Traces in the Bhagavad G ita of Christian writings and ideas.” *

"Was itto turn the table upon M. Louis Jaooliete^s speoulatious in his La
Dans L’lnde” where the French writer endeavours to prove the Hindu
origin of Hebrew and Christian Revelation, that Dr. Loriosef tried to discover
tracesin the Bhagvad Gita uf Ohriatiau writings aud ideas?
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Viewed as a whole, Jainism is so exact a reproduction
of Buddhism that we have considerable difficulty in ac
counting for both their long-continued existence by each
other’s side, and the cordial hatred which seems always to
have separated them. The Jainas are the followers of
Jina, the “ victorious,” as the Bauddhas are of Buddha,
the “ awakened ” one. A Jina (this term, which is com
mon to the two sects, along with many others, being among
the Buddhists one of the many synonyms of Buddha) is a
sage wffio has reached omniscience, and who comes to
re-establish tlie law in its purity when it has become
corrupted among men. There have been twenty-four of
these Jinas, the last Jina included, who was of the royal
race of the K^Qyapas. As the Jainas maintain that Gau
tama Buddha was a disciple of their founder, this number
exactly corresponds with that of the twenty-four prede
cessors of Buddha, the last of whom is a K^yapa as well.
These Jinas succeeded each other at immense intervals of
time, their stature and their term of life always decreasing
from the first Rishabha, who was 3000 feet in height and
lived eight millions of years, until Vardhamana, the last,
whose age and stature did not exceed those of actual huma
nity.^ These fancies, which, along with many others, we meet
with in Buddhism,^^especially in that of the low epochs,
wdth this difference, however, that their more mature ela
boration and arrangement must almost always be credited
to the side of the Jainas, go to prove that at a very
late date the two religions still exercised a certain in
fluence on one another. Like the Buddhas, the Jinas
became veritable deities and the direct objects of worship.
of the Jainas and their doctrines,
Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays,
vol. ii. p. 174 (1807), and vol. i. p. 402
(1826); to this last article^’rof. Cowell
has added, at p. 444, a minute ana
lysis of chap. iii. of the Sarvadar^anasahgraha, where S^yana expounds
the system of the jainas. H. H.
Wilson, Select Works, vol. i. p. 276.

Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk., vol. iv. p.
755. S. J. Warren, Over de Godsdienstige en Wijsgeerige Begrippeu
der Jainas, 1875.
^ See the detailed list in the
Ind. Antiq., ii. 134.
^ See Jataka Commentary, ed.
Eausboll, i. 29 seq^. •
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was erected by a Greek ambassador of the name of Heliodoras, a resident of
Taksasila. That a cultured Greek holding the position of an ambassador,
should dedicate a
(flagstaff of Garuda) to V^sudeva is conclusive
evidence of the predominant place Bhagavan Vasudeva held in the second
century before Christ.
Worship pre-supposes Bhakti. The discoveries of such inscriptions whose
date precedes the birth of Christ should stop the mouth of Dr. Grierson and
all others who have assigned a Christian origin to the path of Bhaktis.
There can be no question now that Bhakti-marga existed in India before
the religion of Christ came in existence. To repeat at intervals of short and
long periods the old story of St. Thomas in posting Bhakti in South India
and its spread towards the North are vain attempts to give life to an exploded
theory. Let Dr. Grierson prove that these discoveries of inscriptions by
officials who serve under the Government of India are so many forgeries of
Brahmans or let him accept their genuineness. As he has not yet denied
their genuineness, let him revise his views and make a confession of his errors.
The ignorance which some European Christian missionaries at times betray
is ridiculous. A well-known Christian missionary, the head of a great educa
tional institution in the United Provinces affiliated to the Allahabad University
is reported to have belittled the antiquity of the G ita in the hearing of his
pupils saying it was written in the time of Akbar, the Moghul Emperor of
Delhi. Does he know that the G ita is mentioned in the Kadambari (p. 90,
Peterson’s Edition) of Vana Bhatta who flourished in the seventh century in
the Court of a Hindu King who patronised the celebrated Chinese
Buddhist traveller, Hiouen Tsang, whose stay in India was from 628 to 648
A. D. ? Does he know that K?emendra of K asm ir who lived in the 10th
century A. D. has reproduced the prominent portions of the G it^ in his Bharata
Manjari (Epitome of the Bharata) ? And if the opinion of that prodigious
scholar the late Mr. Harinath De of the Imperial Library, Calcutta—is of
any account, the age of the G ita is to be taken to a very early period. He
spoke to the Editor of the Sacred Books of the Hindus that the G ita was
mentioned in a Chinese work which was written two hundred years before
Christ. The intended translation into English of the Chinese work has un
fortunately remained unaccomplished by the lamented death of that great
Bengalee linguist.
.
But the Hindu pupils of the Christain Missionary Principal, in their
ignorance, were misled by him and until they read the refutation of their
Principal’s statement, they will carry into their head the incorrect statement
more to them by that Doctor of Divinity.
The poet Kalidasa uses the epithet of Krisna as an incarnation of visnu in
the garb of a cowherd *
A Hindu scholar has to keep a watchful eye upon such Missionary asser
tions as given the above belittling the antiquity of their sacred literature and
their religion. And let him have the public spirit to expose their incorrectness
as much as he can. Misrepresentation had their day. The day of refutations
has come and the history of the Sacred Literature of the Hindus has to be
re-written by Hindus themselves.

a-

I-?.

” The epithet
occurs iu the Meghaduta. TTfTTfjTTTjft IfR:
occurs in Baghuvausa, It is therefore clear that hoth Rama and Krisua were
worshipped as incarnations of Visnu at the time of Kalidasa.
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we do not exactly know what was in this respect the practice
of the Buddhists in India even, they appear to have sepa
rated themselves less from Hinduism than the Buddhists
did, and, in fact, they profess to be Hindus. They have
taken a much more active part in the literary and scientific
J^t^of India. Astronomy, grammar, and romantic literature
owe a great deal to their zeal. This did not prevent a
serious anirfiosity springing up between them aaid the
Brahmans, which was marked at times in Gujarat and in
the extreme South, among other places, by somewhat
bloody episodes.^
Like the Buddhists, they are divided into a clerical
body and a lay— into Yatis or ascetics, and into Qrdvakas
or simple hearers; hut the monastic system appears to
have been developed to a less degree among them. A t
present their Yatis form sorts of colleges, kept up at the
expense of the communities, but the members of which no
longer subsist on alms, and they no longer admit, as they
formerly did, an order of women. They are divided i^to
two principal sects— the Qvetdmbaras.ox “ the white gowns,”
and the Bigambaras, or “ those who are clothed in air,”
that is to say, who go naked— designations these which
have passed from the clergy to the laity as well. The
^vetfimbaras hold, in general, the first rank, hut the
Digamharas, who are also more specifically denominated
the NirgranthaSy i.e., “ those who have cast aside every
tie,” appear to he the more ancient; at least this last title
occurs already in the inscriptions of A^oka,^ and in all
probability as a designation of the Jainas. Both sects are
mentioned in certain inscriptions of Mysore, which go
hack as far probably as the sixth, perhaps the fifth,
century; ^ and there is similar evidence of their presence
^ G. Biihler, in the Ind. Antiq.,
vi. 186; Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk,
vol. iii. p. 240 ; R. Caldwell, A Com
parative Grammar of the Dravidian
Languages, introduction, pp. 89,138.
^ Eighth edict of Delhi, 1. 5,
in the Corpus Inscrip. Indic.^ pi.

XX .
The tradition of the Digambaras places theschismof theQvetambaras towards the end of the first cen
tury A . D . Jacobi, Kalpasutra, p. 15.
^ The inscriptions of the ancient
Kadambas, in the Ir^. Antiq., vi.
23-32 ; vii. 33-37 ; in ihis last docu-

(

)

tiimself as being in the Fafcber (xiv. 10, 11) be yet declares bimself to be in some

sense distinct from bira, hs being the Son (vr. 19), as being sent intothe world by
the Father (x. 36 ;xii. 49), as having received of the Father the prerogative of
having lifein himself(v. 26),and as not doing anytln’ng of himself, bat doing the
Father’s will (v.30). Whereas in the Bhagavad Gifa we find no reference to any
siniilar relation subsisting between Krisna and any other person in the godhead,
or in fact any reference to a distinction of persons in the godhead at all. He is
represented as himself the ^uprerae Deity. In vii. 6 f.he says of himself :“ I am
the generator and the destroyer of the entire universe. Than me there is nothing
higher. On me all this universe isWoven, as getns on a string. I am the flavour
in water, the light in the sun and moon, ” &o. Jand in ix. 4 he says :**By me,
imperceptible in form, this universe is pervaded [or spread outpj. All existences
abide in me, but I do not abide in them ;and yet tiiey do not abide in me.” After
KriSna’s own account of himself, Arjuna says, x. 12 Thou ait the Supreme
Brahma, the highest essence {dhdman), the eternal divine PuruSa, unborui allpervading.”
®
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Besides the Bhagavad Gita, there isanother part of the Mahabharta to which
I wish to refer,as italso has been adduced to prove that a knowledge of Christia
nity existed in India in the early centuries of our era,— I mean the passages in
which the Sveta-dnpa, the white island (or coutinent), and its inhabitants are
referred to.
*

*

*

^

#

On the firstof the-)6 passages regarditig Sveta-dvipa, Professor Weber (Indisohe Studieu, i 400, Note) ouilds the conjecture that **Brahmans went by sea
to Alexandria, or Asia Minor, at the period when early Ohristianity fioutished,
and that on their return home they transferred the monotheistic doctrine, and.
certain legends connected with it,to their own indigenous sage or hero Krisna
Devaki-putra (.sou of Devaki, the divine), who by his name reminded them of
Ghristf the son of the Divine, virgin, and who had perhaps been previously wor
shipped as a god ;substituting, however, for the Christian doctrines the philoso
phical,principles of the Sankhya and Yoga soliools ;as the latter may, on the other
hand, have influenced the formation of the Gnostic sects.”
*

*

*

^

The views of Professor Weber, above referred to, are discussed by Professor
Lassen in the second volume of his ludisohe Alterthumskuude, second edition, pp.
1118, ff. (1). He concurs in the belief that some Brahmans became acquainted with
Ohristiauity in some ooutdry lying to the north of India and brought home some
Gbristian docttines. Phis he considers to be supported (n) by the name of the
white island, and the colour of its inhabitatits, so diflereut from that of the
Indians; * (6) by the ascription to these people of the worship of an unseen God,
while the Indians of the same period had images of their deities :(c)by the
attribution to them of faith,the efficietioy of which is not an ancient Indian tenet ;
(d)*by the value attributed to prayer, which isa less important element in Indian
than inChristian rites ;and (e) by the fact that the doctrine which they learned is
described as one only made known to the Indians at a late period. He holds it
as the most likely supposition that Parthia was the country where the Brahmans
met with Oliristian missionaries. (2) Professor Lassen tliinks that the proof drawn
from the passage about Siva and his four disciples, referred to by Prof. Weber (see
above) in favour of the snppositio»» of the presence ofOliristian missionaries in India,
rests on no firm foundation ;and believes that this story owes itsorigin to the other
A learned correspondent isof opinion that no such conclusion can be drawn
from this story. He thinks that Sveta Dvipa bears about the same relation to the
Syrian Christians as Swift’s Brobdignag or the Nephelokokkygia of Aiistophanes

that accordinsr
o to tradition he himself died from a fit of
indigestion after dining on pork. In regard to another
observance, equally repudiated" by Buddha, religious sui
cide, to wit, the Jainas differ; one of their canonical books
condemns it, the Bhagavati emphatically affirming that
“ suicide increases life.” ^ But, on the other hand, inscriptiolis that have been collected together from sanctuaries
in the Dekhan leave no doubt as to the frequent p-^actice of
this custom among the Jainas of the South during a long
period of the middle age.^
It is always to Buddhism that we are referred back
when we come to examine the general doctrine of the
Jainas. The essential points, such as the idea of the
world and the philosophy of life, are nearly the same in
both. Like the Buddhists, the Jainas are atheists. They
admit of no creator; the world is eternal; and they ex
plicitly deny the possibility of a perfect being from all
eternity. The Jina became perfect; he was not always
so. Like the Buddhists of the North, this denial has not
prevented them, or at least some of them, from returning
to a sort of deism ; and just as in the books of Nepal we
see an Adibuddha, a supreme Buddha, arise, so we find
in the monumental inscriptions of the Dekhan a Jinapati,
a supreme Jina, entitled the primary creator,^ and that in
contradiction to the most explicit declarations extracted
from their most authorised writinsrs. A ll beings are
divided into two classes, animate and inanimate. Animate
beings are composed of a soul and a body, and their souls,
being radically distinct from matter, are eternal. Tiiis
is one of the very few essential points in which the doc
trinal system of Jainism deviates from that of Buddhism.
On the other hand, it is in very clos'e affinity with the
Sankhya conception; and it explains in a quite similar
way how the soul, which is pure intelligence, is neverthe
less a prey to illusion, and condemned on that account, to
^ A. Weber, Ueber ein Fragment
der Bhagavati, 2d part, p. 267.
^ The inscriptions of (jh-avana Bel-

gola, in the Ind. Antiq., ii. 322 ; iii.

153-

^ Ind. Antiq., vii. p. 106, 1. 51.
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the B h a g a v a d C fitd w e have a pieoeof Ohriifcianifcy translated into the form of Indian
conceptions.
" To refer to at least some general points of view, Dr. Lorinser’s failure lo
make use ofIndian commentaries has had first of all, for its results, that he could
not always apprehend the Indian thoughts in an Indian spirit.. The immediate
introduction of the Bible into the explanation of the B h a g a v a d Q i t d is, therefore,
atleast premature Besides, the particular Biblical passages themselves are with
too great conSdence designated by Dr. Lorinser as the sources of the Indiau
thought or expression. It cannot be denied that he has actually adduced some
surprising paiailed passages ;but the most of the texts wliicb he has cited can at the
utmost claim our consideration only after it has been proved in another way that
the B h a g v a d O i t a and the Bible stand in a near relation to each other. If the
author should think to rely upon the multitude of the passages which he has
(quoted,it^should be recollected that a hundred uncertain references prove no more
than a single onie of tlie same character. Has Dr, Loiinser noticed that the
comparison of the human soul with ateam of horses (adduced by him in p. 60,
note 59) from the K a t h a U p a n i s h a d , corresponds with remarkable exactness to the
beautiful myth in Plato s P h o e d i'u s ? This might be regarded as one of the most
interesting examples of accidental correspondence. For the rest, it is much to be
questioned whether Professor Weber, to whom the author repeatedly appeals
shares his conviction. For Professor Weber’s assumption that Christian teacher,
and doctrinesarrived at an early period in India, arid that in particular the worship
of Krishna, and the legends relative to him, were formed under the iuflauence of
Christianity, is very widely different from Dr. Lorinsej’s conviction, ccording
to which the composer of the B h a g a v a d Q i t d must have learnt at least the NeW
Testament directly by heart. This is the conclusion at which every one would
arrive who believingly reads the lists put together in the Appendix of— (i) pass
ages which vary in expression but agree in sense (60 in number); (ii) p»ssags in
which a characteristic expression of the New Testament occurs in a different sense
(23) ;(iii) passages in which sense and expression correspond (16j. Even the ideas
of the Christian Fathers are supposed not to have been unknown to the poet (sea
e. g ,p.82, note 56 ;p. 179, note 6 ;p 207, nate 27 <
fec).So much the more surprising
is it.therefore, when Dr Lorinser himself (p 211, note 54) finds itnecessary to refer
to the sharp contrast in which Christianity and the Indian conceptions stande to
each other in regard to the doctrine of the human soul, and when he further (p.
117, note 1) cannot avoid ascribing to the poet an acquaintance, though a very
defective acquaintance, with Christianity. Ifcisimpossible to combine Dr Lorinsar’s ideas into one general picture. Finally, as regards the thoughts in which Dr.
Lorinser perceives traces of the ‘primseval revelation or primaeval tradition’Isee
e.g pp 45, 122,231, 250;, he should first have investigated whether they can be
pointed out in the Veda. Had he done this, he would probably have discovered that
the contrary is the case.
“ The book before us plainly shows how much the text and explanation of the
B h a g a v a d Q i t d stand in need of a thorough revision on the part of scholars who
are familiar with this branch of study. The view of which Dr Lorinser is a
representative must be subjected to a closer examination than was here practicable.’’
*

*

#

#

#

#

*

On the same general subject Dr, Bohtlingk has favoured me with the following
expression of his opinion. He writes “ Neither in the m a h d h h d r a t a nor in the
later writershave I found any utterances of moral religious import which could
with any probability be referred back to any foreign source. In this department
the Indians have thetnselves reflected so much, and presented their thoughts in such
elegant forms, that with their riches they might easilysupply the rest of the world.
The ethics and the religion of different peoples are not so different from one another
that here and there coincidences should nofbe expected to be found between them.
The line of the K a t h a U p a n is h a d ^ [ \ , ^ I ^ B a s y a m m a r t y a h i v a p a c h y a t e , S a s y a m
iv a ja y a e
*
^

■-1
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In this also the former appear to have adhered more
faithfully to the original doctrine, finally,.the denial of
the objective reality of the conceptions of the mind, which
is one of the fundamental doctrines of the Buddhists, has
its counterpart in the probabilism of the Jainas. The
""Matter maintain, in fact, that we can neither affirm nor
deny anything absolutely of an object, and that a predi
cate never expresses more than a possibility. Hence the
Brahmans, who call the Bauddhas Qdnyavddins, that is,
“ those who affirm the void,” designate the Jainas by the
term Syddvddins, i.e., “ those who say perhaps.”
But the attempt to trace the parallelism of the two
religions becomes really perplexing when we pass to their
traditions, to those especially which concern their re
spective founders. The legend of Yardham^na, or, to
apply to him the name which is most in use, Mahavira,
“ the great hero,” the Jina of the present age, presents
so many and so peculiar points of contact with that of
Gautama Buddha, that we are irresistibly led to conclude
that one and the same person is the subject of both.^
Both are of royal birth; the same names recur among
their relatives and disciples; they were born and they
died in the same country and at the same period of time.
According to the accepted reports, the Nirvana of the Jina
took place in 526 b .c., that of Buddha in 543 B.C.; and if
we make allowances for the uncertainty inherent in these
data (since we know that the real year of the death
tises (one of them, the Shryaprajnapti, which treats of astrology and cal
culation, has been the subject of an
extended analysis on the part of A.
Weber in the Ind. Stud., x. p. 294
seq.) ; ten Prakirnakas, or miscel
lanea ; eight Chedas, or sections,
fragments ; and four Mulashtras, or
fundamental Shtras.
The J ainas
themselves admit that all this litera
ture is of secondary formation ; that
from the second century after the
death of the founder, all their ancient
books (the fourteen Pfirvas) were lost,

and that the canon now accepted was
made up only at the commencement
of the sixth century A.D., by the
Sahgha of Valabhi, under the direc
tion of Devarddhiganin.
This re
daction itself seems to have under
gone since that time notable altera
tions. Jacobi, The Kalpasutra, pp.
14 seq., 30.
1 See A . Weber, Ueber das Qatruhjayamahatmya, p. 2 ; H. Kern,
Over de Jaartelling der Zuidelijke
Buddhisten, p. 28.
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and of good works into prayer, fasting, and alms-giving, how could these he
borrowed from Christianity when they are also found in Mann, which few will
place later than the fifth century B. C ? . . . . Nevertheless, something may be said
for Dr. Lorinser’s theory,*’Some further remarks are made on the same subject ia
pp. 153-ff,which are adverse to that theory.”

” But Arisloxenus, the musician, says that this doctrine [of Plato, that human
things could not be perceived, unless divine things h >d first been seen] comes from
the Indians; for that one of those men fell in with S ilcrates in Athens, and asked
him what Was the .substance of his philosophy ; and that when Sokrates answered
that it consisted of an enquiry regarding human life, the Indian laughed, and said
no one who was ignorant of divine things could comprehend things relating to man.
N o one, however, could very stronglv affirm that this statement is trae.” -~•i^ru^O^/c<
in

E usebius* P r x p a r a t i o E v a n g e l ii , X I -

3.

A P P E N D IX II.
Extract from Sir Rdma^krisna Gopdl Bhanddrhar'’s paper on Ih^ origin of
the Bhakti School published in the I n d i a n A n t i q u a r y for January 1912,

We have epigraphioal evidence of the existence of the Bhakti School during
the three or four centuries before Ohri.st The age of inscriptions iu determined by
the form of the characters in which they are engraved. The firstof the iuscreptiong
indicative of the existence of the Bliakti School must have been engraved about the
begiuningot the second century before Ohri.st. Itspeaks ofap u j d stone( S i l d p r d k d r a )
forthe worship ofB h a g a v a t Samkarshana and Vasudeva.* Another, a few years later,
meiiHons tl>eelection of a flagstaff with an image of Garnda at the top in honour
of Vasudeva, tlie god of gods, by Heliodor (Helisdoras) a resident of TakshasilA an
ambassadar of Amtalikita (Ant.fiikidas) wlio W a s a Bhfijgavata, t.e, woishipper of
Bhagavat or helongir»g to the Bhagavala School.) A third inscriplion of about the
beginning of (he Gist cenlury before Christ existing at Nan^ghat contains an
adoration of Samkarshana and Vasudeva f Falanjali, the author ofthe M a h d h h d s h y a
o n FAnmi, who wrote about 150 before Christ speaks of VAsudeva and Baladeva
as the deities worshipped by specific sects.
*

*

-

*

*

The Vasudeva religion or the P d f i v h a r d t r a system, as it was afterwards called
was based on the B h a g a v a t - g i t d - Megastlienea mentions Heruoles as thegod worshipl
ped by the Sourasenui, in which cuuntry was situated Methoia or ninthura and the
,
Jamna flowed. The Snurasenoi coirospond to Samasenas, te. here
filekafcvatas, and thns Vasudeva to Hernclesi and thus the leligion of VAsudeva
flouiislieu on the evidence of Megastlienes, iu the fourth century before the
Christian era.
The .stone is now in the Victoria Hall. Udaipur. But it was found at Ghosflngli, to which
place It was removed from Nagar}, where it istelieved to have been originally lying {Jour, Btfwy.
A f , Sofl.. Vol.ivi, Part I, p. 77 f
f.).
« i i i, p . ' ^ i o b a ^ ' *’•
Arch, S u r v , , West Indta, Vol. V- p. 60.
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reflect further that the chief sacred language of the Bud
dhists, the Pali, is almost as ancient as these edicts, while
that of the Jainas, the ardha-mdgadln, is a prakrit dialect
obviously more recent; ^ when we add to all this the con
clusions, very uncertain, it is true, in the present state of
our knowledge, which are furnished by the internal char
acteristics of Jainism, such as its more mature systemati
sation, its tendency to expatiate, and the pains it 4 s always
taking to demonstrate its antiquity, we shall feel no hesita
tion in admitting that, of the two, Buddhism is the one which
is best entitled to the claim to originality.^ We are bound
to add, however, that Professor G. Bilhler, the scholar
who is best acquainted with the still unedited literature
of the Jainas of the North, thinks he has come upon data
to prove that the traditions concerning Mahavira point
back to a real personage distinct from Gautama Buddha,
and nearly contemporary with him, whose real name must
have been the Nirgrantha Jiiatiputra, i.e., the ascetic of the
Jnatis, Jnati denoting a Eajput tribe to which the flirgrantha must have belonged.^ This fact, if it were per^ Eor the age of the Jaina writ
ings, see now H. Jacobi, Kalpasutra,
Introd., p. 15. ’
Colebrooke had adopted the
contrary conclusion. Miscellaneous
Essays, vol. ii. p. 276, ed. Cowell.
H. H. Wilson, on the other hand,
did not think the Jainas more an
cient than the eighth or ninth cen
tury, Select Writings, vol. i. p.,334.
Ind. Antiq., vii. p. 143.
H.
Jacobi, who shares with Biihler the
honour of this discovery, has since
expounded it with a greater array
of details, Kalpasutra, p. 6. From
this investigation it follows that, at
the period of the redaction of the
Kalpasutra, the Jainas, in fact, ac
knowledge the Nirgrantha N^taputta as their founder (the Jiiatiputra of
the books of Nepal, Nayaputta in
Jaina prakrit), one of the six Titthiyas or false teachers, whom the
Buddhist books make contemporary
with Buddha (see supra, p. 123). We

only require to ascertain what this
tradition is worth, and to what ex
tent it is independent of that of the
Buddhists, which, in its turn, on this
particular point of the six Titthiyas,
is none the less artificial. Pending
the more profound study of ancient
Jaina literature, of which, thanks
to G. Biihler, the library of Berlin
now possesses a nearly complete col
lection, and the results of which will
throw fresh light on the subject, we
must confess that the data collected
by Jacobi do not appear to us alto
gether to confirm the authority of
Jaina tradition, and that in adding
new coincidences to those which we
know already, they tend rather to
strengthen the. suspicion that there
is much that is borrowed in the
alleged Jaina original.
Compare,
however, the recent observations of
Jacobi in the Indian Antiquary, ix.
p. 158, especially th^ curious paral
lelisms to which he draws attention
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practise agriculture, and in Western Hindustan, where
they prefer to devote themselves to commerce, and where
communities of them, which* are for the most part
wealthy, hardly present any traces of their primitive asce
ticism. In almost all the large towns, from Lahore to
Bombay and Calcutta, we meet with them settled as traders
or ’'bankers, and the particular aptitude they show for
traffic comstantly reminds us of the conspicuous part
which merchants, goldsmiths, and shipowners play in the
legends and inscriptions of Buddhism. In Behar, the
country of their birth, where the sanctuary of Parasnath
(a vulgar form of the word Par^vanatha, the Jina before
the last) is to this day an object of pilgrimage,^ they
have almost entirely disappeared as a settled population.^
It would be easy to form conjectures to explain the sur
vival of these Jainas, in contrast with the very different
fate of the Buddhists. We shall hazard only one such.
Whatever may be the date of the first rise of Jainism, its
appearance as a religion is later than that of Buddhism,
and from a historical point of view it is more recent. It
was thus able to hold on till the period of the Mahommedan domination, the effect of which was to arrest the
propagation of Hinduism, and which, while it evidently
^contributed to the religious, political, and social dismem
berment of the nation, everywhere showed itself conserva
tive of minorities, small associations, and small churches.
^ See Hunter, A Statistical A ccount of Bengal, vol. xvi. p. 216.
- Remnants, for most part extremely
degenerate, and of which some have
lost all recollection of their origin,
are scattered about under the name of

Saraks, SarS,vaks (== Cravaka), in the
districts south-west of Bengal and
the tributary states dependent on it.
Hunter, op. cit., vol. xvi. p. 381, vol.
xvii. p. 291.
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2.
Salutations many to Him whose glory sheds blessings to all. Whom
to sing, to meditate, to see,^ to hear and to worship, instantaneously removes
man s sins.— Suka, I I . 4. 15.

this stanza the adoration of VAsudeva (Ki’iSna, i.e, ViSna) has been
declared to be higher in efficacy than offering sacrifices to the gods becaase of its
bearing instantaneous fruits. The labour and cost is smaller.
N o t e . —^ I n

!TfT: ^5|f^?rR5^ jgrrm?WTg[TsrTnji^^^R^^ i
qjT:

sxrqf^zrrTTfnHwjJtr^T^^ u ^ u
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f^^TTsa^R
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^

I
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^T

l

.5?T*qf^5tI^RT

^fcqaiT q* cT^q

l U II
3.
I repeat my salutations to Him who kills the wicked demons and
destroys the sins of the righteous. He who is the repository of the pure
quality of Satwa (harinony, goodness). He wlio confers on those who have
taken to the path of the Parainahainsas the knowledge of Self, only attain
able by a constant pursuit after it.— Suka II. 4. 13.

is 'variously explained by the commentators It may
mean either the destroyer of the wicked or the saviour of the wicked. Their deaMi
at his hands translates them from earthly life to the regions of bliss qri?^[TT^
Embodiment of goodness. It may also mean “ He who is manifest in all forms.”

f55j?j: qf^sdf qf^: X)5TTq^fg?iTq^#'q;qr^crqm : I
3^€r^?TT ^ WJiqT?^t?IT irm : ll^ll
( R 1« I
I fe q jq fq fc fq q fq :

)

I

f a f e r g g r ^ q i ^ q r ik^ ii

I

^

• The seeing of the symbol of the Deity. It is not given to every one to

re
" His presence without the help of symbols representing Him.
realise
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proper manifestation is “sect,” sect in constant mobility, and
reduced to such a state of division that nothing similar to
it was ever seen in any other religious system. In the
past this dividing process, doubtless, was carried on to a
less degree; still, however far we go back, we are led to
fancy, if we do not find, a state of things which must have
more or less resembled what we witness to-day. Hence,
in the investigation to which we have still t^ subject
these beliefs, we must abandon all idea of carrying our
analvsis as far as the sectarian element, althousfh that is
the only real thing at bottom; but not to lose ourselves in
a waste of detail or an enumeration of particulars without
meaning, we shall be obliged to keep to generalities, and
to treat them in categories.
O
We have already had frequent occasion to characterise
the relation of these religions to those which preceded
them, or those whose development was contemporary with
theirs. Like that of Buddhism, their rise was in general
due to the unsatisfactory nature of the old Bralpnanical theology, the divinities of which had gradually
retired and disappeared behind a host of abstractions too
subtle to affect the conscience of the masses. But in
taking this step they did not, like the sect of Q^kyamuni,
openly sunder all connection with the past. They, on
the contrary, claim to be its continuation, or rather they
represent themselves to be that very past unchanged
and unmodified. The most of them profess to be based
on the Veda, with which at bottom they have almost
nothing in common, and which they virtually super
seded by a quite different literature, but to which, in
spite of protestations to the contrary which they some
times let drop,^ they nevertheless continue to appeal to as
^ F o r in s ta n c e ,
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6. I heard its greatness from afar. I then approached it and entered
in the ocean of nectar .of the Bhagayata. Therein I see with my mind’s
eye, that has become clear-visioned by tlie application of the collyrium of
K risn a’s grace, the jewel deposited in it, vi~., the devotion of the blessed
Lord.
N o te.
— Tills stanza and tlie three following aie Vi^nupmi’s composit’on and
personal statement.

% < s i! jo n rrrii \
II «

II

I

f

v9 II
7. Out of the ocean of Bhagavata 1 bring out this invaluable li oasure,
the precious gem of devotion of the Lord for the delectation of Vaisn’avas,
having been inspired by command of the lluler of the Universe, He who
dwells in my heart.

iV^a/e,— Tills is a^onfassion by the com}>il..r. It was his Dairaon— the -Gieafc
Inspirer— a^Iij stirred him to prepare a Neckhioe of the Jewels of Devotion selected
from the treasure store of the Bliagavata.

I

c T w ^ s i^ iT

II c II
a il^ rq I

g?!J!

I

^

g^JT^5H:%^tr7cnf!a' l%cf m

f^fTT

II C II
^
8. This necklace, placed round the neck, adorns the person of the
wearer ; kept in his house dispels its evils of darkness. May the blessed fondly
clasp it (to their bosom) so beauteous and brilliant.
N o t e — g’
qj has the double meaning of a string and of excellence.
|i7TTalso
has the double meaning of “ pot lound Ihe neck ” and “committed to memory,”
So also ^fTf^2TrTT treasured in the heart or deposited in the house. And
is colustant application to its sludy.
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preserved in the pages of history, there are few which
have not belonged to their caste. Nor did they merely
content themselves with being the theologians of the new
cultus systems; they were also their ministers. In spite
of the prohibitions of the Smritis, many of them became
the attendants on the temples and the idols, as well as
the priests, the guides, and the contractors in pilgrimages
and local devotions. Only it is of importance t<) remark
that the old prohibition has never been revoked, and that
even in our day those who exercise these functions form
so many inferior classes, whom the Brahmans of high caste,
even though they share in their beliefs, despise, and whose
right to wear the sacred cord they more or less contest.
We have in this an indication which goes to show that,
if the sacerdotal caste played a very considerable part in
the development of these religions, the latter have never
been either at first or since entirely dependent on^ it.
And this indication is not the only one.
The most
ancient section of the sectarian literature, which in its
existing form is certainlv the work of the Brahmans, did
not alwa3^s belong to them. The Mahabarata and several
Pur^nas are put into the mouth of profane bards; ^ and
although they are styled the fifth Veda,^ no exception was
ever taken to the translation of them into the vulgar
dialects.^ If we except the mantras, or the formulae
strictly so called, in which the sense of the words is
everything, the sects have no sacred language. Popular
songs, sung in all the dialects of India, have, on the
^ The Satas, the equeries.
See
what E. Burnouf says, Bhagavata
Pur., vol. i., Pref. p. xxv.
^ Chandog. Up., vii. l, 2 ; Mahabharata, iii. 2247.
^ A ll these translations are very
free, the majority even being repro
ductions rather than genuine versions.
Contrary to what happened at an early
date with regard to the Veda, the
formalism of the letter has never
been carried very far in connection

with this literature. It constitutes
none the less in all other respects a
genuine sacred literature.
In N e 
pal, for exaftiple, it is still the cus
tom, before the courts of justice, to
place the Harivarnga on the head of
the witnesses if they are Hindus,
the Pancaralcshi or the Koran if
they are Buddhists or Mussulmans ;
B. H. Hodgson, Miscellaneous E s
says on Indian SuWects, vol. ii. p.
226, ed. 1880.
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11. The Yoga of Devotion (Devotional concentration) being fixed on the
Blessed Vasudeva (V ifnu) brings forth non-attachment for wordly objects.
And acquisition of knowledge, not through the reasoning faculties but by
direct perception as revealed in the Upanisads, results from it.— Suta I. 2. 7.

/ 'N o t e —
\Tvljeu derived as a pafcionymie from Vasudeva isthe Krisna of the
Mahabliarata and B! a^avata, the incaraiation of Visnu who flouiished at the end of
the Dw^para Yuga. Bat deiived differently it means the Omnipresent Deify
and is synonymous with Visnu. Dhiuva who lived anterior to Krisna, was
initiated by Nai'ada in the Vasudeva Mantra ;Vasudeva signifitS the all-pervading
O )d Visnu.
I
m
JTrTrm i
i
H
II
*'6'® bears a differentmeaning from
of the
pitctding verse,
'
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12.
Satwa, Rajas and Tainas are the three qualities of P rakriti. Endowed
with those qualities the One Supreme spirit bears the different names of
Hari (Visnu) ; Virinchi (Brahma) and Hara (iSiva) as he presides at the
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we shall see a t once th a t we are here on ground obviously
different from th a t of th e old, B rahm anism , and th a t a
certain u n m istak ab le p opular elem ent is a ch aracteristic
feature of these religions.
A n inv estig atio n in to th e
ch aracter of th eir theology will conduct us to th e sam e
conclusion.
eenth centurj;): more recently still
the Kartabhajs of Bengal had a

IJ!
I

i.i

lii

I

I

female head, Hunter, Statistical
Account of Bengal, voL if p. 74.
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14. Men who desire Moksa worship NarAyana in all the benign forms of
His incarnations in preference to the demonical fierce spirits, without however
reviling them.— I. 2. 26. (Suta).
N o te .
— It is an exhortation to one and all that theyshould take to the exclusive
worship of Visrm which involves no cruelty and bloodshed as in tlm propitiation of
terrible gods and goddesses.
It is the Sri Vaisnavas of the School of Ra naniija that stiicily ndhere to this
injunction. They carry their practices, however to an extreme somelitaes very
annoying to Hindus of other persuasions by openly reviling Siva and bakti and
their votaries.

5IT

i

( ^ u I
? iw fr
II
II
15. Let the high-minded man worship the Supreme Spirit with devotion
desiring nothing ; nor praying for anything he wants ; nor with the view of
attaining to Moksa.— II . 3. 10. (Suka.)
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^rniaT^fTF?
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H c irf^ 7 m R f
^ r7 1 c 7 ^=7
16-17. The Vedas have Vasudeva for their sole object.
The Vedic
sacrifices are consecrated to Vasudeva. The practices of Yoga and religion.?
performances have Vasudeva for their end. The study of Vedanta and S^nkhya
deals with Vasudeva. The performance of Dharma is to propitiate Vasudeva

r
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formation; but they treat them more or less as alien,
and the details which thev
for us are
%
/ have Jnreserved
L
calc^ulated rather to stimulate our curiosity than to
satisfy it.
Of the two principal divinities, Qiva, “ the propitious,”
although his name hardly occurs in the Vedas, is still the
one'" whose genesis can be most easily traced.^ Already
in the Atliarva-Yeda we see an increasing importance
attached to the part played by Eudra, the old deity of
the storm, the father of the Maruts, who is fated to be
absorbed one day by ^iva. He is invoked as the master
of life and death; and we find those aspects of his character
which inspire terror and strike dread are exalted in pre
ference to that beneficence of nature which most distin
guishes him in the Hymns of the Rig. He is more
frequently identified with Agni, the Eire, conceived as an
element of destruction.^ By his side appear Bhava, “ the
prosperous,” and (^arva, “ the archer,” both of whom are
destined to merge in the person of the new god; andXdla,
or “ time,” which produces and devours all things, and
which shall also become one of the elements or “ forms ” of
^iva, is invoked as the first principle of all that exists.
In the Yajur-Yeda the identification of Eudra with Agni
has began to prevc^il. He receives the names of Igdna,
Igvara, “ the Lord,” and Mahddeva, “ the great god.” A t
the same time, we first meet with the legends that relate
his birth, his triumphs over the Asuras, whose Tripura he
destroys, the “ triple city,” viz., of earth, air, and heaven,
as well as others which exhibit him breaking into the
^ Dr. J. Muir has devoted the
M'hole of the fourth volume of his
“ Sanskrit T e x ts ” (2d ed., 1873) to
the history of the two great sec
tarian deities. W e cannot do better
than refer the reader once for all to
the rich collection of passages which
he has collected from the SamhitS,s
of the Rig- and the Atharva-Veda,
the Brdhmanas. the MahS,bhS.rata,

the Ramayana, and the Puranas.
The reader^ will also find collected
together here the opinions of the
principal scholars who have occupied
themselves with this subject, Lassen
and A . Weber among the chief.
^ A gn i is one of the names of
Civa, Taitt. Samh., i. 4, 36. Com
pare Taitt. Ar., iii. 21.
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20-21. The single-mindedness with which a man directs towards Visnu
his senses, that have been purified by the performance of Vaidic sacrifices,
is designated Devotion to the Lord, when such an application of the mind
has grown natural in him with no selfish motive in view. This devotion
which goes by the name of Bhagavad Bhakti is superior even to Moksa.
I t quickly burns the subtle body called Linga Sarlra ju st as the digestive fire
in the stomach consumes the food that is eaten.— I I I . 25. 31-32.
N o te ,
—

has

The text uses certain words in a teohuioal sense. ^^T?TT1T, for example,
the meaning of
rf^^TTI^g’rTTJTTg; directly and tlience has the sense of
The organs of the senses are presided by their tutelary deities.

The senses are inferred by their exercising their respective functions of
perception. The seeing, hearing, smelling, testing and touching testify to the
existence of the different organs,
ftrfg usually has the sense of
the eight extiaordinary powers thta
are attained by the practice of
These powers do not lead to Moks.i whereas
the demotion to the Lord does, iliere is no diffitmlty to understand the meauing

T H E R E L I G I O N S O F INDIA.

In this piece, which is one of those invocations in the
form of litanies so frequent in the more recent literature,
Kudra appears with all the characteristics of a deity of
purely popular origin, in vital relation with all the aspects
of the rough and troubled life which has from time im
memorial distinguished India. He and his ganas, the
“ troops ” under his command,^ are invoked as protectors
of the house, the fields, the herds, and the roads^ He is
the patron of craftsmen, of Cartwrights, carpenters, smiths,
potters, hunters, and watermen, and is himself a crafty
merchant; but he is also the head of the armies, the god
of the brave, of foot-soldiers, and of those who fight in
chariots, of all those who live by the bow, the sword, and
the spear. It is his cry which echoes in the thick of
battle, and his voice which resounds in the war-drum.^
Being a soldier, he is a bandit; for in the East the two
are nearly the same. He is the patron of thieves, of free
booters, of brigands, of all those who go forth by nighb in
troops and live on plunder. He is also the god of beggars
and fakirs, of those who wear long and matted hair,®and
of those who shave the head. By himself, or by the
numberless spirits at his beck, he is omnipresent, in the
houses, and in the fields, in the rivers, and in the foun
tains, in the wind, and the passing cloud, in the grass as
it springs up, in the tree as it grows green, in the leaf as
it falls. But his dwelling is especially in forests and
solitary places, and he reigns over the mountains. We
can conceive nothing more lifelike ^ than the figure which
stands out from this piece of rude realism, but nothing, at
the same time, less Brahmanic.
In this interminable
The piece forms also a special U panishad.
I t is translated by A .
Weber, Ind, Stud., ii. 32, and by
J. Muir, Sanskrit Texts, iv. 322.
^ The gaiias are themselves called
Rudras. Their number is differently
estimated ; the Bhdgavata Purana,
vi. 6, 17, reckons them at tens of
millions.
See Atharva-Veda. v. 21. On

the coins of the Indo-Scythian kings
Qiva is r^resented with a drum.
Lassen, Ind. Altherthumsk., vol. iL
pp, 839, 841, 2d ed.
3 This remark applies, in general,
moreover, to the character of Eudra
in the Atharva-Veda and in theBr^hmanas. I t seems that this god has
here more body, so to speak, than the
others.
o
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Bli^ufiivata dharma to his mother is Wonderful and makes one doubt whether the
Kapila of the Bhagavata is the very Kapila who composed the aphorism
or is he only his namesake P
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24. B ut though my devotees may cherish no desire for the far
subtle course of Moksa being ravished by the sight of my beautiful form,
my surpassingly winning smiles, looks and sweet voice ; their final emancipation
is given to them as the reward of their devotion.— I II. 25. 35 (Kapila.)
N o t e — So Moks i is after all the s u m m u m b o n u m of existence f
<>r we see here
that they are finally translated into the condition of oneness with Him

>3
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•\ »s

^ ? ig n ^ tf vqfrRqq ^qar
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25. And these devotees of mine may have
of the splendour and riches of Vaikuntha that my
them ; as well as for the eight kinds of superhuman
gifts are served to them .— I I I . 25. 3 (Kapila.)
HlxJ

I f

I ^

I

no desire for the enjoyment
M aya (power) creates for
powers of sidd/ii: all these

No^e. The commentary reminds the reader why B h a h t t is snpeiior to S i d d h i
for by B h a k t i he enjoys all these luxuries plus M o k s a . Wherets by the austere
path of philosophy and asceticisra he might have gained Mc kSi but these many
rewards of B h a k t i would not have been his portion.
* #»“
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Erahma or Vishnu. He sits enthroned on Kailasa, the
fabulous mountain of the Horth, beyond Himavat, sur
rounded and waited on by the Yakshas, and a great num
ber of spirits of different forms, who receive their orders
from his adopted son, Skanda, the god of war, and the
fosterchild of the Pleiades; from Ganega, the “ chief of the
troops,” the god with the elephant’s head, the inspirer of
cunning devices and good counsel, afterwards the patron
of letters and of learned men; from Kubera, the god of
treasures; from Virabhadra, “ the venerable hero,” the
personification of fury in battle, whose cultus is wide
spread in the Dekhan, and who is regarded at times as a
“ form ” of ^iva himself. His birth is variously repre
sented, but in reality he is eternal; he is Mahakdla, end
less time, which begets and devours all things.^ As pro
creator, his symbols are the bull and the phallus, as well
as the moon, which serves for his diadem. As destroyer,
he is clothed in terrible “ forms; ” he is armed with the tri
dent, and wears a necklace of skulls. He is identified with
Mrityu, “ Death
and his old surname, Pagupati, ‘^Lord
of herds,” acquires the ominous meaning of “ Master of
human cattle,” perhaps that of “ Master of victims,” for he
is, more than any other god, cruel, and exacts a bloody
cultus.^ He is th.e chief of the BhUtas, of tlie Pigdcas, of
mischievous spirits, of ghouls and vampires, that frequent
places of execution and those where the dead are buried,
and he prowls about with them at nightfall.^ There is an
orgiastic side to his nature: he is BTiairam, the god of
madly frantic folly, who, clothed in the blood-stained skin
of an elephant, leads the wild dance of the tandava.® But

«

\

' Under this form he had a cele
^ AtharVa-Veda, xi. 2, 9 ; A9vabrated sanctuary at Ujjayini in M a layana Gr. S., iv. 8 ; Pdraskara Gr.
la va, Meghaduta, 35.
S., iii. 8 ; Mahabharata, in Muir’s
2
Several of his attendants, suchSanskrit Texts, iv. 284, 288.
as Bringin and Kala, are represented
^ Bhagavata Pur., iii. 14, 22 seq.
in the form of skeletons, as, for in
® See Meghaduta, 37. Camundd,
stance, at Badami and Elurd. In  one of the terrible forms of Devi, is
dian Antiq., vi. 359; Cave Temples, depicted also in the 5th act of Malati-Mddhava.
**
p. 433 seq., and plate Ixxii.
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27-32.

27-29. I carry them beyond the domain of Death—'^ley who care not
for this life or the life hereafter ; nor care for those who next to self are so dear ;
such as wife, children, home, cattle and riches. Who having given up all
other objects of value take fervently to my devotion. That awful terror —
Ueatli— does not recoil from anyone except me, who am the Lord of M atter
and Spirit, the Life of all beings.—>111. 25. 38-40 (Kapila).

II

II

i)
||
30. Therefore do thou serve the honoured feet of the Lord in every
possible way with unfailing devotion such as is inspired by his excellences
— I I I . 32. 22 (Kapila.)
N o t e — Here ends

tlse ml vice j^iveii by

Ktipila to bis niotber

1 lie next verse

is from tbe speech ol Qiieea Sunii'i to bis sou D b m v a .

I f?T5rvi?Rfl?Pr^

fee??

I ^Tf^=!jr
i
n
31. Seek shelter under Him who is fond of his devotees ; whose path
is sought after by men desirous of Moksa. Placing your love on no other
object purify your heart with his devotion. Place Him there and serve
H im ------IV . 8. 22 (Suiuti.)

rIcT:
qi JjJ'qu ^5[rr33^riq^r
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k
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lafc W ^ c|;iT m
t
II \R ||
32. I do not see, my child, anyone else than the Lord having lotus
eyes, whc can remove thy grief— He who is sought after by Laksmi herself ;
she who holds a lotus in her h a n d ; and who is sought after by others
(Brahin%and other gods).—-IV. 8. 23 (Suniti.)
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adherents of the strictly solar religious systems will wor
ship him under those of S^rya and Aditya. Neither in
the numerous legends collected in the Brahmanas, and
which have preserved so many characteristic traits con
nected with the fate of the gods, do we find that Vishnu is
preparing to undergo transformation or assume a more
imposing ,r6le. These legends relate with greater fulness
of detail the old myth which represents him as traversing
or conquering the three worlds in three strides
they
represent him as the personification of sacrifice, and in this
regard they speak of his violent death,^ a feature which
accords well with a solar divinity,^ and which occurs again
in the final catastrophe that befalls Krishna. But they
know nothing of the theory of the Avataras, and in none
of these accounts, any more than in the liturgy or the ritual
(of course exceptive here of compilations so recent as
the last book of the Taittiriya Aranyaka”), there is not
the least trace of even a first step on the part of Vishnu to
the supreme rank. In the epic poetry, on the contrary, in
theMahabharata, Vishnu is in full possession of this honour.
But, at the same time, there comes into view a hero, a
man-god, Krishna, who is declared to be an incarnation of
his divine essence; and this figure, which is absolutely
unknown to the Veda, is, beyond all doubt, a popular
divinity. From this we think we must conclude that
there is a connection between the attainment of supremacy by Vishnu and his identification with Krishna; and
we are led to ask the question whether Krishna was
likened to Vishnu because the latter had come to occupy
the first rank, or whether the supremacy of the Brahmanic
god was not rather the result of his fusion with the popular
god ? Of these two hypotheses, the latter appears to me
^ For a quite peculiar form of this death of the sun ; see, for example,
myth see Qatap. Br., i. 2, 5, 1-7.
Taitt. S., i. 5, 9, 4 ; i- 5, 4, 4- Yama,
T. Muir, Sanskrit Texts, iv. p. the first who deceased, is a solar
122 seq. ^
character.
^ Allusion is often made to the

©
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forbear, But ifshe does not, Pritlm issure of His protection against her hostility.
For He knows His nature which defends the weak against the strong and will not
be bowed down by her frowns or yield to her persuasive smiles.
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35-36. Dear to me is he who has resigned himself to Vasudeva—greater
than subtle Prakriti (constituted of the three gunas) and Purusa (yclept
Jivas). 0 ye devotees of N a ra y a n a ! you are as dear to me as is the Lord
N arayana Himself. So also am I dear to the devotees of N arayana as He him
self is dear to them .—IV . 24. 28-30. (Rudra to the Prachetas).

No^e.— The ordinary Saivas and Vaisnavas (tha followers of Siva and Visnu)
are usually at logarerheads with one another. Particularly the Sii VaiSnavas of
tlie school of Ramanuja who always evince aspirit of exclusiveness and intolerance.
So too the Saiva Lhigayats of the Southern Presidency of India, The olive
branch extended by Rudra, as narrated in the BLagavata, has failed to biing peace
between the combative sectarians.
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37 . That is Karma (action) which pleases Hari, that is learning by which
one understands Him and whereby faith in Him is generated. Hari is the
soul of all and is their Lord. He is the cause, depending on no one else.—IV .
29. 49 (Narada).
3
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not yet either ^iva or Vishnu, but Indra, the ancient god
of the heavens. It seems, theji, that there is but little
scope left for the development of a purely Yishnuite reli
gion, the less that the cultus of Krishna appears to go back
to a pretty remote date. “ Krishna, the son of Devaki,”
is nientioned once at least in a Yedic writing, which repre
sents him^ purely and simply as the disciple of a sage,^
and this absolutely Euhemerist representation*’ appears
already to be less original than that which we see in the
epic. From the date of the second century before our era,
the story of Krishna was the subject of dramatic repre
sentations similar to those connected with the festivals in
honour of Bacchus and our ancient mysteries.^ Besides,
there is good ground for regarding this personage as the
Indian Hercules, the worship of whom Megasthenes found
prevailing in the valley of the Ganges at the beginning of
the third century before Christ. If these conjectures ^re
well grounded, the two great sectarian divinities must
have originated in nearly the same way. According to
these, the religion of Vishnu must be the more recent,
but, like that of his rival, it must be the result of the
adoption by the Brahmans, and the fusion with one of
their old deities, of some popular gods; in the particular
case of Krishna, of* a hero who was probably at first the
kuladevatd, the ethnic god, of some powerful confederation
of Eajput clans.®
Once elevated to the supreme rank, Vishnu becomes more
and more estranged from his ancient solar character, a re
miniscence of which survives only in certain symbols, such
as the discus, the cakra, which is his weapon of war, and
the bird Garuda, which serves him as a^steed, and remains
the object of a cultus.^ He sits enthroned in Vaikuntha,
his paradise, along with his wife
or Lakshmi, the goddess
^ Ch 4ndogya Up., iii. 17, 6.
^ Mahabhashya, in Ind. Stud.,

xiii- 353*
Lassen, we believe, was the first
to suggest this popular origin of the
worship-systems of ^iva and Vishnu.

Ind. Alterthumsk., t. i. 925, t. ii.
441.
^ For the myth of Garuda, an am
plification of the old figure of the
solar bird, see Mahsflbharata, i. 1239-

1545*
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40. Hari alone is the Lord. He lias no fear of any one. He gives
shelter to all who are oppressed by fear. He is high abox^e all and does
not consider anything higher than the knowledge of self. Otherwise there
is fear from one another (if there are more than one ruler).— V. 18. 20
(Rama).

— f^rftq’5 % iTiTff
d‘Verily there ia fear from duality *h is the great
Vedantia doctrine. In ‘’LTnity ” alone there is the absence of fear. One cannot
be afraid of himself.
>
N o te
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41. W hether you are a deva or a daitya, whether a man or lower
than man, worship with a whole heart Rama, who is H ari in human form.
He who translated the people of the Uttara Kosala (Ayodhya) to Heaven.—
V. 19. 8 (Hanuman).
N o t e , — Sura, synonym of Deva, a clestial being whose place is higher than
man, who ia in perpetual eriji)ymeut of celestial life, not so much subject to the
ills that flesh is heir to like mortal man. That they are no>t altogether free from
ailments is to be inferred from the mention of their having a physician, the cele
brated Dhauwantari, as also the twin gods Aswini Ksm^ras who too are described
as adepts in the art of healing. Asuias, synonymous of Daityas, are the
born enemies of the Daras ; almost as powerlul but over actuated by feelings
of malevolence against God and man.
Some scholars have found so much resemblance in the name of the ancient
kingdom of Assyria and its kings and |)eopIe with the Asuras of ancient Sanskrit
literature that they identify the Vedic
with the divinities of Assyrians. V i d e
“ The Aryan Witness” by Ur. K M. Banei ji.
Apparently
in modern Sanskrit is derived from
the prefix iq*
having the meaning of ??• But in the Vedas
means a powerful being and,
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of th is peop le, w h o are a t o n ce so sen su a l, so su per
stitio u s, and so sp ec u la tiv e, \\it h an eq u al a p p etite for
su b tle th e o so p h y and coarse e x h ib itio n s, and w h o h a v e
n ev er b een able eith er to rest satisfied w ith fa ith in one
god or to r ec o n c ile th e m se lv e s to th e w orsh ip of m an y.
A n^A vatara, in th e h ig h e st and fu lle s t sen se o f th e w ord
(for a ll A yat^ ras h a v e n o t th is m ea n in g ), is n o t a tra n si
to ry m a n ife sta tio n of th e d eity , s t ill le s s th e procreation,
b y th e co n n ectio n of a god w ith a m ortal, o f a b ein g in
som e sen se in te r m e d ia te ; it is th e p resen ce, at o n ce m y stic
and real, of th e su prem e b ein g in a h u m an in d iv id u a l, w h o
is both tr u ly god and tr u ly m an, and th is in tim a te u n io n
of th e tw o n atu res is c o n c eiv ed of as su r v iv in gO th e death
of th e in d iv id u a l in w h o m it w a s realised . In short, it is
a m y ste ry , to th e c o n tem p la tio n of w h ic h m in d s sp e c u 
la tiv e ly en d ow ed w ill be ab le to d ev o te tlie m se lv e s at
th e ir leisu re, w h ile th e v u lg a r w ill be c o n ten t to find Jiere
su ch ch eap g ra tifica tio n to th e ir r e lig io u s in s tin c ts as a n 
thropom orphism , or e v e n zoom orph ism , co m b in ed w it^ th e
g rossest id olatry, m a y afford. O f th e se A v a ta ra s th ere is
one o n ly w h ich is fou n d ed on a m y th o r ig in a lly proper
to V ish n u , th a t of th e B rah m an N a in , w h o recovered
for th e god s th e th ree w o rld s u su rp ed b y th e A su ras, b y
p ersu ad in g th e ir ah ief to grant h im th e sp a ce traversed
b y th ree of h is step s, and w ho, in h is th ree celeb ra ted
strid es, im m e d ia te ly w e n t b o u n d in g a w a y .over earth,
h ea v en , and h ell. T he rest are of d iverse orio-in. Alon^-sid e of V e d ic leg e n d s, b u t w h ic h in th e V e d a (as e ls e 
w h ere) are referred to o th er gods, e s p e c ia lly to Praj^pati,
th o se, for in sta n c e , o f th e tortoise, w h ic h su p p o rts th e
earth, o f th e boar, w h ich draw s it from u n d er th e w aters,
of th e fish, w h ich g u id es th e ark in w h ic h M a n n esca p es
th e deluge,^ th ere are oth ers th e d e v e lo p m en t of w h ic h
b elo n g s m ore p a r ticu la r ly to th e ep ic p o e try and th e
^ The Vedic legend of the Deluge
according to Catapatha-Brahmana,
has been published and commented

on for the first time by A. Weber,
Ind. Stud., i. i6 i.
«
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44. 0 Asura chief, I think the best course for men whose minds are
distracted by reason of their beliefs in wrong viev/s, is to abandon their woidly
homes, which are so many pitfalls, and by betaking to the solitude of the
woods, to apply themselves to the devotion of H a r i . ~ \ I I . 5. 5 Prahlada.
N o t e . — I n this speech of Prahlada to his father Hiranyakasjapa, the advice to
resort to the woods is not to be taken literally. Solitude is merely the means for
the avoidance of wordly distractions. If a person can apply himself to God in the
midst of society, in the bosom of his family, his own home is as good as the woods.
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45. This is the supreme Dharma enjoined in the Sastras, namely, to
offer devotion to the Lod by reciting his name and by like devotional methods.
— VI. 3. 22 Yama.
ri
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such manifestation.^ From these indications alone, it is
already obvious that many of tl\ese Avat^ras are more con
nected with the mythology than the religious history.
Some appear to be simply poetic fables, although it is some
what difficult to make allowance for this distinction at this
distance of time.^ Others are pious legends, in which we
recognise 3,t times the echo of some local cultus, and which
liave contributed to nourish some special devotions, but
do not seem to have finally assumed the shape of distinct
religions.
But it is otherwise wdth the Avat§,ras of Krishna
O
•
•
and of Effina, which, with accessory figures, compose two
vast cycles, in which Yishnuism found its true divinities.
Considered in his physical derivation, Krishna is a
figure of complex quality, in which there mingle at length
myths of fire, lightning, and storm, and, in spite of his
name (Krishna signifying the “ black one”), of heaven
and the sun. By a singular coincidence, wffiich we .can
only indicate here, but which sheds a curious light on the
quasi-fermentation process which appears to have t^ken
place among the religious elements at work in India, several
centuries before our era we meet with the majority of these
myths again, often accompanied with a striking similarity
of detail, in the legendary biography of Buddha.^ As a char
acter in the epic, ofi the contrary, and as he is accepted by
Vishnuism, Krishna is a warlike prince, a hero, equally in
vincible in war and love, very brave, but above all very crafty,
and of a singularly doubtful moral character, like all the
figures, however, which retain in a marked way the mythic
impress. The son of Vasudeva and Devahi, under which
we recognise concealed the ancient pair, the celestial man
and the Apsaras,^ he was born at Mathura, on the Yamun^
^ See the Mah^bhS,rata, i. 26382796, where all the heroes of the
poem are represented as incarna
tions of gods or demons.
2 In the Mah^bharata, for ex
ample, and also in P 4nini (iv. 3, 98),
there are indications of an ancient
worship of Arjuna quite analogous
to that of Krishna.

® These relations are fully illus
trated in the learned work of E.
Senart, L a L^gende du Buddha, son
Caract^re et ses Origines, 1873-1875.
^ Vasudeva appears to be synony
mous with the simple Vasu, which
is an old name for the celestial
genii, “ the bright (?fies,” and Devaki,
which signifies at once “ the divine

f
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49-50. The minds of men addicted to worldly ways are not turned
towards Krisna, either urged by one’s own inclination or by the counsel of
others or as the result of exchange of thoughts of one another. Such men
enter the dark regions of hell because they are unable to restrain the organs
of sensual enjoyment feeding on them like cattle chewing the cud. bhey do
not know that Visnu is the summuni honum of life. Their hearts are fixed on
wicked thoughts and actions, setting a high value on the externals of
worldly objects. They are like blind men being led by the blind bound by
the chain of the ritualism of the Vedas.— V II. 5. 30-31 (Prahlada.)
~Note —Both the Gita »»od t!ie Bhai<avatr fipeak dispai-as/ittcfly^ of the K«»raa
K anda (i itnabsm) of the Vedan. Oompai e
%qi
q q i^ ’'5T \
Gita, II 45.
^TTrJT^^rfff^ qil^sr:— Gita, II. 42
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and sporting with the Gopis, the female cowherds of
Vrind^vana. These scenes of their birth and infancy,
these juvenile exploits, these ’erotic, gambols with the
Gopis, this entire idyll of Vrindavana, which recalls the
myths of the youth of Indra and Agni, became in course
of time the essential portion of the legend of Krishna,
just'^as the places which were the scene of them remain
to the present time the most celebrated centres of his
worship. Arrived at adolescence, the two brothers put to
death Kamsa, their persecutor, and Krishna became king
of the Yadavas. He continued to clear the land of
monsters, waged successful wars against impious kings,
and took a determined side in the great struggle of the
sons of Pandu against those of Dhritarashtra, which forms
the subject of the Mahabharata. In the interval he had
transferred the seat of his dominion to the fabulous city
of Dvdrakd, “ the city of gates,” the gates of the West,
built on the bosom of the Western sea, and the site of
which has been since localised in the peninsula of Gujarat.
It was there that he was overtaken, himself and his race,
by the final catastrophe. After having been present at
the death of his brother, and seen the Yadavas, in fierce
struggle, kill one another to the last man, he himself
perished, wounded in the_ heel, like Achilles, by the
arrow of a hunter. Kotwiths^nding the amiable char
acter with which the Muse has delighted to invest Krishna
(and Vishnuism, in contrast with Qivaism, shows a dis
position in general to magnify this feature), there is,
accordingly, something sad, and even cruel, at the basis
of his legend. It is in a smiling mood that he presides
over all these acts of destruction, that he sees the end of
his people approaching, and that he pfepares for it, for it
is for this he came; and it was to relieve the earth of the
burden of a proud race, become too numerous, that he was
incarnated in the womb of Devaki. Though less fierce
than ^iva, Vishnu is nevertheless, on one side of his
character, an inexorable god; he, too is tha^ Time which
devours everything.
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53-55. 0 ye scions o£ A suras! much labour is not involved in the
adoration o£ Hari, who pervades like Akasa and is present in the heart of
every one. He is the friend of each and all. W hat is the good of procur
ing gratification of the senses, knowing as one does that such enjoyments
are common to all living creatures (even to the swine that revels in filth).
Wife, children, riches, cattle, houses, lands, elephants, hoarded tr e a s u r e all worldly prosperity is short-lived and can do little good to mortal man.
These pleasures of the world (earthly and heavenly) are the rewards of
religious sacrifices. They are subject to decay, they are not free from impurity ;
they create jealousy. Therefore in order to reach the Supreme Being,
worship Him whose blemish no one has seen or heard, with a devotion such
as has been prescribed (in the S^stras of the Bhagavatas).— V III. 2. 38-40
(PrahlM a).
N o te.
— Tlierelfis *jealonsyl'atl the si^^ht of some one possessing an object of
pleastiie^ that^you hanker after but which you have not got. Even the gods are
not free®?from jealousy. Where is the difference between man and the brute crea
ture if Ihe former lias no higher object in view than the swinish ideal of life—
“eat, drink and be merry ?”

\

( ^ I^ I

)

II
II
56. Therefore be unselfishly devoted to the selfless L o rd ; for on
Him depend all our virtues, the fulfilment of our desires and the attainm ent
of wealth.— V II. 7. 48 (Prahlada).
N o te.
— That is to say, by serving Hari you will obtain all the material comforts
and pleasures of life. It isnO use labouring in search of them,

(

I o I Ij,?

)
w tn i-

B^
I
II
II
57. 0 scions of Asuras ! neither brahmanhood nor godhead, nor seer ship
suffices to obtain the grace of God ; nor good conduct of life, nor wide
l^nowledge and experience.— V II. 7. 51 (Prahlada).
4
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work, and more artistically conceived than the Mahabharata, and the origin of which is much less ancient. A l
though classed in the fabulous history of India in an epoch
more remote than Krishna, Kama appears to be a more
recent figure, at least as an Av^tara of Vishnu. His
mythical import is much more indistinct, and his special
culti^, which is known to us only through sectarian
Upanishads and works belonging, beyond a doubt, to
modern literature, appears not only to have developed
later, but to have been less widely diffused. The Mahabh^rata has devoted a long episode to the legend about
him : 1 he is the hero of more than one celebrated poem,
but he did not obtain the honour of a Parana ^ to
himself; and even in our day, although the devotion to
Kama is pretty general, the number of those who worship
him in preference to any other god is comparatively small.
Like Krishna, Kama is a hero, an exterminator of mon
sters, a victorious warrior. But idealised by the poetryof
a more fastidious age, and one less affected by the myth, he
is at the same time, what we cannot maintain in regard to
the enigmatic figure of the son of Devaki, the finished type
of submission to duty, nobility of moral character, and of
chivalric generosity. Though the eldest son and heir of
Dagaratha, king of Ayodhya, i.e., modern Oude, he declines
the throne out of respect for an imprudent promise which
his father made to his stepmother, and he submits to
voluntary exile for fourteen years in the depths of the
woods. He is followed thither by one of his brothers,
Lakshmana, who is, like himself, an incarnation of Vishnu,
and has a share in the cultus paid him, just as Balarama
lias in that of Krishna, and also by his wife 8itd, the
daughter of Janaka, king of Mithila, whp had been born
from a furrow traced round the altar. In this last trait
we recognise the Sita, the “ furrow,” already deified in the
Hymns, and the goddess of the same name, wife of Indra,
^ MahSibhdrata, iii. 15872-16602.
^ The legend respecting him is

specially developed in the Padnja
Purilna. Aufreeht, Qaitalogue, p. 63.
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60. 0 how strange are thy doings. That thou shouldst seem to be
partial, although thou art the soul of all and has an equal regard for all.
Thou art so skilful, having brought into manifestation the world in the play
fulness of thy incomprehensible Yoga-May a. Thou art loving towards thy
devote(^ and becomest their celestial tree that knows not to refuse anybody s
prayer.— V III. 27. 8 (Prahlada).

iVoie— Yogii-Maya is tlie mysterious power of the Supreme Being that creates
the illusion of the phenomena of this world. The exculpation from the charge of
partiality is suggested in tlie verse. Hari is compared to the K a lp a -ta ru , the
celestial tree that does not refuse the request made to it. The suitor approaches
the tree and by his prayerfulness qualifies himself to obtain what he begs. So
Blialcti is the qualification to merit the Lord’
s favour. Elsewhere the Lord is
compared to the fire,. The fire warms all who approach it irrespective of creed,
ca^ste and colour And it is not liable to the charge of partiality for so doing. And
just as men, inimical to one another, can receive warmtli from fire which imparts it
with an equal regard to ail without any distinction, so Hari gives Bliukti to all who
go to him for it— the wolf and the lamb, both diiuking the nectar from the foun
tain of liis Love
S 2.
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61-62. Seeing his mother’s fatiguing exertions, her body wet with per
spiration, her hair dishevelled and the gardland of flowers that was tied round
her knotted locks unloosed, Krisna, out of compassion for her, allowed hiznself
to be caught and bound. Thus did Hari, who though his own master and
under whose subjection lay the world and its rules, show his subjection to
his devoted people.— X. 9. 18-19 (Suka).
N o te — This is in allusion to the very popular and miraculous incident in the
life of Krisna during the period of his childhood. He was guilty of some childish
prank and his foster-mother Yasoda tried to get hold of him and to keep him tied
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most widely spread in India. A t the head of a countless
host of quadrumanae the son of Dagaratha invades Lanka,
after having constructed across the sea a dyke, the ruins
of which are still to be seen in the long chain of reefs
which seem to connect Ceylon with the neighbouring con
tinent. Lanka is taken, Eavana slain, and Sita restored
to Imr husband, wlio returns with her to reign in Ayodhya.
After long years, during which the world qpjoyed an
unparalleled felicity, Eama is separated anew from her,
but this time by an act of his own will, because he
yields to unjust suspicions. This second separation is,
according to a proceeding familiar to the myths, at bottom
only a repetition of the first. It is terminated by a final
reconciliation, after which S M returns to the bosom of the
earth, from which she had come forth long before. Before
disappearing she restored to Eama his two sons, that they
might continue the line of solar kings in Ayodhya.
We shall not proceed farther with this list of materials
which have been at the service of the neo-Brahmanic reli
gions. Even a summary examination is enough to show how
little these materials differ at bottom from those which we
see were made use of in the most ancient documents. Here,
as there, we are in the presence of divine personalities,
which are resolvable into myths of Nature-worship, and
these myths, in their turn, resolve into the same physical
phenomena. We have indicated, by way of example, only
a small number of these relations; others will come to
light, perhaps, of themselves in our exposition; to specify
them all would be an endless task. But if India has thus
resumed in these religions the work of its remotest past,
it has this time arrived at very different results. The
divinities of ancient Brahmanism remained undisguisedly
mythical. The piety of the Vedas always shrinks from
too concrete representations, and behind its gods it neverceased to recognise the natural forces of which they were
the expression. Thus under the first efforts of reflection
these gods, of themselves as it were, dissolv^^ in pantheism.
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65-66.— They who giving up devotion from which flows a stream of
blessings, take pains for the acquisition of mere learning, get nothing
but pains that they have undergone. They are like those who thresh mere
husks and do not obtain food grains as the fruit of their labour. 0 thou
who fillest the immensity of space, many a Yogi, in times of yore, having
consecrated their practices to Thee, speedily reached Thee—their goal— by
means of devotion which comes to them as the result of their K a rm a in the
shape of listening to the narration of thy glorious deeds (of thy many incarna
tions).— X. 14. 4-5 (Brahma).
V
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67. 0 noble-souled N an d a! when both you and Yasoda have centred
your devotion on N arayana ; who is the over—soul of each and all and is the
first cause of every thing ; he who has incarnated in human form with an end
in view ; nothing more remain.s to be done by you in the discharge of yoyr
duties.— X . 46. 33 (Uddhava).

II
(

II

I

I

II
)

II

68. Charity, observance of vows, asceticism, offering of oblations to fire,
repeated utterance of mantras, recitation of scriptural texts and the withdrawing
of the senses from them, objects of pleasure, and the performance of many
other acts of righteousness are the means to lead a man to the devotion of
K risna.— X. 47. 24 (Uddhava).
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sectarian beliefs, the existence of which, on the contrary,
it presupposes; it is simply an eclectic explanation of
these beliefs made from the point of view of Brahmanism.
And, in point of fact, the Trinity, in which Creuzer thought
he had discovered the primitive dogma of India,^ has not,
up to the present time, been pointed out in any writing
which ca^ be accepted as of date anterior to the develop
ment of the sectarian systems of worship.^ ^The idea,
it is true, of associating the gods in groups of three
is very ancient in India. Examples of it occur as early
as the Hymns.^ A t a later date, we often find in the
Br^hmanas the idea expressed, that there are in reality
only three gods, Agni, Vayu, and Surya,^ that is to
say, a divinity for the earth, fire; another for the atmo
sphere, the w in d ; and a third for the heavens, the
sun; and the old scholiast Y^ska, who reproduces this
division, completes it by a curious distribution of the
principal figures in the pantheon into one or othel* of
these three categories.^ It is probable that the dogma of
the sectarian Trinity found a point of support irT this
ancient triad, as well as in some other old ternary concep
tions ; but it differs from these too much to be directly
derived from them. Here, in fact, the point is not, as
formerly, a cosmographic distribution of the deified forces
of nature, but a threefold evolution of the divine unity.
The Brahman, the Absolute, manifests himself in three
' Synibolik, t. i. p. 568, 2d ed.
2 The M aitry Upanishad, in y^hich
we meet with it distinctly formu
lated (v. 2), is a work interpolated to
such a degree that we must reject it
as modern, although we find it en
grossed in a Brahmana. There is
still less reason to attach any weight
to such testimonies as that of Amritavindu Up., 2, or those of Nrisimha
Up., collected in Ind. Stud., ix. 57.
/ Rig-Veda, i. 23, 6, 7 ; 24, 41 ;
vii. 62, 3 ; viii. l8, 9 ; x. 124, 4, 126 ;
158, I ; 185. Compo,ve thQ tisro devth,
the three goddesses, i. 13, 9 ; 194, 8;

ii- 35» 5 ; iii- 4, 8 ; ix. 5, 8 ; x. 70, 8 ;
n o , 8. A gn i himself composes a
triad.
Taitt. Sarnh., vi. 6, 8, 2 = ^atap.
Br., iv. 5, 4 ; Taitt. A r., i. 21, i ;
Brihaddevata, in Ind. Stud., i. 113.
For other^references to the Qatap.
Br., see Weber, Zwei vedische Texte,
p. 386.
® Nirukta, vii. 5 ; 8 - 1 1. The ar
rangement of the Hymns in several'
books of the Rig-Veda, and also that
of Naighantuka 5, are made on the
same principle. Compare also Ait.
Br., i. I , I .
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respectability, clung to the feet of Krisna, sought after by the Vedas— X . 47.
70 (Uddhava).
R o t e — This yearning for residence in Vrindavana, as voiced by Uddhava, is the
pious wish of all VaiSnuvas, devoted to Krisna worship. This stanza is on the
lips of learned Vaisnava.s and one may easily understand why so many pilgrims
flock to Vrindavana and many of them choose it as tlie residence of tlmir last
days. No wonder that Ohaitanya Deva of Nadiya and his disciples and followers
who were devoted students of the Bhagavata, took to the work of restoration of
the sacred sites of Vrindavana which had fallen into decay after the sack of
Mathuid, and the demolition of temples by the Mohamedans. From Ohaitanya’s
time Vrindavana has become the resort of Bengal Vaisnava pilgiims and many
are permanently settled there. After the fury of Muhamedan intolerance had
abated with the downfall of Mogul rule, the Rajputana Oliiefs and rich Seths and
landholders of all parts of India built temples and endowed charities which have
contributed to tbe prosperity of Vrindavana and Mathur^.
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72. Thou art Brahman, the soul of all, having an equal ey-e upon all.
Tiiou experiencest thine own joys (not depending for thy joy on external
objects.) Therefore thou makest no distinction between people as being thy
own or as being other than thine own. Thy favour goes to them who serve
th e e ; as is the gift of the celestial tree to him who approaches it with a
request, their rewards varying according to the measure of their service.
There is no distinction in this treatm ent.— X 72. 6 (Yudhis^hira).
R o te .
—
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cnltus.
Thus the triad is, with most of the sects,
only a formula, nearly without any meaning. Brahma
tigures in it only to make up a number; and there is no
real change of view involved, either when, renouncing the
ternary combination, they sometimes leave him entirely out
of account, or when they add a fourth person to the other
three* as in the Brahmavaivarta Purdna, in which Krishna
is superaJded to the Brahma- Yishnu- and ^iv^-Trinity.^
In reality, there are present only Yishnu and ^iva, or,
more exactly, if we should probe the sectarian conscious
ness, only the “ incarnations” of the former and the
“ forms ” of the latter, comprehending in both cases the
manifestations of their respective feminine counterparts.
These are the real elements of the sectarian theology, the
two poles, as it were, between which it moves. Usually
it pronounces, if not with clearness, then with passionate
emphasis enough, between the two rivals ; on one side the
god, on the other at most his lieutenant, who is alniost
always the first of his devotees. In the most pronounced
forms of the religion of Yishnu, who is still in the main
the more accommodating of the two, ^iva is only the
gurur guTundm, the doctor of the doctors, a sort of super
human prophet of Bhagavat, of Yishnu the Most High.^
The god who is foi^nd reduced in this way to the character
of satellite does not therefore cease to be glorified, but his
majesty is borrowed, and it is understood that the homage
which is paid to him goes in the end to him who is above
him. Yiewed thus, in the extreme expressions of them,
the neo-Brahmanic religions form two groups clearly op
posed and even inimical to one another; but in practice
this opposition is almost always softened down by com
promises. The jealous ardour with which the militant
^ H . H . Wilson, Select Works,
vol. iii. p. 99.
In the Nrisirnha
Upanishad, in like manner, all the
three persons of the Trinity are sub
ordinated to Nrisirnha. A ll the sects
at bottom do the same ; their fourth
term (the turfya) is still a person,

and they no sooner assert the Abso
lute than they limit it by the most
concrete forms.
2 This is the character he main
tains, for instance, in the Narada
Pancaratra, i. 9, 31, 38-42,46, &c.
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77-78.

83

76. W hatever a man does with his body, words, mind or by the force
of habits, let him consecrate it to the Supreme Being by uttering the formula—
“ To N arayana ? ”— X I. 2. 34-36 (Kavi).

II « « II
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H a ra re ! i

sitfJT=Ti fn*i
*ira: il >S'S ll
77. One should learn to consign all desirable objects, all gifts of charity,
penances, silent repetition of the divine mantras, good deeds and also that
which is dear to oneself,— wife, children, houses, even life to Grod.— X I. 3«
28 (Prabhuddha).
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78. Man has to fear from his false perception of duality. One who is
drawn away from God holds either the false idea of identity with the body or
is forgetful of and does not care to enquire into his true nature ; and this is
due to M ^ya the illusive power of the Lord. Therefore man should serve
the Lord with devotion, believing in the superiority of his Guru ; nay, in the
G uru’s very divinity.— X I. 2. 37 (Kavi).

fgffiuTrr ia only an iil-oonoealed reproduction of the very wellknown and oft qndtad
WSf'fT (Brihada.»^ka. t. i . 2), Bat
while the Ved^nti will prescribe the panacea of knolwed^e oontaiued in the M a f i a
V d k y d s of the Veda, such as
^
and
and several others, all of
which declare that there is only one and no second to fear, these oo o
teaches that this false fear from which man sufferS) as if it were rea ,la p
N o te ,^ V { zr
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Vishnu to ^iva or ^iva to Vishnu; he could, if he chose,
see the only Being in both. “ One god, ^iva or Vishnu !*’
exclaims Bhartrihari, who was a ^ivaite, in one of his
stanzasd Another ^ivaite, Abhinavagupta, has commented
on the Bhagavad Gita,^ which is in a way the gospel of
Krishna, ^ankara, who appears to have inclined rather to
Vishh'di^, is claimed alike by the ^aivas and Vaishnavas;
and even in our day the Smarta Brahmans (“ orthodox ob
servers of the Smriti ”) in the Dekhan, who are reputed to
be his direct heirs, take part in the sectarian devotions
without formally declaring themselves in favour of any.
In Hindustan it is the same with the majority of the mem
bers of the upper and educated classes. Thus there have
been sects who, instead of choosing between the two
great divinities, have associated them together in a com
mon cultus. Alongside of the 2;od who is three and one
there is thus the god who is two and one, Harihara (Harihara, that is, Vishnu-^iva— though the pure ^ivaites inter
pret this name as “ ^iva (the master) of Vishnu”), and he,
from a simple mystic formula, which was all he was at
first, has come in the end to be a perfectly concrete figure
with a mythology of his own. As the object of a special
and well-defined cultus, he appears to be of somewhat
recent date. It is. only since the tenth century that the
invocation ex ceqiio of ^iva and of Vishnu is found attested
with a certain emphasis in the inscriptions.^ Harihara
liimself does not appear in them before the end of the
thirteenth. We would feel bound to name a much
earlier date, however, if we could be sure, on the one hand,
that the hymn in his honour which is contained in the
Harivamga^ formed part of the original redaction of this
poem (there already existed one of that name in the sixth
^ iii, 30, ed Bohlen. (^iva is a
“ form ” of Vishnu (or the reverse)
in several Purdnas ; for example, in
the VrihanndradiyaP., in Aufrecht’s
Oxford Catalogue, p. 10.
* G. Biihler in the Journ. of the

Boy. As. Soc., Bombay, vol. xii.,
extra number, p, 76.
^ See the inscriptions in the Ind.
Antiq., vi. 51 ; v. 342 ; Journ. of
the Roy. As. Soc., Bombay, xi. 267,
276; xii. 25.
* Ch. clxxxi.
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80-81. The four classes— Brahman, Ksattriya, Vaisya and Shdra—together with the four stages of life, have been produced from the mouth, arms,
thighs, and feet of the Supreme Being. Their difference is due to their consti-tuent qualities which vary in their formation. Whoever among these classes
and orders do not attach themselves to the service of the Lord, their maker,
either because of their ignorance or because they are unmindful, are hurled
down below.— X I. 5. 2-3 (Chamasa).
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82-83. In the terrible Kali Yuga men will forsake all religious rites,
ceremonies and observances. They who are given to the devotion of Vasudeva
are assured of their salvation. Who else than Vasudeva can save men who,
blinded by the attractions of pleasures, have fallen in the deep well of wordly life
and then devoured by that python. Time ?— X I. 8. 41-42 (Pingala).
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H I N D UISM.
n . THE SECTS, THEIK HISTORY AND DOCTRINES.
Obscurity of the ancient and most interesting portion of this history.—
Absence of a chronology, and want of accurate information, notwith
standing the array of documents.— The Mahabh^rata, the H^mayana,
the Pur 3,nas.— The positive history of the sects does not commence till
the eleventh or twelfth century, by which time they are capable only of
reassertion.-— Ancient Vishnuism : idealism of the Bhagavad Git&, and.
its influence on the entire ulterior development.— Moderate idealism
of the PMcaratras or Bhdgavatas.— The schools and sects of Cahkara,
Rdm&nuja, and Anandatirtha.— Ancient Qivaism, its preference for
the Sahkhya metaphysics.— Pagupatas and Mdhe9varas.— Thef doc
trine of grace among the Qaivas.— The ^akti, or the female principle :
the ^''aktas and their twofold rite of the right hand and the left hand :
human sacrifices, magical and obscene rites.— Idealistic Civaism*; Tridandins andSmArtas. — The Kashmir school of thePratyabhijha.— Great
Civaite religions of the Dekhan : Basava and the Lingdyits.— The
Sittars and the alchemists : Arab influences.— The Qivaite sects of the
North : the different orders of Yogins.— Extravagance of asceticism
and moral degeneracy.— Apparent decrease of ^ivaism.— Doctrine of
salvation and the means of i t : Jndna or gnosis : above it Bhakti or
faith.^— Is this Bhakti such as it at first appears in Vishnuism, some
thing borrowed from Christianity ?— Jesus and Krishna, alleged reci
procal influence of the two religions small in reality.— Results of the
doctrine of B h a k ti; splitting up of sects and idolatry.— Refinements

'J-

of Quietism and Mysticism.— The doctrine of grace among the Vaishnavas.— In consequence of his very elation Bhakti leads back to
formalism.— Bestowed on the Guru, who is deified, and at length the
only authority of the sect, it becomes a new cause of schism. —V ish 

11

nuism becomes an erotic religion : sects of flaitanya, Vallabhacarya,
and others.— M ystic and pietistic communities.

F rom what precedes it is easy to see that the differentways of connecting or combining the persons of the gods,
which occupy so great a space in the literature, and one
of which, at least, the Trinity, has had a certain celebrity
i86
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87-89. As the fire with its briskly kindled flames reduces fuel to ashes
so does, 0 Uddhava, devotion to me consume all sins. Neither Yoga (Karmayoga) nor Sahkhya (Jnana-yoga), nor the practice of ordinances (Vedic ri
tualistic rites), nor recitation of the Vedas, performance of penances, nor deeds
of charity wins me so much, 0 Uddhava, as does devotion which is superior
to all. Only by one pointed devotion and faith am I w o n ; I who am the
very loved life of the saints. Devotion to me sanctifies even the feeder on dog’s
flesh (the Chdndjila the lowest of the social strata) and purifies him of the stain
of his birth and vocation— X I. 14. 19-21 (K risna).
N o te*
— Instances of members of the most “ depressed ” classes having been
elevated into the rank of saints, pooiir in the religious, especially Vaisnava, litera*
ture of the Hindus.
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90. The religion of tru th speaking and of the practice of compassion, the
learning that is associated with asceticism and penance— these do not sanctify
the man who is devoid of my devotion— X I. 14. 22 (K risna).

No^e,— This may be a hit against the atheistic Bauddbas and Jainas whose
systems of religion differ so much iu essentials from theistic Bbagavatas.
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succeeded in fixing the age of the sectarian Upanishads,
some of which are of all the n^ore value that they are not
eclectic, like the majority of the preceding writings; nor
can we determine that of the Bhakti Slltras and of the
Ndrada Pancardtra} both so important with respect to
the development of Vishnuism and the doctrine of faith.
An obko^rity greater still rests on the Svbtras, the AgamaSy
and the Tantms, which contain the dogmas and the ritual
of the ^aivas, especially all that has respect to the cultus
of the ^aktis, the female divinities. Of all this volumi
nous and complex literature, the dated works of which do
not go farther back than the eighth century, we know up
to the present time only some titles and some extracts,^
to which we must add the rdi,umd of the ^ivaite meta
physics— a theoretic one, and in no respect historical—
which Sayana in the fourteenth century inserted in his
“ General Synopsis of the Systems.” ^ We may be permitted
Handschriften der K . Bibliothek zu
Berlin, 1853, pp. 127-148. Especially
Th. Aufrecht, Catalogus Codicum
M SS. Sanscriticorum quotquot in
Bibliotheca Bodleiana adservantur,
1859, pp. 7-87. The work of Vans
Kennedy, Researches into the Nature
and Affinities of Ancient Hindu
Mythology, 1831, re^s principally
on the Puranas.
The two Puranas most celebrated,
the Vishnu P. and the Bhagavata
P., are well known, the one by
the translation of H. H. Wilson,
1840 (2d. ed. 1864-77), the other by
the edition and the translation of
E. Burnouf, comprising only books
i.-ix. (M. Hauvette-Besnault is at
present engaged in the publication
of the three last', 3 vols. 1840-47.
Of both there exist several native
editions. The collection of the B ib 
liotheca Indica comprehends the
Markanddya P., published by K . M.
Banerjea, 1862; the A gn i P., by
Rajendralala Mitra, 1873-79, 3 vols.;
a)ui the V ayu P., commenced by
the same editor. There are besides
native editions of the M astya P.,

the Linga P., the Brahmavaivartta
P., the Khrm a P., &c., and. frag
ments (principally Mahatmyas) of
several others. Besides the eighteen
principal Puranas, there are reckoned
eighteen Upapurmias, or second
ary Puranas, the enumeration of
which is given in Wilson’s preface
to the translation of the VishnuP., p. Ixxxvii., new edition.
The
official lists of the Puranas and U paparanas are far from including all
the works which lay claim to these
titles, and it is for the present next
to impossible to get up a critical
bibliography of this literature.
^ Published in the Bibliotheca In 
dica, the first by R. Ballantyne,
1861 ; the second by K . M. Baner
jea, 1865. » The Bhakti Sutras are
later than the Bhagavad Gitd, which
they quote, Sutra 83.
2 The most minute information
we have in regard to the Tantraswill be found in Aufrecht’s Oxford
Catalogue, pp. 88-110.
3 The SarvadarganasangrahajpubHshed several tiines in India, among
others in the Bimiotheca Indica.
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9 4 . I solicit one boon of thee—who showerest all blessings— the boon of
devotion to the Lord, to his devotees and to thee.— X II. 10. 34 (M&rkandeya to
Vis ves vara).
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95. Other patient toilers by means of the power of the control of. their
mind, subduing the mighty P rak riti, become absorbed in Thee. They can
obtain the same result with little labour if they choose the path of devotion —
III. 5. 45 (Devas).
No^e.— P i-a k r iti= X a tu r e of the S^ n k h ya philosophy or M ^ y^ of the V e d d n ta
and ot tlie Bliauravafcas— th at illusory power th at is inh erent in B rah m a to w hich
IS attrib u ted the m anifestations we call the^world and its phenom ena.
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thi’ough the day, busy and troubled with many occupations : at
nigh^t their sleep disturbed by dreams of various things that formed the obiect
11
“ opes, their desires and self-seeking activities being thwarted by fate__
d e Jr^
have turned their face from Thee are doomed to repeated births and
10 (Bra W )
(learned and deep-thinking philosophers).— III. 9.
Note.-^^^^t
^fiT According to commentators it means learned men constantly occupied with the study of the bdstras.
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forty-eight different sects. But since the work has been
published,^ it is enough to compare it with the authentic
polemic of (^ankara, especially with his commentary on
the second book of the Vedanta Sutras, to feel satisfied
that that is only an apocryphal romance of no worth in
regard to the eighth century. Some other compositions
on th^^ame subject, the existence of which has been
pointed out, are quite as untrustworthy.^ Till we re- *
ceive farther light on the subject, we must therefore rest
content with this, that during a space of a thousand years
and more, there is, for the sectarian religions, only a sort of
internal chronology of extreme vagueness, and more or
less matter of conjecture. Their positive history hardly
commences till we come upon the heads of the schools of
the twelfth century (for the ^ivaism of Kashmil* a little
earlier, viz., the ninth) ,3 that is to say, till an epoch when
each creed had, as regards its essential principles, already
more than once spoken its final word.
In fact, these very sects, which have lived such an in
tense and varied life, and which have up to our own'time
shown such capacity to modify and continually readjust
their organisation, their practices, and their spirit, were
early obliged to repeat and reassert the same theological
principles, as the,^e had been furnished to them by the
ancient speculations of Brahmanism. They appropriated
these abstract formulae to themselves, at one time apply
ing them as they were, at another modifying them in such
a way as to make them quadrate more with religious senti
ments cast in a different mould from those which had
inspired the authors of the old Upanishads and the re
dactors of the DarQanas; for obviously neither the im
personal Brahman and the single substance of the Vedanta,
’ In the Bibliotheca Indica by Jayan^rayana Tarkapancanana, 1868.
' See F. E, Hall, A Contribution
towards an Index to the Bibliography of the Indian Philosophical
Systems, 1859, pp. 167, 168.

® Thanks especially to the reports
brought lately from Kashmir by G ."
Biihler, and recorded by him in vol.
xii., extra number, of the Roy. As.
Soc., Bombay.
,
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100-102,

l^Q^Q —Sadh a one, favoured by His grace, follows the Bh§,gavata Dbarma of
exclusive devotion to the Lord,
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100.
Perfect in the fullness of His own Self, He does not flatter Laksini,
who is in His service in constant attendance, nor her followers, the sovereigns
of the earth and heavens. He prefers the devotion of his saints. How can
they forsake Him, they who appreciate His grace ?-—IV . 31. 22 (Narada).
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101. 0 King Pariksit, Krisna is your Lord and Saviour and of the
Yadavas also. He is your well-wisher, your tutelary deity, the chief of his
clan. A t times, He is also your servant (acting as a charioteer and serving
in other capacities). All these relations he bears to his devotees He may also
dispense Mukti but rarely B hakti.—V. 6 .1 8 (Suka).
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102. The path of devotion is excellent because it is attended with wel
fare and there is no fear arising out of it. In this path will be m et wellbehaved and benevolent devotees of N arayana.—V I. 1. 17 (Suka).
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and himself in his mortal form are the production of his
M^ya, his deceptive magic; he alone is real, and those
who are conscious of being one with him have peace and
safety. The same doctrine, but not so pure and less
elevated in point of conception as well as in point of
form, reappears in several Krishnaite Upanishads. It is
foumis^pplied to the religion of ISTrisimha, of Vishnu
conceived as man-lion— a sect of which there is not much^
mention elsewhere— in the Nrisimhatdpaniya- Upanishad,
and to the religion of Vishnu-Eama in the Bdmatd'paniyaUpanishad. If ^ahkara, the great champion of the ortho
dox Advaita, professed a sectarian doctrine, it was that.
It is from it in the main that the Rural of Tiruvalluvar
draws its inspiration, as do also the songs of his sister
Auvaiyar, those gems of ancient Tamil literature. We
shall meet with it again in ^ivaism. It plays an im
portant part in the Vishnuite Puranas, especially in
the Bhdgavata Purdna which has consecrated to its
service a power of composition of such range and
fulness as at times to remind us of the inspired lan
guage of the Bhagavad Gita. Finally, the great in
fluence exercised by these two works has rendered it
familiar to all the modern sects, at least in Hindustan,
and in the nortl^ of the Dekhan. It has infused itself
deeply into the popular poetry, and we meet with its for
mulae in Bengal in the Kirtans of the followers of Caitanya,
as well as among the Marhattas in the songs of Tukarama, or in the Punjab in the Adigranth of the Sikhs.
But it is clear, too, that such a tenet must not be too
closely pressed, when the subject in debate is the faith
of the great mass of the people. Even speculative
people, with their accustomed power^of thought, find it
difficult to lay hold of it, and are often bafiled wdth
the language, even in treatises which affect scholastiij
rigour of statement. Much more is this the case in the
mystic effusions of a poetry which is not hampered by the
fear of contradicting itself, and which aijjis less at con-
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106-107. They who devote themselves iii the service oE the Lord with
a single-mindedness, and they who intently perform sacrifices as enjoined
in the Sruti and Smriti, they who have got rid of their passions and are devoid
of hatred,— they very easily cross over the troublous sea of life. The path
of knowledge of the Absolute Brahma, void of the emotional devotion of Visnu,
lacks in attractiveness. Much less is that path excellent, where works are
performed with a selfish object in view or which, if performed with no selfish
end, is not consecrated to God.— 1. 5. 12 (Narada).
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108. Munis, who repose in Self, who have no bonds of the world, serve
the mighty Lord with an unselfish devotion. So great is the attractive
excellence of H ari.— I. 7. 10 (Suta.)
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seventh century, the poet Bana speaks of them as of two
distinct sectsd In the inscriptions the Bhagavatas are
frequently mentioned, in the provinces of the Ganges from
the second century, on the Coromandel coast in the fourth,
and in Gujarat in the fifth and sixth.2 But it is by no
means certain that in these different texts the same words
always denote the same things; it is even probable that
in the mouniental inscriptions the term Bhagavata simply
means worshipper of Yishnuy
In the twelfth century this qualified idealism was suc
cessfully revived by Eamanuja, a Brahman, and a native
of the neighbourhood of Madras,^ who gave a systematic
exposition of it in his commentary on the Vedanta Sutras.^
He argued against the absolute Advaita of Qahkara, main
tained the separate but finite reality of individual beings,
and rejected the theory of the Maya. His followers, called
Etoanujas, after his name, worship Earn a as the repre
sentative of the Supreme Being; they are divide's into
several branches, and are very numerous, particularly in
the South. In the fourteenth century Eamananda^ one of
the chiefs of the sect, went to settle at Oude and at
Benares. From him the numerous subdivisions of Eamanandis are lineally descended, who differ from the Eamanujas only in th^ir practices, are very widely scattered, and
have great influence in Northern India. The celebrated
^ In his Harshacarita as quoted by
Hall, Vasavadatta, pref., p. 53 The
Cankaravijaya distinguishes them
similarly, ch. vi. and viii., ed. of
the Biblioth. Indica. In the Varaha
Purana, on the other hand, the
Pancaratra is identified with the
doctrine of the Bhagavatas. A ufrecht, Oxford Catalogue, p. 58.
^ Inscriptions of the Guptas at
Behar and at Bhitari, in A . Cun
ningham’s Archaeological Survey,
vol. i. pi. xvii. and xxx.
Inscrip
tions of the Pallavas of Vengi in
Ind. Antiq., v. 51, 176.
Inscrip
tions of Valabhi, passim.
^ This is the sense which it has.

■ 1

for example, in Varaha Mihira, Brihat Sarnhita, lx. 19, p. 328, ed.
Kern.
^ For the historical sects, we refer
the reader once for all to H. H.
Wilson’s Sketch of the Religious
Sects of the Hindus, published in
the Asiatic Researches, vols. xvi.
and xvii^ 1828-32, and reproduced
in the first volume of the Select
Works of this celebrated Indian
scholar.
^ A short exposition of the V e 
danta, by the same author, has
been recently published in Calcutta,
The V eddntatattvasara of Rdmanuja,

1878.
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110-116. Therefore to the Yogi, who is devoted to me with his heart
wholly given to me, neither philosophical learning nor renunciation is, as a
rule, of any good. Whatever may be acquired by activities, by asceticism,
by learning, by renunciation, by Yoga, by charity, and by other auspicious
acts—all these are speedily acquired by devotion to me, whether it be a place
in heaven, or freedom from birth and death, or the attainm ent of the holy of
holies, my abode. Those unswervingly devoted to me, patient and benevolent—
they do not long for absolute exemption from birth and death, which I might give
to them. Not to be beholden to anyone or to look for favour to anyone is said to
be the greatest blessing. For this reason devotion to me is only obtained
by one who does not look to anybody for favour, who does not cherish any
fond desire.
Merits and demerits arising out of the observance or nonobservance of ordinances, do not affect my votaries who are saintly, impartial
and above M aya. Those who pursue the path I have ordained, attain the
welfare and reach my abode and know Brahma.—'X f. 20. 31-37 (S ri Kisna).
Here ends the first string of the Necklace of the^Jewels of Devotion
collected from the ocean of Bhagavata and strung by V isnupuri, u
Paramahctmsa S a n n yd n of Tirhut,
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opposition to Eamanuja, Anandatirtha was a strict observer
of the distinctions of caste; but the doctrine called the
doctrine of the Dvaita or duality is widely spread among
the masses, and the popular songs of the Dasas, many of
whom are of low caste, extol it with a sectarian fervour
bordering on fanaticism.^
That we may not be obliged to return again and again
to the same topics farther on, we shall here leave for
little the subject of Vishnuism, and finish off at once with
what we have to say concerning the sectarian metaphysic
by a T^sumd of the speculative doctrines of ^ivaism. The
Civaite religions appear to be more ancient than those of
Vishnu, or at least to have been adopted at an earlier
date by the Brahmans. We have already’seen that they
are the only ones which have left any trace in the Veda,
and that, for its part, the epic poetry, which in its exist
ing redaction is Vishnuite in the main, equally presup
poses that the cultus of Mahfideva had to some fetent
previously prevailed. The first Hindu representations of
a character unmistakably religious which we find on coins
(of the Indo-Scythian kings, about the beginning of the
Christian era) ^ are ^ivaite figures alternating with Bud
dhist symbols,
short, seems to have remained
long a sort of professional religion of the Brahmans and
men of letters.^ The most ancient dramatic literature
that has reached us is under ^ivaite patronage.^ It is
* the same with the works of romance.^ It is likewise to
' 1 See F. Kittel, On the Karnataka
Vaishnava Dasas, in the Ind. Antiq., ii. 307.
2 See R. Rochette, Notice snr
quelques Medailles de Rois de la
Bactriane et de I’lnde, in Journ.
des Savants, 1834, fig. 7, p. 389.
B y the same author, Supplement to
the preceding Notice, ibid., 1835,
pi. ii. figs. 22, 23, 24.
Lassen,
Ind. Alterthumsk., t. ii. p. 808 seq.,
2d ed.
3 Even still the proportion of

Brahmans among the Civaites is
very gre a t; almost all those in Ben
gal and Orissa, for instance, belong
to the Brahmanical caste.
^ The ^dramas of Kalidasa, the
Mricchakapka, the Malati-M^dhava
of Bhavabhuti. See also Malavikdgnimitra, str. 6.
^ The ancient Brihatkatha, the
original source, now lost, of the most
of the collections of tales, began
with a dialogue between ^iva and
Pdrvati.
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We do not hold Swarga (the abode oi; the gods) nor Moksa (freedom
from re-incarnations) as equal to the small fraction of the merit arising
from association with the devotees of the Lord. Much less should one com
pare it with the small things after which men hanker, such, as, kingly power
here on the earth.— I. 18. 13 (the Risis) ; also IV . 30. 34 (Prachetas).
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The Munis, 0 Suta, whose path is that of peace and who repose
under the shelter of the feet of the Lord, at once purify those who go
near them. Whereas the heavenly river (G ahga) purges the sins of those
when its water comes in contact with their bodies in ablution.— I. 1, 15
(Risis).
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of the doctrines of ^ivaism, we are dependent oh docu
ments at secondhand, particularly on the exposition of
them which, in the fourteenth century, Sayana has left
us in his Sarvadar^ana-sangraha,^ and on information
collected by H. H. Wilson in his “ Sketch of the Eeligions
of the Hindu Sects.” Of the testimonies collected in this
way, not one, we may be sure, is contemporary with the
Pa^upatas (worshippers of Pa^upati) of the Mahabharataf
nor even with the MaheQvaras (worshippers of Mahegvara,
the great Lord), which are mentioned in the inscriptions
of the fifth c e n t u r y I t is nevertheless probable that
they have, under the head of doctrines peculiar to the
P^Qupatas and the Mahe^varas, preserved for us the old
speculations of ^ivaism, and that, long before the times of
^afikara and Gaudapada, who preceded ^ankara by two
or three generations (the two polemics to whom we owe
the first precise, though extremely brief, intimations of the
metaphysical systems of the ^aivas),^ ^ivaism had m the
main adopted the formulae of the deistic Sankhya. As in
this last system, the soul is clearly distinguished from
matter on the one hand, and from God on the other.
Matter, the prakriti, is eternal; it is the pregnant but blind
medium in which the May^ and the different modes of the
divine energy work, and in connection with which the soul
undergoes the consequences of its acts. United to matter
the soul is separated from God; it is a prey to error and
sin, and it falls under the law of death and expiation. It
is a pagtt, an animal held back by a chain, by matter
namely, which hinders it from returning to its pati, or
master (for that is the metaphorical meaning, which we
now meet with in the old name of Paqupati, the master of
flocks ”); and it is to break this bond that all the efforts of
the faithful must be directed. God, that is to say Qiva, is
^ Chap, vi.-ix.
^ Inscriptions of Valabhi, passim.
^ Qlokas of GaudapMa, ii. 26,
printed along with the Mandukya

Upanishad, p. 427, ed. of the Bibl.
Ind. ; Qahkara ad Vedanta Sutras,
ii. 2, i - i o , p, 497 seq., and ii. 2, 3741, p. 591 seq., wd. of the Bibl. Ind.
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their expansion, and that they have been distorted into
the most monstrous developments. As many as an entire
half of the Qivaite religions are, in fact, characterised by
the cultus of an androgynous or female divinity. The
^akti, such as she appears in these systems of worship, is
no longer derived from the metaphysics which we have
just sketched. It has its roots far away in those ideas, as
old as India itself, of a sexual dualism, placed at the be*
ginning of things (in a Brahmana of the Yajur-Veda, for
instance, Prajapati is androgynous), or of a common womb
in which beings are formed, which is also their common
tomb. It proceeds directly from the prakriti of the pure
Sahkhya, from eternally fertile Nature, whence issue both
the sensible forms and the intellectual faculties, and
before which the mind, or the male element, acts a part
that is featureless in character and barren of result. It is
difficult to come to any precise conclusion in regard to the
period when these ideas were translated into religious
beliefs. Evidences of any antiquity are altogether want
ing ; in the epic, ^iva does not yet appear in his herma
phrodite form, and we must hesitate to regard him as the
A P A O X P O of the Indo-Scythian coins.^ As for the
supremacy assigned to the female divinity, that is only
affirmed in certa*in Pur^nas and in the literature of the
Tantras.
But perhaps there are here special reasons
why we should not attach too much weight to the
negative argument. These cultuses appear, in fact, to

!

^ Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk., ii.
826 seq. See a cast of these coins
represented in R Rochette, Journal
des Savants, 1834, p. 392, fig. x.
On the other hand, it is properly the
androgynous Civa we must conclude
we have got in this statue, which was
from ten to twelve cubits high, com
posed of an unknown substance, the
right side of a male and the left of a
female, the arms extended like a cross,
and the body covered over with re
presentations of the sun, the moon,
angels, and all conceivable beings,
which the Brahmans worshipped

in a large cave on a very high
mountain, and which certain Indian
envoys on an embassy to Antoninus
described to Bardisanes in Stobaeus,
Eclog. Physic., i. 56. The descrip
tion perfectly accords with the ma
terial pantheism that characterises
this branch of the ^ivaite religion.
A n androgynous Qiva (ardhan^ri^a),
appears in the bas-reliefs of B^dami,
Ind. Antiq., vol. vi. p. 359. The
Matsya Purana treats of the images
of him, Aufrecht’s Catalogue, p. 42,
See also MdlavikSgnimitra, str. i
and 4.
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15-16. 0 Ananta, may I be associated with those great and pure-hearted
saints from whom constantly Hows devotion to thee. 80 that fall of joy with
th e drink of the praise of thy virtues, I may easily cross the ocean of worldly
life so full of dangers. O Thou, from whose navel springs the lotus, 0 Visnu,
they who are associated with thy dcAotees whose hearts are drawn by the
fragrance of thy lotus feet, those devotees do not care for their body imr do
they mind their wives, children, friends, riches and homes. These become
the objects of care by reason of relationship to the body.— lY . 0 . 11-12
(Uhruva).
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the productive and nourishing powers of Nature-^ ^ the
Yoginis, “ the Sorceresses,” whose interference is always
violent and capricious; the NayiJcds, the J)dkinis, the
Qdkinis, and many other classes besides, without con
sistently definite powers, but almost all malignant, and
whose favour is secured only at the expense of the most
revolting observances.^ All this in combination with the
male divinities goes to form the most outrageous group of*
divinities which man has ever conceived, llerself in
conceivable in her supreme essence, the Mahtoay^, “ the
Great Illusion,” is worshipped under a thousand designa
tions, and invested in an infinite variety of forms. But
at the same time, the distinction between these forms is
the same as that between different beings, and each of
them has its own special circle of devotees. These forms
correspond, for most part, to one of the aspects of her
twofold nature. Hack or white, benevolent or cruel; and
they constitute in this way two series of manifestations
of the infinite Energy, as it were two series of supreme
goddesses, one series presiding more specially ovffr the
creative energies of life, the other representing rather
1 The worship of the mothers,
great mothers, or world - mothers
(Matarah, Mahamatavfih, Lokam 4tarah) has extended far beyond
(^aktism, and even Civaism properly
so called. The idea from which it
starts is obvious : it is that of the
female principle worshipped in its
diverse manifestations ; but its his
tory is obscure, because each reli
gious scheme has appropriated it
in a fashion in keeping with its
peculiar theology. A. Weber (Zwei
Vedische Texte fiber Omina und
Portenta, p. 349 seq.) has attempted
to trace the origin of them to the
Veda, where we find, in fact, a
cultus very similar in that of the
Tisro Devih, “ the three goddesses.”
In the Mahabharata (iii. 14467 seq.)
they are the mothers of Skanda,
the god of war, and in this con
nection they appear frequently in

the inscriptions of the middle age ;
for example, in the inscriptions of the
Calukyas and the Kadambas of the
Dekhan. Var^ha Mihira mentions
their images (Brihat Samhitd, Iviii.
56, ed. Kern). Usually 7 or 8, they
are elsewhere given at 9, 13, 16
(see the different enumerations in
the Dictionary of St. Petersburg,
s. V. Matar). The Pancadandachattraprabandha (p. 24, ed. Weber)
mentions 64 of them. In Gujarat
they worship 120 (Ind. Antiq., viii.
2 1 1).
T h ^ are always invoked
together as a troop or circle (gana,
mandala) ; and even when they are
conceived as propitious, there is in
them a measure of mystery and
awe.
*
2 See the 5th act of the MalatiMddhava of B havabhuti; KathasaritsSgara, chap. 18.
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men appreciate interchange of pure thoughts. They assuage the thirst after
vain desires. They are never unfriendly to any living creatures. Disquietude
•Hnds no room in ihom. Among them Narayana, the final refuge of men who
have renounced the wcrld, is the constant subject of discourse with men who
^have no attachments. They make pilgrimages on foot in order to sanctify the
shrines they visit.— IV . 30. 35-37 (Frachetas).
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They say that the service of the great is the door to Molina and

that association with men who are attached to women is the deor to dai-k hell.
They who have equal regard for all, wdio are serene, free from anger, who are
friendly and saintly—they are to be termed great. They also are termed great
whose chief object of life is to gi^ e their heart to me, their lord, who kdie no
pleasure in the company.of people who indulge in talks of wordly matters only
or who take pleasure. in their household affairs relating to wife, children and
foes. They who are great are content with so much worldly fortune as would
supply their bare needs of life— V. 5. 2-3 ilvisabha).
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Mohammedans found it established in Northern Bengal;^
in the seventeenth, the Sikhs confess that their great
reformer, Guru Govind, prepared himself for his mission
by the sacrifice of one of his disciples to Durg^;^ in 1824
Bishop Heber met with people who told him they had seen
young boys offered in sacrifice at the gates of Calcutta; ^
and almost as late as our own time, the Thugs pro
fessed to murder their victims in honour of Kali. Per- “
haps we ought to view these practices as derived, by
contact or by heritage, from the bloody rites of the abori
ginal tribes. It is beyond question that many forms of the
great goddess (and we may say the same of ^iva and Vishnu)
are those of ancient local deities adopted by Hinduism.
Several, and some of the most inhuman, appear to be
native to Central India, and, as regards one of these at least,
the very name, Vinhyav^sini, “ the inhabitant of Vindhya,”
implies that she must have held sway over these mountains,
where human sacrifice, less than half a century ago,*still
formed part of the national cultus of the Gonds, the Kols,
and the Uraons.^ In our own days the English police have
put an end to these rites, which, however, in the civilised
districts of India, have always been more or less excep
tional occurrences. This is not the case with those coarsely
sensual and obscene observances which form the other side
of these secret cults, and the indecent regulations in regard
to which the Tantras expound with minuteness. The use
of animal food and spirituous liquors, indulged in to excess.
^ H. Blochmann, Contributions
to the Geography and History of
Bengal, in Journ. i>f the As. Soc.
of Bengal, vol. xlii.
Shahrastani
(twelfth century) mentions the hu
man sacrifices of the Q^ktas, but
adds that the people commonly repu
diate them ; translation by Haarbriicker, t. ii. p. 370. See Dabistan,
ii. p. 155, translated by Shea and
Troyer.
2 T. Trumpp, The A di Granth,
Introduction, p. xc.
^ Letter of the loth January 1824

:•

to Mrs. Douglas, in the Corre
spondence printed as a sequel to the
Narrative of a Journey through the
Upper Provinces of India.
^ W. Hugter, Statistical Account
of Bengal, vol. xvi. pp. 291, 313 ;
xvii. 281, 283 ; xix. 218.
Por a
recent case (1872) among the T a
mils of Ceylon, see Ind. Antiq.^^
ii. 125.
Similar observances have
been practised, to our own days,
among the Banj 3,ris and among the
Kois of the Telugu country; ibid.,
viii. 219, 220.
•
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29-30.

his senses-Visnu).
No wonder that pure devotion to Narayana could be
attained by one whose sins have been destroyed by the dust of thy lotus-feet,
when by a moment’s intercourse with thee my ignorance has been dispelled—
the ignorance that had found a hrm footing on false reasonings — V. 13. 2122 (Rahugana).
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29. Till they do not purify themselves by ablution in the dust of the
feet of great saints who have taken the vow of poverty, their understanding
will not comprehend the greatness of the feet of the Lord of Mighty
Strides. And it is by this means that Ihe evils of life are to be removed— .
V II. 5. 32 (Erahlada).
N ote.
— “ Tlie Lord of Mighty Strides ” is Visnu who iu his Vamaua Avalara
(Dwarf incaruation) eucouipassed the space between the Earth, Heaven, and Pa*ala
hy his three steps.
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® The following verse is found iu oue manuscript iu possession ot the Editors
of Calcutta Edition;—
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O Rahugana, this knowledge of the Supreme Being cannot be attained by
means of ascetic penances nor by sacrifice, nor by a life of leuunciation, nor by that
of a householder, neither by the Vedas nor by (the deities of) sun, fire or water.
This knowledge isonly gained by ablution in the dust of the feet of saints,— V. 12.
12 (Jadubharatii).
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place of the revels of the ancient ritual. The I^akshinacarin ^aktas, or adherents of the right hand, are met with
in great numbers all over India. In Hindustan the great
mass of the ^ivaites are of this class, and in Bengal the
entire population takes part in the Durgapuja, the great
festival in honour of their goddess, although the stricter
Hindus reprobate the indecencies which are perpetrated
in public on this occasion, and stigmatise the wholecelebration as one that belongs to the observances of
the left hand.^
Alongside of the ^ivaism which we have just been sur
veying, and which has recourse more or less directly to
the Sankhya system, there is another which is inspired
with the idealism of the Vedanta, and maintains conse
quently the essential unity of the world, the soul and
God. Tlie most ancient sects that profess it in our
day, the Tridandins (literally, the bearers of the triple
baton,” metaphorically, “ those who exercise a threefold
sovereignty, viz., over their words, their thoughts, and
their actions,” carrying as a symbol of this sovereignty a
stick with three knots), and the majority of the Smdrtas
(adherents of the Smriti or orthodox tradition), maintain
that they are connected with ^ankara. The first of these,
who are divided into ten tribes, according to the districts
of country where they originated, and who, for that reason,
are also called Da^andmis, “ those with the ten surnames,”
are ascetics, and have their centre at Benares. The second,
who are numerous, especially in the Dekhan, live partly
in the world and partly in convents.^ Many of them are
pure Vedantins, and hardly belong to i^ivaism. They
both admit into their order only Brahmans, and they
themselves do not make their direct tradition go farther
back than the eighth century. But here again it is proper
^ The DabifiitS,n (ii. 148-164,
translated by Schea and Troyer)
contains a curious notice of the Qaktas (seventeenth century).
From
this period they constituted the ma-

jority of the ^ivaites in Hindustanr
^ Their chief guru resides in the
convent of Cringeri in Mysore,
See A. C. Burnell, V^arn^abrahmana,
pref., p. xii.
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33. I am, 0 Brahman, subject to the will of my devotees. I am not
free. My heart has been conquered by devoted saints. I am so dear to
them and they are as dear to me.— IX . 4. 63-67 (Sri Kri?na).
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34. 1 do not think highly
and constant. I cannot feel
their final goal.
35. How can I forsake
their wives, children, frieiiils,
refuge in me ?
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of myself or of Laksmi whose love is intense
happy without my saints who look to me as
v
them who having left their attachments to
home, wealth and their owuselves, have taken
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learned form, to the sect of the Lihgdyits, which is icnown
to us only as a popular religion, we descend from the
heights of the Timmus down to the level of the grossest
superstitions. The Lihgayits appear, on the whole, to be
connected with ^ivaism in its idealistic form, since the
Jahgamas, “ the vagrants,” who form among them.the
religious and ascetic order, accept as their principal autho
rity a ^ivaite commentary on the Vedanta Sutras. Butit is difficult to extract any creed whatever from the con
fused mass of legends, which, along with certain particulars
in regard to their history, organisation, and cultus, consti
tute nearly all that we know about them. Their founder,
Basava (which is a Dravidian form of the Sanskrit Vrishabha), who was a Brahman, was born in the west of the
Dekhan, in the first half of the twelfth century. He con
tended at once against the orthodox, the Vishnuites, and
the Jainas ; he preached ^ivaism, the abolition of sacrifice
and of the distinctions of caste, and rose by rapid stages to
great influence. When the Kaluburigi Bijjala, who ruled
at that time as king in the Dekhan, and had becoilie his
son-in-law, set himself up againsif him as the defender of
the Jainas, he procured his assassination by the hands of
his disciples, but he was obliged to destroy himself in
order to escape tiie vengeance of that prince’s successor.
His work, however, did not perish along with him ; the
sect, or rather sects, which owe their origin to Basava,
are at the present day dominant in the dominions of the
Nizam and Mysore, and are widely spread in the extreme
South; while their itinerant monks, the Jangamas, are to
be met with in every part of India.^ Their principal books'
are writings entitled Puranas, in which the biography of
the founder is interlarded with a great number of legends
^ The Jahgamas do not always
lead a wandering life ; like other
religious, they live sometimes in com
munity in colleges (mathas). The
name they go by, which signifies
“ ambulants,” is thus considered as

expressing their character of “ moveab le” or living lihgas.
See tne
description of one of these people
in an inscription of the thirteenth
century, Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc.,
Bombay, xii. p. 40.
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the saints he begins te place his affection on you, the Lord of this world and of
the next.— X*. 51. 53 (Muchiikunda).

2Vofe.— The order is as follows :first, the company of saints; then follows tie
Love of God. This brine:s Salvation.
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W ater places (rivers and pools) are not sacred places of pilgrimage ;

nor are clods of clay or stone gods. These take long time to purify
those that visit them, ilu t saints cleanse sinners at onc^.at the very sight of
them.— X. 48. 31 and X. 84. 11. (Sri K risnaj.

Xo^e.— Oommentatora make an effort to bring out a meaning opposite to the
literal sense of the first half of this couplet. Their rendering is as follows :Not
that lioly water places are not shrines of pilgrimage ;not that clods of clay or
stone do not represent gods. But these take long time to effect purification. The
saints accomplish it inst?antly at sight. This meaning, apparently opposite to the
literal sense, is obtained by the aid of the rhetorical figure ealled
Nor is
the invocation of the aid of 3RT^ uncalled for. The Bhagavata, of ail works of the
sacred literature of the Hindus, was least expected to give countenance to latitudinarianisra to the extent of discarding or belittling pilgrirnages to sacred pools and
water places and idol worship. Yet X. 84. 81 of the Bhagavata may be compared
which distinctly condemns those who attribute holiness to pools and adore idols as
gods. The text, which is the subject of this controversy, is repeated in X. 84. 11.
•
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time, in their severe monotheism, their contempt for the
Vedas and the ^astras, their disgust at every idolatrous
practice, and especially their repudiation of a doctrine so
radical to Hinduism as metempsychosis, they much more
clearly betray a foreign influence. Very competent critics ^
think they recognise in them an inspiration from Chris
tianity, and, in fact, the native churches who believe
in the remote antiquity of these collections profess the
same esteem for them as those of the Wes^’t did for the
Sihyline books. But perhaps they are more imbued with
Sufflsm than with Christian ideas. It is not in general
the monotheism of the Christian religion which most
strikes the Hindu; and these hymns profess a rigid mono
theism, which reminds us rather of the Koran than of
the somewhat modifled religious beliefs of the Christians
of St. Thomas. In regard to alchemy, anyhow, in which
the Sittars are zealous adepts, they were disciples of the
Arabians, although other ^ivaites had preceded them in
the pursuit of the philosopher’s stone. Already, in his
exposition of the different doctrines of the 5 aivas,®Sayana
thought he ought to dedicate a special chapter to the
Basegvara-dar^ana, or ‘‘ system of mercury,” ^ a strange
amalgamation of Vedantism and alchemy. The object
contemplated in this system is the transmutation of the
body into an incorruptible substance by means of msapdna, i.e., the absorption into it of elixirs compounded
principally of mercury and mica, that is to say, of the
very essential qualities of ^iva and Gaurt, with whom the
subject of the operation is thus at length identifled. This
species of transubstantiation constitutes the jivanmukti,
or state of deliverance commencing with this present life,
the sole and indispensable condition of salvation. It is
clear that the devotional formulae of the Vedanta are
here only a sort of jargon, under which there lies Jiid
a radically impious doctrine; and it is not less clear that
in this doctrine, which had from the fourteenth century
^ Especially R, Caldwell.

^ Sarvadargan^sangraha, ch. ix.
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Compare the above with {Sloka No. 42 (X- 48. 131). There is tio
diveisity iu the interpretation ofthis sloka among commentators. It supports the
plain English rendering of the textof the autlior. Whetlier to extol the merits of
Saint-worship the author has belittled the merits of visiting sacied shrines and
woishipping .symhols of divinity is another question. Such belaudings of one at
the expense of another is not uncommon in the Pui^nas. It is an accepted canon
that tne laudation of one at the expense of another is not seriously meant so much
as a real hit at the latter but a'puffing of the former by contrast.
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'46. The saints who have renounced the world, who are full of quietude,
who are firmly fixed in their realization of Bridima, sanctify the world they
dwell in. They remove the sins of others by the mere contact of their body
because Hari, the destroyer of sins, is in them,— IX . 9. 6 (Bhagiratha to
Ganga).
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47-48. The relationship with gods may confer benefits or inflict pain on
men. But the dealings with the saints whose souls are wholly given to Visnu
confer nothing but good to men. The gods reward their votaries according to
the measure of their devotion of the latter. Shaping themselves like a shadow
(which grows more or less according to the object whose shadow it is). But the
saints are loving towards all who are poor (broken down.)— X I. 2. 5-6 (VasiTdeva to Naruda).
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altogether new, introduced into Hinduism a new organisa
tion and a new spirit, and had all this common charac
teristic that they developed very quickly under the guid
ance of an acknowledged head, and rested on a species of
authority akin to that of a prophet or an Iman. How,
to effect such a result as this, the Arabian merchants in
the first centuries of the Hegira, with the Mohammedan
world at their back, were perhaps better qualified than tiie
poor and destitute Churches of the Malai^ar and Coro
mandel Coasts.
In connection with the systems which precede, we have
nearly exhausted the speculative theology of Qivaism,
and we may now glance rapidly at the crowd of more
obscure sects or associations into which it is split up.^
These divisions affect to a very slight degree the lay.
classes, especially in tlie North, where ^ivaism retains its
more ancient form. It has not given rise there to great,
organised, and compact popular religions, like thaf of the
Lihgayits of Basava in the South. If we compare it with
Vishnuism, we may even afhrm that it has, strict^ speak
ing, produced there no modern sects, and that it there
represents rather a unity of local cultuses than a unity of
doctrinal beliefs. Hence, the divisions in question are
^ In reference to the majority of
the sects that follow, as well as some
of those which precede, a great quan
tity of information and characteristic
anecdote will be found in a work
quote(^rom already more than once,
“ The IDabist^n, or School of M an
ners,” translated from the Persian by
D. Shea and A . Troyer, 1843, the se
cond chapter of which (vol. ii. pp. i 228) is devoted to the religious beliefs
of India. The author, whoever he
was, of this curious history of reli
gions, one of the most singular books
which the East has given us, was
a very free-thinking Sufi, who took
a curious interest in theosophy,
secret systems of doctrine, and re
fined forms of impiety, and was quite

au courant with all that was hap
pening in the sectarian world of
Hinduism towards the middle of the
seventeenth century. He had kept
up personal, often intimate, relations
with a great number of celebrities
belonging to the different contem
porary sects, with Vedantins, Yogins, QSktas, Vairilgins, Jalnas, dis
ciples of Kabir and Nanak, &c. He
had rea*fi a great deal, and he was,
for an Oriental, not deficient in
critical ability. No work is better
fitted than his to introduce us into
the heart of that singular medley of
religious and moral elevation and de
basement, of heroic piety and bare
faced charlatanry, which we meet
with in Hindu sectarian life.
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50-56. Neither the practice of Yoga, nor Saiikhja, nor the performance
of righteous acts arrests my attention, nor the reading of the \ edas, nor asceti
cism nor renunciation of worldly life. Neitlier spending money on public woi vs,
such as the excavation of tanks, the erection of temples, alms-houses, &c., (xc.,
nor alms-giving. Similarly, the keeping of religious vows, the perfoimance of
sacrifices, the making of pilgrimages, the restraint of the senses according to tie
rules of Yama and Niyama do not arrest my favourable attention so much as
the association with the saints that destroys the evils of all other associations.
By associating with saints many Daityas, it?a/L5a6‘«.5^, feathered tribes of the aii,
beasts of the forest, Gandharvas, Apsarcis, Ndgas, Slddhas, Charanas, Guhyalas
(Yaksas), Ki<iyr6(Z/(aras; and among men many a Vaisya, budra, women, low
born people, men in whom the Rajas and Tamas are predominant have, in age
after age, reached my lotus feet. For example, V ritrasura, Prahlada, Vr-isaparava, Vali, Vana, Maya, Tibhisana; biigriva, Hanumaii, Jam buv^n, tire bear,
the elephant, the leader of his herd, Jatayu, the eagle, the baniya (the
shopkeeper), the butcher, the wives of the priests and many others. J-hey
were not learned in the Vedas, nor did they attend learned professors; they had
not observed religious vows nor practised penances. Ih ey attained me b y '
their association with the good (saints).— X L 12. 1-7 (Sri Kid?pa).
^ .
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Aglioris, &c., &c., they have still less any histoi^.^ The
names, in the special acceptation of them, are seldom
ancient. Nevertheless, Hiouen-Thsang, and before him
Varaha-Mihira (who lived in the sixth century),^ show that
they had a knowledge of the Kapalikas, so called because
they wore about their person a death’s-head, which they
used as a drinking-vessel. But the tradition of these sects is
their profes^sion itself, and this is immemorial. From ttie
outset, and more than any other Hindu religion, ^ivaism
has pandered to ascetic fanaticism. No other has exhibited
so many horrible and revolting observances, or has worn
with so much ostentation the badge, often singular enouo’h
of devotion.^ Thus Hiouen-Thsang, who is usually so well
informed, seems to have seen of the separate Brahmanical
sects only the ^aivas during the fifteen years he devoted*
to the survey of the different countries of India. In our
day cruel mortifications are becoming rare, yet there are
still AkaQamukhins and Urdhvabahus— who pose them
selves in immovable attitudes, their faces or their arms
raised to heaven, until the sinews shrink and the pos
ture assumed often stiffens into rigidity— as well as
N^gas, Paramahamsas, Avadhutas, and others, who, in
spite of English interdicts, expose themselves to the in
clemency of th 5 weather in a state of absolute nudity. In
all this there is no doubt much sincere fanaticism, but
there also enters into it a good deal of hypocrisy and
charlatanry.
Very frequently mendicity is the only
motive for these pretended mortifications; and it is not
so much to merit heaven as to extort alms, by exciting
terror or disgust, that the Bahikathas tear their bodies
rather with the Jainas. Jati is the
Sanskrit Y a t i ; under Savara, Sevra,
Qrivara, as the name is severally
spelled, there is perhaps hid QrS.vaka,
a designation of the lay Jainas.
^ For the present state of these
sects and fraternities see A. Sherring,
Hindu Tribes and Castes as Repre
sented in Benares, 1872, p. 255 seq.

^ St. Julien, Voyages des Pelerins
Bouddhistes, t. i. p. 222.
Vardha
Mihira, Brihat Sainhita, Ixxxvii. 22,
p. 432, ed. Kern.
^ Varaha Mihira gives SaShasmadvija, a Brahman sprinkled with
ashes, as a generic name of the
Qivaites : Brihat Sarnhit^, Ik. 19, p.
328, ed. Kern.^
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latter countries finds evidence in' architectural finds excavated by arohsealogists.
Architectural skill and speciality was the characteristic of Maya or the Mayas. And
their services to Aryan kings in India in the construction of their cities, palaces
and halls find mention in the Puianas and ancient epics,
Weber, the veteran German Sanskritist, identifies the Asura Maya of the Surya
Siddhanta with Ptolemy. Ail these suppositions go to show that the Mayas were
foreigners. May not they be (?) Phoenicians, as their name occurs in Western
Asia also F
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57. Therefore should the wise leave intercourse with the wicked and
make friendship with the good. I t is the saints that can remove the tendencies
of the mind hostile to Bhakti by their! words in the praise of devotion to God.—•
X I 26. 26 (Sri Krisna).
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58-60. If one becomes associted with worldly men addicated to sexual
pleasures and the pleasures of the palate then he enters the darkness of the nether
worlds. Truth, purity, compassion, restraint on speeech, understanding, modesty,
prosperity, reputation, forgiveness, tranquillity, restraint of the senses and good
fortune undergo decline by association with the wicked. One should have no
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reckon up more sanctuaries than any other. Brom one
end of India to the other, at every step, we meet with his
temples and chapels, sometimes mere niches or mounds of
earth, where he is worshipped principally under the form
of the lihga. But ^ivaism, strictly speaking, is far from
being the prevailing religion. Except in Kashmir and
Nepal, where the Hindu element^ is chiefly composed of
Caivas, and at Benares, which is, as it were, its holy city,
it has been losing ground in Hindustan. Every one, no
doubt, worships ^iva here; but, with the exception of pro
fessional devotees, comparatively few ^ivaites are met
with, that is to say, people who make Qiva their principal
god in the mantra of whom they have been specially
initiated, and in the faith of whom they hope to work out
their salvation. And the number would be still more
reduced if we were to cut off the Caktas from it who pay
their vows to Devi rather than to her husband. In all the
countries to the north of the Yindhya, several of which
rank among the most thickly inhabited of the globe, the
majority, wherever local cults of aboriginal derivation do
not prevail, belong to Vishnuite religions. In the Dekhan
the relative proportions are different, the ^ivaites consti
tuting large masses, especially in the South, and the two
religions being probably equally balanced. But even there
Vishnuism seems to be spreading. Naturally more ex
pansive and more attractive— too attractive even, as we
shall see by and by— it is more favourable to community
of worship and religious sentiment than ^ivaism, whose
gloomy mysteries, under their triple ascetic, magic, and
orgiastic forms, are better suited to the isolation. and
twilight atmosphere of small communities. It is, more
over, embellished with a richer body of fable, and it has
found its expression in more striking literary works,
which, translated into, or rather reproduced in, the pruacipal languages, Aryan as well as Dravidian, have furnished
^ That is to say, non-Mussulman in the former country, non-Buddhist
in the latter.
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Ju st as the strong-built ship is the place of security to the drowning man who
is struggling in water, so are the saints, serene in their knowledge of Brahma,
the refuge of those who are struggling in the troubled waters of the ocean of
life. Food is the life of the living. I am the refuge of the distressed. Virtu*
ous acts are the wealth that will serve after death. The saints are the refuge
of those who are apprehensive of their fall into the depths of worldliness. The
saints impart the vision to discern our duties. The sun when high above the
horizon, helps us to see only outward things. The saints are friends and veritable
gods. They are the very souls of men. Verily they are my own S elf.-^X I. 26.
31-34 (Sri K risna).
Here ends the Second-String of the Necklace of Devotion.

TH E TH IRD STRING OF THE NECKLACE OF DEVOTION.
[_Note .
—

This section treats of the details of the path of devotion.]
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was regarded as far superior to the simple philosophy.
Amonq; the Pancaratras, for instance, Krishna was the
supreme dtman; his brother, Balar^ma, was the jiva, the
individual soul; his son, Pradyumna, represented the
manas, perceptive sense; and Aniruddha, his grandson,
the ahamkdra, self-consciousness. In like manner, the
amours of Krishna and the shepherdesses become, among
the Yishnuites, the allegorical expression ^of the rela
tions of the soul with God. In this the sects only
applied a method which may be traced back as far as the
Yeda, and of which the Buddhists and the Jainas have
likewise made extensive use. But where they part com
pany, both with the ancient theosophy and modern ortho
doxy, such as it has been formulated by ^ahkara, and
in general from the doctrine common to all the darganas, is
when they subordinate this science to a psychical fact of a
totally different nature, viz., hhahti, i.e., “ faith, humble sub
mission, absolute devotion, love for God,” without which
science is either vain or impossible. It is hhakti which enliohtens the soul, which alone can render the exercises of
meditation and asceticism productive of fruit.^ Or rather it
dispenses with these; for to him who possesses it, all the rest
is given over and above.^ It addresses itself, not to the god
of the learned 5,nd the philosophers, but to the manifes
tation of God that is most accessible, most at hand; among
the Yishnuites, for instance, not to Yishnu or to Paramatman, but to Krishna, to God made man, who makes
answer by his grace (anugraha, prasddd), or who has
rather made answer beforehand, when, condescending to
clothe his ineffable and inconceivable majesty in a* sen
sible form, he thus permitted the humblest to love him,
and to give himself to him even before knowing him.^
That was a new idea. The Yeda was familiar with
Qraddhd, that is, the trust of a man in his gods; and*in
some Upanishads (the Katha-Upanishad, Mundaka-Upa-

t- .. <«

1 Bhagavad Gita, xvii. 28.
^ Bh^gavata Purina, xi. 20, 31-34.
^ Bhagavad Gita, xii. 5-8.
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6. Hearing, praising, remembering, serving, sacrificing, bowing, obedience,
friendship, consecration of the body are the nine forms of devotion to the Lord.
— V II. 11. 11 (Narada).
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7. The Lord who dwells in the heart, expels the sins of myriads of past
lives of the man that hears His praise, sings His glories, remembers, worships
and honours Him .—X II. 3. 46 (Suka).
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8. Thy votaries constantly hear, sing, pray, remember, rejoice in thy
deeds of glory. Speedily do they get the sight of thy lotus feet from which
will result the stopping of the flow of the stream of re-incarnations.— I. 8. 36
(K unti).
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the later Krishnaism, to its festival of the nativity,*to the
worship of the infant Krishna, represented as on the lap
or the bosom of his mother in a gokula or stable. In this
way an imposing array of facts was collected together,
tending to prove, first, that the appearance in India of a re
ligion of faith and love was an event of purely Christian
origin, and, secondly, that Christianity exercised an influ
ence of greater or less account on the worship and m ytlf
of Krishna.
We think we have faithfully summarised the principal
arguments in favour of this theory, which in its scientific
form belongs almost entirely to Prof. Weber, and which that
scholar has developed from time to time with an erudition
and critical power to which it would be impossible to
render adequate homage.^ As it is of such importance, we
must ask our readers to bear with us for a little while we
explain, as briefly as we can, why the theory does not
satisfy us. Bhakti appears to us to be the necessary com
plement of a religion that has reached a certain stage of
monotheism. It will be all the more active the less this
monotheism happens to be a direct product of speculation,
and the more concrete and human the nature of the god
may be that is the object of worship. It will appear either
as love or as a glttomy enthusiasm, according as the deity
worshipped is an object of love or an object of terror. If
several kindred religions of this nature happen to exist
side by side, it will be full of zeal. This being so, we have
only to ask ourselves whether India had to wait until the
arrival of Christianity, in order, on the one hand, to acquire
monotheistic ideas, and, on the other, to apply these ideas
to such popular gods as Qiva and Krishna ? To answer
iSTo— which we for our part do not hesitate to do— is to
confess that this hhakti is explicable as a native fact,
which was quite as capable of realising itself in India<4is
^ In the most thorough style in his
learned memoir, Ueber die Krishna-janmashtaml (Krishna’s Geburts)

Fest), Memoirs of the Academy of
Berlin, 1867, p. 217 seq.
^
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13. Numberless are His glorious acts in connection with the creatiion,
preservation and destruction o£ the universe. They who, 0 good king (Pariksit)
sing, hear, or take delight in His glorious deeds, beget in their hearts devotion
and this devotion leads to their Moksa— X . 69. 45 (Suka).
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14. W hat does it m atter that we are doomTed to be reincarnated or cast in
hell for our iniquities, if only our heart feels joy in the lotus feet as does the
bee take delight in the lotus ; if our speech acquires sweetness in being used in
thy praise just as the Tulasi leaf gains in loveliness by coming in contact with
thy f e e t; if only our ears be filled with the sounds of thy many good qualities?
•>^111. 15. 49 (Kum ara).
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the soul of Christianity without Christ. In our opinion
there is here a .certain contradiction; hut be that as it may,
even in regard to these subordinate plagiarisms, we cannot
without reserve accept the conclusions of Weber. The
theory of the Avataras appears to us to be a purely Indian
one. It was probably formulated in connection with
Krishna (and in this we perhaps go farther than Weber),
but the germ of it occurs in ancient fable. It is in har--«
mony with the vague distinction assumed in India to exist
between God and man, and it must, as it were, of itself
have developed from the Vedantic idea of the immanence of
deity, of which it is in a way only an application to par
ticular cases. We have already indicated elsewhere the
analogy that exists between it and the theory of the suc
cessive apparitions of Buddha, and this last appears to
have been conceived prior to our era, since we find it
figuring in the bas-reliefs of Barahout. We cannot stop
here to examine one by one the other resemblances “that
have been traced between these two legends, curious as
they certainly are. Several, such as the prodigies con
nected with the Infancy and the Transfiguration, appear
not unnaturally in the biography of one who is precon
ceived as a man-god. But the rest is of a character so
peculiar that w^ are very much constrained to admit
that there is a body of common relations which have
contributed form and colouring to both. Only, be it
remarked, these relations correspond to the most obviously
legendary elements in the life of Christ; ^ that they are to
be found more or less elsewhere in other biographies of the
gods among the Hindus— for instance, in that of Buddha;
that the traditions which refer to Kamsa, the Indian
Herod, are certainly of a date anterior to our era; ^ that
the pastoral scenes connected with the infancy of Krishna,
^ The resemblances become par
ticularly striking when we refer to
the apocryphal Gospels, especially
the Gospel of the Infancy, which
was in great repute all over Asia.

See E. Renan, L ’Eglise Chretien^jc,
P- 515^ See Bhandarkar, Allusions to
Krishna in Patahjali’s Mah^bhashya,
in Inch Antiq., iii. 14.
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19.
The Lord Ananta (Endless) whose might is known to all, enters the
heart of his devotees and drives away their miseries as He is praised in song by
them. Ju st as the sun drives away darkness and strong wind drives away
clouds.— X II. 12. 48 (Suta).
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20.
For this reason, 0 Pariksit, the Lord Hari, the Soul of all, should
be made the subject of narratives to be f)raised and heard by men who desire
I

5

the end of their miseries.— II . 1. 5 (Suka).
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21.
The bliss which men enjoy from the meditation of thy lotu>s^ feet
or from hearing the praise of thy glories— that bliss may not be attained by the
realization of Brahman. Much less can that bliss be enjoyed by those who
are flung down from the celestial cars which are cut down in their aerial passage
by the swords of the Destroyer.—IV . 9. 10 (Dhruva).
N ote— Such mortals as have elevated themselves to the position of celestials
are subject to fall from their hi^h places in the coarse of time. Because their eleva
tion from humanity to god-head is limited by time. Whereas the happiness of
votaries of Hari who cherish no self-seeking interests is everlasting.
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Grecian world has left us of the curiosity it felt ^o know
the mysteries of the extreme East, it appears to have been
rather in quest of matter that would justify and illustrate
its own peculiar tendencies. The Church, probably by
means of the Buddhists, borrowed from India a small
number of legends and external practices, such as the use
of the bell at the services and that of the rosary (these
two practices being common to the majority of the Hindy.
religions and sects, and appearing to be, the'one of Bud
dhist origin, the other of ^ivaite, perhaps Brahmanic);
but it has not been indebted to it either for its speculations
on the Logos or the doctrine of the Trinity, nor in general
for any one of those doctrines the borrowing of which
would be equivalent to a species of conversion. Eor a
stronger reason we incline to think that this must have
been the case with India, which, in the matter of relio-ion. has never confessed herself under obligation to the
West, and whose professed ignorance in regard to foreign
matters, whatever reason there may be to distrust it, can
not be entirely put to the credit of dissimulaticm. To
sum up, we believe that the traces of a Christian influence
on the myth of Krishna are highly problematic; that they
do not with any clearness appear till much later in certain
peculiarities of jrorship; and that at any rate this influ
ence has told on points of such secondary importance that
the Christian derivation of the doctrine and the sentiment
of faith, such as they have developed in the sectarian
religions, must be set aside as absolutely improbable.^
Bhakti, to which we now return after this long digres
sion, has always for its immediate object the divine
being, conceived, or rather represented, under the most
^ In regard to this whole question
of the ancient effects of Christianity
on the religion of India, the reader
will consult with advantage the
highly exhaustive and impartial re
sume given by'D r, J. Muir in the
Introduction to his Metrical Trans
lations front Sanskrit Writers, 1879

(compare Rev. Critique, October 30,
1875, p. 275); and C. P. Tiele,
Christus en Krishna, in the Theolog.
Tijdschr., 1877, No. i, p. 63. Oi^lhe
side of Professor Weber stands F .
Neve, Des Elements Etrangers du
M ythe et du Culte de Krishna,
1876.
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25-28. The’ears o£ those who do not listen to the glorious acts of the mighty
Lord are mere holes (in their head). The wicked tongue that does not sing the
hymns of the Lord who is glorified by all is like that of a croaking frog. The head,
the highest limb of the human body, adorned it may be with a silk dress or
a jewelled crown, is a mere burden, if it does not bow down to the Saviour, Tha
hands, adorned though they bo with gold bracelets, are lifeless like those of a
corpse, that do not engage in the service of worship of Hari. The eyes that do
not look at the symbols of Visnu are like the spangles of the peacock’s feathers.
The legs that do not yalk to the shrines of the Lord are like the trunk of a
tree. That man is a mere breathing corpse who never places the dust of the
lotus feet of the Lord on his head, or who does not inhale the fragrance of the
Talasi leaf tliat had come in contact with the feet of Visnu.— I II. 3. 20-23
(Saimaka).
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different; none see that they are one. If all men knew
that God and love were one, they would live towards each
other in peace, regarding love as God himself.” ^ In its
highest sense it is synonymous with yoga, the mystic union
in which the soul feels that “ it is in God, and that God is
in it.” ^ A t the same time there reappears, from a new
point of view, however, a very old theory, that of the kind
of acts which are adapted to develop and nourish it, such as
the practice of observances and worship, spiritual exercis^,
contemplation, an ascetic life, each sect having its own stan
dard for estimating the importance of these acts, some, such
as the Eamanujas (Yishnuites) and the Smartas (Qivaites),
attaching a great value to attention to minutiae in the ob
servances ; others, such as the E^manandis (Yishnuites) and
the Lihgayits (^ivaites), affecting more or less to despise
these ; the Yaishnavas inclining in general to idealism and
meditation; the ^aivas devoting themselves more to ob
servances and mortifications. But these acts are only aids
to lliakti ; they do not generate it. It is a primal fact,
existing prior to knowledge. “ He who has faith,” says
the Bhagavad Gita, ‘‘ attains to science.” ^ So that at its
origin at least it is either an friori act of the will or a
gift of God.
In this way the sects were led to elaborate the doctrine
nf grace, to which, on the other hand, the speculations on
the divine omnipotence and omnipresence also led up. We
have abeady seen the opposite interpretations to which
this doctrine was subjected in the metaphysics of ^ivaism.
We meet with the same diversity of view, only still more
pronounced, among the adherents of Yishnuism. A ll the
Yaishnavas ascribe in the main the initiative in grace to
God. In incarnating himself the deity anticipates human
weakness, and the theory of the Avataras presupposes that
^ R. Caldwell, Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages,
Introd, p. 147, 2d ed. I t is proper
to remark, however, that the word
which Caldwell renders by “ God,”

\f

^ivam, it would be perhaps more
correct to translate by “ salvation.”
2 Bhagavad GitS., ix. 29 ; Ndrada
Pancaratra, i. 36.
iv. 39.
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THE FOURTH STRING.
[AWe.—This section dwells on the virtues of hearing of the praise of the
Lord, being the Brat of the nine paths of Devotion.]
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1. Kri?na who dwells within the heart, drives away the evils (wdcked
thoughts) o£ those who fervently hear His glories. The hearing and singing
of the praise of K risna, the friend of the good, is sanctifying.— I. 2. 17 (Siita).
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They who fill the cavities of their ears with the nectar of the glory of

the Lord, the life and soul of the saints, they purify their own hearts which
are polluted by the worldly pleasures, and reach the lotus feet of the Lord.— II.
2. 37 (Suka).
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au act of suicide, of throwing one’s self into the fire
after being translated to a state of grace, or drowning one’s
self in some sacred river. Hence, too, that maxim, which
has been fatal to so many mystic sects, that the acts of the
true devotee, of the hliakta, are indifferent, and that the man
who has once experienced the effects of grace, whatever
he may do, can sin no longer. From one exaggeration to
another, hhakti came at length to be sublated. As the
result of ascribing the most surprising resujts to a mini
mum of intention, they came at length not to require any
intention at all. Tn the Puranas it is enough, even in
the case of the greatest criminal, when at the point of
death, to pronounce by chance some syllables forming one
of the names of Vishnu or Qiva, in order to attain salva
tion. In the Narada Pancaratra, one of the books which
displays most enthusiasm in professing the doctrine of
Ihakti, a Brahman of no great faith, after having unsus
pectingly partaken of the remains of some consecrated
food and given some of it to his wife, is himself eaten up
by a tiger ; the wife burns herself on the funeral,pile of
her husband, and the three participants, the Brahman, his
wife, and the tiger, being purified by this unconscious act
of communion, go straight to goloka, “ the world of the
cows,” or the suipreme heaven of Krishna.^
With these fanatical doctrines there is closely connected
another characteristic feature of Hinduism, and the most
noteworthy novelty, perhaps, in connection with the his
toric sects— the deification, namely, of the guru, founder,
which almost always involves the duty of absolute devo
tion to the person of the existing gurus, who are the ^heirs
of his powers either through blood or consecration. In the
Brahmanism of antiquity, homage is ;^aid to the holy men
of ancient times, to the inspired founders of the school
to which the worshipper belongs, and the most imperative
directions are given in regard to the immediate g u ^ or
spiritual preceptor. The latter is more than a father;
1 Narada Pan9aratra, ii. 69-77.
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5.
They who have taken refuge in Thee and find it very agreeable toar hea.
Thy glory— these wise devotees do not attach any importance to the high reward
of Moksa much less do they care for any other position of eminence such as is
liable to be the subject of Thy displeasure (or expressed literally, that might be
exposed to the fear of thy frown).— I I I . 15. 48 (Kum ara).
Bbakti is r.evtji' lial>ld to suffer from the displeasure of the Lord
Any other pursuit or any high place earued by such pursuit is liable to incur His
disapprobation.
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G. IVho tliat is desirous of purifying himself would not hear thf praise of
the Lord ? It destroys the sins of Kali Yuga.— I. 1. 16 (Kisis).
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7. Krisna enters the hearts of His devotees through their ears (following His
praise which enters their ears) and washes off its impurities just as the 8arat
season (autumn) clears the water of rivers and tanks of its muddy dirt.— II.
5 (Hariksit).
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began to multiply no longer on questions of doctring but on
questions respecting persons; divine honours were bestowed
with extreme facility; and communities, sprung from the
same sect, connected with the same founder, but at
variance only in regard to the choice of an immediate
chief, who was deified in his turn, were as profoundly
divided at times as others who worshipped different gods.
We shall see by and by to what extremes certain branchy
of Hinduism were led by this superstition. Here we
shall only add that, side by side with these novel applica
tions of hhaUi, theology retired into the background, and
was simplified to a singular degree. Authority, instead of
resting, as of old, on a more or less fanciful agreement
with immemorial tradition, came now to reside entirely in
the word merely of the guru. Thus we see the majority
of the new sects almost as careful to define their origin as
those of former times were to disguise theirs. The sects
did not always abjure the ancient sacred literature* and
the Yedas, the Puranas, the epics, &c., retained in general
the halo of sanctity which of old belonged to them. But
the books of the sect that emanated directly or indirectly
from the guru were no longer deduced from them. For
want of such writings every kind of sacred code came to
be dispensed with, and thus among several sects we see
this old feature of the religions of India completely dis
appearing, that they were, as was the boast, “ religions of
the book.”
Finally, it is chiefly owing to the undue importance
assigned to hhahti that Vishnuism gradually lost sight
of the heroic side of its legends; that it preferred ta fall
back upon the idyllic episodes in the history of Krishna
and Eam a; that it made divine love speak more and more
the language of human passion, and that it became at
length an erotic religion. This tendency is visible in
several Puranas; it was expressed with singular effect in
the Bhagavata, which, translated as it is into most of the
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10.
Who that is appreciative of spiritual flavour would feel satiated with
the praising of the Lord. He who is the only refuge o f' great saints and the
depth of whose greatness has not been sounded even by Siva and Brahm4.
— 1. 18. 14 (Risis)
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11.
In the narration of the glories of Hari one gets the knowledge which
enables him to cross the eddies of woiddliness ; the mind becomes serene
and renounces all attachments.—II. 3. 12 (Suka).
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Kama as well as those of Krishna. But it has mi^nifested
itself in a peculiarly intense fashion among two new sects
which arose about the same time, at the commencement
of the sixteenth century, in Korthern India. One of these,
which prevails most in the Eastern districts, had for its
founder a Brahman of Nadiya in Bengal, a poor enthu
siastic visionary, known by the surname of Caitanya,^ who
proclaimed himself to be an incarnation of Krishna, a®d
who is revered as such by his followers. His principal
disciples, in particular his own brother Nityanand, and
Advaitanand, another Brahman, who appears to have
taken a leading part in the formation of the sect, are like
wise accepted as having been manifestations of the deity.
Their descendants, who occupy the first rank among the
gosains,‘^doctors, all inherited this sacred character, and<
continue to the present time the principal centre of autho
rity in the sect. This last, however, professes very little
of a dogmatic nature, especially in Bengal, where it 3 raws
its recruits indiscriminately from the lowest castes, faith
ful in this respect to the example of Caitanya, who gathered
about himself people of every birth, and even Mussul
mans.® The hhakti of Krishna, Kadha, and Caitanya, and
the superstitious respect for the guru, which has been
carried to the extent of worship, constitute nearly the
entire creed of these popular communities. Like all the
Vishnuites, they entertain a devout regard for the sanc
tuary of Jagannatha in Orissa, and those of Mathur^, the
birthplace of Krishna, where the principal gosains reside.
But the essential act of their peculiar worship is the ktrtan,
“ the glorification,” which they celebrate in common, and
in which, by means of long-drawn litanies and hymns.
^ One of the terms used to denote
the supreme intelligence.
^ Gosain, in Sanskrit gosvdmin,
“ possessor of cows,” which, like all
the words signifying “ shepherd,” is
also one of Krishna’s names, denotes
in general one who professes the life
of a relierious ; it is aonlied. more

over, in a special sense, as well among
Vishnuites as ^ivaites, to the mem
bers of certain brotherhoods.
^ The author of the Dabist^R (ii.
185, 193) bears testimony in a gene
ral way to the tolerant spirit of the
sects of the Vishnuite VairS,gins.
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17. They easily attain to the abode of Visiiu who by drinking the nectar
of thy praise swell the volume of their devotion, and who with their minds
^purified, acquire knqwledge whose essence is non-attachment.— I I I . 5. 44
(Devas).
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Thou dost not leave thy place from the hearts of those devotees who

enjoy the sweets of the praise of the lotus of thy feet which are wafted into the
cavities of their ears’; the devotees who cuddle thy lotus feet in the
fondness of their devotion.— I I I . 9. 5 (Brahma).
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its ranks are largely recruited from the well-to-d^ classes ;
one-half, for instance, of the rich merchants of Bombay
belong to it. Its gosains, or doctors, very few of whom
live in retreat or celibacy, are themselves often bankers or
merchants, and they take advantage of an unsettled mode
of life, which leads them from sanctuary to sanctuary,
from one end of India to another, to combine the pursuits
of business with those of piety. In short, the supre*ne
authorities of the sect, the direct descendants of Vallabhacarya, who by themselves alone form a numerous
tribe (being divided into seven principal branches, each
branch sprung from one of the seven grandsons of the
founder), are almost all people of influence, even outside the
circle of their faithful followers, who live in opulence, and
whose right to the pompous title of Mah^rfija is concedec^
without challenge. Vallabhacarya appears to have been
better than an ordinary mystic. He is one of the autho
rities of the Vedanta, on which he has left several treatises,
written in the idealistic spirit of the Advaita; and he gave
proof of no small intellectual strength and courage in daring
openly to repudiate the theories of asceticism in a country
where the most sensual doctrines usually affect the lan
guage of renunciation. He taught that to renounce wellbeing was to insult the deity, and that worship ought
to be celebrated with expressions of joy. His adherents
to-day are but little taken up with the Vedanta, and
Epicureanism is only the least of their faults. To
whatever extent they may have gone beyond the lessons
of their masters, they are in point of fact one of the
most corrupt sects in India. Of the writings o f‘ their
founder they have preserved little, gxcept his commen
tary on the Bhagavata Purana, the tenth book in which,
the most erotic of the whole, constitutes, along with the
Premsagar, nearly the whole body of the literature^they
possess that is intended to edify. Like the Caitanyas,
they worship the Shepherd of Vrind^van, the lover of
P^dha, and the Gopis : and, by a refinement of morbid
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20-23. 0 Lord, the foremost of bestovvers of boons, how could a wise
man beg a boon from Thee ? How can I, 0 bestower of Moksa, beg boons from
you such as are hankered after by ordinary folks who deserve a place in hell.
Even Moksa is not the object of my desire where there is no nectar of the lotus
of Thy feet dropping from the lips of saints. The boon that I pray for is to give
me a myriad of ears (to hear the music of Thy praise). 0 glorious Lord, the
breath of saints wafting the sprays of the nectar of Thy lotus feet reminds
misguided wiseacres of the truth that they have forgotten. We do not want
any other boon than the privilege of hearing Thy praise. 0 Thou of auspicious
glory, the man that hears even once incidentally Thy praise in company of
Thy worthy votaries would never cease from the pleasure he derives
from it, unless he is a veritable brute and has not the sense to appreciate
it.— IV . 20. 23-26 (Pritliu).
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among the Caitanyas, are the Kartdbhdjs, the, faithful
ones of the Creator,” who originated at the close of the
last century, and who recognise no other god than the
(juTu} Such, moreover, are the Bddlidvallahhis, who date
from the end of the sixteenth century, and worship
Krishna, so far as he is the lover of K^dha; and the
SakUbMvas, “ those who identify themselves with the
Friend” (fern.), that is to say, with EMh^, who h^ve
adopted the costume, manners, and occupati(3ns of women.^
These two last sects are in reality Vishnuite Qaktas,
among whom we must also rank a great many individuals,
and even entire communities, of the Caitanyas, the Vallabh^caryas, and the Eamanandis. Like the ^ivaite Qaktas,
they have observances of the left hand, which they keep
secret. They have special Tantras, of which little is yet;
known; the Brahmavalxarta Purdna, which is better
known, belongs radically to the same literature.®
It is not difficult to understand the mischief which
these impure beliefs must have at length produced. It
would be to display great ignorance, howevel*, of the
immense resources of the religious sentiment to presume
that the effect of these must have been necessarily and uni
versally demoralising. The common people have a certain
safeguard in the very grossness of their superstition; and
among the higher ranks there are many souls that are at
once mystically inclined and pure-hearted who know how
to extract the honey of pure love from this strange mix
ture of obscenities. That is a touching legend, for instance,
of that young queen of Udayapura, a contemporary of
Akbar (in the end of the sixteenth century), Mira Bffi,
who renounced her throne and her husband rather than
abjure Krishna, and who, when close pressed by her perse
cutors, went and threw herself at the feet of the image
^ On this sect see Hunter, Statis
tical Account of Bengal, i. 73 ; ii.

53-

^ They appear to have been nu

merous in the seventeenth c ^ tu r y ;
Habistan, ii. pp. 182, 185.
^ See particularly the analysis of
thefourth section,the Krishnakhanda,
in Aufrecht’s (^atalogue, pp. 26-27.
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28.
Oii0 feels joy when he hears the praise of holy and eminent saints.
Much more would he rejoice in the praise of Him (Visnu) who bears on his
body the mark of Srivatsa.—-III. 19. 31 (Suta).
N o te

— A wliite mat k of the curl of hair wliioh ViSnu bears on his breast,
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29-30. Listen, 0 king, to the praise of the Lord’s deeds for it sanctifies
#
the hearers. (Suka). I am not satiated Mdth the nectar of the praise of the
Lord as I hear your words. I am afflicted with the miseries of the world and
His praise is the balm to the afflictions of men.---- —X I. 3. 2 (Videha).
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31. There is no other ship to carry to the other side of the ocean of life—
so hard to get across—than the hearing of the playful adventures of the Lord,
Nor is there any balm like it to soothe the pain of the person scorched by the
forest fire of life.— X II. 4. 40 (Suka).*
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HINDUISM .
III. REFOKMING SECTS.
Kabir-Panthis and other sects sprung from the reforming movement of
Kabir.— Mussulman influence.— The Sikhs : Ndnak and his successors
the Gurus.— Guru Arjun and the Adigranth.— Guru Govind and the
Holy War.— The Sikh state.— End of Sikh independence : their cultus
and principal divisions.— N ew sects still forming in India.

of these somewhat timid protestations, others"
of a bolder and more uncompromising type were being
constantly put forth, one of which, at least, proved highly
successful, and all of which, even those which had few
direct adherents, exercised a wholesome influence in the
midst of the confusion. Combined with w^hat of good re
mained from the old traditions of the country, these acted
on Hinduism as a sort of leaven, which prevented it from
decaying by stagnation and corrupting altogether. The most
perfect representative, perhaps, of this reforming move
ment was Kabir, or, as his disciples, who revere in him an
incarnation of the deity, also surname him, Jnanin, "‘ the
One who has Knowledge, the Seer.” So little is known of
a positive kind in regard to this remarkable man, that
some have gone so far as to doubt his existence.^ The
most probable hypothesis is that he was born at Benares,
and was of the weaver caste; that h« was a Vaira^-in of
the sect of Eamananda perhaps, as tradition surmises,
an immediate disciple of that master, and that he taught
at the beginning of the fifteenth century (the legend
making him live three hundred years, from 1149 to 1449).
A l o n g s id e

^ H. H. Wilson, Select Works, 'Vol. i. p. 69^
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34. 0 Krisna, thy sportive adventures are auspicious to men. Having
tasted the sweets of thy praise they lose relish for every other thing.— X I; 6.
44 (Uddhava).
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35. 0 great Yogi, we who have been wandering in the paths of Karma
will (now) cross the region of darkness by hearing Thy praise in company
with Thy devotees.— X II. 6. 48 (Uddhava).
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36. Let worldly vocations be pursued so long as one is not disgusted
with the world; or so long as faith has not been generated in the hearing of
my praises.— X I. 20. 9 (Sri Krisna).
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37. In this sacrifice whose rewards are uncertain, you, sir, have feed us
to the fill with* the nectar of the lotus feet of Govinda.— I. 18. 2 (Saunaka
and other Risis).
Note—The Risi Saunaka and hia companioua gave expression to thoir tliankfulneaa to Suta the reoiter of the Poranaa. They valued Hari Kath^ (the narration
of the adventures of Hari) higher than the religious sacrifices in which they were
engaged.
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tradition which represents him as a converted Mussul
man.
One thing is certain, that Kabir was much
occupied with Islam. His aim obviously was to found
a unitary religion, which would unite in the same faith
the Hindus and the followers of the Prophet, and with
that view he assailed the intolerance of the Koran
and the fanaticism of the Mollahs with no less vigour
than the prejudices of his compatriots. We cannot doubt
that the spectacle of Islam, with its triun;iphant mono
theism, its severely spiritualistic worship, its large frater
nity, and its morality practically so incontestably superior
to Hinduism, left a very deep impression on his mind.
At the same time, this impression appears to have been
only quite general. Kabir was indifferently acquainted
with the Mussulman theology; his god is neither that
of the Koran nor even that of Sufism, but that of the*
Vedanta. The mantra of initiation with which he receives
his disciples is in the name of E^ma, and, notwithstand
ing the very explicit profession which he makes of mono
theism, he seems to have himself admitted— anyhgiw those
who believed in him afterwards admitted— the majority of
the personifications of Hinduism, The members of this
sect, the Kabir-panthis, “ those who follow the path of
Kabir,” form at present twelve principal branches, which
have remained in communion with one another in spite
of sundry differences in regard to both doctrine and
practice. Their centre is at Benares, but we meet with
them throughout the whole Presidency of Bengal, in
Gujarat, in Central India, and as far as the Dekhan,
Their number, difficult to estimate because of the pains
they take to conform to the customs in the m i&t of
which they live, appears to be prettjy considerable. At
the end of the last century, their religious order by itself
alone contributed, it is said, 35,000 of those who took
part in a meld held at Benares, and they are still-more
influential than numerous. Kabir himself is revered as
a saint by the majority of the Vishnuite^; his authority
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40. The nectar of thy praise is life to the afflicted. Poets eulogize it.
I t destroys sins, it is beneficial to those who hear it. They who sing thy praise
and spread thy glory on the earth, scatter spiritual gifts in profusion.— X . 31. 9
(Gopis).
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41. O Lord, it is nothing impossible that at thy sight men should get
rid of their sins. By once hearing thy name even the Ohand&la (an untouchable
low caste member of the Hindu community}is; saved.— V I. 16. 4 4 (C hitrahetu).
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*42. Who that knows the best of the aims of life, who that has drunk
the nectar of the narrations of the glorious deeds of the Lord, the hearing of
which puts an end to the miseries of- continuous incarnations— who would not
prefer it to the many (secular) narratives chronicled in old writings, or wouldcease from hearing i t ; unless he is other than a man (*. ^., a beast)?— I I I . 13^^
49 (Maitreya).
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tlie idolatry and superstitions of liis fellow-countrymen,
and in particular the impure religious beliefs of the Vallabhacarya gosains. He preached a severe morality, the
love of one’s neighbour without distinction of caste, and the
unity of G od; adding that this God, who had incarnated
himself of old in Krishna, and whose name Yallabhacarya
had unjustly assumed, had condescended to reappear again
here below in his own person. Bishop Heber, who met
him in the spring of 1825, has left us a curious account^of
the interview, which might well deserve to be reproduced
here in extenso.'^ Nothing is better fitted than this account
to irive us an idea of the indescribable mixture of elevated
views and gross superstitions which coalesce together at
all stages of Hinduism, and it enables us to touch, so to
speak, with the finger all the reservations w’e must make
when we begin to speak of the monotheism of the Hindus.
Svamin Nardyana, who appeared at this interview at the
head of two hundred horsemen, armed to the teeth,'then
exercised authority, as absolute master, over more than
50,000 believers. At present the sect numbers about
200,000, and, according to a law which regulates all these
communities, it is ^beginning to split up into two groups.
But the most remarkable of the numerous sects con
nected more or less directly with Kabir is that of the
Sikhs, the “ disciples,” which alone of all the branches of
Hinduism took shape in the end as a national religion,
or rather, we should say, gave birth to a nation.^ The
founder of their faith, N^nak, was born in 1469 in the
1 Narrative of a Journey through
the Upper Provinces of India, chap.

XXV.
2 For the general history of the
Sikhs consult J. Malcolm, Sketch of
the Sikhs, in Asiatic Researches, vol.
xi. ; H. T. Prinsep, Origin of the
Sikh Power in the Punjab, and the
Political Life of the Maharajah Runjeet Singh, Calcutta, 1834, trans
lated into French by X. Raymond,
iS-^6 : W . L. MacGregor, History of
the Sikhs, 2 vols., 1846 j J. D. Cun-

Pingham, A History of the Sikhs,
1849. For their religious history see
H. H. Wilson, Account of tSe Civil*
and Religious Institutions of the
Sikhs, in Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc.,
vol. ix. (1848), reproduced in Select
Works, ii. 121, &c. ; E. Trumpp,
Nanak, der Stifter der Sikhreligion,
in the Memoirs of the Academy of
Munich, 1876, and especiSly the
Introductory Essays at the begin
ning of the same author’s translation
of the Adi*Granth, 1877.
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1. Prophets cand poets have said that the uiifailingfruit of man’s religious '
penances, sacrifices, learning, wisdom and charity is his giving himself up to the
praising of the excellences of Him of the highest name.— I. 5.-22 (Narada).
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2. Those words are uttered in vain ; that talk is wicked which do not
relate to Adhoksaja (Visnu). That is true, blessed and worthy speech whifch
gives expression to the excellences of the Lord.
3. I t is lovely ; it is ever new ; it is the constant festival of the heart • tb
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we find in it a considerable number of the personifications
of Hinduism, and even detect at times in it a sort of
return to the Hindu divinities. But it would be difficult
to eliminate from all this what is due to Mussulman influ
ence. Practically, it is true, the Sikhs came in the end to
worship a personal God, and their religion may be defined
a deism more or less tinctured with superstition. But that
was a modification which it must necessarily undergo, pan
theism, which may indeed become the faitk of a limited
circle of mystics, being inconceivable as the positive belief
of a large community. On the other hand, there is no ques
tion that contact with the Mussulmans, which has nowhere
been more intimate than in these border countries, has
had a powerful effect upon the minds and manners of the
Sikhs. It is from the followers of the Prophet that the;^
have especially borrowed their military fanaticism and
the dogma of the holy war, a notion which is in no respect
a Hindu one, but which under the same influence ha^ de
veloped in like manner among other populations of India;
for instance, among the Marhattas and certain? Pajput
tribes. The Adi-Granth, “ the fundamental book,” was
compiled by the fifth successor of Hanak, Guru Arjun
(1584-1606). He collected in it the poetical pieces left
by the foundei* and the three gurus who came after him,
and he added to these his own compositions, as well as a
great number of sentences and fragments by Eamananda,
Kabir, the Marhatta poet Hamdev, and other sacred per
sonages. Some more additions were made to it by Govind
(1675-1708), the tenth and last guru, who composed
besides a second Granth, entitled “ The Granth
the
Tenth Eeign.” These two books, both voluminous, are
drawn up in an antiquated form of IPunjabi, called GurmukJii, “ that which comes from the mouth of the guru''
These, along with biographies of the gurus ^ and the saints,
^ These biographies have been in
part translated by E. Trumpp in his
Introductory Essays at the begin

ning of his translation of the AdiGranth.
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7. The mind that dwells not on the deeds o£ Hari but desires to narrate
other matters and being .thus wrongly employed in the description of scenes a i^
names of useless things,* gets distracted and finds no haven of rest like a ship
tossed by a storm .— I. 5. 14 (Narada.)
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8. The Lord whose very feet constitute a holy shrine, so loves to hear
his glories that he makes no delay to make his appearance in my heart when I
hymn his praise as though he is drawn to it by my call.— I. 6. 34 (N4rada).
N o t e . — ?f^^hTT3[* may also mean *
‘He from whose feet has issued the* river
Gan^^ ” Interpreted either way, the term signifies V ifna who is kuovra by a
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9.
Those who wish eternal life should sing the virtues and deeds of the
Mighty Lord.—II . 18. 10 (Sfitaj.
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Jahangir, and perished the same year at Lahore^ in the
prisons of the Padishah (1606). Prom this moment the
community of the Sikhs rapidly changed into a military
theocracy, to which the fierce population of the Jats sup
plied a fanatical soldiery. Under the reign of the bigoted
Aurangzeb the struggle with the imperial power was
resumed, never more to terminate. Teg Bahadur, the
ninth guru, was beheaded at Delhi (1675)*
His son,
Govind Singh, whose pontificate was only a. long succes
sion of battles, completed the transformation of the sect,
or, as it was henceforth called, after a name borrowed
from the Arabic, the Khalsa, “ the property, the portion
(of God).” He surrounded it with a body of regulations,
under which it became a people by itself, devoted to
triumph or extermination.^ A ll social inequality w^as^
abolished in the heart of the Khalsa, every member of
which received the aristocratic surname of Singh (in
Sanskrit simha, lion). Costume was regulated in a “uni
form fashion. With the exception of the religious respect
paid to cows, all that recalled the usages, practices, and
ceremonies of Hinduism was rigorously proscribed, al
though Govind himself personally took a part in some of
the worst Hindu superstitions, to the extent of sacrificing
one of his followers to Durga. Ko connection was to be
henceforth tolerated with the unbeliever, with him who
had not been admitted as a member of the Khalsa by five
of the initiated drinking along with him the sherbet of
the Pahul. A Sikh was not even to return the salutation
of a Hindu. As for the Mussulman, he was bound to put
him to death without mercy in whatever place he hap
pened to meet with him. Prom the moment of initiation
he was a soldier. The holy war becW e his permanent
occupation; he was always to go armed, or at least, as a
sign of his vocation, to wear on his person some steel,
^ For the reforms effected by
Govind Singh, see Sakhee Book, or
the Description of Gooroo Govind
Singh’s Religion and Doctrines,

translated
from Gurmukhi into
Hindi, and afterwards into English
by Sirdar A ttar Singh, chief of
Bhadour, Benares, 1873*
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to be the executor of his vengeance on the rac^ of the
wicked (1716).^ With the horrors of this merciless M-ar
the Sikhs had mixed up internal dissensions. Like Guru
Govind, Band^ had introduced novelties, not into their
dogma, but into their usages. He had interfered with the
costumes, and to the prohibition of tobacco he had added
that of spirituous liquors and animal food (the Sikhs having
abstained only from the flesh of the cow). This wa^ a
return to the maxims of Hindu devotion. In his fanatical
community, in whose eyes the most insignificant matters
assumed outrageous proportions, he had met with an in
furiated resistance, and blood had flowed like water in the
Khals^,. As, however, he had only been a chief, and not
a divine authority in the manner of the gurus, his innova
tions were abolished easily after his death. From thi%
moment the direction of the sect passed into the/hands of
a military corporation of zealots, the Akdlis, “ the Faithful
of the Eternal,” instituted, they say, by Guru Govind,
who constituted themselves the savage defenders of orthodoxy. When the dissolution of the Mogul em]5ire per
mitted the Sikhs to regain a footing on the plain, the
Akalis set themselves up as the guardians of the sanctuary
of Amritsar, where the original copy of the Granth of
Guru Arjun 'vtas kept preserved. On great occasions
they summoned together here the Gurmatd, “ the Council
of the Guru,” the general assembly of the Sikh chiefs, in
which the supreme temporal and spiritual authority of
the nation was vested, and which, though it did not ensure
a perfectly stable unity to this singular mixture of theo
cratic oligarchy and military federation, kept up in it,
however, a sufficient coherence, and ^^evented the occur
rence of new divisions in the bosom of the Khalsa.
Here ends the religious history of the Sikhs; what
follows is entirely political. Forty years after the last
disaster that befell them, they had recovered to their
^ M. Elphinstone, History of India, vol. ii, p. 575.
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13. This person (Ajam ila) has expiated and freed himself from the sing
of a million incarnations. For he uttered the name of N arayana in the helpless
condition of his death. And this utterance not only served as an act of penance
but the means of effecting his final emancipation.
14. When he uttered the four letters occurring in his call ^tttptw ( 0
N^rS.yana, come) the expiation of all sins were made by him.
Note.—The word •TTTT^I^U' (Na'ayan^ya) has the 4th case termination and is
a part ol the eight'ley'O^od Mantra of the Vaianavas. But in the call of Aj&mlla
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iacline to an alliance with Hinduism, of which tljey have
adopted many of the practices. As for the Suthres, they
are vagrants, addicted to every vice, despicable and de
spised, and distinguished in no respect from the worst
classes of fakirs and yogins. The worship of the Sikhs is
simple and pure. With the exception of Amritsar, which
is the religious centre of the nation, and a few sanetuaries in places consecrated by the life or the de^th
of gurus and martyrs, they have no holy places. Their
temples are houses of prayer. Here they recite pieces and
sing hymns extracted from the Granth; and the congre
gation separates after each believer has received a piece of
the kardh Rrasdd, the effectual offering,” a kind of pastry
ware consecrated in the name of the guru. As tolerant as
they were formerly fanatical, they do not object to admit
to their religious services strangers, whom they allow even
to participate in their communion. It is true that under
this tolerance there lies concealed no little lukewarmness,
and that, in the opinion of the best judge in this matter,
Dr, Trumpp, the translator of the Adi-Granth, “ Sikhism ”
is a religion
which is on the wane.^
O
We have cut short this review of the Hindu sects,
although the movement we have tried to trace is far from
exhausted. Htiri has not ceased to come down to the
earth, and even at the present time among the people,
especially in the country districts, new religious bodies
are in process of formation here and there around new
incarnations. These manifestations, which are always
springing up anew, and to which, moreover, the upper
classes and the Brahmans have for long remained indiffe
rent, are interesting to study, because they bear testimony
to the unquenchable thirst after a revelation with which
this people is possessed more than any other race in Asia.
But the description would teach nothing new in regard to
Hinduism. Even among the sects of the past we* have
selected only those which have appeared to us to contri^ Adi-Granth, Introduction, p. cxviii.
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26-27. Thus was Ajdmila, the paramour of his female slave, he who
had trodden down all religious injunctions, rites and .ceremonies, who had fallen
by his reproachful conduct, who was on the point of being cast into hell— thus
W'as -he saved by the utterance o&the name of the Lord. No other instrument
cuts the bonds of Karma so well as the singing the praise of Him whose feet are
a sacred shrine. For the mind is not then attached to worldly activities. Other
methods are soiled with the qualities oi R ajas and Tamas (Passion and Inert
ness),— VI. 2. 45-46 (Suka).
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28. Having uttered the name of H ari when calling his son, Ajamila
went to the abode of N arayana. Greater is the title to the reward of that
person who sings H ari’s praise in full faith.— VI. 2. 49 (Suka).
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Diversity of the Hindu systems of worship.—These independent of one an
other.—Manifold divinities to which they address their worship.—■
Worship of the stars; that of GaneQa.—Worship of the sun ; Iranian
influences. —The Neo-Brahmanic religions essentially idolatrous : ori
gin and development of the worship of images.— Sacred symbols: the
linga and the y o n i: the Qalagrama and the Tulasi.—Sacred plants and
trees.—Sacred animals : the cow, the bull, and the monkey : the wor
ship of the serpent.—Private religious observances : the AcS,ra and its
varieties.—Mystic formulae and litanies.—Forms of public worship ;
the GrdmadevatSiS.—Worship and service in the temples.—Offerings
and victims.—Communion.—Festivals and Melas.—Pilgrimages : the
Ganges and other sacred rivers.—Benares.—Religious suicide.—Ma
thura, Gay^, Jagannatha, Somnath, &c.—Statistics of pilgrimages :
their importance in preserving a certain unity in Hinduism.—Limits
of H induism : excommunicated castes.—The aborigines, Dravidians,
and others, a5d their religions.— A retrospective glance.—Religious
future of India : Hinduism falls in pieces, and seems to have no suc
cessor.—Negative results of the Mussulman conquests and Christian
missions.—The Brahma-SamS,j.
*

T hough it is hardly necessary to say so, there is a still

It1

greater diversity in India between the forms of worship
than there is between the systems of doctrine. Not only*
has each figure in the pantheon his .own, but usually he
has‘several, as many sometimes as the names he has and
the number of his principal sanctuaries. This pantheon
itself is formed of heterogeneous elements, in which all
the religious systems which have arisen in the course of
ages have left their several contributions. Alongside of
the great sectarian divinities and their personal surround252
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sacrificial rites because their intellects were misled by the sweet and flowery
texts of the Vedas.— V I. 3. 25 (Yama).
, ...
^ ,

_This rebelliou of the BI>4<<avaU against theKarma Kanda or the Vedas
finds support in the Bhagayad-Gia { v i d e Chapter II,veisea42 & 45). The irreverential tone of the reflection betrays open departure from the ancient Ime o f belief
and action. I4 isan important subject forresearch by scholars to trace the change
of belief that has taken place resulting in the overthrowing of sacrificial perlormances by the Biiagavatas and the growth of their religion of Bhakti.
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32. Having reasoned in this manner the wise place their devotion on
Ananta (the Infinite). Those people should not be punished by me. If they
have incurred any sin it has been -destroyed by their praising of the glories of
the Lord.— V I. 3. 23-26 (Yama).
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33-35. There is no doubt that there is an auspicious cause which has
produced this vision of the Supreme, placed to one like me who am so un-
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or gnomes, the Vidyadharas or sylphs, the Eakshasas or
ogres, the Nagas,a species of genii, hdli men, half serpent, and
the endless number of local deitiesd There is no mountain,
river, rock, cave, tree of any note, which has not its genius
loci ; no village especially which has not its grama devatd,
which, even where it is one of the figures of the great
pantheon, nevertheless appears to the popular conscience
distinct from the same divinity as worshipped elsewhere.
Almost all these forms of worship are moi;e or less inuependent of one another. There are indeed allied gods, but
these alliances are far from being stable. A t any rate,
there are no longer, in the modern religious ritual, obser
vances to be compared with the grand Vedic ceremonials,
where all the powers of heaven and earth participated in
common in a prescribed series of acts of homage. What
•of this nature still remains is either a relic or an imitation
of ancient Brahmanism. These forms of worship are
independent in still another sense. Speculation, which at
times asserted itself so freely in regard to the doctrines,
had much less hold on the practices. On this sidebit came
into collision, and that not among the masses only, with
an array of habits and beliefs before which sectarian
enthusiasm itself has almost always in the long-run re
coiled exhaust^. The idea even, so universally accepted,
that all things depend in the end on an Ipvara, a sove
reign lord, has been transfused very imperfectly into the
worship. Here the gods are small or great according
to the nature and extent of their functions; within the
limit of these functions they are not mere lieutenants.
Hence, among the many w^ays that offer of securing the
favour of Heaven, every Hindu has his own predilections ;
but, unless it be from superior educ5.tion or connection
with a rigid sect, he j.s indifferent to none of those which
name Hora implies, by which it is
designated. Stellar astrology, how
ever much its origin is still matter of
debate, is of ancient date among
them, and ever since the Vedic epoch
certain groups of stars, particularly

the Nakshatras, have been objects of
worship. See supra, pp. 23 aaid 41.
^ See a curious invocation of these
many-formed beings in Varaha Mihira, Yogoyatra, vi. 20-29,
Stud., xiv. 329. See also supra.
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38. W hether men be householders expert in worldly occupations, they
are not subject to the bondage of repeated incarnations if they pass their hours
in the praise of my glory.— IV . 30. 19 (SVi K risna).
.
.
N o te .
— The privilegeof prayinf^ to God belongs to all—“irrespective of birth,
agf», sex, profession, & o. The reward of MokSa is the portion of all devotees of
G'd. This is the Vaisnava Dharma. It is the solace of the lowest classes because
itplaces within their reach the same spiritual rewards as are open to the highest
uiai^es.
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I, therefore,though of low birth (of the tribe of Daityas) have no
hesitation to praise the Lord with all my heart according to the power of my
• understanding. For by so doing even one who is cast into the world of Maya
(ignorance) becomes purified.— VII^ 9. 12 (Prahlada).
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there is not the slightest evidence, for instance, that com
munities were ever formed under the names of Agni,
Indra, Yama, Varuna, Kuvera (Plutus), Manmatha (Cupid),
the Gandharva ViQvavasu,^ &c. Eegarding Vac or Sarasvati,2 the wife of Brahma and the goddess of eloquence,
we know that she was the patroness of Kashmir; but
Kashmir was, nevertheless, Qivaite. The religions of
Garuda, the bird of the sun, of ^esha, the king of the
serpents, of the Bhutas, or demons,^ have ngver been able
to be more than popular beliefs, such as we may still
see among many tribes.
That of Hiranyagarbha or
Brahma ^ was the fruit, on the contrary, of learned tradi
tion. It is probable that, though it was never far spread,
it was more so formerly than now, when it is professed
only by Brahmans specially scrupulous on the point of
orthodoxy. Besides, there are still here and there Gdnapatyas, who keep up a quite special devotion for Ganapati
or GaneQa, “ the chief of the troops (which atterrtl on
^iva),” the god with the elephant’s head, who clears
away obstructions and inspires prudent resolutions, whom
every Hindu, however, invokes before undertaking any
thing, and who, in his character of patron of letters and
arts, is mentioned at the beginning of almost all books.
The ^ahkaravijaya distinguishes as many as six sub
divisions of the Ganapatyas, who must have each wor
shipped a particular form of the god.^ But the most
powerful of all these religions, the only one which has
really been able to rival those of Vishnu and ^iva, the
only one withal concerning which we have numerous
^ ^ankaravijaya, ch. xii., xxxiii.,
xxxiv., X X X V ., xxxii., xxxL L, ed. of
the Bibl. Ind. For Yam a see Mudrarakshasa, act i., where Nipunaka
enters.
«
^ Qahkaravijaya, ch. xxi.
* ^ahkaravijaya, ch. xlviii., li.
^ Qahkaravijaya, ch. xi.
®Qahkaravijaya,ch.xv.-xviii. Y a jfiavalkya, i. 289-293, attaches a quite
special importance to the worship of

Gane^a. I t figures prominently in *
several Puranas; for example, in
the BrahrRavaivarta and the Bhavishya. Besides an Upapurana, the
Gane^a-Purdna is specially conse
crated to it.
See the analysis in
Aufrecht’s Oxford Catalogue, pp. 78,
79. Compare Brihat Para9ata Sainhit4 in the Dharmagastrasahgraha,
ii. 247 sej.
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praise with all their hearts, while going through their domestic work ef milking
and churning, grinding and pounding,^sweeping and besmearing (the floor with
cowdung , swinging and lullabying crying babies, and watering (plants and trees).
— X . 44. 15 (Women o£ Mathurfi.).
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43. Who would like to cease from the talk of Krisna, to whose embrace
Laksml clings though he may like it or not?— X i47. 48 (Gopis).
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44. The wives of the chiefs (imprisoned hy Jarasandha, king of Magadha)
will sing m the midst of their domestic duties, Thy great service, viz., the killing
by Thee of their enemy and the release of their husbands. Likewise do the Gopis
sing of singular services of Thy killing their enemy Sahkhachdda and of the
elephant s release by Thee from the alligator; and of the release of j^ n a k i (from
the prison of Rdvana) and of the release (from the prison of Kamsa) of Thy
paren s (^ s u d e y a and Devaki). And so also the Munis and we who have found
shelter in Thee shall sing (of our release from the prison of worldly life).— X .
71. 9 (Uddhava).
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array of Indian proper names would by itself sliow how
much this cultus was in vogue throughout India.^ In fine,
the Sun has always been in a way the professional and
family god of astronomers and astrologers, who rarely fail
to invoke him at the commencement of their writings. In
our day there are no Adityabhaktas or Sauras except in
the South, and even there they are far from numerous.
But the Sun has not ceased to fill a large space in the
prayers of the Hindus, Very few Brahmans especi^ly
commence their daily duties without saluting him with
the old salutation, now scarcely understood, of the Sdvitri,
and in the imagination of these people he has remained,
as it were, the very symbol of the deity. When Bishop
Heber interrogated Svamin Hfirayana regarding the char
acter of his god, the latter made reply by producing an
image of the sun.^ Temples are no longer built to him,
but idols are still consecrated to him, and he takes his
place as an allied god in many of the sanctuaries of Vish
nuism, which has besides never ceased to be itself in many
respects a solar religion.
•
again by Professor Weber, at the
point at which Wilson had left it, in
relation to a little writing bearing
upon the same s^^bject, the Magavyakti, published by him in the Pro
ceedings of the Academy of Berlin
for June and October 1879. After
discussing all the traces still discover
able of the relations that may have
existed anciently between Iran and
India, he arrives at the very plausible
conclusion that the testimony of
Varaha Mihira refers to Mithriac
colonies, which probably came from
Persia at the time of the Indo-Scythian kings, and whose chiefs, the M a
gas, had been admitted into theBrahmanic caste ; that at a later period,
somewhere about the seventh or
eighth century, the memorials of this
first settlement were mixed up with
records in regard to the advent in
Gujarat of bodies of fugitive Parsees,
and that the legend of the Bhavishya

Purana was the result of this confu
sion. See further Ueber zwei Parteischriften zu Gunsten der Maga
resp. Qakadviplya Brahmana, ibid.,
January 1880, by the same scholar.
^ A distinctive feature of this
cultus, from the times of the RigVeda (viii, 91, legend of Apala)
to the Mussulman accounts* (Ketabal-fihrist, in Beinaud’s Memoire sur
rinde, p. 292), was its efficacy in
accomplishing the cure of maladies,
particularly leprosy. I t was to ob
tain deliverance from leprosy that*
Camba, the son of Krishna, founded
the temple of Multan (Bhavishj'a
PurS,na, in Aufrecht’s Oxford Cata
logue, p. 31), and that the poet
Mayura is said to have composed,
in honour of the Sun, the Suryagataka: Hall, V^savadatta, •Pref., p.
8, 49 ; Ind. Antiq., i. 114. ,
Narrative of a Journey, &c., ch.
XXV.
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48-49. They who appreciat.e good qualities, they who choose the essential
o£ things ; such worthy men speak highly o£ Kali Yuga. For in this age all
objects'’b£ desir are obtained by the men siging of H ari’s praise. No other
means is equahto it for men lost in the mazes of worldly life. F or by means of
it tranquillJtyJs,attained and subjection to rebirths is got fid of.— X I, 5. 36-^7
(Karabhajana).
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50.’ They are the forturiate among men, they are the blessed,— they who
remember the name of Hari and make others remember it in this age of Kali, r-
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51-52. The Kali Yuga is the storehouse of vices. But there is one virtue
in it. By praising K risna a man is released of his bonds th a t enchain him and
he attains union with Brahma. That which is obtained by meditatieai on Visnu
in the . Satya Yuga, and. by sacrifices in the Treta Yuga,—and by services iu
i)w^para,— the same is acquired by singing the praise of H ari in the Kali

Yuga. XII. 3 . 51-52 (^ka).
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Devalakas, and, like all those who subsisted
these
popular systems of worship, they were exposed to the
official disdain of the Brahmansd The first temples, more
over, were simply places consecrated by the presence at the
fixed spot of an idol, at most erections of the most primi
tive construction, such as we find still everywhere in the
country. In the first rank of these the Sutras of Gautama
mention the cross-roads; ^ and smallness of dimension
has always continued one of the distinctive features of tfie
Hindu temple. It has increased by additions from without,
but in the interior suffered little change. Even at a later
date, when the religious edifices came to cover an enor
mous extent of ground, and sometimes to form whole
towns, the sanctuary, properly speaking, remained what it
was at first, a narrow and dingy cell, a devatdyatana, the^
home of a god. This is not the place to classify or de
scribe the countless images which by degrees composed
the figured pantheon of India, from the shapeless stbne,
smeared with vermilion, erected at the entrance of villages,
to the idol fashioned of massive gold and covered all over
with precious stones, which is sheltered, or rather was
sheltered,^ in the centre of the pagodas. There is no one who
does not remember some of these figures, often colossal,some
times indecent,'ulways monstrous, of divinities with many
heads, arms, legs, and manifold symbolic shapes, such as
dwell in the shade of the great sanctuaries, and inhabit their
porches and precincts, raised at times to the sumffiit of
their high pyramids, productions of a fantastic art, which
1 Gautama, xv. i6 ; xx. i ; Manu,
iii. 15 1, 152, 180; iv, 205.
2 ix. 66.
® From the days of Mahmoud the
Ghaznevide, who plundered Nagarkot, Thanessar, Mathura, and SomnS,th (1008-24), the Mussulmans have
been terrible destroyers of idols
in India.
Kutb-Uddin, the con
queror of Delhi (1 191), built his great
mosque on the site and with the mate
rials of twenty-seven pagan temples.

A . Cunningham, Archaeological Sur
vey, vol. i. p. 175. Long before the c?«iquest, the a^yarice of the Mussulmans
had been excited by the wildest de
scriptions of the riches collected in
the sanctuaries of India. See, for ex
ample, those of the Ketab-al-fihrist
(tenth century, according to^ docu
ments of the ninth), in Remaud’s
Memoire sur I’lnde, p. 289, and the
Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc., Bombayi
vol. xiv. p. 44.
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Ill

55.
He who strives to count the virtues of the Infinite i« a fool. He may
perhaps be able to count the atoms of the dust of the earth in the course of time
b u t not the glorious acts of Him who is the storehouse of all forces.—-X I. 4 . 2
(D rum ila).
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56.
The words that go to form the auspicious narrative of his birth, deeds
and virtues, having the.power of destroying all sins, such words animate, adorn
and sanctify the world.— X. 38. 13 (A krura).
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57.
Singing in this manner the narratives of the childhood of Visnu’s incar
nations chronicled in this and other works, which are so agreeable to descant,
a man acquires the devotion of the Lord, whoisthe refuge of Paramhamsas (pious
men who have renounced the world).—X I. 31. 28 (Suka).
Here ends the Fifth String of the Necklace of Devotion,
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of “god.” Anyhow, we see this worship appear contempora
neously with ^ivaism. Already, in the Mahabharata, it is
the symbol of Mahadeva, and the Puranas make it the sub
ject of the strangest speculations.^ In the monuments of
the worship it has often the female part for support, the
yoni, which symbolises Devi. There is nothing indecent,
however, in the form of these figures. In appearance they
are pure symbols, in no respect images, as we meet witli
elsewhere ; in Italo-Grecian antiquity, for i^^stance. Tiie
linga is a cone, the yoni a triangular prism,^ with a depres
sion on the upper surface, into which the linga is inserted;
and of all the representations of the deity which India has
imagined, these are perhaps the least offensive to look at.
Anyhow, they are the least materialistic; and if the com
mon people make fetishes of them, it is nevertheless true
that the choice of these symbols by themselves to tlie
exclusion of every other image was, on the part of certain
founders of sects, such as Basava, a sort of protest aga*Lnst
idolatry.
What the liiiga and the yoni are for ^iva and *Devi, a
petrified ammonite, the gdlagrdma (so called from a spot
on the banks of the Gandaki where it is found), and the
tulasi, a plant of the basil species, are for Yishnu and
Lakshmi. Here, too, we have symbols as regards the form,
but in point of fact these objects have become real fetishes.
The (gdlagrdma, for instance, is not merely the symbol of
Vishnu; the god resides and is present in it,^ as ^iva is
in the linga. They differ, however, from this last, that
they do not play such a part in the worship cf the temples,
and that they continue to belong rather to the circle of

V
—
t'
~I

^ See Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol.
iv. p. 386.
^ Sometimes the lingas are covered
with daintily carved sculptures and
ornaments of precious metals. The
number of the principal is usually
reckoned at twelve, which are enu
merated in the (^iva Purana in Aufrecht’s Catalogue, p. 64.
Besides
these twelve, the Purana enumerates

and describes several hundreds be
longing to ^1 the countries of India.
See also Weber’s Catalogue of the
Berlin M SS., p. 347.
^ See Cahkara, Commentary on
the Chdndogya Up., p. 530, ed. of
the Bibl. Ind. The Brahmavjfivarta
Purdna treats at length of the tulasi
and the ^^lagrama : Aufrecht’s C at
alogue, p. 24.
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3-7.

3. They who even once have fixed their mind on the lotus feet of Krisna,
placing their affections on His many excellences— such men will never see, even
in their dreams, the face of Yama nor of his noose-armed juyrmidons. Such
men have already performed their expiations of sins (by their attachment do the
Lord).— VI. 1. 19 (Suka).
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4.
Since my heart has wilfully held Hari within it, my words are not
uttered in vain (but!bears fruits) nor Idoes jny mind act withouj: effect. And
my senses are never employed in wicked use.— II . 6. 34 (Biahm a).
^ qI q_
— The purport of Brahnaa's speech is that the fact of his activities of
tongue, mind and senses being usefully employed is due to the iufiueuoe of his

fixing his heart on the Lord and not on any merit of his own.
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5. The supreme object of life acquired by Sahkhya and Yoga, and dilio-ent attachment to one’s Dharma, is that at the time of death the mind may
o
}
remember N arayana.— II. 1.. 6 (Suka).
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sible to draw the line where the one set ends and the other
begins.
rinally, like Egypt long ago, India has its sacred ani
mals. Already in the ancient religion cows are the object
of a special worship.^ It is expressly enjoined to treat
them with gentleness, and the Smritis require the same
respect for them as for the images of the gods.^ It soon
became matter of religious scruple to offer them in sacri
fice ; ^ to slaughter them for a profane purpos^e is one of the
greatest crimes; ^ to tend them, provide for them, serve
them, is reckoned in the first rank of good works and of
acts of expiation; ^ to risk one's own life to save theirs
atones for a Brahmanicide; ®contact with them purifies,
and, as in the Parsi ritual, their very dung and urine have
the power of preventing or cleansing away material and
moral defilements.^ These customs subsist still in some*
degree in our own day. The Hindus do not scruple indeed
to subject their miserable cattle to a labour that is o^ten
excessive, but it is rare that they ill-use them. Very few,
especially, will consent to feed on their flesh, ^pd the
slaughter of a cow excites more horror among many of
them than the slaying of a man. The manifold relations
which connected these animals with the ancient worship
are not better, for most part, it is true, than matter of
memory, but others were instituted in the new worship.
It is one of the most meritorious acts to dedicate bulls to
^iva, and to multiply around the god the living images of
Nandi, his divine steed.® Accordingly these animals are
1 Atharva-Veda, xii. 4, 52 Taitt. Br., iii. 2, 3, 7 ; Apastamba Dh. S., i. 30, 20 ; 22 ; i. 31 ;
6 -1 2 ; Gautama, ix. 1 2 , 23, 24;
Manu, iv. 39; Yajiiavalkya, i. 133.
Rig-Veda, viii, 101, 15 ; Paraskara Gr. S., i. 3, 27, 28 ; Vajas. S.,
XXX, 18. For more singular scruples
see Sayana ad Taitt. S., i. 7, 2, i, 2.
^ Apastamba, i. 26, i ; Gautama,
xxii. 18; Manu, xi. 108 ; Yajnav.,
iii. 263.

® Manu, xi. 110-114.
,
® Manu, xi. 79 ; Yajbav., iii. 2s^..
^ A§valay. Gr. S., i. 3, i ; Gobhila
Gr. S., i. i, 9 ; ii. 9, 2 ; iii. 7, 3 ;
Manu, iii. 206; v. 105, I2r, 124;
xi. 78, 109, 202, 2 12 ; Yajnav., i.
186 ; iii. 315 ; Rigvidhana, i. 7, 4.
® The consecrating and setting at
liberty of a bull, vrisTtotsarga, fe bor
rowed from the ancient ritual : Paraskara Gr. S.. iii. 9 ; Cankhayana
Gr. S.jiii. 11; Vishnu-Smriti,lxxxvi.;
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The Lord Piirusottama present in the heart (when remembered),

drives away all the vices of men caused bj the influence of Kali Yuga and by
the uncleanliness of offerings, of the place where offerings are made, and of their
own minds.— X II. o. 45 (Suka).
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11. Just as fire causes the disappearance of the bad colour of the gold
^ d u e to the admixture of alloy, so Visnu by his presence in the heart of
removes wicked thoughts.— X II. 3 47 (Suka).
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12.
I think that the Asuras are the devotees of Bhagawan for they
fixed their mind, though full of anger, on the Lord of the three worlds.
saw Hari advancing towards them riding on Garuda with the discus held in H is
hand.— I I I . 2. 24 (Uddhava).
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knowledge and strength and beauty. They reside for
most part in the depths of the ocean and at the bottom of
lakes or large rivers, more frequently still in the subter
ranean world of Patala, where their capital, Bhogavati, ex
poses to the vision a display of the most dazzling richest
They are not always represented as harmful and wicked;
they are armed indeed with the most formidable poison;
still tliey possess also the elixir of strength and immor
tality.^ Their sovereign chief is at one ti^ie Yasuki,^at
another ^esha, he who, according to other legends, is the
support of the universe and forms the couch of Vishnu,
who appeared among men in the person of Balarama, and
of whom Patanjali, the grammarian, is also reputed to
have been an incarnation. In the chronicle of Kashmir
they appear as the first inhabitants of the country, at a
time when it was all a marsh, and even still they inhabiE
the waters of the valley, of which they are the protectors.^
In a great many local legends a Kaga is the genius loci.
They are honoured amongst the Buddhists, and they hold
an equally prominent place in the literature and icono
graphy of the Buddhism of the North as well as the South.^
The great number of proper names, both of persons and
places, into which the word Naga enters, is a fact that by
itself alone proves the extent of their worship. Hiouen
Thsang found it very extensively spread in the north-west of
India. And even still it is in great favour among the abori
gines of the east and centre (the most of the Gond-chiefs
claiming to be descended from the Nagavarnga, the race
of the Nagas), as well as in all the countries of the west
and south.® These brief indications are enough to show
that the serpent religions of India form a complex wlMe,
^ Mahabh., i. 1282; SuparnS,dhy.
vii. 2; Rajatarang, iv. 597; Mahabh.,
i. 5018 ; Bh^gav. Pur., v. 24, 31 ;
Mahabh., v. 3617 seq.
2 Mahabh., i. 1500-1505; 5018^ S^mavidh^na. Br., iii. 3, 5 ; Bhagavad Gita, x. 28, 29. He has a

temple and a celebrated festival in
his honour, at Pray^ga, Ind. Antiq.,
ii. 124.
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17-20.

with him and talked and played and bathed and ate together, entirely forgot
their own separate existence.— X. 90. 46 (buka).
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17-18. On all sides is joy to him who possesses no property with the
desire to reap benefit ont of it ; wdio restrains his senses, who is tranquil, who
bestows equal regard to all ; and who remembering me feels happy. Neither
the position of Brahma nor that of Indra, neither sovereignty of all the earth,
nor of Patala, neither the powers of Yoga nor Moksa does he wish^ for ; nothing
but me : such is the man who has consecrated himself to me.— X L 14. 13-14
/

(Sri Krisna).
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19. 0 Uddhava, the happinesss which a man feels in me in his soul ;
he who has consecrated his life to me, he who is not beholden to any one ; that
happiness cannot be the portion of those that are addicted to worldly pleasures.
— X I. 14. 12. (Sri Krisna).
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tradition, and the local diversities of which have almost
everywhere outlived the influences of sect as well as those
of orthodoxy. To outrage dcdra openly is for the Hindu
to lose his caste, a thing which he dreads more than
any other, for however humble it may be, his caste is
everything to him, in a country where, outside these bar
riers, there exists no social life, and where the purely civil
law is represented only by the regulations of general admini
stration issued by a foreign authority. To wjiat extent tliis
custom sometimes contradicts orthodox prescription may
be gathered from the fact that among the Nairs of Mala
bar, who are considered, however, as Hindus and of hioh
caste, it sanctions plurality of husbands. This custom
exists elsewhere, too, in the Dekhan, and recently traces
of it have been observed in the Punjab,^ where it had been
already remarked by the Greeks,^ and wdiere its exist
ence in ancient times is also attested by the Mahabharata.^ Higher up, in the hill districts, we find instances
among the Ptajputs, and even the Brahmans.^ However,
notwithstanding all local differences, these customs, as
regards the Brahmans and upper classes at least, are never
theless obviously grounded on a common basis. The
majority of the domestic rites which they prescribe are
directly conne«ted with the old Smriti, and it is only
in it that the use of the old liturgy and the worship
of the gods of the Veda^ have been in part preserved..
With the rest of the population tradition has chS^nged
more, but we must go down low indeed, we must go
^ Ind. Antiq., vii. 86.
2 Lassen’s Ind. Alterthumsk., t.
it P- 454^ 2d ed.
^ J . Muir in Ind. Antiq., vol. vi.
pp. 260, 315*,
^ Ind. Antiq., vol. vii. p. 135. In
Tibet it is the prevailing custom.
^^ Compare, for example, the nuptial ceremonies in Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essay, vol. i. p. 217, ed.
Cowell, with the ceremonies described
according to the Sutras by E. Haas
in Ind. Stud., vol. v. p. 267. W e

must remark, however, that Colebrooke’s description rests, n«t on
the ground of direct observation,'^t
on the examination of documents, the
prescriptions in which are more or
less become obsolete. Compare besides the Ac^ras, ascribed to Cahkara, and which are authoritative in
Malabar, in Ind. Antiq., vol. iv. p.
255, and what Biihler says*of the
Kashmir Brahmans in Journ. of the
Royal As. Soc., Bombay, vol. xii.
(extra number), p. 21.
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plainly to them) were not the
(selfless) lovers of Krisiia as is claimed
for them by admirers of their unselfish devotion. Compare also Bhagavata X. 47.
59 quoted before (69th sloka of the 1st string).
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22 . The enemies ot K risna got rid of their sins (by the constant thought
on him) just as the insect leaves its own form and takes to that of the bee on
whom it unceasingly fixed his thought.— V II. 10. 39 (Narada).

Note.— It is the traditional belief that find expression in Yoga literature, tha*^
a certain species of insect iscariied by tlie^flTC (bee) and placed in a hole, Ih®
bee hums and buzzes incessantly at the door of the prison house of the insect which
is finally transformed into a bee.
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23. The mind in thinking of objects of enjoyment becomes attached to
ihem. Likewise the mind of him who thinks on me becomes lost in me.— X I,
I I . 27 (Sri Krisna).
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these exercises use is - made of beads.
Of course, each
sect has its fasts, its vows,^ its penances, its expiations, its
rules in regard to purity and impurity. There are dies
fasti and dies nefasti, and the astrologer plies his trade
even in the smallest villages. In short, a great importance
is attached to certain details of costume, and to the exter
nal badges by which these countless communities are dis
tinguished. The most general badge of Hinduism is an
heirloom from the ancient religion, the c^dd^ 2. tuft* of
hair left growing on the crown of the head of a child, when
it is tonsured.'^ Except the ascetics, who shave the head
entirely, or who let all the hair grow, whoever does not
wear the cddd is not considered as a Hindu. Thus the
anomalous jumble of beliefs which constitute the national
religion is sometimes, by contrast with the faith of the
Moslem, the outcastes, and the aborigines, designated as the
shendidharma, the religion of the Shendi {shendi being
the Marhatta name for euda), and more than onc5 the
missionaries have agitated the question whether they
ought to permit this practice among their flocks.^ • But at
the same time each sect and each fraction of a sect has its
own peculiar badge; among others, lines and points of
different colours traced in divers ways above the root of
the nose, “ the* mark of the beast,” as the Eev. J. Wilson
somewhere calls them.^
The distinction between a worship that is private and.
one that is public, which is hardly admissible in regard to
the ancient ritual, such, as it has been transmitted to us,
is very appropriate, on the other hand, when applied to
the neo-Brahmanic religions. We have already seeii that ,
many sects use to assemble together to pray and eSify
^ One
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THE SEVENTH STRING OF THE NECKLACE O F DEVOTION.
(Note—This secUou is devoted to the subject of
Uitei-allj, the shampooing the feet of tbe Lord),
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1. W hether he be a Deva or an Asura, a Yaksa or a Gan(^llarva, he will
earn his happiness by serving at the feet of Mukunda.— VH* 7. 50 (Prahlada).
N o te _D eva literally raeaus a sh in in g being— a god. A suras— they are ever
hostile to the D evas and no less powerful. (See a previous uote (p. 19) on tbe
word A sura). YakSiis are inferior in rank to tbe Devas. ^ They are popularly sup
posed to be denizens of the higher mountains in tbe H im alayas a n d have in tbeir
keeping rich treasures. GandlinrvaS are also a semi-celestial tribe, fond of m usic,
endowed witli a musical voice. M ukunda means the bestower of M u k tn — (V isn u ).
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2. Brahma, Siva and other gods in order to obtain my gifts practise severe
asceticism but with their hearts fixed on the pleasures of the senses. But they
cannot win my grace unless they resort to Thy feet. . For my heart is given to
Thee.— V. 18. 22 (Laksmi.)
N o t e .— LakSrni is the goddes.s of prosperity.
who have propitiated her Lord ( N a ia y a n a ).

Only they can obtain her blessings
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Of a character more complex and more pompous than
these rites are those which are performed in the temples
properly so called. As a general rule, the sacred offices
in a Hindu temple are discharged by Brahmans, who are
maintained partly from the offerings of the faithful and
partly from the revenues of the lands which belong to the
temple. To this, however, there are some exceptions. In
many of the ^ivaite sanctuaries of the Dekhan, specially
in all those belonging to the Lingayits (ajid not, as •is
supposed, in all the temples of the linga), the piljdris
belong very frec^uently to other castes.^ Formerly, it
seems, these offices were performed also by women, at
least in the cultus of certain forms of Durgl^ These
priests, however, are simple attendants; they are, in
general, very ignorant. Outside the science of their owii^
ritual, which is at times highly complicated, it is true,
and which they transmit from father to son, their know
ledge is generally limited to the legends which compose
the Mdhdtmtja, the chronicle of the temple. Neither the
spiritual authority in the sect nor what may be caMed the
pastoral functions belong to them, but to the members of
the religious order, who sometimes live beside the sanc
tuary in a matha or college, and who are themselves not
always very learned. Fifty years ago, when H. H. Wilson
wrote his Memoir on the sects, one of the principal chiefs
of the Vallabhacaryas had just as much knowledge of letters •
as to be able to sign his name.^ In general, the temples
are no longer what they once were, centres of intellectual
•
life. They are not frequented, as they w’ere in the middle
age, by a brilliant assemblage to listen to the rehearsarl^f
the Mahabharata; ^ and even at Benares, the number of
these pandits is seen daily to diminish, who, squatting
under the shade of some porch, pass their lives in
^ F. Kittel, Ueber den Urspruiig
des Lingakultus, p. lo seq.
^ See, for example, the priestess
of Camunda in Malati-Mctdhava.

3 Select Works, i. 136.
•
^ See the testimony of Bana, in
Ind. Antiq., i. 350, and that o f '
Hemacandra, ibid., iv. n o .
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5.

Mortal man, afraid of the Serpent (death), takes to flight and finds no
security in all the worlds. But he who takes refuge in Thy lotus feet, 0 primeval
Being, sleeps in ease. Death flies away from him.—X. 3. 27 (Devaki).
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6. Therefore take to the service of the lotus feet of Nrisiniha and leave
worldly life, the home of passion, attachm ent, sorrow, anger, pride, desire,
helplessness, fear and mental distresses—leading men to move in the circle of
incarnations.— V. 18. 14 (Prahlada).
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Therefore, 0 Thou possessed of lotus eyes, do the swans gladly take shelter
under Thy lotus feet which lavishes happiness on them. Those who take to
Yoga and Karma become proud and being obstructed, by Thy influence do not
take the shelter of Thy feet.—-XL 29. 3 (Uddhava).
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the maxirrmm of bewildering intricacy and barefaced inde
cency in those of Yishnu and Durga. In this W sh ip
the faithful, men and women, take part, either individually
or collectively, in prayers, in acts of homage and adora
tion, in ablutions in the sacred pond, which is found
beside most of the temples,^ and, in fine, in gifts and offerino-s If these ceremonies are numerous and involved, so
that their celebration lasts sometimes over several days,
they are performed under the special direction of a pri^t.
Gifts are made to the god or to the priests; these con
sist of money, articles of value, lands, and jewels (Eanjit
Singh, the Maharaja of the Sikhs, gave his celebrated
diamond, the Koh-i-Nor, to Jagannatha). The offerings
are flowers, oil, and perfumes, food of different kinds, and
animals, which are set at liberty by consecrating them to
the god, or are sacrificed to him as victims. As a generaf
rule, the offerings in the Yishnuite systems of worship
are, except in remote country parts, never bloody; to ^iva
victims are pretty frequently sacrificed, but not in the
temple itself; in the acts of worship, on the cfi»ntrary,
which are addressed to the different forms of Durga, im
molation is of constant occurrence, and it takes place in
the interior of the sanctuary. The food presented to the
god, naivSdya,^rasdda, constitutes a sacrament; the faith
ful divide it among themselves, and often carry it away
to a distance. The mahdprasdda, in particular, the pra-^
sada by pre-eminence, that which has been dedicated to
Jagannatha, the celebrated idol of Puri, is reputed to be
endowed with the most sacred qualities, and has given • •
rise to a singular custom. Between those who partake of ^
it together it creates for a space, which they can fi:^at
will, a stronger bond of connection than ties of blood.
During all the time agreed on, they bind themselves to
stand by each other to the utmost, even to the extent of
^ The admirable construction of
many of these reservoirs is already
matter of astonishment to Albirouni:
“ Our compatriots,” he says, “ far

from being able to construct«similar
works, find it hard to describe those
which exist.” Renaud, Mdmoire sur
ITnde, p. 286,
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10-11. The very 2'>^^i'e desire for the service of His lotas feet increasing
every day, washes away the impurities of the heart that accumulated in the
course of numberless incarnations, just as the holy river Gahga issuing from
the toe of His foot, washes away the sins of men. The man whose impurities
of the heart have been washed away is not subject to the miseries of successive
births and deaths. He is firm in his realization of non-attachment. He abides
at the feet of the Lord.— IV. 21. 31-32 (Prithu).
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12.
The bee that sips the nectar of the lotus feet of K p sn a does not take
pleasure in worldly enjoyments which give birth to sin. Other people, over
come by their longings, endeavour to clean their impurities with FCarma (the
performance of sacrifices and religious ceremonies). But their action results in
the repeated generation of Rajas (passions and desires).— V I. 3. 33 (Yama).
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often considerable, and some are peculiar to certain dis
tricts of country, but where they are kept up the}^are in
more or less general observance. The Hindu calendar is
arranged according to districts rather than to sects. Thus
the entire population takes part in the rejoicings of Holt,
the carnival of India (in March; the carnival is Krishnaite),^ and to a certain extent they join in the fasts and
abstinences in honour of the Manes, which precede and
follow it. The same thing is remarked in connecti(Wi
with the festival of the return of the Sun after the winter
solstice (in January), when, as among ourselves, people
give presents to each other, and the cattle, as at Eorne,
are subjected to a sort of lustration. A ll Bengal goes
holiday-making during the ten days of the Durgdpijijd (in
September), in which, after interminable processions, in
termixed with buffooneries and mimetic representations,*
the images of the goddess are finally thrown into the
water, in presence of an immense concourse of people, and
to the sound of whatever instruments of music can be
collected together.^ In Hindustan this solemnit}^ is re
placed by another, which is quite as generally observed
in honour of Kama and Sit4 , the story of whom is repre
sented before the eyes of the multitude by a pantomime
which lasts several days.^ Festivals even of a character
as decidedly sectarian as the nativity of Krishna^ (in
August), or the Qivardtri (in February), intended to recall ^
the humiliation inflicted by ^iva under the form (Tf the *
phallus on Brahma and Vishnu, are observed alike by the
^aivas and the Vaishnavas; only the two parties some1 I t is only in Southern India that
it has retained anything of its ancient
character as a festival of spring and
love. Wilson, Select Works, ii. 230.
2 See Prat^pa-Chandra Ghosha:
Durg^-Puji,, with notes and illustra
tions, Calcutta, 1871.
^ See an animated description of
this festival by Bishop Heber, N ar
rative of a Journey, &c., ch. xiii.
The allegation of the Bishop that in

former times the children th a f hap
pened to represent Rg,ma and ^ t ^
were poisoned by the Brahmans at
the end of the piece, appears to be
without foundation.
^ See A . Weber, Ueber die Krishnajanm^shtami. A curious popular
hymn in reference to this nativity
has been published by G. A.*Grierson, Journ. of the As. Soc. of Ben
gal, vol. xlvi. p. 202.
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16.
The eater of dog’s carrion (i,
the lowest of the low, a Chandala),
if he has consecrated his mind, speech, desires, wealth and life to the service
of the Lord, is superior to the Brahinana even if the latter is possessed of the
dozen great mental excellences but turns his back to N arayana. For the former
sanctities his own life and the lives of his class, but the latter’, full of the pride
of birth and accomplislnnents, cannot save himself, much less his family and
tribe.— V II. 19. 10 (Prahlada).

No^e According to the cormuentmy, the twelve execellen'^es aie enumeiated
H8 follows: (1-)Dliarni/i(opposed to Adharrna— ac(s*opposed tO Sastiic: oidiiiaiices,
(2^ Satya (tiutil), (3) Dauia (sBlt-restiain(■),(4) fapa 'asoeticisni), (5) AmalSatya
^opposite of lualioe), (6 ) Hii (a sense (jf shauie wliich lestiaiiis one fioiii coiiunitting
a sinful act), (7) litiksa (endurance of heat and cold, elc., and of natural Wants),
(8 ) Anasuya (freedom Irom envy). 9 Y.<jh i(perforruance of sacrifioes), (10) Dana
(charity), 'll) DliTiti (Firm lessi forheirance) (12) Sruti (Vedic Leuruiug).
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17.
Bring to me those wicked people who having placed their hopes on
their worldy homes, the sure road to hell, turn their face from the sweet flavour
of the lotus of the feet of Narayana which is durnk by the Paramahamsas (a
class of holy men of the highest religious order) wdio have taken the vow of
])Overty and are unattached to the world.— V I. 3 . 28 (Yama).
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18.
Having obtained this God-given human incarnation, the man who has
not subjugated his passions nor worships Thy feet, has simply cheated himself.
He is an object of pity.— X. 63. 41 (Rudra).
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geography of India,^ or complete descriptions, topographical
and legendary, of one or other of these localities. •These
chapters, entitled Mdhdtmyas, “ Majesties,” are real manuals
for the pilgrim.^
The number of these centres of resort for pilgrims is
very considerable. From Lake Manas a in Tibet to RameQvaram over against Ceylon, and from Dv^raka in the
peninsula of Gujarat to the fever-infected dunes of Orissa,
where Jagannatha has his seat, the country is, as it wei^,
covered with a network of privileged sanctuaries. The
first place in this sacred geography belongs to the Ganges,
which we find-already invoked along with other rivers in
the Rig-Veda, and which, from the Macedonian epoch, was
the object of one of the principal cultuses in India.^ From
Gangotrt in the Himalaya, where the sacred river has long
before descended from heaven,^ to the Isle of Sagar, where
it reaches the sea, its course is fringed with holy places.
A particular class of Brahmans, the Gangaputras, sons, of
the Ganges, live by the service of the innumerable ghats
by which a descent is effected into the river. Its^water
is sent to a distance, and rajas and private individuals
of wealth keep up, at great expense, special services in
order that they may be regularly supplied with provi
sions. It is the.dream of every devout Hindu to go some
day to cleanse himself from his sins in the “ river of the
three worlds,” ^ to gain heaven at Badrinath, where it
^ See, for example, A gni Purana,
ch. cix.-cxvi. t. i. p. 371-ii. p. 14, of
the ed. Bibl. Ind.
^ Such are the Mathur^ M 4h.
{Varaha P.), the G ay 4 M^h. (V % u
and A gni P.), the K^9i Khanda, the
U tkala
Khanda,
the
Prabh^sa
Khanda, which all three pass for
portions of the Skanda Purana, and
describe, the first, Benares (see analy
sis given by Aufrecht, Oxford Cata
logue, p. 69), the second the sanc
tuaries of Orissa, especially that of
Jagannatha, the third Girnar, DvS,raka, and Somnathinthe peninsula of
Gujarat. The most of these pieces
are interpolations. There is besides

a great number of MShS,tmyas, which
form works apart. Each sanctuary
of any consequence has its own, and
in some instances all those of a pro
vince have been blended togej;her
into compilations, of which, soi«e,
such as the Kashmir Tirthasangraha,
appear to be of real value in a historico-geographical point of view. See
Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc., Bom
bay, vcl. xii. (extra number), p. 58.
3 Strabo, xv. i, ch. 69.
^ This descent is the subject <if the
beautiful episode of Ramayana, i. 45.
Compare Mah 4bh§,rata, iii. 9933 seq.
^ It is thought to flow in heaven,
on earth, and in hell.
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22-23. We do not, 0 virtuous lady, desire for the sonereignty of the
earth, or of the heavens; of the regions of Brahma, of Patftla or even Moksa.
But we do desire to have the blessed dust of the feet of the discus-holder (Narayana), the dust which is fragrant with the saffron of Laksmi’s bosom.— X. 83.
41-42 (The Queens to Draupadi).
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24. 0 King (Pariksit) ! what person, Jthat is in possession of his sense,
would not worship the feet of Mukunda, adored by tjie greatest gods? Sur
rounded as that man is by Terror (Death).— X I. 2. 2 (Suka).
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25. I consider that the worship of Achyhuta (Vi?nu) should be the
unceasing duty of man in this world. For distracted by divergent thoughts
he identifies his spirit with his body. He gets rid of his fears by so doing (t.^.,
by his devotion to Visnu.)— X I. 2. 33 (Kavi).
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Krishna, and especially the Tnngabhadra, its southern
branch, which is called the Ganga of the south. ILike the
Ganges and the Jumna, they have their holy places, to
which there flock every day troops of devotees. Another
river, on the other hand, the Karmana^a, “ the destroyer
of pious works,” which falls into the Ganges near Chausa,
is accursed, and to be touched by a single drop of its impure
water is enough to cancel the accumulated deserts of years.^
We shall not attempt here to make a selection, wh^h
would in the end amount to a dry enumeration, of the
numerous centres of pilgrimage which, from the Himalayas
to Cape Comorin, attract the homage of Hindu devotion.
An arranged list of the most celebrated will be found in
a recent work by Monier Williams, entitled “ Hindu
ism,” pp. 177 seq.^ But in order to give an accurate idea

I
iin

^ The name, and consequently the
superstition, can be traced as far
back as the Macedonian epoch :
Lassen, Ind. Alterthumsk., t. i. p.
16 1, 2d ed.
^ See the very interesting remarks
by the same author, especially in
connection with the sanctuaries of
the Dekhan, in the Annual Report
of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1877,
p. ixxvii. Abul Fazl, in his Ayeen
Akbari (t. iii. p. 254*ed. of Calcutta),
gives also a list of the chief resorts for
pilgrims, and distinguishes twentyseven sacred rivers, ten towns or holy
districts of the first rank, besides an
indefinite number of others of the se
cond, third, and fourth.
For M a
thura and the sacred places which
surround it, the Bethlehem and
Nazareth of Krishnaism, see F . S.
Growse, Sketches of Mathur^, in Ind.
Antiq., i. 65, and Mathur^ Notes, in
the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, vol.xlvii.p. 97 seq.; forGayS,
which owes perhaps its first celebrity
to Buddhism (it is near Gaya that
the Bodhi tree is, at the foot of which
Cakyamuni attained the state of Bud
dha), see Monier Williams, Qriiddha
Ceremonies at GayS,, in Ind.'Antiq., v.
209; A. Cunningham, Archaeological

Survey, iii. 107 ; W . Hunter, Statis-'
tical Account of Bengal, vol. xii. p.
44 ; and the richly illustrated ^ork
of R^jendral^la Mitra, Buddha
Gay^, the Hermitage of Sakya ^
Muni, 1879. Gaya is still ^-day, as
in the sixth century at the time of
Var^ha Mihira (Yogay^tr^, iv. 47,
in Ind. Studien, xiv. 318), a place
of resort for mourners, and about
100,000 pilgrims come here annually
to pray for their dead. Buddhists
also frequent it. Abundant infor
mation, from a topographical and
archaeological point of view, will be
found on the sanctuaries of Hindus- *
tan in the Reports of the Arctiseological Survey of India of General A.
Cunningham ; on those of Western
India in the Reports of the Archaeo
logical Surve}^ of Western India by
J. Burgess ; on those of Ijidia%in
general in J. Fergusson’s History of
Indian and Eastern Architecture,
1876. The reader will consult with
interest, particularly on account of
the beautiful execution of the en
gravings, the publications of M M .
Rear-Admiral Paris, G. Lejeaj;i, A.
Grandidier, and L. Rousselet, that
appeared in the Tour du Monde, t.
xvi., xviii.-xx., xxii.-xxvii.
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27. The supreme Lord Hari seated in the heart, drives away the failings and
vices of his beloved votary who having given up all other beliefs and persuasions,
worships his feet.—X I. 5. 42 (KarabhA-jana).
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28. Who that is so conversant would forsake Thy lotus feet?— Thou who
offerest Thine own self to those saints, who have taken the vow of peace and
poverty.— X. 86. 33 (Bahulaswa).
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29. Till man has not found the refuge of Thy feet he will remain subject
to the fear of the loss of property, friends and his body ; he will be subject
to hankerings, thwartings, greed and griefs. Till then will remain a ’so the root
of all sufferings and distresses, viz., the false belief in “ My-ness.”— H J. 9. 6
( Brdhma).
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30.
The Yogis by means of their Bhakti-Yoga (devotion) attended with
Jfi^na and Vairagya (knowledge and renunciation) approach me for the attainniOnt of their well-being— III. 25. 42 (Kapila).
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great number of agents, about 3000, whom the vestryboard of the temple sends into all the provinces of India
to beat up for pilgrims— an organisation which is met with
elsewhere as well as Puri, and which is not of yesterday*
but which has been rendered much more perfect, since the
railroads are now at the service of Jagannath. In all,
the personnel, which, directly or indirectly, is maintained
by the sanctuary, is estimated at 20,000 men, women, and
children. In the most favourable years the number of ^he
pilgrims, or rather the pilgrimesses, for five-sixths at least
of the number are women, amounts to 300,000. In the
worst years it never falls below 50,000. A t the Bathaydtrd, “ the going forth of the car,” the principal of the
twenty-four great festivals, between which the religious
year of Jagannath is divided, it is generally reckoned
that from 90,000 to 140,000 are present at once. It is
not difficult to conceive what must be the condition as re
gards health of these multitudes ,already exhausted by a
long journey. Ninety-five in the hundred come on foot,
sometimes from the extremities of India, dragging with
them sick relatives and children, or with vessels full of
water from the Ganges, walking by day and encamping by
night, in the rainy season too (for the rain falls in June or
July), at a time when oppressive heats are rendered more
treacherous by the moisture and sudden changes in tem
perature. Arrived at their destination, at this “ gate of,
heaven,” they find matters if possible worse. It ?s the
exact time of the year when putrid fevers and cholera,
endemic in this desolate region, are in their full force. Illfed,i packed close together, deprived of all shelter,^ excited
incessantly, even to ecstasy, by the pomp of the worship,
crammed together several times a day in fetid tanks, they
^ Food, consisting of boiled rice, is
supplied at a low price by the kit
chens of the temple. But as it has
been consecrated to the god, none of
it must be lost. W hat is left is kept
from day to day, and is therefore

often eaten in an advanced state of
fermentation.
^ The town of Puri (23,oO(? inha
bitants) has only 5000 houses or huts
for the pilgrims.
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2. Ju st as the watering of the root feeds the trunk and branches so the
worship of Visnu serves as the worship of all including Self.— V III. 5. 49
(Brahmfi,).
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The Karm a-Yogis who in strong faith worship Him, the ruler of the
elements (of matter) and of the sense organs and the mind, by their many rites
and ceremonies for the attainment of their desires— verily are they well versed
in Veda and Tantra.—V I. 24. 62 (Rudra.)
N o t e . _The purport of this
not very clearly expressed. The statement is
that they who worship Him are credited with true knowledge. Not they who
simply pursue Jnana Mdifga (the path of knowledge.)
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. 4-5. That a man should sincerely offer sacrifice to the Deity with the
income earned by fair means is the path to well-being of the twice-born house
holder. This path has been perceived by wise men ^ ith their scriptural vision.
I t gives peace to the mind. I t leads to Dharma and is an easy means to the
attainment of Moksa.—-X. 84. 36-37 (Munis).
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within his own sect, and does not rise above a mere me
chanical devotion ; but on these great occasions ffe expe
riences an excitement which lasts for years, and he finds
himself the member of an immense community. Here the*
ranks of Vishnuism and of Qivaism blend together. At
Benares, for instance, the pilgrim not only visits the sanc
tuaries connected with his own peculiar faith, but the holy
places in general. A t Jagannath each particular sect is
represented, and each divinity has his chapel, his idol, <wid
his rites. Durga herself has her altar here, where, in spite
of the rule which prescribes that no living creature shall
be allowed to die within the sacred precincts, even victims
are sacrificed to her honour. Each of these great pilgrim
ages, therefore, is a sort of colluvio religionum. Else
where Hinduism is breaking up and crumbling to piecesj
here it gains new vitality and recovers the sense of its
unity.
What are the limits of this unity ? Under what ccmditions and at what stage in the social scale does one cease
to be a Hindu ? To this question there is no satisfactory
reply. The ancient religion excluded the Cudra ; it was
forbidden to reveal to him the Veda and to offer sacrifice
on his behalf. The Heo-Brahmanic religions indulge in
none of these* peremptory interdictions. Eor the most
part, they profess to take in hand the cause of the disin
herited. The Mah^bharata and the Puranas must have^
been composed expressly for the benefit of women and
^udras, those excluded from the Veda.^ There is no express
and regular prescription which absolutely debars from the
cultus such classes of the population, and to the numerous
tirades directed against the impure classes which the lite
rature of the different epochs contains we might easily
oppose an almost equal number of professions of equality.
Finally, we have seen that the majority of the sects have
gone a great way in their protestations against distinctions
of caste, and that some even went the length of declaring
1 Bh^gavata Purtina, i
.4 ,25 .
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The man of simple faith attains to the higliest goal as his reward for
having washed the feet of the Lord and worshipped his feet with offerings of Durva
grass. I t is impossible that the man who has given away his empire of the
world without any remorse should be visited with affliction.— V III. 22. 23
(Brahma).
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9.
Thus does a man who worships me according to Vaidic and Tantrik
rites earns his wished for success in both the worlds.— X I. 27. 49 (Sri Krisna).
Here ends the Eighth String of the Necklace of Devotion,
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of Jagannath, while two others, the washermen and the
potters, may enter, hut not farther than the first court.i
Like the ancient religion, Hinduism, then, has its ex
communicated races; but alongside of those who are thus*
repudiated by it there are some which repudiate it in
their turn— we mean the tribes in a more or less wild
state, which represent, the majority of them at least, the
first tenants of the soil before the arrival of the Aryans.
In Hindustan and the north of the Dekhan the grr«at
body of these tribes has become indistinguishably blended
with the victorious race. In the South they have also
adopted the Aryan culture and religion, preserving, how
ever, their languages, which are different forms of the
Dravidian, radically distinct from the Sanskrit. It is a
question which is not yet ripe for solution, how far they^
in turn have been able to infect their conquerors with
their own ideas and customs. It is probable, however,
that some at least of the goddesses of the Hindu religibns
which sanction the sacrifice of blood are of Dravidian
origin. But this is an assimilation which has noW taken
place everywhere. A ll along the northern and eastern
frontier, in the centre among the Vindhya mountains, and
over the least hospitable portions of the tableland of the
Dekhan; farther to the south, in the recesses of the Ghats,
and in the Mlgherries, we meet with tribes connected,
those of the north and centre with Tibetan or trans- ,
gangetic races, and those of the centre and south •with
the Dravidian races, who have remained more or less
pure,‘and have preserved their national customs and
religions. We shall not enter into the examination of
those religions. Like the tribes which profess thern, they
have no history, and their classification ethnographically
is far from complete and settled. The most interesting
and best known are those of the aborigines of the Dravi
dian race. They have as their common character, the
adoration of divinities connected with the elementary
^ Hunter, Statistical Account of Bengal, vol. xix. p. 62.
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3.
When falling or slipping, when in pain, when sneezing, if a man voluntari
ly or involuntarily ejaculates the words “ Haraye Nama” (salutation to Hari), he
drives away all evils.— X I. 12. 47 (Suta).
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4.
Knowing all things to be the body of Hari, making no difference
between them and Hari, let a man bow down to the sky, the air, the water, the
fire, the earth, the luminaries, the living beings, the trees, the rivers and seas.—•
X I. 2. 41 (Kavi.)
Here ends the Ninth String.

THE TENTH STRING.
[^This section treats of Servitude (to the Lord)T\
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1. Nothing is wanting to the servants of the Lord whose feet are^ holy
shrines, by^the very hearing of wjiose name a man becomes purged of his. sins. IX . 5. 16 (Durvasa)
18
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of Guinea. Is tlieir history that of a long process of
decay, and have they, as some incline to believe, sifice the
Veda been only gathering around them thicker darkness ?
or must we admit a real progress in this long succession,
of efforts ? For the thirty centuries, at least, through
which we can trace them, we find them constantly
changing and constantly repeating themselves; so much
so, that we seek in vain for notions of which we can with
out reservation affirm at any given moment that they ^re
new or fallen into oblivion. No other among the IndoEuropean peoples had so early as this an idea of an abso
lute law universally binding, and yet we would like to
know to what degree in practice it ever had a legislation.
In how many cases can we say. Here is what India believes
or does not believe, here is what it approves or what it
condemns ? Long before our era it contended theoretically*
against caste, and confessed the vanity of it,^ yet it re
tains it all the same to this day; nay, more than that, it
has carried it to excess, and brought it to an issue at once
so odious and so chimerical that it is impossible to know
how to account for it. And what contradictions there are
if we examine the morale of these religions ! N ot only have
they given birth to Buddhism, and produced, to their own
credit, a code of precepts which is not inferior to any
other, but in the poetry which they have inspired there
is at times a delicacy and a bloom of moral sentiment
which the Western world has never seen outside of
Christianity. Nowhere else, perhaps, do we meet with
an equal wealth of fine sentences. One of the men who
havS done most to promote an acquaintance with .the
Hindu religions. Dr. John Muir, has collected a certain
number of these maxims and thoughts in an exquisite
anthology,^ which must have gained many friends to
^ Bhagavad Gita, v. i8.
^ Religious and Moral Sentiments
from Sanskrit Writers, 1875.
The
author has just included this first
selection in a larger work: Metrical

Translations from Sanskrit Writers,
with an Introduction, Prose Versions,
and Parallel Passages from Classical
Authors (vol. viii. of Trubner’s Ori
ental Series), 1879.
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4.
Let a man consecrate every action of his to the Lord uttering the
salutation ‘‘ N arayanaya ” (this to N arayana)— every action he does with his
speech, body and mind.— XT. 2. 36 (ICavi).
Here ends the Tenth String.

THE ELEVENTH STRING OF TH E NECKLACE OF DEVOTION.
[This section treats of the intimate companionship and friendship o f th^ Lord],
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Not one has till now succeeded in founding anything
which can be compared with the work of the unknown
apostles who, in the first centuries, established Churches
called after St. Thomas, or even with that of St. Francis#
Xavier and the first Jesuit missionaries. This is due,
perhaps, to the circumstance that the Protestant mis
sionary comes and settles down, surrounded by a family
with whom he lives in citizen comfort, while the native is
impressible only by display or by asceticism. But it»is
especially due to this, that he reasons so much. Now,
controversy, on which the Hindu dotes, and in which he
excels, has no hold on his religion, which has, so to speak,
no definite dogmas. Arguments sink into this soft mass,
and are lost, like a blow with a sword in one of those
inferior organisms which have 110 fixed centre of vitality.
The missionary is loved and respected, the moral truth of
his teaching is approved of and admired, and it cannot be
qaestioned that in this respect alone his presence tias
been productive of much good; but there are no con
versions. It is, then, more than doubtful wheth^' Hin
duism must, in even a distant future, give way to another
religion; and yet it is visibly collapsing and deteriorating.
A t this very moment it is very near becoming little better
than a form of* paganism, in the etymological sense of the
word. Science, industry, administration, police, sanitary
regulation, all the conquests and all the exigencies of^
modern life, are calmly waging against it a war wkh far
oreater results than the work of missions. Will it find
o
it has within itself resources enough to adjust itself# to
the new conditions which are pressing upon it with in
creasing rapidity ? The experience of the past is cafcuiated to inspire in this respect almost as many fears as
hopes. The whole history of Hinduism is, in fact, that
of a perpetual reform, and it is impossible not to be struck
with the persistency in the effort. But, at the samej:ime,
we are obliged to confess how ephemeral and how liable to
be corrupted each of these endeavours has till now proved

•

^
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1. Wlien a man having renounced all worldly activities consecrates himself
to the Lord and then becomes the subject ot‘ My special grace he becomes fit
for oneness with Me and attains imuiortality.— X I. 29. 34 (8 ii Krisna).
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‘ 2. Dharma (religious practices) x\rtha (material gains) and Kama (plea
sures of this body) are said to be the three objects of life. As a means to gain
them there are the science of self-knowledge, the Karmakanda (ritualistic)
portions of the Vedas, the science of polity and government, the many works on
the subjects of trade and agriculture. I consider all these branches of knowledge
as true if only they arc consecrated to Thee, their friend and Supreme Being.-—
V II. G. 26 (Prahlada).
Here ends the Twelfth String.
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use in Europe, and it lias remained faitliful to these since.
In its aim it is a Hindu sect; in its organisation* in its
means, and all its modes of action, it is an association
analogous to that of theological parties among ourselves, t
It has its places of meeting and prayer, its committees, its
schools, its conferences, its journals, and its reviews. The
revealed authority which the founder had thought, in the
beginning at least, he ought to claim for the Yeda has
been gradually given up, especially since a^kindred asso
ciation, the Dharmd Samdj (the Church of the Law), was
founded for the defence of the old orthodoxy. For over
a dozen years now the sect has been split into a con
servative party, the jLdi {i.e., ancient) Brahma Samaj,
and an advanced party, which was formed under the direc
tion of Keshub Chunder Sen, the Brahma Samdj of India,^
the former more respectful to the old usages, the other
drivinoo at a more radical reform. In this work there is an
immense deal of what is right in itself, devout in sefltiment, and great and even noble in aspiration. It is impos
sible sufficiently to honour these truly worthy mgi, who
labour with so much zeal to raise the intellectual, the
religious, and moral level of their fellow-countrymen; and
the good which they do is unquestionable. But it is more
than sixty yeaTs since the Brahma Samdj was founded;
and how many adherents can it reckon up ? In Bengal,
its cradle, among a population of 67,000,000. some thou- ^
sands, all in the large towns; in the country districts
(and India is an essentially rural country), it is hardly
known. Doubtless it is not exposed, like the other seots,
to the risk of sinking into corruption or falling back
under the yoke of superstition. But will it grow up quick
enough to become their heir ? And when will it ever be
strong enough to exercise an influence with effect on
200,000,000 of men? There are, then, in the existing
Peace and Happiness, as also his
First, Second, and Final Appeal to
the Christian Public in reply to

I

the Observations of Dr. Marshman,
several times reprinted,
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3.
0 Vidiira, how can the troubles of the body and of the mind, the evils
that befall on man from the skies, those that have their origin in the elements
of matter—how can all these oppress the man who has taken refuge in the Lord
— I I I . 22.

35. (Maitreya).
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4. The mighty Yama who perpetrates havoc on the world cannot boast
of his conquest of him who takes refuge in the lotus feet of the Lord.— IV. 24.
56 (Rudra).
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5. He is a fool who takes shelter in any one else than the Lord, who is
not astonished (by his own greatness), who is fully satisfied with all he has, who
^ unconditioned, who is void of passions and (therefore) tranquil. The man who
resorts to any one else for refuge wishes to cross the sea by taking hold of the
tail of a dog.—VI. 9. 22. (Devas),
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8. 0 fortunate was the demoness Putana who, in her desire to kill him,
made him suck her poisoned breast and got her reward worthy of a foster-nurse.
Who else is there more merciful whose shelter we should seek?—H I. 2. 23
(Uddhava).
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9. I do not see in the course of my passage
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----- o the world any^ other
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who
rainest nectars.— X I. 19. 9.
shelter than the shade of your lotus feet(Uddhava).
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10. 0 Lord ! save me who am thus afflicted. I have been long oppiessed
by my remorses. My tyrants, six in number, have not yet been satisfied-* with
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12. I have every hop© that good people whose aim of life is to get at
Bhakti (devotion) will accord welcome to the Bhaktiratnavali. And the learned
having regard to my labour of stringing the gems, will receive the Necklace wdth
their approbation. As regards those persons who are given to captionsness 1
entreat them to look into my work thoroughly and speak out its faults which
they discern in it, if after their study of it there remains any desire fw taultfinding.
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13.
Whatever I am, of small intehectual powers, friendless and unkoovvh,
let not my work be an object of ridicule among the devotees of the Lord. Wlwb
intellect, distinguished birth (parentage), prowess or qualities can the bees boast
of ?—-Yet do not men drink with zest thelsweet honey they supply ?
Here ends the Necklace of the (lenis ef Devotion found in the Ocean of
Nectar of the Bhagavata.

In the Calcutta printed edition the following additional vei'ses are appended
separately as a footnote.
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Sang£ir, 289
•
Sangha, 122, 123, 125, 127, 148
S a n jM , II I

Sankhya, 68, 69, 70, 75, 76, 94, 1 16,
146, 171, 181, 191, 195, 198, 200
Sankhya-Sfitra, 68
SannySsa-Upanishad, 66
Sannyasin, 79, 80
Santdl, 287
Sar4k, Sarsivak, 152
Saram^, 12
Saranyu, 22
Sarasvati, 24, 40, 62, 181, 199, 256,
279
Sarayu, 39
Sarba Lohanti, 247
Sarvadarganasangiaha, 142, 188,193,
198, 207, 210
Sarvopanishats^ra, 66
Sati, 59, 96
Sati, name of Devi, 165

SatnS,mi, 241
Satrap kings, 253, 257
^
Sattra, 34
Satya, 33
Satya Ndr^yana, 271
Satyavrata S£lma9ramin, 4, 76
^
Saura, 258
Sautr^mani, 56
Savana, 35
Savara, 2 13
Savitri, 19. 20, 26, 27, 29, 177
S^vitri, 51, 99, 258
S^yana, 2, 56, 86, 88, 89^ 98, 132,
142, 161, 188,^98, 207, 210, § 6^
Scepticism, 85
Schiefner, A ., 104, 105, 108, 120
Schlagintweit, E., 122
Schlegel, W. von, 187
Schmidt, J. J., 104
•
Schroeder, L. von, 4
Sea, the, as known to the Vedic
poets, 39
Sects, general character of the, xv. •
138,153, 1S2 seq., 2 1 1, 217, 229,
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Senart, E., 103, 106, 108, 167, 172,
263, 266
•
Serpent, worship of, 265, 266
Shadvirn9a-BiAhmana, 3
Shahrast^ni, 131, 132, 204, ^ 3
Shankar PancBt, 3, 89, 203
Shatcakra-Upanishad, 66
Shea, D., 212
Shendidharma, 270
Sherring, A., 214, 279
Shoda9in, 56
Siam, 103
Siddhi, 79, 203
Sikhs, the, 192, 204, 242 seq., 275
Simautonnayaiia, 51
^
Sindhu, 24
Siniv^li, 25
Sita, 176, 177, 178, 276
•
Sittar, 209, 225
Skanda, 161, 164, 183, 201, 223,
259, 261
•
•
Skandha, I I I
Smalrta, 89, 184, 206, 226
Sm^ita-Siitra, 49
Smriti, 49, 53, 79, 80, 88, 90
Soma, 8, 9, 10, II, 26, 27, 36, 42,
56, 177, 263
Soma-Candramas, 41
•
Som^nanda, 207
Somay^ga, 54, 57, 99
SomnS.th, 260, 278, 283
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Vairagin, 237, 238
Vaishnava, 87, 133, 134, 159, 182,
193 seq., 216, 226, 230 seq., 274
Vaishnava vira, 133
VaitS,ua-SQ.tra, 49
Vajapeya, 54, 56, 98
Vajasaneyi-Samhit^, 4
Vajrashgi, 127
•Vajrasuci-Upanishad, 66
Vala, 12
Valabhi, 134, 257
Vallabhac^rya, 229, 233, 234, 235,
237, 242, 269, 272
Valluvar, 157
Valmlki, 157
Vatnacara, 203
Vam^a-Brahmana, 4
V^naprastha, 79
Varslha Mihira, 9 4 , 1 3 4 , 1 4 5 , 1 9 4 ,
202, 214, 253, 258, 261, 280
V^r^ba-Purina, 1 9 4 , 1 9 9 , 261, 273
Vardham^na, 148
Varuna, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22,
23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 37, 42, 56,
252, 256, 261
Vasaiita, 175
Vasishtha-Sinriti, 50, 267
Vasu, 25, 172
Vasudeva, 172
Y^sudeva, 225
Ydsudeva (the nine of the Jainas),
167
ViiiSuki, 266
Yata, 14
YS/tsalya, 225
V % u, 14, 41, 180, 261
Vayu-Purana, 188
Veda, xiii.,xv., xxi,, 27,28, 29, 39,4'5,
81, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 100, 109,
120, 126, 143, 154, 155, 203, 210,
218, 230, 243, 284, 292
Vedan^, i i i
Vedanta, 65, 68, 71 seq., 88, 94, 99,
n o , 1 1 7, 190, 206, 240, 243
Yed^iitas^ra, 75
Vedauta-Shtra, 68, 75, 79, 124, 194,
195, 208
Vedantatattvas^ra, 194
Vehicle, the Great and the Little,
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Vetala, 253
Vi9^kha, 259
Vi9vakarman, 29
Vi9varupa, 22
Yi9varhp^, 173
Vi9v^vasu, 256

Vi9vedevMi, 25
Yidhana, 96, 97
•
Vid}^Mhara, 253
Vih^ra, 137
Yijhana, i n
Yinaya, 102, 103, 108, 109
Yindhya, 62, 204
Yindhyavasini, 204
Virabbadra, 164
Vir^j, 69
Virgin, the Holy, 223
Vishnu, II, 20, 26, 46, 134, 159,
165 seq., 119 seq., ^99, »oi, 2c^,
255, 262, 265, ^69, 273
Vishnubhakta, 251
Vishnu-Dharma-Shtra, 50
Vishnudvish(the nine of the Jainas),
167
Vishnu-Pur^na, 96, 188
,
*
Vishnusahasran§,ma, 269
Viththala, 251
Yiv^ha, 51
Yivasvat, 9, 22, 173
Vivien de Saint-Martin, 40
Vratas, 32
Vr^tya, 52
.
»
Vrihann^radiya-Purana, 135, 184
V nki, 35
Yrindavana, I04, 173, 231, 234,
283
_
•
Yrish^kapi, 265
Vrishotsarga, 264
Vritra, 12, 13
Vy^sa, 157
Warren, S. W ., 92
Wassiljew, W ., 103, 104, i n , 115,
123
Waters, the, 9, 12, 19, 22, 28, 30,
43, 46, 169, 266^
•
Weber, A .,xxii.,xxiii.,3, 4, 6, 21, 41,
42, 43> 49, 53, 56, 57, 5§, 60, 62^
66, 94, 98, 127, 138, 141, 143, 146,*
148, 160, 162, 163, 167, 170, 173,
177, 180, 187, 202, 203, 219, 2:?K
258, 259, 261, 262, 263, 26^, 27“
West, R., 92
Westergaard, N. L., 5, 107, 108
Whitney, W. D ., xvi., 3
Widows, marriage and suicide of,
59, 96
Wilford, 221
Wilkins, Ch., 191
•
Williams, Monier, 275, 280
Wilson, H. H., 3, 57, 59, 65, 83, 99,
106, 142, 150, 182, 188, 194, 198,
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